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1. This seminar, .held at Prague from 20 to 31 October 1969, was the first United 

Nations inter-regional seminar on insurance and reinsurance. It was organized by the 

United Nations Conference on Trade and Development (UNCTAD) in co-operation with the 

Government of the Czechoslovak Socialist Republic within the framework of the United 

Nations Development Programme (UNDP). The offer of the Government of Czechoslovalda to 

invite the seminar to Prague was conveyed originally by that country I s r3presentati ve 

to the Committee on Invisibles and Financing related to Trade at its second session, 

during the discussion of questions of technical assistanceY. Within the United Nations, 

the Division for Invisibles and the Technical Assistance Co-ordination Unit of the 

UNCTAD secretariat and the Office of Technical Co-operation at United Nations 

Headquarters dealt with the organization of the seminar. In the host country, the 

Government of Czechoslovakia appointed the Ceska Statn:i'. Pojistovna (Czech State Insurance 

and Reinsurance Corporation) as the Government agency responsible for the organization 

of the seminar in Czechoslovakia. 

2. The purpose of the seminar was to provide an opportunity for senior Government 

officials concerned with insurance and executives of the insurance industry in 

developing countries for discussions on the most important problems facing insurance 

and reinsurance today in the context of the objectives of economic development and of 

building and strengthening national insurance markets in developing countries. The 

discussions covered the following subjects (each of them corresponding to one of the 

chapters of the present report): 

(i) The economic role of insurance; 

(ii) Life and accident insurance; 

(iii) 

(iv) 

(v) 

(vi) 

Non-life insurance; 

Marine cargo and hull insurance; 

Reinsurancei 

Relations between the State and the insurance industry; 
supervision; 

(vii) Insurance institutions and organizational aspects; 

legislation and 

(viii) Insurance statistics, including applied mathematics and cybernetics. 

1/ TD/13/118/Rev .1 - TD/B/C .3/ 51/Rev .1, para. 28. 
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· 3. In order to facilitate the work of the seminar, discussion papers were prepared 

in respect of each of these subjects by OX}_Jerts in insu:tance and reinsurance chosen by 

tho UNCTAD secretariat from both developed and developing countries and socialist 

countries of Eastern Europe. Summaries of the discussion papers were circulat.:od to 

the participants in advance, In addition, 8Very participant was requested to prepare 

a contribution in writing on one of the subjects on the seminar 1s programme, with 

particular reference to insurance in his o,m country, preferably dGaling with economic 

aspects of insurance and reinsurance transactions. lfany participants availed themselves 

of this opportunity and submitted to the UNCTAD secretariat a considerable number of 

such country papers dealing 1Jith the various topics on the agenda, Owing to the 

liu1itations of sp2ce it is not possible to rGproduco these contributions in the present 

report, which contains only the discussim1 papers prepared by the lecturers o.nd a 

summ"a_ry of the discussion which followed each lecture, 

4, The official languages of the seminar uere English, French and Spanish. 

Consequently, all the discussion papers and the written contributions by the 

participants were submitted in these three languages. The discussions at the seminar 

ue:;:-e 2.lso conducteC::. in these languages, 

5. The seminar was attended by 56 participants from 53 countries eligible for 

United Nations technical assistance, For this purpose, 53 fellowships were granted to 

participants coming from countries in different stages of development, a.i1d having 

clifferont economic and social syst3ms, in Africa, Asia, Latin America and Europe, Each 

country r,;icei ved one fellowship only. Three countries sent a second participant at 

Government expense. The seminar was also attend0d by representatives of several. 

organizations as observers, A list of the lecturers and of the participan"cs is given 

in an c.:max to this report. 

6. The geographical distribution of the pa:;:-ticipants wc.s as follows: Africa 22 

po.rticipe.nts, Asia 16, Latin America 12, Europe (including socialist countrL,s of 

Eastern Europe) 6 participar1ts. Thirty-four participants vere senior Government 

officials and 22 participants were executives of national insurance and reinsurance 

L1stitutions or ropresented national insurance associations. The keen interest of 

Governments of developing countries in the seminar is shown by tho fact that they 

nominated over 150 candidates for selection as participantJ, 
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7. The present report ,'as not submitted to tho s::::,ninar for ap;;irovc.J_, but constitutes 

a succinct.account by the UNCTAD secretariat of the main points of the discussion 

rather than a set of agreed statements on tho conclusions reached b:r the participants. 

At the same time it should be borne in mind that the views and opin.ions e;::pressed in 

the signed discussion papers are those of their authors and do no·i; necessarily imply 

the 0xpression of any opinion on the part of the UJIJCTAD secretariat. 
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Chapter I 

THE ECONOMIC ROLE OF INSURANCE 

A. Background paper by Mr. Karel Urban (Czechoslovakia) 

1, The economic functions of modern insurance fall into three main division: 

(~) Compensatory activity, that is, the distribution and reparation of losses by 

means of an insurance community (including payment of the face amounts of life insuranc1 

policies), which is of course the main and paramount function; 

(b) Efforts to prevent accidents and other casualties; 

( c) The accllillulation of capital, and the important part played by insurers in investmer 

Compensatory function and pre,rention activity 

General observations 

2. The results of every human endeavour are threatened and at times destroyed by 

dangers ("risks") arising from the following sources: (1) forces beyond the control of 

man; (2) the action of others; and (3) the action of the person endangered, 

These risks may be covered by prevention, by assistance or by providence, 

Prevention would appear to be the best method, if the risk could be eliminated 

altogether. Actuall:·, however, prevention is rarely so effective, especially where 

the forces of nature are concerned. 

Assistance depends on other people. It was one of the first methods of re~airing 

loss to be used, but has always remained uncertain or inadequate, at least when not 

based on the concept of social solidarity. In general, assistance makes only partial 

and temporary reparation. Moreover, it implies a certain ~egree of inferiority on the 

part of the person assisted, 

Providence is the method most relied upon. It is exercised by the endangered 

person himself, In its broadest sense, providence always involves a withholding from 

current resources to meet future needs. Insurance is providence in its most highly 

developed form. 

3, .Among our distinguished guests there are a number from Africa, and it might not be 

inappropriate to mention a possible historical episode, described in the Bible, 

concerning the wonderful civilization of ancient Egypt. 

4. Joseph I s interpretation of Pharaoh I s dream led to the formation of a stock of 

graL1 out of the surpluses of the seven fat years in order to meet the deficits of the 

seven lean years. It was necessary to create extraordinary reserves. !his act of 
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pr~vidence, planned and executed by the authority of the State was, of course, not 

yet insurance. Apart from othGr distinguishing features of insurance, Pharaoh 1s 

action lacked its chief characteristic, namely, the immediacy of the protection affordep. 

Actually, what Pharaoh was doing was only saving. Saving always requires a certain 

amount of time for the accumulation of a sufficient quantity of funds before it can 

become effective, whereas insurance provides immediate protection against the 

uncertainties of the following day. 

5. It is often thought that the only ones to benefit from insurance are persomwho 

suffer a loss and are compensated. That is not true. 

compensate the insured is by itself already a service. 

The insurer's promise to 

The insurer is selling 

security. This is the essential element of the service he provides. By means of 

insurance, the uncertainty of the future as regards the possibilities of disaster 

and the extent of the loss incurred is transformed into a limited, relatively modest 

sacrifice, the insurance premium. This is a fixed amount and anyone exposed to 

uncertain events can include it in his budget. 

A few more words about prevention: 

6. The German saying, verhuten ist mehr als verguten, expresses the basic truth that 

it is better to pruvent damage than to repair it. In the 1920s and 30s it was some-

times argued that insurers ought not to concern themselves too nmch with prevention 

because that might ultimately bring about a decline in the demand for insurance. 

Today, this kind of attitude is unheard of. Prevention activity now occupies an 

important place in the programme of insurers the world over. The insurer does not 

himself produce material goods. He operates solely in the financial sphere. Where 

the compensation paid indemnifies for El purely financial injury (f9r example, in 

insurance against certain business losses, etc.) it fulfils the economic purpose of 

insurance. But where there is material damage, it is still necessary to reconstruct 

or restore what has been destroyed, damaged or lost. Losses of this kind always 

mean an impoverishment of the community, and it is in the interests of the country 

as a whole to eliminate or at least to minimize them. In Czechoslovakia, for example, 

prevention is regarded as one of the essential functions of the insurer, and it is a 

mandatory activity of both the Czech and the Slovak State insurance bodies by the 

very legislation which governs their operations (Law No.82/66, para.4). 
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7. For insurerr; in the capitalist countries, where prevention activity is not 

required by law, prevention is no less important. In this field, there is close 

co-operation by insurers (often through their professi, .. ,;;,;il associations) with various 

agencies or progrmnmes (fire departments, research laboratories, investigation of 

certain techniques, etc.). Among the instruments employed to prev-cnt fir, ,_· is the 

premium-fixing policy. Factorios which do not adopt adequate safety a11d protection 

mea.~ures find themselves penalize,d by the ~remium schedule, inasmuch as those tl:a t 

are properly prok,cted enjoy substantial reductions. 

other branches of insurance. 

Similar methods are used in 

Significance of insurance in the main branches of economic activity 

8. We shall now examine some special uses of insurance in_ the production and 

circulation of goods, in particular in: (1) agriculture, (2) industry and (3) transport 

and trade; after which we shall take up (4) the sphere of personal interests, that 

is, the private interests of natural persons. We shall do no more than present some 

general ideas since the various branches and types of insurance are to be dealt with 

in special papers, 

.Agriculture 

9. Although agriculture is no longer considered as the sole source of the wealth of 

nations (a doctrine taught by the Physiocratic School two centurL,s ago) it is still 

given much attention by Governments because it meets an essential need, the need for 

food, The possibilities of preventive action in agri~Lilture are very limited. It 

is mainly in animal husbandry that prevention measures can have satisfactory results. 

Czechoslovakia can boast of groat success in this sphere sin~e the conversion of 

agriculture from private to collective farms. The close co:operation of the 

veterinary ,services has helped to bring about a considerable reduction in losses 

from 11 livestock mortality';• 

10. In farming, however, prevention is almost impossible while the crops arc 
11 standing11 • We are still° impotent b.efore most of the forcss of nature. Hail, the 

worst scourge of e.griculture, has been the subject of continuous research (in France 

and SWitzerland, for example), but so fo.r ·no effective protection has been found, 

dospite some remarkable experiments carried out recently with silver iodid0 in France. 

11. Thu fact that effective prevention is impossible brings out clearly the role of 

insurance in agriculture. The amount of damage done to agriculture by natural forces 

is so great that in many conntries the State itself has engaged in certain for1:1s of 

agricultural insurm1ce. This is a d:c,velopment whith is not confined to tho socialist 

countriGs, In a number of capitalist countries, too, the State intervenes, for 
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example in France (insurance against agricultural calamities), in the United States 

(crop insuran~e), iri Japan, and else-where. The State's role, in most of' these cases, 

is not to r0place private insur2nce but to supplement it. An important point is that 

agricultural insurance schemes now cover not only the so-called conventional risks 

but also risks not formerly covered, such as floods, prolonged drought, excessive 

wetness, spring frost, etc. This topic is elaborated in a special report.Y 

Industry 
12. Industry differs from agriculture in that it offers n vast and varied array of 

insurable interests. It can b0 said that industry, in its broadest sense, constitutes 

the cli0ntole of almost all the main branchcis of insurance. We can 0ven include such 

forms of' personal insurance as the various group insurance schemes and the employers' 

funds to provide supplementary retir0ment pensions. In ad;iition, there are the types 

of insurance ospecially created to meet the needs of industry, such as insurance against 

wilful damage to machinery, against certain business losses, etc. .Among the various 

types of liability insurance, that of' post-delivery liability insurance is of' spedo.l 

importance in view of recent developments in the legal systems of some countries where 

consumers are protected by severe laws and regulations. 

lJ. This leads us to the question whether it would be possible to cover generally all 

the risks to which a businessman might be exposed. The answer must be, no. The 

aggregate risk to a business, that is, the sum of all the dangers which beset the goal 

of the undertaking, is not insurable. To attempt to guarantee the financial success 

of every economic venturs without regard, for example, 

to hinder progress. One may recall in this connexion 

to market conditions, 

the plan of' Lassalle, 

would be 

the 

nineteenth-century German socialist, who trLJd to malw insurance a panacea. Ho 

proposed the establishment of' an "Insurance Union" which wo.s to organize production 

in such a way as to eli.-ninate risks. 

realiz0d. 

This vas a utopian scheme which can never be 

14. viG shall now consider the evolution of ideas on industrial insurimce in 

Czechoslovakia, as a country of the socialist type. 

15. One of' the most important of the reforms carried out in the socialist countries 

has been the nationalization of industry. At first,- this phenomenon gave riso to new 

opinions concerning the value of insurance for nationalized industry. In the capitalist 

1/ See chapter VI below. 
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countries, the industrial sector usually consists of a multitude of private businesses, 

all of which are exposed to an af~reciable common risk of partial losses. In the 

socialist countries, on the other hand, a single entity, the State, has become the 

owner of all of industry - apart from some small-scale production in co-operative, etc. 

The optimistic faith in the omnipotence of the socialist State, so typical of the 

beginning of these reforms, under-estimated the economic importance of insurance for 

State-o-wned industry. In Czechoslovakia, some circles asserted that the conclusion 

of separate insurance contracts was uneconomical and that all that was necessary was 

to impose a tax on industry to build up a common insurance fund. 

16. There is no point in discussing here the spirited debates on this subject of more 

than twenty years ago. Suffice it to say that Law No.86/1952 categorically prohibited 

the insuring of State property. In the reforms introduced in Czechoslovakia in the 

autumn of 1966 (the new system of management and control), that prohibition was lifted. 

The value of insurance services was again recognized, even for State enterprises. 

Prevention 

17. The main concern of preventive action in industry (apart from the industrial 

accident risk) is the danger of fire. As we know, the results of industrial fire 

insurance have not been very satisfactory in recent years, and efforts have been made 

to improve the situation. Insurance companies can make an effective contribution to 

prevention when they have specially qualified staff who can investigate the individual 

fires and identify their causes. This is especially true, for example, of United 

States companies with their 11 engineering services" which, among other things, carry out 

a detailed inspection of the plants to be insured, and evaluate the precautions taken 

and the safety arrangements made, before any insurance contract is signed. 

Self-insurance 

18. Self-insurance, in which the person exposed to various risks acts as his own 

insurer, is theoretically possible for any risk. But it is in industry that the idea 

is most common, for it is there that one finds giant enterprises possessing the vast 

financial resources needed for the purpose. Such enterprises often entertain plans 

for establishing a fund, within the enterprise, consisting of the money which would 

othe:i:'W'ise have to be paid to an insurance company as premiums. Self-insurance would 

be possible, in principle, provided that the risks are sufficiently numerous and 

varied to allow the application of the law of large numbers (a multitude of units such 

as workshops, stores, vehicles, etc., territori~lly dispersed). If this condition 
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is not met, the f'und in question docs not constitute a self-insurance scheme; there 

is simply no insurance. Thus, when someone says that a contractor is self'-insured, 

he is of'ten making a mistake. 

Industrial accident insurance 

19. It might appear to be out of' place here to touch on industrial accident insurance. 

This risk belongs, of course, to the category of personal insurance, and furthermore 

in many countries it is covered by social insurance, 

20. However, it has also been dealt with in other ways as, f'or instance, in the United 

Kingdom and the United States. The nineteenth-century British "Employers I Liability 

AcV'established the employer's liability for work accidents due to his negligence. 

Later, another statute, the 11 Workmen 1s Compensation Act11 , instituted insurance for 

the victims of accidents which were not the fault of the employer. The cost of this 

insurance are borne by the industrial enterprise. A similar approach is found in the 

United States. It looks upon the economic injury suffered by industrial workers (or 

their families) becausG of work accidents or occupational diseases as part of the cost 

of production. The price of' the product must cover this item of cost just as it does 

similar items for wear and tear of equipment. Such an approach makes the industry 

itself bear the cost of this insurance. 

Company pension funds 

21. Perhaps this is the place to mention the various types of' company f'unds set up 

for the benefit of employees of industrial enterprises. These f'unds are usually based 

on the principle of group life insurance. The cost of the insurance may be shared 

between the employed and the employees, but there are cases where the employer pays 

the entire premium. Formerly, in many a country, before the days of' general social 

insurance, some of its purposes were served by such company funds. Nowadays, their 

function is usually to supplement benefits received from social insurance, particularly 

old-age pensions. It is clear that in this way insurance helps industry not only 

economically but also socially. The existence of these funds strengthens the bonds 

between the workers and the enterprise, and contributes to social harmony. 

Transport and trade 

22. Whatever is produced must be sold and must be carried to a place of consumption, 

Thes~ are operations in the circulation of cornmodi ties and they include transport and 

trade, where insurance plays a very special economic role. 
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23, Transport insurance is the oldest branch 

paper is to be presented by an expert on this 

to a brief historical sketch. 

of the insurance industry. 

subject,1/ I shall confi:0 

Since a specie: 

myself here 

24 •. Certain written regulations dating back more than seven centuri.Js refer to trans

actions in marine insurance in the for;;i of bottomry loans. They are the 11 Rolls of 

Oleronli applied in Flanders, which are believed to go back to before the year 1250. 

At almost the same time the other cradle of marine insurance began to clevolop in Italy 

(among the Lombardy merchants). It is from there that we have a document (preserved in 

the archives of Ganoa) which is r,~garded as the oldest extant insurance contract. A 

century latEsr there appeared the Ordinances of Barcc.lona dealing with rules of' marina 

law c.nd matters of insurance. ThGse ordinances governed the maritime traffic in thb 

lfotherlands also, during the period of' the Spanish occupation. This explains how, for 

example, the word "cargo;,, which is Catc1lan, came into use all over the world. Up to 

the discovery of .America, England was, so to speak, on the fringe of those developments. 

But as England gradually became the mistress of thG seas, she also became tho place where, 

modorn transport insurance developed. It is England which really built up this branch, 

with the marinG insur2nce policy as its constant guidG, 

25. With the expansion of' the means of transport dui·ing the ninet0enth century (building 

of' rs.ilw2ys, increasc:d use o.f inland waterways, etc.) insurers began to include land 

risks iri their policiG,3: liability was no longer limited to the voyage by sea but also 

covored th0 overland journeys, either separately or in conjunction with (before and 

after) sea transport. Thus was born the well-known Hwarohouse to warehouse 11 clause. 

26. The vast increasa in motor transport, which is exposed day and night to the hazards 

of the road, has greatly ext8nded the insurance of overland transport risks. 

27. Today we nre witnessing a spectacular expansion of' air transport. Insurance is 

o.dapting itself to this form of transport also, and keeping pace with coverage needs. 

Everyon-, is no doubt aware of the problams arising today from the great increase in 

values exposed to tha risks· of air transport, not solely because of the enormous cost 

of modern aircraft (hull risk), but also because of the liability of the carrier, 

particularly for po.ssengers, since the seating capacity of these giant aircraft is 

being continually increasod. 

28. Earlier .WG noted how valuable insuranc8 was to agriculture and to industry. 

i1wurance goes even further. In this spht,re, insurance is not merely valuabl0; 

Transpor· 

it is 

indispensabl1z. Without it, internationru. trade and traffic on the scnle we know today 

.:ould ho.rdly be possible. 

1/ See chapt0r IV bo1ow. 
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29, What is the specific economic role of insurance in trad.:i in the strict sonse, that 

· in the operations &~d transactions of distribution other than transport? is, 
30. Let us pass over the types of insurance offering standard coverages for all kinds 

of cliunts, including, of course, businesses and banks, and look at some kinds of 

coverug which meet certain commercial needs. They are, principally, the following: 

credit insul'o.nce, surety and fidelity bond insurance, insurance against bre.~.ch of 

trust, embezzlement and misappropriation, and naturally also various kinds of liability 

insuI·ance, among others. In this last category the most intereoting, in viGw of its 

very recunt devalopment, is liability insurance covering goods after delivery, 

Reference has already been made to this type of insurance in the section on industry. 

But the daliv8ry of goods direct from tl10 factory to consumers is not the only mode of 

distribution, Most often, they are separated by a commercial network (general agent, 

wholesaler, riltailer, etc.). And each link in this chain of intermediaries is in 

turn oxpuc8d to this liability, depending on the le.ws of thG country c:)ncernod. 

The sphere of personal interests 

31. The sphere of insurable personal interests, that is, of personal ;interests other 

than those connected with some undertaking, mny be divided into the following two main 

sectors: (c!) property and liability insurance, and (b) personal insurance (life, 

casualty, sickness). 

32, We shall concern ourselves here only with some particular aspects of life insurancG. 

Life insurance is of special interest not only because of its economic importance - the 

volume of capital it assembles - but also because of its unique origin which has no 

counterpart in any other branch of insurance, 

33. The idea of life insurance could not take shape until 1::fter the discovery oi' 

mortality ,:-ates, something which occurrvd in England in the seventeenth centur;;,, 

Previous efforts (such as that of Ulpian1/ in ancient Rome) had not achieved accurate 

results. 

34. It was John Graunt, an ordinary London shopkeeper interested in stn.t1s1·,ics, who 

won a place in th0 history of insuranc0 by b:;ing the first to investigate systematically 

1/ Ulpian (170 - 228 A.D.), Roman jurist and comentator on the lex Falcidia, according 
to which legacies left by a testator were not to reduce the entitlements of 
statutorsJ heirs by more than throe-quarters of thu estate. In order to evade 
this law, testators bequeathed life annuities. Ulpian noted in his co;,montary 
tho.t it was necesst\ry to deterr.1ino the capitalized uquivalent of these annuities, 
tnking into c.ccount the probable longevity of tho legatees. He att:.whed to his 
commentary a table giving life expectancy figurus for different age groups. 
Ulpian probably derived these figures from the inforrnatioi1 in the records kept in 
the Romnn temples, 
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tbo phenomenon of the incidence of death among persons of the same age group. For 

th ..• purpose he analysed the mortality data ("bills of mortalityH) of the population of 

London, The data in these 11 billsn were not always precise, and consequently the 

mortality table drawn up by Graunt was only approximately correct. NevGrtheless, the 

method he employed was the right one. After Graunt, Edmund Halley, the Astronomer 

Royal, drew up an accurate table. Halley published this table in 1693 in his book 

entitled 111.n estimate of the Degrees of the mortality of Mankind drawn from the curious 

Tables of the Births and Funerals of the city of Breslaun, The more precise informa

tion contained in the records kept by the city of Breslau made it possible to 

construct a much more accurate table, and, of course, the name of the famous astronomer 

somowhat overshadowed that of the simple London shopkeeper. There is no doubt, 

however, that the credit for this discovery must go to Graunt. Five years from now, 

in 1974, life insurers will be commemorating the three-hundredth anniversary of his 

death. 

35. Ai'ter this historical outline, let us return to the subject of the economic role 

of life insurance. It is part of the very notion of life insurance that it is the 

durRtion of life which is the criterion for measuring the risk. This risk must be 

conceived of in two ways: from the point of view of the insurer it may mean both the 

risk of death and the risk of survival (the latter particularly with respect to 

endowment insurance). 

36, What interests are covered by life insurance? The value of a man as a living 

being cannot be expressed in terms of a sum of money, whatever the amount. It is 

the economic goals linked to a man 1s life which form the subject-matter of life 

insurance. 

37. Of all the different kinds of insurance, straight life insurance may be considered 

the least selfish, for it is always a person other than the insured who is the 

beneficiary, This form of life insurance always aims at the protection of the economic 

interests of those who are dependent on the insured. Be:fore the introduction of 

social insuranc0 systems, life insurance afforded the best protection for dependants, 

and it still does in so far as it supplements other forms of security (social security, 

company pension schemes, etc.). 

38. The second main role of li:fe insurance is that it is a form of saving. Life 

insurance mGets the need for saving by offering a host of different types of insurance 

which serve this end (the most common being 11 ordinary" life insurance). This insurance 
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is the type that is the most popular throughout the world, and it is this kind which 

is the principal source of the insurer 1 s mathematical reserves. However, the role 

of life insurance as a method of saving has nothing to do with its purely compensatory 

role, with which this section is concerned. We shall revert to the former aspect 

in the next section, concerning investment. We may note in passing that a life 

insurance policy is often an indispensable element for obtaining credit, even in the 

very simple form of term insurance. However, in connexion with the repayment of a 

mortgage or the building of a house, use is often made not only of the term insurance 

mentioned above, but also of various combinations of ordinary life insurance (home 

savings insurance, mortgage insurance, balance-due insurance, etc.). The outstanding 

role of life insurance in this connexion is dealt with in a special paper.Y 

3~. The main differences between life insurance and all other kinds of insurance may 

be summarized as follows: 

(a) In life insurance the occurrence of the event insured against is always 

certain; 

(b) In life insurance the loss suffered is always in the nature of a total loss; 

there are no partial losses; 

(c) Since life insurance belongs to the category of fixed-sum insurance, no 

assessment is made of the loss suffered: the insurer is required to pay the full 

agreed amount; 

(d) Life insurance rates are established on the basis not only of statistical 

data (mortality tables) but also of the technical interest rate (bases of computation); 

(e) The risk of death increases for each person as he grows older. The life 

insurance premium, on the other hand, is calculated in such a manner that it remains 

unchanged throughout the term of the insurance (or it is even successively reduced -

as in the case of so-called ,descending scales of rates). This necessitates the 

setting up of mathematical reserves - even for the temporary kinds of life insurance. 

When the life insurance contract also includes savings, the establishment of such a 

reserve is naturally all the more important; 

(f) The existence of this mathematical reserve makes possible a reduction in the 

face amount of the insurance policy or its surrender in the event of cancellation 

(but this is possible only after a certain lapse of time, which is specified in the 

conditions); 

(g) The insurer is not entitled unilaterally to cancel a validly concluded life 

insurance policy, unless the promiu.'!ls are not paid when due. 
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Insurance companiez and investments 

/+CJ. The investments of all the insurance companies in the world amount at prosent 

(1970) to something like $400,000 million. Some four-fifths of this vast sum 

represent coverage for the· mathematical reserves of the life insuranc0 branch. 

41. Obviously every company, while conforming to whatever legal provisions govern 

investment policy (especially in the life insurance branch), endeavours to place its 

investments where they will be most productive. And since it very rarely happens 

that investment in a single security simultaneously meets the three basic tests of 

safety, income and liquidity, we find that insuxers 1 portfolios often cont2cin a vary 

wide variety of securities. 

of protection mid safety. 

This dispersal of investments is in itself c:m element 

42. ill that has just been stated applies, it must bo said, solely to the capitalist 

countries. In tho socialist countrios the situation is radically different. In 

Czechoslovakia, for GXample, where the State does not issue any securi tios, where 

mortgag_, crcdi t and a money market do not exist, and where rndustry is at present 

financed solely by bank credits, the possibilities of investment for thu Czech and 

Slovak State insurance entities are extremely limit0d: in fact thoir only investments 

at present are bank deposits. This certainly simplifies things but at the sruno time 

it constitutes a substantial restriction of income possibilitios. 

43. To revert to the capitalist countries: in those countries insurers, although 

requirod to observe the provisions of the law, still have every latitude to make a 

free choice of varied investments, especially in the sphere of long-term credit. 

44, What is significant is that the capital accumulated by the insurance companies 

does not remain idle. It represents resouxces available for production. Insurance 

operates as a tool of capital formation when it brings together and turns into 

capital small sums of money which would otherwise have remained unused or have boen 

spent. This applies particularly to life insuranc8 companies, for thoso, as wo know, 

are not oxposed to tho same variations in tho occurrence of claims as companies 

engagGd in other branclws of insurance. Consequently, thoy do not usually need to 

mobilizo their reserves in order to meet their commitments towi:rds tho insured or their 

beneficiaries. So long as business is normal, tho premiums currently celloctod are 

more them sufficient to cover these disbursements. It is for this reason that life 

insurance concerns are precisely thosu capable of 1aaking long-term investments. 
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45. Thus, nbove and beyond the services it ronders to its customers, that is, tho 

individual insured parsons, insurance also fills an CJXtremely important economic role 

as an accumulator of capital, from which the entire country benefits. 

Social insurance 

46, Social insurance, also, may accU1l!Ulate large amounts of capital for long-term 

investment contributing to economic development. This is only possiblo, however, 

where the social insurance system operates on a capitalized basis, There are, broadly 

speaking, two main systems of social security, particularly as regards old-age pensions. 

Thoro is the orthodox system - social insurance in the real sense of the term - which 

is based on actuarial principles and characterized by the assessment of contributions 

and the setting asid8 of mathematical rc;serves, One of the most modern oxrJJ1ples of 

this system is to be found in Sweden. The other system has neither contributions 

nor mathematical reserves: it is the system of budgetary allocation, where the annual 

costs are covered by the State budget, This is the system in force, for exarnple, in 

Czechoslovclda, There is also what might be considered a third type, which is 

characterizod by the assessment of contributions (from employers and employees), 

supplemented in part by State appropriations, but which has no mathematical reserves, 

Jill example of this is the present system in Britain. 

47, There are good theoretical argumemts both for and against each system. But the 

problem hore is not mer0ly an actuarial ono: it is at tho same time an economic and 

political problem. Leaving aside the purely financial aspects, we find that basically 

social insurance involves striking a balance between the needs of the inactive sector 

of the'population, on the one hand, and the surplus in excess of the needs of the 

active sector, on the other, In ether words, the working part of the population 

supports the non-working part.. When the matter is viewed in this light, it is fair 

to say that those who oppose systems involving capitalization are to some extent 

justified in Naintaining that the accumulation of mathematical reserves is unnecessary, 

and that whnt is decisive is the h0althy and continuous development of the ontiro 

n-'..1.tional economy. But what they often fail to realize is that where the capital 

constituting these reserves has boon carefully invested, it docs in fact contribute 

to economic- development and to the creation of real values. It is r<cJgrettable that 

purely e C·A1omic and technical considerations can be erased by political arguments. 
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/48. Actually, in the world today, there are different versions of the two main 

systems of social insurance. Some of these came into existence in the years followin 

the Second World War or have been introduced quite recently. In a few more years it 

will be possible to compare them and to assess their merits and their defects. It 

is, however, clear, even now, that the ab1J.I1dorunent of schemes involving capitalization 

has done irreparable harm to the very countries which need capital, for it has 

eliminated an important source of capital for long-term investments. 

Effects of the economy on insurance 

49. Up to now we have been examining the benefits of insurance to the economy. It 

would be appropriate at this stage to consider also the opposite relationship - the 

repercussions of economic phenomena on insurance. Insurance gives, but it also 

receives, and it receives when it is influenced by economic changes. 

Monetary stability 

50. In most countries inflation is a very frequent subject of discussion at the 

present time. Insurance, itself a stabilizing and anti-in:flationary factor (in that 

it freezes a portion of the current purchasing power), suffers from any monetary 

depreciation. Life insurance, in particular, 'with its long-term contracts, is 

especially vulnerable. We are all aware of the cases of disastrous inflation in 

which the value of the monetary unit tumbled to a tiny fraction of its original 

value, and of various monetary reforms which were almost tantamount to confiscation, 

Such episodes have always been extremely harmful to insurance in the eyes of the public, 

and insurers have had to make great efforts in the sphere of public relations to 

restore faith in insurance after it has been shaken through no fault of their own. 

51, Today, it is true, we no longer see rampant inflation verging on catastrophe. 

What is disquieting, however, is the slow and continuous erosion of the value of the 

currency in certain countries, And the most disquieting thing of all is that this 

erosion is sometimes accepted as an incurable disease. When we read, i'or example, 

that some .American economists foresee a regular depreciation of the dollar at the rate 

of 2 per cent per annum and describe this phenomenon as a "growth factor 11 , we cannot 

but conclude that this chronic erosion has been accepted as inevitable, 

52. Insurers are naturally seeking safeguards against this depreciation, As early 

as the 1930s they began to conclude some contracts tied to costs, starting in the fire 

insurance branch, w11ere reciprocal commitments ,1ere tied to the index of building costs. 
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Last year we 

read about some Italian life insurance policies based on tho stock-market index. The 

spread of various ways of participating in "unit trusts" is no doubt also due, at 

least in part, to uncertainties about the fate of the currency. 

53. All these defensive measures can only partially offset the drawbacks of monetary 

depreciation. Inflation always defeats thep;.rpose of insurance. Stability of the 

purchasing power of money is a basic requirement for the satisfactory functioning of 

insurance and its capacity wholly to fulfil its economic role. 

Economic cycles 

54, In periods of prosperity, it is easy to sell insurance, the total amount of 

insured capital rises, and premiums are paid regularly. 

55, In times of depression, however, insurance feel.s the effects of the disturbance 

of normal conditions: few new policies are taken out, business declines, the fall in 

the value of interests exposed to risk necessitates refunds (cancellations increase). 

56. Another consequence of economic crisis is seen in the claims rate (the ratio of 

losses to premiums). In times of depression, this rate usually rises. This 

phenomenon, which is affected by psychological factors, is particularly evident in the 

sph_,r, of property insurance. It might seem unlikely that such refercussions should 

be felt even in social insurance. Nevertheless, such effects have actually been 

observed. In 1927, a Prague professor-Y published an analysis of statistical data 

showing a correlation between the development of unemployment and that of sickness 

among workers. This analysis revealed a tendency among the working population, when 

threatened by unemployment, to escape the worst consequences of the economic crisis 

by this means, 

Abundant production and adequate supply on the goods and services market 

57. We must now consider one m?re point or, rather, one more economic condition which 

is essential if insurance is fully to serve its purpose with regard to property. 

There must be a sufficiently saturated free market, having an abundant, or even surplus, 

supply of goods and services so that an object that has been destroyed, damaged or 

lost may be speedily repaired or replaced. Let us look at an example: 

58. An insured house is destroyed by fire. In a country where the building industry 

functions efficiently, unhampered by a shortage of materials or manpower, or by 

uncalled-for interference from high-handed state authorities, physical reconstruction 

1/ Dr, Jaroslav Ja.;;iko, in a report on the periodicity of sickness and unemployment, 
presented to the Eighth International Congress of Actuaries in London. 
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(r0storation, to the r:ond:'ction prior to the c2swi.lty) is only a matter of having 

suffir:iont rG'3•.)Urces, and these aro forthcoming from the compensation paid by th8 

insurer. On the other hand, in a country where tho conditions in question ilre not 

satisfactory, the j_njured person will, it is truG, receive the compensation payable, 

but tho physical restoration of tho damc1ged property may oft0n be rath0r difficult or 

at any rate considerably delayed, 

59, This is but onu of many possible oxrunplcs and the subject, naturally, is not 

confined to dnmagc.: from fire. Similar difficulties may arise wherever there is 8. 

question of the repair of physical damage. We know, for exmnple, what special 

cor1plications may m-ise when it is necosScc.1.ry to obtain spare parts for motor vehicles, 

etc. ns regards the insurance of items whoso replacement or repair can only be 

ef'fectGd through deliveries from abroad, consideration could be extended to include 

such questions as exchange, regulations, currency convertibility, and so on. 

such aspects aro boyond the limits of our subject. 

Hcwevor, 

60. I hope that the few examples given have sufi'iciently shown the close connexion 

between insurance and a country's economic life. Immrance is en index of a country's 

economic conditions and even of' its civilization. The more highly developed a 

civilization, the greater are the risks; the more necessary, then, doos insurunce 

become, and the more d0vcloped and widespread it is. 

61. It is true that the position of insurance in a country depends also on that 

country 1 s political structure, The question of H Insurance and thu State 11 covers a 

great many very interesting points, and this topic forms, in fact, the subject of a 

anoth-.ir pap8r,Y No-one, I run sure, today questions the value of State supervision 

of insurance. But this necessary supervision must not be confused with a rigid 

control by the State, claiming the right to interi'erc directly in the management and 

oven the d2y-to-day operations of e.n insurance organization. Every insurance company, 

if organized and operated as a commercial undertaking, must have room to pursuo its 

activities and make its own docisions. 

62. Th"' smne atmosphere of freedom should likewise prevail among all t.he customers of 

insuranc0, permitting them to govern themselves in accordance with their own needs. 

B. ~'.ry of discussion 

6J. Many p.':irticipants emphasized the importance cf insurance as ;:,n economic activity 

providing protection to individual:c:, industry, agriculture and other sectors of the 

uconony t·y spreuding the financial burden of such protection ovor o. wide community. 

y' Suo chc,pter VI bolc:i11. 
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They recognized that, by tho nature of its economic activity, insuranco has some 

i,aportant social effect,s, which ought to be considered inseparable from its main o 

oco1101,;.:ir: functions, The devoloping countries should therefore attach specicl 

importance t,:. measures aimed at the establishment or str,:,ngth(ming, as the case may 

co, of their national insurance markets in order to provide the insurance servicGS 

-:;hat rnay be required at a reasonable cost. Under the conditions of growing demand 

for insurance in developing countrfos the efficiency and better organization of 

insurance services are of great importance. 

64. Practically all the participants who spoke on this point emphasized that it was 

for each developing country to decide which institutional system of insurance to 

adopt. While some speakers from developing countries referred to the role that mny bo 

participants stressed the role of t:,& public sector. Some of the latter stated that 

their countries (e.g. India, Ceylon, Tanzania, Iraq, U,A,R.) adopted an institutional 

form of organization of their insurance services, based partly (for some branches) 

or entirely on a State monopoly. According to several speakers, direct State 

intervention represents an obvious solution in cases where without such intervention, 

a nation::J.l insurance markc,t does not seem to be materializing quickly enough. 

65, Participants from the socialist countries of Eastern Europe mcplained that in the 

context of a socialist 0conomy, based on the social ownership of the means of 

production, insurance sorvicos were organized in the form of a State monopoly. In 

such an economy, the investible funds of the insurance industry became readily 

availablc.J for use in conformity with the general economic plans of the country. This 

was the position irrespective of whether the insurance services in a socialist 

country were provided by one or by several institutions. In the case of one socic:list 

country it was stated that its insurance institutions could potentially compete with 

oach other, 

66. According to many speakers, in most countries insurance and reinsurance serviro s; 

whether nationalized. or private, were organized on commercial principles_, though in 

some count~'ius the earning of profits was not necessarily the principal objective of 

insurance services. Profit-making and non-profit-making forms of ir.suranco may oxist 

side by side within a given insurance market. It was pointed out in this connexion 

that non-profit-making forms of insurwce services, such as mutual or co-operative 

- -- ---- ~--~---
- - - --
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insurance societies, might have a special appeal to a developing economy and mere 

particularly to its agriculture, where the demand for such services wns still largely 

unsatisfied. 

67. With regard to the much discussed problem of insurance capacity, i.e. the ability 

of an insurance market to provide sufficient cover for all risks offered to it, several 

participants considered that recent reports in the international insurance press did 

did not seem to cover the problem adequately. In their opinion the magnitude of the 

insurance capacity problem had been exaggerated, especially with respect to the capacity 

of' the international insurance market. The sharply rising trend towards riska of' 

very high values, in consequence of' economic concentration and of technological 

development, undeniably raises serious problems for the insurance industry. However, 

it was thought that the capacity problem had been viewed until now, too much against 

the background of' the unfavourable technical results recorded in the past several years 

,: by insurers and reinsurers in the developed market economy countries, especially with 

respect to business originating in those countries. 

68. Fear were expressed that the deterioration of' the underwriting results in certain 

areas might lead the main international insurers and reinsurers to harden in a general 

manner their terms and conditions. As a result, the developing countries in which 

insurance business trends continue to be favourable might be required to provide a 

compensatory cushion for the unfavourable business results experienced in developed 

countries. This in turn would have undesirable repercussions on the balance of' 

payments of the developing countries concerned, 

69. On the subject of' the potential contribution of insurance and reinsurance to 

economic development, a number of participants underlined the importance of effective 

insurance supervision over the financial stability of the insurance concerns and the 

technical methods applied by them. This question is more thoroughly dealt with in 

chapter VI below. 

70, Some participants referred to the regrettable absence of the insurance sector from 

many economic development plans in developing countries. It was stated that insurance, 

by providing the essential secUl'ity, encouraged enterprises to undertake long term 

commercial and industritl activities; at the same time, insurance was an effective 

instrument, through the funds which it could mobilize for the financing of' all kinds 

of economic projects. Higher priority and greater importance should therefore be 

given to insurance in the national development plans. 
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71. With regard to the influence of international insurance and reinsurance trans

actions on the balance of payments of developing countries, some participants 

considered that the net outflow was not the only material factor. Whenever there is 

a time lag between the respective gross outflows (mostly premiums) and inflows (mostly 

settlement of clail:ns) resulting from international insurance and reinsurance 

transactions, then the longer is the time lag and the higher the rate of interest for 

loan capital, the more burdensome the operation becomes for the economy of the 

developing country concerned. If the insurers in developing countries retained in 

these countries the technical reserves (for unexpired risks, for outstanding claims, 

etc.), then such outflows of funds from developing countries would be considerably 

reduced and would not tend to become tantamount to capital exports. 

72. In the light of these factors, the participants considered whether greater and 

better use could be made of the national retention capacity, with a view to lessening 

dependence on reinsurance abroad. It was generally felt that many insurance 

portfolios in developing countries satisfied the technical requirements for higher 

retention limits, owing to sufficient diversification of risks and sufficiently high 

safety margins. Whilst recognizing that it was advisable to follow cautious 

reinsurance policies and to limit the retentions up to a technically sound point, 

some participants emphasized that an excessively cautious approach, going beyond what 

was technically necessary, was detrimental to the economy as a whole. At the 

regional level, increased exchange of business among developing countries was advocated, 

but some participants pointed out the lack of information about the underwriting 

facilities offered by other developing countries and the lack of co-ordination among 

themselves. This prompted a number of participants to request that market information 

be collected and provided by competent international organizations, 

73, Practically all the speakers from developing countries referred to the unfavourable 

consequences of inflation with regard to insurance. They said that the impact of 

inflation was particularly severe in those branches of insurance where the contracts 

were of a long-term nature, such as life insurance, or where the claim settlements 

were spread over many years, as in the case of third party liability insurance, the 

latter being affected by inflation through the higher monetary value of losses because 

of growing costs of repairs, higher court awards etc. In their efforts to mitigate 

the damaging effects of inflation, tbe insurance and reinsurance institutions resort 

to a number of measures. Three specific groups of measures wore mentioned in this 
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connexion: (a) devising the investment pe,licy in such a manner that the assets 

invested retain their real values and appreciate pari passu with the inflationary 

rise in prices; (b) introduction of various index clauses in insurance p9licies 

and reinsurance treaties; and (c) more particularly in life insurance, linking 

insurance operations to equities and unit trusts o~erations. With respect to 

developing countries, it was pointed out, however, that the possibilities of applying 

those measures, and especially those mentioned in (c) seemed to be rather limited. 

74. The question of inflation and its harmful repercussions on long-term insurance 

business was conside.J;'od in particular against the background of the important savings 

component usually present in life insurance and the necessity of promoting savings 

in tho developing countries in order to mobilize funds for investment. It was 

pointed out in this connexion that the savings rate, as compared with the domestic 

GNP, was much lower in the developing countries than in the developed countries and 

that in any case, this rate was too low to fill the needs for financial resources for 

invostr.1ent. It was observed in this connexion that the corresponding rate of 

personal saving in the Latin American region was actually negative in recent yeo~s. 

Accordingly the importance of making lif'e insurance accessible and attractive to the 

public was generally recognized. 

75. Many speakers urged that greater importance i;ihould be attached to loss prevention 

by both the insurance industry and the State. It was emphasized that measures for 

preventing losses might reduce considerably the unfavourable loss experience recorded 

in recent years in both developed market economy countries and many developing ones, 

Moreover, such measures would have the favourable consequences of lowering the cost 

of insurance services and of enhancing their effectiveness. Loss prevention was said 

to be perhaps more important in the context of the whole economy rather than within 

insurance industry as such or within individual insurance institutions, not only because 

the collllllUnity had a greater interest in loss prevention or because part of its interests 

were not insured, but also because loss preventive measures might be more effective if 

applied on a national or even on an international scale (e.g, cargo security, aviation 

risks, pollution of the sea by crude oil, etc.), 
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1. As in other fields of human activity, in insura,.1ce also, invention car.1c in 

response to need. Trade and commerce between countries c,re known to have existed 

frorn ver-,v early dayc; of history. These entailed transport of goods by se2., often 

over long voyages. Since the risk of loss of the ship and/or the ca.rr;o by natural 

perils or co.pture by pirates was ever presentJ the need for protectio;,. 2,gai11st the 

economic consequences of those perils arose. Harine insm'ance of a so~·t was therQfore 

known to the ancients, and the founc.ation of even modern marine insurance w:..s well 

laid by th0 Italians as long ago as the fourteenth century. Ls can be saen from 

the following quotation from an unknown author~ si1;,ilar needs ::;oem to have given 

rise to short-term insurs.;we on human life, though strictly speaking the tr,.nsaction 

is more 2Jdn to cccident i;.isurance: 

"Notice will be taken of what is practised in this country by those 1,1ho 
undJrtake distant voyages, as to the coast of Italy, Constantinoplo, 
.. '.lexandria or other like voyages in the Mediterranean and Atlantic seas, 
on account of tho fear which they have of the galleys, fustcs, and frigates 
of tho army of the Turk, or corsairs who maJce a traffic of the sale of 
Christians whom they capture as well on the seas as 011 land, which crea.tes 
an occasion for tho :mo.sters and captains of this country, when they undertake 
such voyages, to stipulate with their merehant freighters or others for 
tho restitution of their persons in case they are captnred c,,:,d thi c: trwy can 
do even for the people of their crew. In such a case th,:J master must in the 
policy estimate his ransom and that of his companions, at so 1~,uch per head, 
decla:::e the name of the ship, the stay or touchings which it will make, 
the duration of ec,ch stay and as tc whom the rwsom is payable. The 
ensuror is bound to pay the sw-n for the ransom fifteen days after verification 
mid certification of the captivity without waiting for the usual two L10nt,hs 
delay and without other formality of seeing frei tage, ~,ill of lading or charter 
partGy, 11 

Later, in the seventeenth century temporary assurances seem to have been c. ·:mted in 

Britain in connexior1 ,;i th fi:~~cr,ci,'.!.l transactions. Scientific life inslli'.'2..c".le 0 , an 

expr2ssion with which wo associato long-term cover with annuc,l premiur,s ~lep0:·1ding 

upon age c;:tailing accumulation of roservos periodical actuarial valuLtions and 

<l:i.st:r.l '-1.r';J on 0f surplus 2cs bonus, was however born only in the eighteenth co;1tury. 

2, 'The reason for the late Gmergonce of life insuranco: or rc.thor cciontific life 

insurmce, is two-fold. First, there was no compolling der,1u11d from trade and coc\erco 
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for such insurance, as was present in the case of marine or fire insurance. Also, 

until a couple of centuries ago the conditions necessary for life assurance to 

flourish did not exist. Life insurance is essentially a long-term contract. It 

involves payment by the policy holder of premiums over a period of years and trusting 

that, when the time for payment comes, the insurer will be willing and able to honour 

the contract. This required conditions of general economic stability and a high 

degree of sophistication in financial and corporate matters. Another contributory 

reason was that actuarial science, which is the basis of life insurance, did not 

emerge as a science until the eighteenth century. 

3. The following q,:c'.)tation from Equitable Assurances by M. E.Ogborn explains 

succinctly why life assurance came when it did: 

"Life assurance was born in the middle of the period in England from 1740 to 1780 
which has bom1 ,_,allod Johnson 1s England. Here, as Trevelyan ss:ys, was: 

1a Society with a mental outlook of its o-wn, self poised, self judged, and 
self approved, freed from the disturbing passions of the past, and not yet 
troubled about a very different future which was soon to be brought upon 
the scene by the Industrial and the French Revolutions.' · 

"Those engaged in mercentile, industrial and professional occupations 
subsisted on incomes or earnings which would be cut short by death. The 
premature death of husband or father might reduce a family to extreme 
poverty a."l.d distrosE·. There was a need for life assurance protection, which 
was probably most keenly felt by a provident and thrifty section of the 
community, though there were many uses for such protection in financial 
transactions of various kil;lds. 

11It appears, then, that life assurance came when it did because the 
climate was favourable; England was prosperous; the mathematics of life 
contingencies was at hand; and there was an unsatisfied demand for the 
protection that life assurance can give 11 • 

4. Scientific life insurance was born with the establishment in 1762 in England of 

the "Society for Equitable .Assurances on Lives and Survivorships", tho first insurer 

to transact insurance business on scientific lines. With this example before them, 

and the principles of actuarial science already well known, it was only a question of 

time be.fore others emulated the example of the £Equi table 11 • Life assurance spread 

rapidly, and today there are hundreds of insurers all over the world spreading their 

protective wings over millions of policyholders, 

5. With the rapid development of actuarial science, fashio::iing of different types 

of cover to meet the varying needs of the public was not difficult. Today life 

insurance gives a variety of insurance protect.i.on whose range is truly amazing. 
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6. .Among the more important developments that have occurred in this branch are:-

(i) 
(ii) 

(iii) 

(iv) 

(v) 

(vi) 

(vii) 

(viii) 

Payment of equitable surrender values; 

Incorporation of a non-forfeiture clause, that is, when a premium due 
is not paid the policy does not lapse but is kept alive for a reduced 
sum assured; alternatively loans are advanced out of surrender value; 

periodical actuarial valuatiom: and distribution of bonus; 

issue of with and without profit policies (earlier, bonus was fortuitous); 

industrial assurance and collection of premiums at the door; 

Jon-oedioul busiDess; 

group insurance schemes; 

pension funds, either domestic or in collaboration with insurance. 

7. Perhaps the most noteworthy development in recent times is the emergence of 

unit-linked and equity-linked policies. It is an attempt to relate the sum assured, 

wholly or in part, to something other than the currency of the country (either shares 

or units of a Unit Trust) and thus offset the effect of inflation. The objective is 

no doubt laudable. Many have had the bitter experience of finding that the provision 

they so thoughtfully made for their old age had been eroded by inflation. The weight 

of insurance opinion, however, seems to question the utility and even the wisdom of 

this step. vlliat the unit trusts can do, the arguments runs, insurers can do better 

and a better course would be for the insurers themselves to invest more heavily in 

equities and other investments which are traditionally considered to be a hedge against 

inflation. It is also pointed out that a fall in the price of equities can occur 

during times of inflation and a policyholder in such cases may lose both wa:ys. 

Accident insurance 

8. Though in popular conception it is considered synonymous with Personal Accident 

Insurance, the expression "Accident Insurance" is used to cover insm·ance other than 

purely 11Marine 11 , 11Fire 11 or 11Life 11 • It is the most recent of the four and could be 

said to have germinated with Personal Accident Insurance about the middle of the last 

century. With the arrival of mechanised transport, the need for protection against 

accidents was felt, and several offices came to be established to transact this 

class of business. From this to other classes of accident business was a natural 

development, With the increasing complexity of modern life, new types of covers 

became necessary. So long as it could be proved that there was an insurable interest, 

and no moral hazard was involved, no call for protection was beyond the ingenuity of 

the underwriter. Among the risks known to have been covered are the loss of voice 

by a soprano, accident to the leg of a dancer, birth of twins and failure to take 
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the family name, These could not be termed a mo \,rn L101,:,i,1..mt. The older generations 

of' underwriters were no less imaginative. Nearly two centuries ago a policy was 

issued to the· Governor of' Fort Marlborough in S·u,-natra agcinst the loss of the Fort 

by its capture by the enemy. 

9. Though technically no dii'ferent from other types of miscellaneous insurcmce, 

aviation insurnnce bids fdr to be the most troublesome because of the irnmensi ty of 

the individual risks. T!lG nccumulated risk on a jumbo jot carrying upwo.rds of 400 

passengers is truly colossal. 

10. The very definition of accident insurance gi vos an idea. of the variety of risks 

involved. ,;n indication is given under the head atypes of insurance busi:aess 11 • 

Economic prerequisites 

11. An economy whero the individual is free to acquire and dispos,.:, of property is 

implicit in any discussion on ( commercial) life assurnnco, The development of 

insuro.nce in such an economy depends upon 2 vctriety of factors of which the more 

important are the need and the means, 

12. IgnoriDg variations due to factors like family composition, it is evident that 

the higher the standard of liYing obtaining in a society the greater is the quantum 

of insurruice talrnn :;ut. There is, theref'ore, a high positive correlation beti.,een the 

per capi to. income of' a country and its por capi tn lif.·c assurance. The per capi tn 

insurance doponds also m1 whether there aro schemes or moc,sur2s by the St£,_te rolioving 

the individual of' bu.cdens wl:J.ch ho would otherwise have to shoulder and thus lessening 

the neod fo:c insurr.nce, Free education, old age :'i0nsions, free medical benofi ts are 

some of the instances. rt· is necessary to bear this in mind while comparing figures 

of' per capi to. insurance, 

13, An individu[,l does not always ha.ve th2 monns to talrn out as much insurnnce as he 

needs. This is true oven in the richest of countries, as ov2n there a section of th.:J 

population lives under conditions of poverty. It is, of course, more true in tho case 

of developin6 countries; when one lives at subsistonce lovsl the needs of the presel'.!t 

always loom lo.rge c.nd insurance tends to bG neglected. 

14, It may be nc,tGd in passing that social environment - perhaps m1 example of' 

subjective n0od - mcy £tffoct tho attitude towards insuranc0. In India, life insurance 

has made commendable ~JI'ogross J but on0 hardly iJVGr buys annui t:t,_ :'. .An Indian r s duty 

towards his family nov2r recJ_ly ceas0s, and the term "family;i has a wider connotation 

tl:nn in th2 Vest, Converting capital into a wasting c,s,s:Jt is tharef'oro anathema to 

him. On -the other hcL:,cl commuting the po,1Sion is common. 
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15, For life insurance to thrive, it is necessary that there should be gonoro.l 

st~,bili ty, includinf, economic stability. Even more i;nportm1t, people must hnve f,d th 

in the future. Since life insurw:1ce has to be sold - it is not bought - if tl10re is 

the sligl1t2st doubt that tho sacrifice one is being asJ:od to make raay bo "' ·,,aste, life 

insur~~nce will dry up, 

16 • .From tho insurer 1s point of view, if he is to function offoctivaly, he must hetve 

the freedom to operate on sound insurance principleu untraromelled by irksomo 

restrictions o.nd be able to invest the funds to obtdn the mlJXi:rmun yield consist.y:rt 

with security of the co.pital. 

17. A serious threett to the progress of life ir1surance in dev,)loping cou.1'.ltrios ic 

inflatio;1, There have been periods of inflo.tion in the past in developing as well as 

devaloped countries without ru1y adverse off act on the progress of lifo assurance. But 

if the inflation is severe and prolonged, this may not hold. If the policyholder 

realises that the purchasing power of the proceeds of the policy on maturity would bo 

very much less than the things he is currently bein;:i; askoc1 to forego, he is likely to 

shy away from life insurnnce. Of course, inflation needs to be curbed for other 

reasons as well. 

:i.'ypos of life and accident insu.rc'"1ce 

Life insuranco 

18, The most popular types of contracts in life insuro.ncearo: 

(i) 
( .. ) 
\ll 

(iii) 

(iv) 

whole life policies, 

endowaent assurcmce policies, 

ternpor~,ry :1s surru1cc, policies, ::md 

nn,1.ui ties (irr,mediate, deferred and guaranteed). 

19. Tho prospectuses of insurers contain many more. It will bo impossiblo to list 

th0m all. Nor ia there cmy noed to do so as they o.ro fundamentally no different frorr. 

these bo.sic types and c;1•e in .fact mostly combinations of two or more of theso be.sic 

types. Two of thorn, however,' might be mentioned, One is the 11fmnily incone policy'' 

under which, on tho c1Go.th of the assured, 011 a:nnui ty is paid for the balance of the 

original term, at the end of which the sum o.ssur0d itsolf is payo.ble. This is useful 

for a young mc.n starting life. The otlwr, which goes 1,y '.".ifi\.;~-Gnt nomes, is basL:·,lly 

an endowment assurance r,clicy wi tn an option to purchecs0 "!: c,fo1ui Ly at specifi,··,'l 

Such a type of nnlicy io ·u.seiuJ.. in plnnning for retirG~•ent. 

20, Group insurlli1ce has ::o.dc ounsidora½l0 hc-~:lws:,.y (mring tLo prosoat coi.1.tu.:..·y. It 

0 n:.ibles employers who c.re uno.ble to set up sopara.te p8nsion funds to provicio for 
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retirement benefits for their employees and death cover during service. The term 

Hgroup", which earlier meant employees of a particular employer, has now assumed a 

wider connotation. Premiums under a group policy are lower because of the savings 

in expenses. 

21. Mention has been made earlier of the emergence of unit~linked and equity-linked 

policies. There are variations in the contracts offered, but the following broad 

features are present in all of them. Every insurer retains a portion of the annual 

premium payable to cover expenses and mortality and invests the balance in units 

of designated unit trusts. If any dividends are received they are utilized to purchase 

additional units. The sum assured pa.vable is not, therefore, in terms of money but 

in terms of units in a unit trust. 

22. .Another variation, which is not, however, very popular, is to link the sum 

assured to certain share values. 

23. This approach has been carried to pension funds also. The Teachers I Insurance 

and .llnnui ty Association of America was the first to introduce such a plan. Premiums 

were used to purchase units in o.n accumulation fund invested wl10E;, in orc1.inar::r shares, 

but in recognition of the fact that share prices do not always move instep with the 

cost-of-living index, not more than half of a member's contribution may be invested 

in the variable o.nnuity fund; the rest must go into a fixed benefit fund. 

Accident insurance 

24. The varieties of risks that require cover in the modern world are countless o.nd 

so are the types of policies in accident insurance. Though there is considerable 

overlapping, they may broadly be classified into the following groups: 

Insurance of person 

( 11,) Personal n.cddont, Jisoaso and sic1'-..ness 

(b) Baggage insurance, goods in transit 

(c) Insurance of.cameras, keys, documents in transit, money in 
trru1sit, glass, television, costly apparatus, etc. 

(d) Motor vehicles insurance, including trailer caravan insurance, 
aviation losses 

(e) Horse-drawn vehicles and pedal cycles insurance 

(f) Insurance against damage due to storm and tempest, floods, 
hailstorm, subsidence, earthquake and lightning, bursting or 
overflowing of tanks or pipas, impact damage to buildings by 
vehicles and cattle 

(g) Livestock and bloodstock lnsurance 
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Under this head also come many of the types of the insurance mentioned above: 

In addition the foilowing may be mentioned: 

(o.) Public liability, products liability and property owners' indemnity 

(b) Personal liability, professional indemnity 

(c) Sporting guns insurance 

(d) Petrol pump insurance, lift insurance, engineering and 
contractors' risks, sportmen 1s indemnities 

( e) Employers I liability 

(f) Aviation third party liabilities 

Insurance of interest 

These include: 

(a) Contract guarantees 

(b) Credit insurance 

(c) Export credit insurance 

(d) Fidelity guarantee 

Contingencies insurance 

This is a very wide class of which the following are examples: 

(a) 

(b) 

(c) 

(d) 

(e) 

(f) 

(g) 

Life :.r:surance 

Licence insurance 

Weather insurance 

Missing documents 

Missing beneficiaries 

Defect in title 

Restrictive covenants 

Libel insurance. 

Technical bases and elements of live and 
accident insurance 

25. In life insurance, the principal elements that enter into the construction of 

premium rates, and into ~he periodical actuarial valuations as well, are mortality, 

interest and expenses. 

26, The choice of a mortality table is usually not difficult, as the mortality 

experience of similar lives is generally available. There has beon, in the recent 

past, a steady decrease in mortality rates; this is a satisfactory feo.ture in the 

working of life insurance, whether in connexion with the preparation of the rates of 

-- - - -- ---~-
- - -- - - - - --- --- ---
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promium O:i.' in the poriodic;:,.l actucrial vnlu2tions, because the benefit of such 

inproveuent go:,s to the policyholders. Improvor,1e11t in mortality, however, affects 

mumi ty business adversely. 

27. Tho choice of the interest k\sis, particularly for non-:profi t business is 

aC:.mi ttedly clifficul t. L1tercst rates CD.n vary and have L1 the past v:i.ried n gootl deal; 

in f2ct in the eo.rly years of the present century SOE!e actuaries evc:c1 speculated 

, hcthu:: insurance business 1wuld be possible if raoney did not earn interest o.t all. 

'l'od,::y, ui th interest rates rrs:pidly rising, there is no probleu; but if and whe"1 interest 

:;_•ates should begin to fall, the problem will be hov to maintain the bonuses. 

28. In regard to expenses it can, genernlly speaking·, be said that life insuro.nce 

companies have been runninc their business quite economically. During the early 

yec::..·s of its existence "the Equitable II spent only 2 per cent of its premium on expenses. 

Co;:idi tions o.drai ttedly have changed a good deo.l since then. Yet it can be claimed th.:it 

oven nou life insur~'.nce business is being mnnv.ged economically. In reg:1rd to the 

futu:co, inflation :::nd allround increaso in wngcs are bound to push up costs, but 

these could be offset by inp1·oving tcchniqw:,s and 1£<.rge-scalo use of computers. 

29. 'I'ho bQ.ses employed il1 fro.Hing p1·eBium rates for with profit and non-profit 

11olici.es arc not necessc;rily identico.l. Since with profit premiums are loaded 

spocificvJ.ly for a bonus, it is 11ot noccssary to have as much additional safety 

margins as in the CQSO of non-profit premiums, bonuses being the first line of defence 

in the eve11t of on adverse mcperience. For ex=ple, it is usual to assume a lower rate 

of intoi·"st in f:.:-o.ning non-profit· rates than in computing ui th p:c•ofi t ra tcs. 

30. Undc1· the insurance lairs of most countries periodical o.ctw::1·ial valu8tions to 

vo:cify the solvency o:f tho life insurance corapa.nics aro compulsory. In o.ctual practice, 

tho finc.ncial s'GrGJ:1gth of most cowpaniGs being in no doubt ,:lmtsoovor, tho periodical 

vo.luations 2.re in effect more a mem1s of regulating the e11e?c;ence of st,rplus. It is 

tmuc.l for insurnnco companies to conduct internal valuations annually on ::i.n expc;rionce 

bo.sis in order to dctermae uhether tho bonuses that 0.1·0 declared as o. result of the 

publishsd. v.:,luations arc c.:ipnble of being maintc.ined in the future. 
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31. T}1,::, sto.ndo.rd insur:,nco tochnig_ue of L.cning the l)l.'OBiUB rates Ol'l the b2sis of o.n 

o.n:·,.l~rsic! of tho p.:~st c::perie:nc2: ii3 not cc~~JC'.bl8 of np~1licatio11 ovor the: o:;.1tire J.."'O.nb·o of 

F:i.:rst, e:.:cc::f,; fo~" c;,:_--;:;c.in clo.ssos lil::e notor insw:o.11cc cinci. 

r.:.v::'.ilo.blG it n:'.:f h.c.:p:9c,,'!., o.s ho.s in fi:.ct hCc-;:ipenecl in r.otor insur::'.nco, thc.t for ::'. vo.rioty 

of l'GD.sonB: Cho clwim,s o:::poriG112co is out of dnto bofor·J it is cow:1il0d o..nd co.n c.J.:; bos-'c 

serve onl:1 o.s o. be>.cis for forec:J.sting t:i.1::, future. Thoi·o is, ho,rove:1°, this compei1sating 

c.c1-v[).nt,....._~;o tho.t the~ contrQcts ci.i .. o mostly fo1' short periods, gcnGrc.lly not exceeding [~ 

yoo.r, and if it is fol t the,t the proBiUlJ. 1°0,tos r.ro ino.clog_uato they coulcl be r,l tci·od. 

32. Ifovorthole:ss, o.n "o:'.,::uctcd claL1 1·:::i;io" or ''clech1s frequency" :~s ·cho bc:sis of 

imdoruri tines· .. ·rllis so_y be dori vod f1•0E1 ::n analysis of po.st dc,to_ o.s in tlw case of 

notor insuranco, sro::l:mcn's conJxmsc.tion, c~::., or it mny be bo.sod 011 tllc subjuctivo 

juclgmo;n of the· 1..mdoT•rri ter. 

33. Once tho 8Zpoctc,d clo_i;;i r.J.tio is dotornincd, tlu :;_.est is i·outine; to the not 

p1·cnium determined on ·cho bc,sis of the o::pecte:d clo.in rntio is added o. pi·ovision for 

commission, ezpensos and profits ::mcl. l'!D.:rgin for fluctuo.tions. 

;ii;.. ii;m•liE:,r, I rofer::cd to the VCl;J 1,ido variety of covers uhich undorul•j_ters in 

this clnss of busin:~ss c.ro called uron to p:.·ovide. Th2::.:·c cccn be 110 1,ccst ''0:cpe:cio,1cc" 

in the co,s., of :dsks like tho. t of a pe1·son f,'.liling to o.dopt the Ln.ily ,E.rne. 'l'hc c ovo:c 

h!:'.s, still to be provio.ed cmo. the undcr,,ri ter has noces,ic.rily to :..'oly on hi,~ hunch ( 01' 

the pro_ctics in the ::'c.st): i.:ris is not so unscientific o.s it sou11ds because tho 

underwri tor I s h1.mch is oEly o.nothcT no.me for juci.gmen t bo.sod on kno:,lod,'.',\,' c::1d c:r:poriunco. 

That undo:..·w:;_.i ters lmvo never flinched fro.: g1.·m1ting cove:,:, for the oost 1_::1t,ouo.l of :_•j_slcs 

so loi1g as they ,:e:..·e comrinced', tho.t thc1•c, r,o,s o.n i;1surable iato:cost c."d _---, genuine; nc,,d 

spoaks volUEos fo:;_• tho h::.gh t:;_.o.di tions of insurc.nco. 

35 • i>Iotor insur2nco, 1rhere tho clctims c::po::;_"icnco hc..s bco11 shou:i_n&_; a dis·:~urbing trci1d, 

h'.ls roceatly cl.'.1inod .~ good C::.onl of c.ttG:,tion on tho :fl'.ll't of iasurors. On._) ougg0stion 

thc.t ho.s boon nado to conibo.t high clo.ins is to o_c:just tho p:coniun <.d thor up o;_ doim, 

do:pc,nding on ·cho po.st clnius CZlkl'icnco o:i: t:i:10 policyholder. 

If :mshed too fer, n.ny sysh,rn of J_.01ro.rc.ing 
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36. The reserves required to be hold by compo.nies at the end of each financial year 

are in mnny countries laid down by statute; companies have to provide for "technical 

reserves", namely for claims outstanding and for reserves for"unoxpired. risks". In 

the United Kingdom the customary reserve for the lntter is bot1-10en 40 and 50 per cent 

of the premium income sho,m in the revenue account. Companies have, of course, 

substo.ntial general reserves in addition to departmental reserves. 

37, It cannot be assumed that the reserve for unexpired risks calculo.tod on the 

customary basis will always be adequate. While in life insurance policy lio.bilities 

are calculated by forecasting the futuro, in goneral insurance the reserve is moroly 

taken as a perccn-cage of the premium income. This departure from strict theory does 

not matter; the contracts are for short terms and any insufficiency in reserves would 

automatically be corrected ne:d year. 

Investment of fund~erated through life 
insurance 

38. When framing premium rates for life assurance, the actuary assumes that the funds 

1:ill earn a minimum net rate of interest. Jcailure to ea:rn this rate would result in 

the insolvency of the insurer. ,llso, interest yield in excess of the "assumed" yield 

is an important sourc<c of surplus distributed to the with-p:rofit policyholders as 

bonus. A sound and, at the same time, enterprising investment policy is thus vital 

to the progress of a life insuror. 

39, Investment, as Raynes observed in his book Insurance Companies' _Investment, has 

indeed two sides. Like the quality of mercy it is twice blessed; it blesscth him that 

gi vcs rmd hira that takes. While investments of life funds, which are virtually trust 

f1mds, arc made solely in the interests of the policyholders, they have played a notable 

part in the economic development of several countries. 

40. From 1862 till the twenties the principles formulated by .A.H. Bro.lay for 

investment of life funds held undisputed s,my. Bailey' s canons, as they were called, 

vore: 

(i) That the first consideration should invariably be the security 
of the co.pi tal; 

(ii) That the highest practicable rate of interest be obtained, but 
thnt this principle should aluc.ys be subo:cdino.te to the p:cevious 
one, the security of co.pi b.l; 
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That a small proportion of tho total funds (tho amount varying 
according to the individual circumstances of each case) should 
be held in.readily convertible securities for the payment of current 
claims, and for such loan transactions as may be considered desirablo; 

(iv) That tho remaining and much larger proportion may be safely invested 
in securities that are not readily convortible; 

(v) That as far as practicable tho capital should bo employed to aid 
tho life assurance business. 

In translating those principles into practice Bailey recommended bonds, mortgages, other 

loans and even bank deposits as suitable. But he did not approve of stock excho.nge 

securities on the ground of their being subject to inconvenient fluctuations in 

market values. At a later stage the objection to stock exchange securities was 

modified to the extent that Government securities were no longer considered to be 

beyond the pale but equities were still fro,med upon. No wonder investments in Brito.in 

of life funds in equities were only to the extent of 3.4 per cent in 1913 and oven as 

recer,tly as 19~-8 they uere only 10.8 per cent. 

41. In 1928, Raynes advocated more investment in stocks and shares on the grounds, 

first, that investments in equities would produce better results than investments in 

fixed interest stock and, secondly, that equities would provide excellent protection 

against the danger of currency depreciation. But the converts were few; investment 

!llD.Ilagors wore still of the view that, since insurance was n money contract, cho..nges in 

the value of money were not their concern. 

42. i\. frontal attack on the first two canons was led by Pegler in 1948. His thesis 

was that it is not the security of capital which is the primary ob,jectivo; the aim 

should rather be to secure the maximum "expected yield" with "minim:un error" having 

duo regard to the na tu1•e and incidence of the liabilities, the term "yield" being 

defined as covering both income and capital payments. A rough translation uould be: 

it does not matter if thore is a loss on realization of capital so long as the interest 

oarnod is sufficient to offset the capital loss and still provide an adequate return. 

43. The cheap money policy of tho post-uar years which posed a threat to bonus 

prospects and even to tho solvency of insurers led to a seo.rch for moans of insulating 

life funds ago.inst a fall in the yiold during the many yoo.rs which the oi::isting contro.cts 

still ho.d to run. Haynes o..nd Kirton wore the pioneers in this field of thought. 

Lo.tor Redington in a classic paper e]:poundod his. theo1,y of immunization. It is 
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The ez:,ectab_on of 

~l1c conc:c;nance of ,2 modenJ.te inflat::_on oc·)hasizeo_ thiz obli(;·t,tion; the ale'_ p:rej,,_dico 

110-- co;1sti tuts ove:c' 20 pe:c ce,rt of the invosh,ents of United KingC:_on insu:;_-e;:·s. 

45. In spite of e.11 tlla.-t is said before, conse:rv2. ~fo;1 ::_s the l:ey note of life 

t':'..3Sl1.!:'<:.nce investments. The investrnents are cL~ versifiec'. orer diffe:c-cn t catoco1°ies li~:o 

Government secu:ci·Cies, ,-·'.01. .. ·Cg·ages, debentu1~es, Gtc. ancl oi-.10:..15 the debentv .. I'eS and shares 

s:preacI inclustry--i-1ise. 'I'he <;o.bles in anne,:es A and B to tllis chapte:;_- g·i ve the f),:.t-i;orn 

of investments and ·Che changes iheJ.~ei2.1. oveT the yeo.: ... s .. 

4-6. 1- da:'.~0 bold to includ.o in this section 2. b1°ief outlino of the investuent policy 

of the Go ,e1-1me1:c-01:ned Life I 0.1su:iance Ccrpora'cion of India, in che :.10:_)e that it ·,:iJl 

This policy 2.ssic:ns to li'l'e assr.J22.nce 

:f1:i.::.1c~s a s·,1eci_fic ::cole in tl12 economic j_Jlannins of th•_i coUirC:...--y; in f:...,_ct as -::,.:L1.l be see:1. 

i:-i.1sul.~nnce flli.1ds ::..n fw.."the:1:ance of ·'che Plo.ns ,;::as L~ m,:',jo::c- objecti ·v-c: o~( nationalis2:Gion: 

;;,l~1e nationc.liza."Gion of life insur::.i1ce :~s a fur"C~:1or ,st3:J in ·Ch2 c"'.i:;:_•ecti.on 
of Do::.'0 effec·cive no biliz::,.tion of the l)eo:_-,le 's savin:;s. It i.s 2. t;:•ia..iso uhicl1 
n3vc:cthel2ss cannot too often be :,_~epes.tecl, that a :aation' s .so.vin,g·s O-J.."e 
the ~)riir.e move:i:> of i ·Cs econotiic devalo~•?me: .. rC. Ui ·Ch a Second 1)10.J.1 in tho 
off~.ng involv:i_nb c.Yl accol2rcd:ed rate of investneut and {:_2'f/olo)i".:1G11t, ·cne 
,.-ideninc a;1d c1_:ie_pc•n::_ng of all possi ])le ch2.nn::,ls of public savin6s lmG 
becowe more -t\o.n e'T:;e:.."' necossaI·y. O~ ... this :xc-ocDss the nc:Gionc.lization 
of i!lSll:i..'anco is a vi·Ce.l :_,u~,-c. 11 

olr'clininc tl1e investao::.ri:; volicy of the ~.Jife Insv .. :ro.n.c-...: Co~'yor.:..t:i.011. 

,;-_:·ho:..:·c:~.s Che Life I11sv..:,:2.:.1::-~.::: CorJ_)O:' ... ~.:Cion ·will a.11:2.ys b•.JD .. r in 11in(l t:-!.~1:C its 
11r::..r.10.r:r obligc..t~.on is -~o its polic:rhoidoJ:'S nhose no1!.ey it :1olc1s in t:~L.1st, 
[U1.d 1,rill uo::...~t: ns fa:" .:,~s i_)ossiblo on Li.;_si:..1:Jss :):.,inci~/Ios, J. t rill nc-rTc:: lose 
,si,ght of t;:1.?J f.ic"G "Gh.0:~, 2.:: tho sia5·lc 10.:;.7,;'est in•."es·Gor in I~.1c:~ .. 8., i·C }12.s to 
~:eey.> l)c.;fo:~"c it "Cho intercs·Cs of' tl1e cofrlnu.nity o.s o.. 1._rholo~ It w:=!..]-~.: 

tho:r•cf'orG, invest in vor, .. -~u:c·es :.:'hich f-,.,1::."'·Che:;." the socic.l c,(i_ 1 rc.i1.~0r_-._,_-j1J.t of the 
cotrn:i:2y ~ I·C ·,:·ill tnJ.:c :,.10 :'.:)C',J..~ocll:i..c.l vie-,:•, Its :i:1.-.. :~1cls o..:c."o d:i.'c.1Jn f:::'OD e.11 o-,:-,..;~. 

Ir:.Ji(J; z~.t1c.~. "Chey FilJ as fv.-.... 2.s l)J..'"'ncti8..:~l co11Side12t::_ojJ3 -~llo~.r - bo :i .. ::!.·•.-·sstcd 
fo:. _ _., -·-:.:.::'; :~·cocl. of the onti~•r:: connt::i.:'J, .. ~ 1i'l:ru .. 2 tho:.~e ;-3].12,J..~1

• ~Jo (- studi'._ 
C.<_-,.r.:.~:rsi;'~·.crj_:i0n of its investiblc fundc,, 1-hicl1 is 2~1 1...·,ssential .... -._Jqui~._"',.·.J8:i.1"C 

o:? an:.~ ;.,:_1121J_r-a1:- ~x.lrt::.:::Plc.r~:-:;· ·c.L1c.·, sole .insv.:cc-r oi' o, corr:.~1.t:.ci_r·• ~ 
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U:i.1der these )i'ovisions th8 Col""por.:'..tion is rcc~uir:Jd to i:.-i-1os-t 

i:'.t l,;:-~iTC 50 pc:.. ... cent of its life fu..r1ds in Govc:cnr:1.cnt secu~:·i -Cics. J:i7urthor, its otho:.> 

C:cib~:i21tures ~ 1Jroforcnce sha:;_--es, eq_ui ties, e"Cc. 1-rJlich so.t:_sfy certain c:.ci -Cez-ia oi the i .. 

of s2cw.·ity ox· C'ividend :;_•ocord. (The Cor:;io:co.tion is, ho1:rove:~, free to invest up to 

:.5 pG:c co:1 G of its i'l:.nd.s in invcstnents not s2.tisfyinc tl~e nbovc cri to:cic,_, ~1"'ovicl.ed 

t!:.:--,t tho j_nvesti::2nts cnr·J:-y th0 un-snino1..1.s £'..pp:"'ov-nl of the I:nvestucat Conrn~: .. ttee)., 

4G. .L. oector-wi~Je diot1"ibution of thG in\rcstmcnts ns at 31 :i>lai'ch 1968 is 3·iv·e11 i:.1 

::mno:: C to this ch::i.pte,:-. It uill be s-::e,1 tl10.t tho investoe,1ts in the p:riv(~to SE:cto:c" 

aro about 19 ;_Je:r cent. This propo:ctio,1 is roughly the sane :cs tlwt vr1'.ich obtained 

before ne. tionalization. 

49. The denanc~ for funds, both from the public ::i.,'lcl the privnte socto;·s, is 

considerably in excess of the neu moneys socking imrestoe,rc. Invostu3:at clccisio1.-is 

thcrefo:.:e involve ~·2.tionL1,:; tho sc0,rco J~esources betireen competing clc.ios. Since 

the yield. varies oven ·uithin the so.E1e soc·co:.:, a.ecisions o.re not easy. Gocrernrs,nt 

Docu:-i."i tico yield:- as in otho~c countrios, a J.."-.::lo..ti vcly 10"1:.r :return, though it io Liou 

ovor 5 per cont groso. Ir~.vestno:;.r'cs i:;.1 the ::ublic sec'GoJ.."' yie:ld r'.1Jout 1 per ccn-C 20:J...,c 

L:i1.c~ tllo yiolclG on investncnts iil the privc.ta sectoJ., nrc higher still. 

50. Tbo Coi·poro.-cion uhich, li~:o insurers elsouho:c·e, ts concerned about givinc; ~ 

botto:c· bonus to tho polic:0l10ldo1·s is constcntly eDu.ec,vou:.:·ing to i1:1p1·ove the :;_•otun'l 

on its invost•10,1ts. The search for hit;hor yields is, ho,;ov0r, unlikoly to loo.a. fo 

honvio:,: invostL1cnts L1 c,qui ties. I:ven nou the Corporo:cion' s holding of sl"mrea in 

individ1.w.l coupanios io siz00.ble red:onod us a percentage of the sho.:..·es of the cor::)cinLls 

coacor:ned. Ftu·tlwr, ui th the r0,te of growth of the life insur.'.l;.100 func;_ biddin,g fc.ir to 

'outstrip the r.::tc of g:..·outh in uorth,-rhilo shares, even maintenance of the present 

ove:r-2.ll level of :..nv,,stoorr\; in oquiti,0 :, ( uhic:1 is about 10 per cont of tho toto.l) 

rmy :..·esul t in ·che Corporation hold.in(; cm increased )ropo:..·tion of s'.ia:;_•es in incli 7idue.l 

cori:~o.nies. ~./i th -C~-iis bacl;.:c;1·ound, o.ny significa~1t i:ac:cco.so in oqui ties 2.p1)e2.i-·s unliLoly 

~ -

- -- - --- - ~- --
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o.s 1;ell. t:lc~ny of the important industrial companies are controlled by one or the 

other of certain monopoly groups, ond in fact the total investment (of all kinds) of 

the Corporation in the companies controlled by these monopolies accounts for as much 

as 60 per cent of its investment in the private sector. 

51. The policy guidelines and the limitations referred to earlier do handicap the 

Corporation somewhat in its quest for higher yields. But in spite of these, it has 

done well by its policyholders as its bonus record (in spite of increasing erosion 

due to higher expenses) would testify. 

i;J.11101: A 

ASSETS OF BRITISH INSURANCE COMP,\NIES~ 

---------------i--1-91_3_~ 192711937 ' 
1947 i 1957 I 1960 

---i 
Total assets(£ million) - 1,745 

Structure of assets: 
(~ of total assets) 

Mortgages (including policy loans) 

British Government securities 

Debentures 

Pref'eronce stocks and shares 

Ordinary stocks and shares 

) 
) 
) 

Land, house property, ground rents, 
office furniture, etc. 

1.6w' 

0.9 

30.6 

3.4 

27.7 

23,4 

i 

33.6v' 1 

4,9 

10.4£1 

13,9 

21.4 

16.l 

8.2 

9,9 

2,718 5,580 7,156 

' 7,0 I 

35. 91 

10,4 i 

9,0 

10.8 

' 

5.o I 

13.1 

21.4 

13. 7 

6.4 

16.9 

8.1 

13.6 

18.5 

13. 7 I 
', 

5.1 

21.2 

8.6 
~-----·-----------!..--~------_.._ __ _:__ _____________ _ 

Source: Insurance Comp=y Investment, Principles and Policy, 
by George Clayton and W.T. Osborn 

QI' iUl assurance companies established within Great Britain 

.h/ Including property 

s./ Including cash and other inVJstoents 

Q/ Including home and overseas securities 
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ASSETS OF UNI':'ED ST,UES LIFE INSUILU'JCE COI'IP,'1.NilJS 

1917 1920 1930 i 1940 
. 

Total assets ($ million) 5,941 : 7,320 ; 18,880 i30,802 
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1950 1960 

64,020 
! ! 

l 119,576 · 
' ' 

1 Structuxe of (% of total): ' assets 
' 

US Government securities 1.2 11.3 1.7 

Foreign Government securities 2.8 2.3 0.9 

State, provincial and locnl bonds 5.6 4,8 5,4 

Railroad bonds 30.5 24,3 15.5 

Public utility bonds 1.9 1.7 8,6 

Industrial and miscellaneous bonds 0,8 0,7 1,9 

Stocks 1.4 1.0 2,8 

Mortgages 34,0 33,4 40,2 

Real estate 3,0 2,3 2.9 

Policy loans 13,6 11.7 14,9 

Miscellaneous assets 5,0 6.5 5,2 

Source: Insurance Company Investment, Principles and Policy, 
by George Clayton and W.T. Osborn 

Annex C 

18,7 21.0 

1.0 1.7 

7.8 2.4 

9,2 5,0 

13,9 16,5 

5.0 14.9 

2,0 3.3 

19.4 25.1 

6.7 2.2 

10,0 3,8 

6.3 4,1 

SECTOR1JISE DISTRIBUTION OF INVESTMENTS IN INDL\. OF THE 
LIFE INSURliNCE CORPORlTION OF INDii~ .': .. T 31 MARCH 1968 

I Particulars of investments L'lkl:ls.of 

j ___ -------~---------+--Rupees 

Ratio of holding 
c,-1 
/0 

Public sect~r 811,27,41 72.6 

Co-operative sector 87,42,38 7.8 

5,4 

0.3 

3,8 

3.1 

14,0 

22.4 

4,2 

34,9 

3.1 

4,4 

4,4 

B, 

c. 
D. 

Joint sector 7,13,44 0,6 ~ 
Private sector 211,97,08 19,0 

---+------, 
GRAilfD TOTAL 1117, 81. 08 100. 0 

J------- -----·-- ---
(1 lakh: 100,000) 

' 
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B. Suonm-:y of_ di]lc]-1.Ssion 

52. Beer.use in mr:my developing count:..·ies donostic life insui·cncG cnterpricos o.ro 

oithGr lo.eking or still 2t o.n eo.rly stngc of dovolo:;:ment .. the discussion of the 

proQlcras arising il1 the course of tho ostnblishment of such e:nter:prises at·Cro.ctcd tl1o 

atto.ntion of the najori ty of the pnrcdcipants. :i though noarly o.11 of thoso frnhl 

rlc,voloping countries seer:1od to agree that tho gonoro.l c,conoDic and socio.l conditions 

pruv2.ili:1[; o_,1 such countries, uhic:1 did not o.llou tho ~:opulation to sot acid.o pa:..'t of 

its income to cover the cost of life insu:r~1ce protoctio~1, cons·citutcd the 1°,nin 

ob,:;tr.clo to t:10 intI·oduction Q.c"ld ei:pansion of life insurance servicos, somo 

participc.i1ts refei·roa. to certe.i:.1 tro.di tional o.nd reli3iouc inflvoncos vhicl1 c:coatod 

,:dcJ.i tional difficulties and which could bo l'Gmovoc'. only th:cough tho:cough education. 

Ia s:;i tG of the cliffe:..·ent institutional o.nd org2snizationt'cl o.p:qro::2ches to the 

cs-to.blish:rnont of lifo insurance in dovelo:,iing countries, o. g01,orc.l consensus could be 

discGrnGd miong the pc1.:;:ticip211ts that li1e insuro.nce in dc,vololJinc; cou;rc:des s:1ould be 

ii1 the hands of cJ.OID.Gstic undcrt2.l::.ngs, be they 11n·ciont,lised or p,.'i vo.to, o.nci. that uhero 

the so were )lri v,,.,_te the State shoulc\ play c.n acti VG a11d constnwti vo ,.'olo in the 

csto.blishment 2nd. th.:.. development of li1e i11surm1cG, noto.bly through an ad8Ciue.to 

::n'!.J.JCI"vision ovor this occnor:1ic o.c-'ci vi ty. 

53. It uas spocific2.lly poin-cod out by several pc.:;:ticipo.nts that insurGncc 

ontorp1:is.:..o in dcvolopix:.,; countioir,s endcnvou:cing to osto.blisn :..0 Glo.tivcly l,,:;:ge life 

insu:..'c.aco po:c·tfolios 1mc,ld inovi to.bly ho.ve to roly in their opo:;:•o. tiono 110.inly on 

clients 1,l th coID.paro.tivoly □ID.all ca.rniags. Co11soquently, the insm·oc~ =ounts of 

life polici·.::s ·•.ronld tend to bo vory s11all, a fa.et making it rolo.ti voly 11oro 01:povBi vo 

· ·'.;o rJanc..gG the portfolio. Hence the C[EJStions of efficiency of life insuro.nce 

trm1so.ctioas 2.11.cl l'oductioi1 in uo.110.gewe;1t and other costs beco.rue vor3r irr,',o:..·t2nt for 

insu:cnnce on torp:cj_scs oiJeratil1g in developL1g count riGs, Se:vc:..·~.l p:c2c ticc,l suggestions 

to wi t .. gato thE,so o.ddi tiono.l disad.v::::c1to.ges uero 211.de by some iJ2rticipants, o. g. the 

L1tl0 oduction of stancn.:..-d :;iolicius a11d schcrws nf life insur:::nco 11ithout nodico.l 

c:mrn.ination, provision fo:c.- the pc.yment of prGliliur1s by the eo.siest methods (for 

irn::tanco b~' deductio:c1 frou p,:;.y-..:·oll, pos-L::l remi ttancN,), and o. greater ewp11:,sis on 

the introduction of GX-Ot'.~J life insurancG schemes :...atho:..· than on L1C::.:;_vicl.ual policies, 

1l:o ac:1iev,:-:: this ~purpose, collective Ol,... g:.:·oui) foJ..TIS of. lifG insurtJ.nco mig~rC be e,r:r·angoQ 
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through trade unions and co-oporatives. Kq,oricnc;:, sho,rnd thc.t poo~}lo in tho :b..ighor 

incomo brc.clwts usually filled thei:..· insurunco needs through individ-,1121 policies. 

In this co:.1110}:ion, reference was made to the complex wording of certai:1 provisio:1s 

in policies, which tKtdo it difficult evon :for the q_uahfied a.gents eaployed by the 

life insurance co11~x::nios to t·ivc cori·oct m1d simple ox:;:ibc1ations of theL· neo.ning to 

tl10 clients. 

54. l~o.n~r po.i·ticipants referred to the nbs,-nce in devolo::;,ing COTu.""ltries of sufficient 

statistico.l informo:tion, notably of the mortality tablos nooded as c.n initial 

scientific basis for ostablishing premium rates in life insurance. In this respect, 

the gen.:eral feeling nriong the po.rtici:9ants 1ms that in the raajori ty of bc,scs it was 

practicrclly im:possi blo to prepai·o ru::. tional i.lOrtnli ty teblos thc:i; would be 

sufficim1tly accurate for starting o. new life insurance busin0ss, even if ·c:10 ,1ational 

censuses of po:9ulo.tion had been conducted rogulnrly. It sooms in fo.ct tlmt the 

gonoral oo:c·t:.~li ty of a population does not :reflect 1vi-~h sufficient e.ccu:;:·~_:;y tho 

aortality o:~ the insui·od, cmd henco much of tho work of ndjusting tho ini tio,l 

statistic~J. dcto. has to be c1-onc L1 the process of tho operntion of tllo lifo insura..."'1.co 

busin-oss. Consc;quen tly, !_ t wo.s generally --i,ccepted by the najori ty of the 

lJa:..-ticipants thnt, in the nbsonco of cl.<a)ondablo mo1•te,lity tablas, the nou insurmice 

business had to begL1 by the :1,}plication of some o::istinc mortality tnblcs (eve,1 froo 

o. diffore;1t counh7 Fhoro cona.i·i;ions woi·e not too different fror.1 the country in 

quc,stion). Such tables should, of coui·so, be adjusted in the cou:rse of t)1;.,!_r 

application by takin,z into consido:;:-o,tion the o.ctuo,l cond.itions in the coi.mtry and by 

o.djusting the rates correspondingly, 

55, Ono of the nost importc1nt 0,spects of the tro,nsactions of lifo insurance 

institutions is the investment of their funds in oi·der to cover theil· u:::th0raatic::tl 

and other rssor-;·es. :.11 tho participants fron developing count:.:ies uho s:Joke Oil this 

i·cem stat·cd that these cotmtl·ios attached c:reat ic:;iortanco to t~-iis fiGld of activity 

of J_ifc insui·:,mco institutions, in view of the sienificc:nce of such investments for the 

ao.tional oconorny. Tl1ey con.,;idorod that such investli:onts by insl1.rancc institutions of 

proceeds of their transactions in developing count~·ies shoulcl be m.ado in the count::ios 

concerned r.md sl1ould cont0ibute to the oconoillic dovolopLJ.ent process, boai·ing i,1 rri,1d tho 

gonoral 0conoLJic and social :,irns of those com,tries. In this connozioa, several 

speol:c.,rs UOi1tiono6. that the dov-.;loping countries die!. not ,,s yet pc,y sufficient attention 

to the io;:ior-i;anco of tho investr.:cut 1,olicL;s of insurance institv:i;ior:::i. 
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56. Several p11rtici1J=ts from developing countries hold that, in view of the 

importance of tho investments of insurance funds for economic development, and for 
. . 

the purpose of the better conservation of such funds for the discharge of liabilities 

under the insurance contracts and of the protection of tho interests of tho insured or 

the beneficiaries, tho State must play ll.ll active role in the supervision of the use of 

such funds ll.lld in the shaping of the investment policy of tho insur::i.nce enterprises, 

even in cases where the insunmce industi·y was organized in the form of privD.te 

undertakings. Ho1-revor, differ,cnt opinions we1·e expressed as to how far thc State 

should go in prescribing regulations with regard to the manner of investment of the 

insurance funds. Many participants from developing countries suggested that the 

investment of funds by the insurance institutions, both life and non-life, in 

Government bonds ::md other government seeuri ties, including those issued by provincial, 

municipal and local authorities, should be prescribed by regulation in the developing 

countries on the grounds that this type of investment makes it possible both to 

further the economic development policies at the national level and to take into 

account the interests of the insurance institutions and their insured and beneficiaries. 

Several participants from developing countries suggested that the Governments should 

include in tbe regulations dealing with the investuent of insurance funds an affective 

provision uhich would stipulate that a significant specified pro:portion of the 

insurance funds should be invested in such socuri ties. 

57, Somo participants so.id that, for the purpose of promoting savings through life 

insurance in a developing country, especially in o. period of inflation, it might be 

necessary to give· conside;.'o.tion to setting up unit trusts linked with life insurance, 

uhich uould. provide a better return to the policy holders. Sc;veral other participants 

expressed qui to different ideas: Some consid.orod that policies linked to equities or 

to unit trusts might not be entirely appropriate for developing countries, as they were 

designed for industrially developed market econoLiy countries with highly organized 

capital mmkets, o.nd others argued that the highest yield uas not in itself a goal of 

life insurance. Somo other participants e::.::pressc;d the opinion that insurance could 

not al,;ays be considered as the L1ost economical or c;fficient savings method and 

pointed out that a policy holdo;.• often received only a very D'.ldost bonus in comparison 

with <;ho high investment incot.10 of the insurance institution; in their view, the 

distribution of the overall opero.tional income, both on undc;r-1',riting and investaont, 

should be so rogulo.tecl that the bulk of it ·,ms returned to the insm.·ecl. 
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58 Uith regard to foreign investments by domestic insurance onterprises, it was . 
generally suggested that, for the time being, this problem was of concern only to those 

institutions which operated on the foreign insurance narkets, including those of other 

developing countries. It has not become of importru1ce for the majority of domestic 

int:un:nce institutions in developing countries whose direct insure.nee operations 

were essentially oriented towards their home markets. However, with the development 

of co-operation among the developing countries and the growth of regional co-operation 

these problems would acquire greater importance, Consequently, it was said, the 

developing countries should watch those developments carefully. ~s regards regional 

co-operation in general, several participants expressed the idea that developing 

countries, in their efforts to create national life insurance markets, should examine 

the possibilities of setting up regional centres that would start popularizing life 

insurance and provide its members with information about developo0nts in this field 

in ir,ember countries and outside. Such centres might gradually transform themselves 

into a kind of technical assistance agency, ~ta later stage the co-operation thus 

established might conceivably spread to the operational field, and in that event 

regional insurance or reinsurance ventures might be considered possible. 
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Chapter III 

NON-LIFE INSURANCE 

A. Background paper by Nr. Frantisek Dos-ea:. (Czechoslovakia) 

I. l',nalYsis of 7arious classes of insurance 

(§:) Fire insurance and insurance against natural forces 

Risks covered 

1. The risks covered are: fire and lightning (United States) and in some cases 

explosion (except for nuclear explosion). Fire is defined - for exaraple, in the French 

legislation on the insurance contract as follows: 
11 The insurer against fire assumes liability foT any loss due to conflagration, 

burning or mere combustion. HoweveT, he is not liable, unless it is otherwise 

agreed, for loss caused by the action of heat alone or by direct and immediate 

contact with fire or with an incandescent substance, if there has been neither a 

fire, nor the start of a fire likely to develop into a real fire. 11 

Insurance conditions in the Federal Republic of Germany define fire as follows: 
1·A fire is defined as any combustion which originated outside the fireplace or 

has escaped from the fireplace and has spread spontaneously. Loss due to fiTe 

and damage to articles intentionally exposed to fire or to heat for the following 

purposes: smoking, roasting, baking, boiling, drying or ironing, are not 

covered by the insurance.n 

The standard conditions for fire insurance in the State of New York do not contain any 

definition of fire. Case law provides the following defillition: 
11Fire is an oxidation process which is so rapid as to either produce flm,1e or a 

glo~. Fire is always caused by a combustion, but combustion does not always 
• 

cause fire. Coubustion may be so rapid as to produce fire, but until it does so, 

combustion cannot be said to be fire." 

The iunericr:ns distinguish between 11friendly firea and i;hostile fire 11 • 

2. Czechoslovak insUTance conditions contain no definition of fire; the term is 

interpreted as in the conditions applied in the Federal Republic of Germany. 

3. Insurance against other loss due to natural forces is dealt with differently in 

different countries. The nature of this loss, which may be on a vast scale, and 

certain problens that prevent the development of this type of insurance on a voluntary 

basis, have resulted in the introduction of various types of compulsory insurance 

against natural forces, particularly for buildings. This i'orm of compulsory insurance 
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has been current in Switzerland as regards the cantons since 1926, in the Soviet Union 

since 19L,O for all items previously covered by fire insurance, and subsequently in 

Poland, Spain, th0 German Denocratic Republic, and since 1960 in one of the Lander of 

the Federal Republic of Germlmy (Baden-Wurttemberg), In Czechoslovakia, Hungary and 

Yugoslavia fire insurance has ccc'u.;::J_:i_y been extended to cover loss due to natural forces 

but have not been made compulsory, 

4. In most other countries fire insurance is still limited to fire, lightning, and 

in nany cases also to explosion. The other hazards due to natural forces axe covered 

either to a limited extent by separate policies (Federal Republic of Germany and France) 

or by means of endorsements (with payment of an extra premium) to fire insurance 

policies (United States). 

5, Natural forces are defined as: windstorms, floods, rockfalls, earthquakes, etc. 

The coverage of these risks naturally differs according to the country, For example, 

in the Soviet Union insurance covers floods, earthquakes, thunderstorms, windstorms, 

torrential rains: hail, rockfalls and landslides. In Switzerland insurance covers 

floods, high water, avalanches, snow pressure, windstorr.1S, hail, rockfalls and tree 

falls. In the United States it is possible, on payment of a special premium, to extend 

ordinary fire insurance to what is termed nextended coverage 11 , which includes the 

perils of windstorm, hail, explosion, civil commotion end riot, aircraft, motor 

vehicles, smoke, tree falls, pressure from snow and ice, collapse of buildings and 

landslide. 

6, In Czechoslovakia insurance against natural forces covers the following risks: 

fire, explosion of all kinds, lightning, windstorms, high water or floods, hail, 

landslide, fall of rocks or earth, avalanches, fall of trees, masts and other objects, 

snow pressure ru1d frost. 

7, In most other countries windstorm risk is usually covered by a separate policy. 

The assessment of this risk is made in each case on the basis of special insurance rate8 

and conditions, 

'• The normal criterion used to define a windstorm is related to the results it 

produces and to the wind velocity expressed in degrees on the Beaufort scale. The 

minimum velocities for a windstorm vary, according to the country, from force to 

force 10 (i,e. from 62 to o9 kn an hour). The French definition is given below by 

way of exanple : 
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11The insurer, shall be liable for the material damage caused•••• by the direct 

action of the wind or the impact of any object overturned or carried by the wind 

when it is violent enough to destroy, wreck or damage a number o:f soundly. 

constructed buildings, trees, etc., within a radius of five kilomet~es from the 

object insured. In case of dispute and as additional proo:f the insured must 

produce a certificate from the nearest national meteorological station to the 

effect that at the time of the disaster the wind velocity was over a 100 kilometres 

an hour. 11 

9, In insurance against natural forces, especially insurance against windstorm, it is 

normal to apply a deductible, 

10. In view of the possibility of disasters on a catastrophic scale, some countries 

establish a ceiling for the insurer's liability, For instance, in Switzerland there 

is a ceiling of 100 million Swiss francs for the claims payable by the whole group of 

insurers authorized to operate in Switzerland in respect of a disaster due to natural 

forces; where the total losses reported exceed this limit, the amount payable is 

reduced proportionately, In Yugoslavia insurers set aside part of the premiums 

received for accumulation in a special fund to cover earthquake damage; full compensation 

is paid only within the limits of this fund, and if the losses exceed this limit the 

compensation is reduced proportionately. In Spain the State grants a loan to cover 

catastrophic damage due to natural forces; the insurers repay this loan by means of 

special extra premiums of 10 per cent added to the fire insurance premium, 

Direct loss and indirect (consequential) loss 

11. Fire insurance or insurance against natural forces covers material loss due to the 

peril insured against in respect of the subject matter insured, in so far as there is a 

causal link between the loss incurred and the risk covered. The interpretation of the 

causal link is a matter of jurisprudence. In the United States, for example, the legal 

experts 1 interpretation is that fire (or any other peril covered by the insurance) 

must be the "immediate or proximate cause of the loss". There are, however, other 

formulations of this principle, varying according to the insurance conditions, 

12, Loss other than material loss is not covered except by special agreement, As a 

rule, insurance covers salvage costs, and sometimes also the cost of clearing operations. 

However, there are many non-material losses (financial losses) which the insured may 

suffer, for example, loss of rent, depreciation in the value of one item resulting from 
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the destruction of another related item, losses resulting from the interruption of 

business, etc. Some losses of this type may be covered by special insurance (for 

example, business interruption insurance). 

Replacement value 

13. As a rule the principle applied is that the insurer pays the actual cash value 

of the property destroyed or damaged, that is, the purchase price of the item when 

new less depreciation. The formulation of this principle varies from country to 

country. However, when the claimant receives compensation representing the actual 

cash value, he does not receive the amount needed to replace the original article 

by a new one; he is short of the difference between the actual cash value and the 

cost of the new article. This difference can be covered by replacement cost insurance. 

14. Objections are often made to replacement cost insurance, based on the rule that 

insurance should not be a source of gain, but the contrary argument has been advanced 

that even replacement cost insurance does not give the insured anything more than the 

amount he actually needs to obtain the replacement article. Consequently, the 

conditions no=ally stipulate that compensation equivalent to the replacement value 

will be paid only on condition that the item claimed for is in fact replaced. .Another 

proviso is that the replacement value will only be paid if the actual cash value of the 

item claimed for is not less than a certain percentage, established in advance, of the 

replacement value. 

15, Under the Czechoslovak insurance conditions for the insurance of industrial risks, 

the replacement value is paid without any reduction when the actual cash value is at 

least 80 per cent of the replacement value; when the actual cash value is less than 

80 per cent, the sum paid may not exceed 80 per cent of the replacement value, and 

when the actual cash value is less than 30 per cent, the compensation may not exceed 

30 per cent of the replacement value. 

16. In the Federal Republic of Germany the amount payable is equal to· the replacement 

value if the actual cash value is at least 50 per cent of the replacement value, in the 

case of agricultural buildings, and at least 40 per cent of the replacement val:ue in 

the case of industrial b<uldings; however, for industrial buildings payment of the 

replacement value is subject to a reduction varying from 0.5 to .30 per cent when the actua: 

cash value is between 40 and 80 per cent o~ the replacement value, 

17. Replacement cost insurance is widely used in Switzerland and is also practised, 

to Varying degrees, in other countries. 
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Deductibles 

18. Apnrt from small deductibles, de signecl to eliminate insurance for minor losses, it 

is also usual, especially in the United States, for industrial enterprises to take out 

insurance with very large deductibles, amounting to several hundred thousand dollars, 

or even millions of dollars. Enterprises with large capital resources reduce their 

insurance costs by insuring only against unusually large losses which would exceed 

their financial capacity. Very substantial reductions in premiuris are allowed for 

insurance of this type, which reflects the fact that the bulk of insurance settlements 

represents a large number of sBall losses, 

Property insured 

19. In order to avoid litigation with the insured at the tine of settlement, it is 

advisable to specify in the contract the property covered by the insurance, The original 

method was to make a separate list of the items insured, but this is increasingly being 

replaced by general designations of groups of items, This procedure is used both for 

the insurance of personal property and the insurance of industrial and agricultural 

undertakings. The definition of the groups of property differs according to practical 

requirements, but the principle applied is always that the insurance automatically 

covers all property in the group concerned which has been acquired during the term of 

the insurance, 

20, Generally, the property covered is the property ov1ned by the policy-holder. The 

insurance conditions specify what other items may be include~ in the coverage, such as 

property belonging to third parties (articles hired or belonging to persons related to 

the insured, articles belonging to employees, etc.). 

Territorial coverage 

21. In principle the insurance takes effect on condition that the property insured is 

in the place designated in the policy. However, this restriction does not always meet 

the practical needs of policy-holders and extensions can accm.0 dingly be nrranged, This 

method is commonly used for insurance of personal property; it provides for the coverage 

of' some items throughout the national territory (Czechoslovakia), throughout Europe 

(Federal Republic of Germony), or throughout the world (United States). In the United 

States a distinction is made between what is called "specific coverage 11 (designated 

itens in a designated place) and "blanket policiesn or flfloaters 11 (under which articles 

are covered even in other places). 
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22, The .b.tomic Energy Commission considers that nuclear risk must certainly be 

regarded as a potentially very serious risk, but at the present stage of n:odern 

technology the likelihood of a disaster is not deemed to be any greater than for 

other enterprises of the chertlcal industry, and the risk is therefore insurable. 

However, provision must be made for the creation of an adequate insurance capacity. 

II. distinction is made, according to the degree of danger, between: (i) reactors, (ii) 

undertakings that produce or use enriched fissionable mlterials, and (iii) unde:rtakings 

that process or store radioactive materials. In the United States t,"./o pools have been 

established for the insurance of nuclear risks (one consisting of the stock insurance 

companies, and the other of the mutual cor,ipm1ies); each of these two pools insures the 

other. 

Tenants r risks (risgue locatif) and claims by- ,1eighbocrs ( recours des voisins) 

23. The insurance of these two risks i::; a special feature of French fire insurance, 

Under the provisions of articles. 138!, and 1733 of the French Civil Code there is an 

aggravated liability for dur,1age caused by fire to property which has been hired or 

rented or the property of neighbours. The insurers iiiclude this liability in fire 

insurance policies, since it is fire, covered by the fire insurance, which is the 

origin of the liability. In principle this is an insurance of the property of third 

parties, in correlation with the liability of the policy-holder, 

(b) Motor vehicle insurnnce 

Structur0 of motor vehicle insurance 

24, In most b'uropean countries motor vehicle insurance Cili~ be broken down as follows: 

(a) Liability insurance (which covers claims by third parties for bodily injury and 

property daraage); 

(b) Collision or contingent liability insurance (cov0ring darmge to the policy-holc.:.Jr 1s 

vehicle resulting f1°0E1 collision or othGr causes); 

( c) Accident insurance ( covering bodily injury of passengers in the vehicle); 

( d) Luggage insurc·,nce ( cov01·ing da,-:i.age to passengers I luggage) • 

25. In France, motor vehicle insurancu is divided into the following classes: 

(a) Fire insurance, 

(b) Theft insm·ance; 

(c) Insurance against dar·'.ge other than that cov0red under (c.) tmd (b) ca,,s 3 d by fire 

in the vehicle (contingent liahility), 
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(d) Liability insurance for damage by fire to third parties (third party claims - fire 

(e) Liability insurance for damage due to causes other thrui fire ( 11direct 17 ); 

(f) Legal costs insurance (third party claims - defence costs - reinsurance). 

26. In the United States automobile insurance consists of the following classes: 

(a) Liability insurance; 

(b) Medical payments insurance for passengers carried in the vehicle; 

(c) Insurance against uninsured motorists (uninsured motorist endorsement); 

(d) Physical damage insurance against damage to the vehicle insured. This, in turn, 

is broken down into special types of insurance, covering: 

(aa) damage to the vehicle caused otherwise than by collision (comprehensive 

excluding collision); 

(bb) damage due to collision (collision insurance); 

(cc) cost of towing the vehicle from the place of collision and essential 

preliminary repair work ( towing and labour costs); 

(dd) fire, lightning and transportation insurance; 

(ee) danage due to theft. 

27. Insurers offer various combinations of these types of insurance in the form of a 

single policy with a single premium. 

Liability insurance 

( a) Compulsory insurance 

28. Since the protection of the victims of road accidents is a matter of public interest 

it is advisable to make insurance compulsory for motor vehicle owners. Compulsory 

insura.tice may take the form either of an insurance contract, or of direct application of 

the law. Co1~pulsory insurance of either type is now in force in nearly every country 

with heavy motor traffic, However, in the United States it has been introduced in 

only three States. 

(b) Persons insured 

29, It is in the interests of the victims of road accidents that the number of persons 

whose liability is covered by insurance should be as large as possible. The Federal 

Republic of Germany requires a motor vehicle owner to take out insurance for himself and 

for the. driver of the vehicle. French rogulations stipulate that 11 any person who 

may become liab~e for bodily injury or property ~Qlllage to third parties caused by a motor 

road vehicle must be covered by insurance". Under Czechoslovak regulations insurruice is 
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extended ex lege to every owner or driver of a motor vehicle, even in cases whore a 

person drives a motor vehicle without the knowledge or consent of the owner. Insurance 

conditions in the United States cover the liability of the policy-holder, the members 

of his household and any person driving the vehicle with the owner 1 s consent. In 

some cases State agencies or other public bodies are exempted from the requirement to 

take out insurance. In Czechoslovakia there is no exemption of this kind, and 

compulsory insurance applies to all owners of motor vehicles without exception. 

(c) Exclusions 

30, Provisions concerning exclusions vary considerably from country to country. As a 

general rule the following are always excluded: claims by the driver, by close relatives 

(in France only where relatives are carried in the vehicle concerned), danage committed 

intentionally, da:mage to articles transported, except for the personal effects of 

passengers and damage caused by a driver without a driving licence or by a drunken 

driver, Under the terms of the Czechoslovak regulations the insurer must meet claims by 

the victims even in some of the cases excluded and referred to above (drunkenness, no 

driving licence, driving without the owner I s permission); however, the insurer may claim 

compensation from the person responsible for the accident, up to the amolmt of the SUl!lS 

paid in settlement. 

31. If the premium is overdue at the time of the accident, the insurer may charge 

the insured a sun amounting to 10 per cent of the sun paid in settlement. A simlar 

system (claim against the insured after compensation has been paid.to the victim) also 

applies under French law, for example, in cases where the statement of important facts 

made at the time when the insurance contract is taken out contains inaccuracies. 

(d) Gaps in insurance protection 

32 • .Although liability insurance covers a fairly wide field, it may so happen that the 

legitimate claim to compensation by the victims of a road accident is not met, either 

because the person responsible ·,cannot be identified (when the driver leaves the scene 

of an accident), or because for so,·10 lor_:;i ti::-.:ato reason the insurer is not bound to -;_my the 

compensation. 

33. Attempts are being made, by various methods, to fill these gaps in insurance 

protection, In Frru1ce, and quite recently in Italy, a special fund has been set up 

(automobile guarantee fund) for the purpose of honouring the claims of victims to 

compensation which they cannot otherwise obtain. However; the victim has no legal claim 

to compensation out of this Fund. In the Federal Republic of Gernany insurers ha-ire set 
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up r. special coropensation fund for bodily injury caused by unidentified notor vehicles 

and by vehicles from abroad; however, this arrangonent does not cover clai"c1s by 

victims when no insurance has been taken out or when the insurer has refusod to accept 

liability because of the terns of the insu.rruice cont.·act. Czechoslovak regulations 

are based on the principle that the legitimate claims of the victim of an accident shoul 

always be met; consequently the rule that the insurer will compensate the victim of 

a road accident in all cases is widely applied, even where the person causing the accide: 

has not been identified, In other cases, as noted above, the insurer rwy clair.1 

compensation from tno person liable, who may be the insured himself. 

(e) :Motor ~icles fro11 abroad 

34, 1-I'nen the law makes insurance compulsory for the vehicles of the country's 01,m 

nationals, it is also compulsory for vehicles fron abroad using its roads. Owners of 

such vehicles can meet this requirei:1ent by purchr.sing at the frontier an insurance 

valid for the duration of their stay, They are exempted from doing so if they can 

present to the border customs officials what is known as the "green cardn or the 11 blue 

card 11 among the socialist countries of Eastern Europe, issued by the insurc1· in their 

own country by virtue of the international arranger.Jents. 'hder these e.r:;_~angoments 

danage caused by a vehicle in the country visited is peid for by en insurer in that 

country, authorized f'or that purpose in accordance with the local regulations, on behalf 

of the foreign insurer with whon the owner of the vehicle is insured. 

(f) Trai7.sfer of' owne:.·ship of a vehicle 

35. Under the genoral provisions of the law it is not possible, when the ownership of 

a vehicle is transf'erred, for the insurance taken out by the previous owner to bo trru1s-. 

ferred autormtic2J..ly to the purchaser., since the original owner is precluded under the 

policy f:;_•om requiring the purchaser to to.ke over the insurMce contract in his own nm-:,_e. 

In sor.ie counh·ies special provisions are in force· (for exai;1ple, in the Federal Republic 

of Germmy) under which the new owner will be covered by the insurance of the forner 

owner, but the insurer and the new owner have the right to cancel the contract within 

a specified period. Where insurance is conpulsory by law the new owner i& of course 

automatically coverecl. 

( g) Lirui tation of the insurer 1 s pa.Yl!lents to tLe suns insured 

36, In nost countries the liability of' the insurm.· is limited to the suns insured 

stipulated j__n the insurance contract; the 2r1ount is usually fixed separately for 

clains for b0dily injury to CJne or more p6rsons and r:°ldms for property danage; in 
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countries where 11otor vehicle liability insuxance is conpulsory, the ninimum sume of 

liability for diffc:ront types of notor vehicles are usually determined by law. In 

Czechoslovakia, Hungary and Finland the liability of insurers is not limited to the sume 

insured ( unlirni ted guarantee). 

(h) Pren.ium rates and p1•er,:d.un paypents 

)7. Premiun rates are established partly on the basis of objective criterir!. (typ0 of 

vehicle, engine capacity, area where the vehicle is used), and partly o.ccording to 

subj0ctive criteria (nur:1ber of previous accidents, driver's age, whether he is raarried 

or unnarried, his occupation etc.). Consequently, the rate structure in soroo countries 

is very complicated, since it reflects the intention of expressing as far as possible 

tho exact degree of individual risk. Recently, increasing emphasis has been laid on the 

inportonce of subjective factors. The subjective type of insurance leads to the systen 

of bonuses (son0times supplenented by a system of surcharges) whereby th0 preni= is 

reduced if the insured has nade no clains in the preceding years. This procedure, 

al though very po1Jular, nevertheless results in a consider able increase in costs, 

38, In countries where insurMce is compulsory by law, on the other hand, ,md where 

there is only a single insurer with a ,.J.onopoly, premiun rates a:;.•e very simplG anc1 ve:ry 

only according to the type of vehicle, The Czechoslovak rate structure contains only 

nine i teras, and the. same is true of the Hungurian rat0 structure. This typ0 of rate 

structure is essential in viow of the techniq_ue of compulsory insurance by lnw. As the 

SYl?tm;i does not involve policies in which the insurer specifi0s the preLrlun, the vehicle 

owners thensolves detm·cine the premium they have to pay, on the basis of the scale 

published by the appropriate cinistry in the Ord0r :relating to compulsory insurance. 

The pru:Jium is paid annuc.lly. The insurer merely checks whether all motor vehicle 

owners have cori·ectly paid the premilns due; for the purpose of this check he uses the 

lists of registered vehicles -kept in the road traffic burenux. The date of ex-piry of 

the preraium is fixed for all ·vehicles at 1 March. If the prenium becomes ovo:..·due, it 

is increased by 10 per cent of its annual a.D.ount for each month 1 s delay. 

(i) Suggestions for the reform of autonobile liability inslll'ance 

39. Two criticisns are IJ.o.de of present systems of automobil0 liability insurance: 

first, the ~-?Plication of the principle of responsibility lirnts consid0rably the 

compensation paid to the victins of road accidents, and secondly, the legal natu:c~ of 

this conce:pt TJenns thc,t r.11:m;y reports and procedures ar0 necessar~y- -r,o establish the degree 

- -----
- ---~------- ------
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of liability of the persons concerned, and this leads to nn appreciable delay in 

settling the claims of victims of accidents. Suggestions have therefore been f'orrJu

lated, especially in France (Prof'essor Tune) and in the United States (Keeton and 

0 1 Connell), proposing basic c1rnnges in the present system of sai'eguarding the rights 

of' injured persons, .All these suggestions follow the same lines and urge the virtual. 

abandonr.1ent of the principle of responsibility for damage caused, and the acceptance 

of the idea of compensation of any person who has suff'ered bodily injury through the use 

of a motor vehicle, irrespective of who is to blam.e. Some of these suggestions limit 

this absolute guarantee to certain types of compensation (medical expenses, loss of 

wages, etc.), while in others it is considered that the compensation paid should not 

exceed certain fixed amounts. N.o compensation is usually proposed f'or claims in respect 

of' pretium doloris or moral damage, The originators of these proposals consider that, 

if such plans were inp1emented, the settlement of claims could be speeded up considerably 

and costs could be reduced, 

Motor vehicle insurance against physical damage 

(a) :Risks covered 

40, The scope of the risks covered differs from country to country. Czechoslovakia's 

insurance conditions provide that it is the sane as that of an na11 risks" insurance, 

comprising the coverage of damage due to any occurrence whatsoever; thus it covers 

not only collision damage but also the effects of natural forces of whatever kind, 

donage caused by acts of valdalism, theft, etc. In other countries the insurance 

conditions usually explicitly specify the risks covered ( the "named perils ;J_ systen) • 

In practice there are a nunber of combinations, the most corfilaon being a combination of' f:ire 

and theft insurance. 

(b) Exclusions 

41, The most important exclusions are damage due to wear mid tear, or to lack of f'uel 

or lubricants, As a rule, drunage caused by a driver without a driving licence is also 

excluded, and often danage caused by a drunken driver. 

(c) Premium rates 

42, Promiun rates may be based either on the value of the vehicle, or on its technical 

characteristics, In the former case the price when new (or list price) of the vehicle 

is taken as a basis even when the vehicle is no·t new. In other cases the pre:0ium is 

calculated according to the type of vehicle, the engine or cylinder capacity, the use 

to which the vehicle is put, etc. 
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43
0 

In princ:i.ple, _compensation is detentlned on the basis of the actual cash value of 

the vehicle, which represents the maximum liability of the insurer. Exceptions to 

this principle nay be stipulated in the insurance conditions for partial loss, in which 

case new spare parts are paid for at list price without any reduction for depreciation. 

Some insurance conditions completely ignore the rule concerning depreciation in the case 

of vehicles less than a specified number of years old, for exar:1ple, three or four years. 

In any case, however, the actual scrap value is deducted, this being either what renains 

of the vehicle as a whole in case of total loss, or the scrap value of the individual 

spare parts replaced in case of partial loss. As the actual value of a vehicle declines 

rapidly, the insurance conditions in the Federal Republic of Gerr.lallY raise the ceiling 

on the insurer 1 s liability for the first three years tp the level of the list price, and 

for subsequent years to the actual cash value plus 25 per cent. 

(e) Theft 

44. When a vehicle is insured against theft the principle generally applied is that the 

insurer is also responsible for damage done to the stolen vehicle while in the hands of 

the thief, 

(f) Tvres 

45. Danage to tyres is generally excluded from the coverage; if such damage is ~overed, 

it is only when it is caused at the time of an accident to the vehicle. 

Legal costs insurance 

(a) Simple insurance against defence costs a.."ld redress against third parties 

46. Some insurers, particularly French insurers, include in automobile insurance what 

is termed contre-assurance, whereby the insurer undertakes to take action on behalf of the 

insured, when the latter hinself is not liable, to enable hira to obtain conpensation 

for the damage fron the thir(;i party responsible or that party 1s insurer; in such cases 

the costs incurred are borne 'by the insurer. 

(b) Insurance against uninsured notorists 

47. In the United States protection against uninsured notorists is obtainable as part 

of a conprohensive automobile insurance policy. By virtue of this insurance the 

insurer pays to the insured any sums that the latter may clain fron the owner or driver 

of an uninsured vehicle which has caused hin bodily injury or property damage. The 
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insured thus has protection in cases where the person responsible for an accident does 

not possess sufficient financial resources -to neet the legitiIJ.ate clains of the victiri .• 

In countries where compulsory automohile insurance is confined to certain areas this 

type of insurance is very useful. 

( Q.) Agricultural insurance 

A.>:ricultural insurance techn:i.gues 

48, 1\gricultural enterprises in most countries take out insurance in the forn of 

individual policies, coverage being hy branch of insurance (fire, liability, hail, 

livestock, etc.). However, the tendency in some countries today is to conbine coverage 

of several branches of insurance in a single policy and this also applies to agri

,.ultural insurance (nultiline policies). A Farncwners I Policy, which provides the 

householder with comprehensive coverage, has been available in the United States since 

1961. Risks both to the person and to the fani itself are covered by this policy, 

49, Combined insurance for farmers in Czechoslovakia is much broader in scope. It 

conprises: 

(a) householder's comprehensive insurance (natural forces, burglary, danage by 

water, etc.); 

(h) insurance of farm buildings and equipnent, stocks and livestock against 

natural forces; 

(c) liability insurance in respect of the farn; 

(d) insurance of vegetable crops against natural forces; 

(e) insurance of cattle against death or forced slaughter, 

(f) personal accident insUJ'.'ance for persons living on the householder's premises. 

50. This typo of insurance is optional and the applicant selects the coverage he 

wishes to include in his policy, The premiun is calculated separately for each branch, 

as follows: 

(a) for a householder's comprehensive policy, according to the ntim.ber of roor.1s; 

(b) for coverage of personal property, stocks, livestock, liability insurance 

and crop insurance, according to acreage; 

(c) for accident insurance, according to the number of persons covered, account 

being taken of the ar.1ount of insurance the policy-holder has selected, 

51. Unlike private farmowners 1 insure11ce, insurance by jojnt agricultural co-operatives 

nnd State far,::s in Czechoslovakia is conpulsory by law, However, it is confj_nc,d to 

d=age caused by natural forces to buildings, personal property, stocks, crops :,nd 

\ 
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livestock. No policy is written as statutory insurance is involved, The co-operatives 

or state farns concerned suboi t to the insurer annual returns containing data on the 

insured property, The calculation of the preniurn is based on these data which, as a 

rule, consist of the following: cost of buildings and personal property, value of 

stock, value of planted vegetable crop, production e.nd price of livestock, Preniun 

rates are 0.6 per cent for dwellings, 1.2 per cent for other buildings, 1,8 per cent for 

stocks, equipruent and livestock; in the case of crop insurance, preniun rates vary by 

type of crop (2.6 per cent for cereals, 2.1 per cent for root crops, 5.7 per cent for 

hops, 15 per cent for tobacco, 4.3 per cent for narket-garden crops, 8 per cent for 

vines). Prer.1..tuns are paid in three instalnents (20 per cent before 31 Hay, 30 per 

cent before 31 July and 50 per cent before 30 Novenber). 

52. Risks not included in compulsory insurance nay be covered by voluntary (optional) 

insurance, also in the fora of a combined policy covering: livestock and crops against 

risks not covered by cot:!pulsory insurance, eggs in electric incubators, notor-vehicle 

collision, danage to machinery and burglary, 

Crop insurance 

The risk coverage •reakdown is as follows: 

(a) hail; 

(b) natural forces; 

(c) crop yield, 

(a) Hail 

53. Insurance against hail covers only the da:rJage caused to crops •Y hail. This is the 

original forr1 of crop insurance which is still in force in nost countries. The gross 

expected crop yield is insured against total or partial loss due to destruction or 

damage by hail of plants during growth, but not after they have been renoved fron the 

fields, and before threshing. '. In principle, damage is covered only in respect of 

quantity and only in exceptional cases is danage to quality covered. Very often. only 

dar.i.age a:Oove a nininun anount (e,g, 8 per cent) is covered, This excludes negligible 

danage, thus reducing prer:uun rates, The percentage of the crop conpletely or p2.rtly 

destroyed is taken into account in deternining the prer'iun. 

(b) Natural forces 

54. Hail insurance c,lone provides only very limited coverage conpared with the nany 

possible forns of' drn:1age to crop,3 during growth. In nany cou11tries, including the 

socialist States, tl::.is insure.nee hns t.horefore been extended to cover other hazards fron 
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natural forces. In Czechoslovakia this extended crop coverage includes, in addition to 

danage by hail, danage due to fire, explosion, lightning, windstorns, high water, 

flooding, avalanches and falling trees and other objects. Moreover, coverage against 

frost da:oage between 21 March and 20 June is provided for textile plants, tobacco and 

vegetable•crops, while autumn grain and rape are insured against excessive winter frost. 

Tobacco is insured against damage by perennial spores. In the case of early potatoes, 

vegetables, tobacco, hops and textile plants, insurance against loss is provided not 

only in respect of quantity bub also in respect of quality when the loss of quality is 

caused by a peril insured against, 

(c) Crop yield 

55. Insurance against natural forces, however extensive, leaves some risks unsecured, 

including drought, parasites of all kinds and plant diseases, Crop yield coverage is 

virtually an all-risks insurance, since the risks insured against are either not 

mentioned at all or are listed in such detail as to constitute an all-risk insurance. 

In either case only damage caused by the human factor (e.g., negligence) is excluded. 

In settling a clain more attention should therefore be paid to operating nethods than to 

the natural causes of the danage. 

56. Compensation consists of the difference between the insured anount and the actual 

crop yield, irrespective of whether the lower yield is caused by a drop in the quantity 

or a deterioration in the quali_ty of the crop. The moral hazard is, of course, 

exceptionally grave in this type of insurance, The insured is virtually certain of 

obtaining compensation for a loss in yield and may therefore show little interest in 

taking the necessary steps to prevent or, at least, to limit the dariage. A deductible 

in respect of damage is therefore always written into this type of insurance policy, 

57, This form of insurance, which provides the farmer with the most up-to-date and 

fullest coverage against crop dauage, often has the financial backing of the State since 

it is to some extent a social measure, 

coverage follow. 

A few examples of this comprehensive crop yield 

58. In the United States crop yield insurance was first instituted in 1938, It is 

provided by the Federal Crop Insurance Corporation, attached to the Departnent of 

Agriculture, in 1,304 counties out of 3,066, In each county coverage applies to certain 

crops only. This insurance is optional. But if a farr,1er decides that he wants this 

type of coverage, he must insure the whole of his land sown to a particular crop and 

not just a selected area. The insurance is taken out before his lo.rid is sown nnd 
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relllains in force until the crop has been harvested. In the case of cereals, for 

instance, the guaranteed yield per acre (e.g., sixteen bushels) is specified in the 

policy, If the actual yield falls short of that figure, the insurer pays the difference 

in the price per bushel as specified in the policy, The preniur:t rises progressively 

because every extra bushel guaranteed (e.g., the seventeenth bushel) represents 

o. rclo.tivcly hi[hor risk, sinco it is loss likoly to to produced than the sixteenth 

bushel. Settl.eLT0-,t of clr.d.Ls is rather difficult b3cause the 2-ctual crop 

yield has to be determined for the whole area sown, wha ·er the reason for any yield 

loss, An inspection must be made to determine whether c the farming regulations have 

been observed and that the loss is not due to negligence on the part of the insured 

farmer, The ceiling for compensation is the actual cost of production or 75 per cent 

of the standard yield in recent years. 

59. The State pays part of the insurer's administrative costs. However, the insurance 

itself is self-balancing from a technical standpoint. If the claims rate is low, each 

farc1er will benefit fron a reduction in the premiULJ. rate in subsequent years. 

60. In the Soviet Union coverage against loss or damage caused by various natural 

calamities (hail, windstorn, torrential rain, freezing, spring frost, excessive Boisture 

and for some crops, drought) was, until the end of 1967, provided by the compulsory 

insurance of kolkhozes, The coverage thus provided the fullest protection for farm 

produce. On l January 1968 the range was further broadened to include other risks, so 

11uch so that insurance of farm produce in the Soviet Union today amounts virtually to 

all-risks crop yield insurance. Jill crops will henceforth be covered against drought, 

parasites, low tenperature during growth, etc. 

61. This insurance is based on the average yield of various crops during the previous 

five years, calculated separately for each kolkhoz. If the ac-t,u·1J. yield of a crop is 
_ .. -

below the five-year average yi~ld, the insurer refru1ds 50 per cent of the difference 

between the average and the actual yields. Yields are deternined for the total 

acreage sown to a particular crop. Compensation to the extent of half the difference 

11entioned above, is applied to ensure observance of normal agricultural technique and 

preventive neasures to reduce losses, 

62, Preniuns axe calculated on a five-year basis without a loading for profit and vary 

according to the conditions prevailing in the various Soviet Republics. Four per cent 

of every premium is paid into the fund for the financing of preventive neasures and, in 

addition, 3 per cent goes into the contingency reserve fund. Part of the fund is 
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administered by the Soviet Ropublics and the other part is centrdized, If the fund 

in one of the Republics is unable to meet the clains against it, the central fund will 

provide it with an interest-free loan for an unlimited period, to be paid back out of 

future incone. In principle, kolkhoz insurance is autononous and does not receive 

financial backing fron the State. 

63. In Japan, the level of crop insurance is high and coverage is financed by the Stat 

Insurance is conpulsory and is intended for tho network of local farners 1 associations 

which, in turn, have set up regional federations. The Agricultural Reinsurance Fund, 

which is part of the State budget, foms the apex of this structure. Preniuns for 

·,, basic risks are shared equally by the farners and the State, while preniur1s for coverag, 

against calaraities are paid by the State alone, The local agencies hand over 90 per 

cent of the preniuns collected to the regional federations, which pay 90 per cent of thE 

cost of clains. The federations are reinsured with the Agricultural Reinsurance Fund. 

Coverage is fixed at ?0 per cent of the yield and up to this figure the insurance covert 

the difference between th0 actual and the insured yield. Clams are then settled only 

if the actual yield is at least 30 per cent below the 'standard yield. Coverage is 

provided for rice, wheat and silkwoms, among others. 

64. In Sweden the National Agricultural l;[arketing Board has been set up and is 

authorized to settle clains in respect of crop danage, Half the funds it needs for 

: this purpose is provided by the State and the other half by farIJers in the form of 

deductions from the selling price of farn produce, Plants ro-e inspect,sd during growth 

in selected a:reas, and the nornal yield in the different regions is estmated accordingl: 

Clair.is are settled in terns of the difference between nornal and nctual yield, less a 

deductible m1ounting on average to 15 per cent but which is in fact the difference 

recorded in a particular year. 

65. The pilot scheno introduced in B\illc;·,,ryin 1968 also provides, in principle, for a 

guarantee of the quantity specified in the policy and expressed in firn prices. The 

guaranteed yield is based on the average for the preceding five years, and the co-operati 

n::iy clain up to 80 per cent ~ 90 per cent of the average, Depending on whether the 

coverage seloc:ted is 90 per cont or 80 per cent the pr,2niun rates are 6.2 pur cont and 

J.8 per cent respectively for whec.t and L~. 9 per cent 2,.11d 3, 5 per cent for rye. 
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66. In Ceylon conpulsory insurance for rice was introduced in 1961; it is virtually an 

rJ7--:"is\" insurance,_ Maxinun coBpensation amo1.u1ts to 50 per cent of the standard yield, 

expressed in terns of prices fixed by the Governnent. The ceiling is raised to 60 per 

cent if modern farming techniques are used, There is a standard premium rate of 6 Rps 

per acre, and claims are settled after the crop has been harvested and nay be paid 

either in cash or in kind. The insured may clain compensation if the actual yield of 

the insured plot falls below 70 per cent of the standard yield. Claims are settled by 

instalnents, depending on the stage of growth reached by the crop. Between 1958-1965 
the total premiuns a.mounted to 5.2 million Rps to which the farmers contributed 2 nillion 

Rps. Clair:,s settled amounted to 4,2 million Rps, the difference being r,1et out of State 

funds, 

Livestock insurance 

(a) Livestock insurance techniques 

67. The value of livestock represents ru1 important share of agricultural assets and steps 

should therefore be taken to protect it, In its original form, the protection of 

farners against livestock losses consisted nainly of fellow-citizens helping one another 

out. Later, and within small areas (communes, districts), farmers' associations were 

set up to conpensate their members for losses caused by the death of an aniDal, based on 

the apportionment principle, The associations thus formed were backed by larger, 

higher-r8llking agencies which acted as reinsurers, This foru of coverage, widespread 

today, particularly in countries with Dany snall private farm.e;.·s, has one major 

advantage: it r.1akes it possible to verify the factors constituting the nor al hazard, 

since the nembers of these associations can freely decide Ly inspection at first hand 

whether circumstances exist likely to increase the hazard or even to give rise to a claiB, 

68, Insurance against loss of livestock, when organized on a cminercial basis, creates 

najor problens and is therefore fairly rare, being confined to a few specific categories 

(e.g. insurance of race-horses). 

69. Insurance against loss of livestock is of najor i.nportance in the socialist countries, 

where agricultural co-operatives have been set up. Livestock insurance in nost of these 

countries takes the forn, in varying degrees, of compulsory insurance required by law. 

Should this compulsory insurance fail to provide coverage for all types of animal or all 

the attendant risks, coverage can still be secured, nainly through optional or voluntary 

insurance. 
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(b) Risks covered 

70. (i) The main risk covered is the loss of an aninal by death or force slaughter 

following an accident or disease; 

{ii) Death or forced slaughter following an operation, parturition or abortion, as 

well as slaughter by order of the authorities; 

(iii) Permanent loss of an aninal 1s services (horses, asses); 

(iv) Permanent loss of the reproductive capacity of breeding stock, 

( c) Exclusions 

71. Sone risks are occasionally excluded from this type of coverage, e.g. epizootic 

diseases, tuberculosis, operations, diseases from which the animal was suff'ering when 

the policy was taken out. Some of these risks can nevertheless be covered by payment 

of a surcharge. 

(d) Amount of coverage, compensation 

72. Where animals are insured individually, even the amount of the insurance is determine 

separately on the basis of their value. The value of an animal may be the carcf:.ss 

value if' it is bred for consumption, the value of its services if it is bred for other 

purposes (draught animals, etc.), or, lastly, the value of' the aninal if' it is intended 

f'or breeding. Compensation will be based on these f'igures, less the residual value, if 

any, of the animal after loss of its services or reproductive capacity. 

73, Where livestock is insured as a group, particularly in the case of' compulsory insuranc 

of' cattle for the value of their carcass or services, the amount of' the insurance is not 

determined separately f'or each animal, the premium being calculated in relation to the 

nun.ber of animals on a given date. 

the coverage. 

Newly acquired animals are automatically included in 

74. As the moral hazard in this type cf insuran~e is significant, the insured nust be 

encouraged to take steps to ensure the survival or recovery of the animal, A deductible, 

usually 20 per cent, is theref'ore applied. Under the Czechoslovak insurance conditions, 

the deductible is applied in the event of' death (10 per cent) but not of' forced slaughter. 

(e) Insurance against loss of' livestock in Czechoslovakia and the Soviet Union 

75. In Czechoslovakia until the end of 1966 all livestock belonging to agricultural 

co-operatives were covered by compulsory insurance for their carcass value. Optional 

insurance was available for coverage in excess of that amount. Under this scheme 

coverage was even extended to minor losses resulting from the death or forced slaughter 
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Compared with the total value of an agricultural co-operative 1s 

livestock, the small c:::iounts involved in this type of conpensation were of no economic 

inportance to it. On the other hand, they placed a heavy burden on the insurer 1 s 

settlement operations. Accordingly, under the recent anenoments affecting the compulsory 

insurance of agricultural co-operatives, which cane into force on 1 January 1967, the 

compulsory insurance of livestock belonging to State co-operatives and farms was 

restricted to losses caused by natural forces (fire, lightning, etc.), and the anount of 

compensation is always based on the selling price. Coverage of losses due to death or 

forced slaughter was transferred completely to the field of optional ins=ance. On the 

grounds that co-operatives should be insured mainly against major disasters likely to 

lead to substantial losses, the Ministry of Agricultm·e decided that the optional 

insurance of livestock should be restricted to perils likely to cause losses deened to 

be calamitous. Optional livestock insurance consists chiefly of coverage against loss 

due to contagious diseases of all kinds, poisoning, acute meteorism and electrocution. 

Compensation always amounts to the selling price of the animal, less the value, of the 

usable remains. Coverage is taken out for the whole inventory of livestock and the 

premium is based on its total book value plus the annual income froB stock-farm sales, 

76. Needless to say, this new livestock insurance scheme does not prevent farmers from 

insuring their draught animals and breeding stock in the normal way against death or 

forced slaughter due to disease of any kind, accident, operation, and so forth. In such 

cases the preoium is based on the number of animals insured. 

77. The insurance of breeding-stock in inseraination units includes possible damage to 

female breeding animals occasioned by an accident during covering or by conunru1ic~tion of 

a disease. 

78. Insurance of cattle over six months old is included in the combined policies of 

private farmers. The premiuB is based on acreage and coverage is only for the carcass 

value of tho animal. .Amount's in excess of the carcass value (service or breeding value) 

may be insured through a special policy. 

79. Livestock insurance in the Soviet Union was similarly amended as from 1 January 1968, 

Compulsory insurance now covers all valuable livestock belonging to kolkhozes, but 

compensation is paid only in the event of the aniBal' s death or forced slaughter arising 

fron a contagious disease or accident. This restriction is justified on the grounds 

that any other losses are slight and can be prevented provided adequate precautions are 
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taken. Only breeding-stock is insured against loss from other causes (non-contagious 

diseases). Conpensation ar.::counts to 70 per cent of the aninal I s book value, Optional 

insurance, providing for coverage other than compulsory insurance, is no longer availabl 

II. Reserve funds 

80, The reserve funds of insurance companies are, by their very nature, different from 

those of other enter-prises, Wherea,s the reserves of an industrial or business enter

prise represent its own funds, accruing fro:u1 profits, non-life insurance reserves are 

intended primarily to meet the insurer I s conrrd tments and only part of those reserves can 

be considered to belong to the conpany itself. It is because of the cornni tments arisin€ 

from insurance contracts that the insurer sets up reserve funds, 

81. These conrn.tments, for which reserves must be accunulated, may either be aiready 

lmown at the tine the reserve fund is set up, or nay arise later, Clains m,y therefore 

be due either irmediately or at some future date, Coverage in respect of Imown comitme 

is provided by: 

(i) res0rve fund for outstanding clains; 

(ii) reserve fund for the clair1 settlenent expenses; 

(iii) reserve fund to cover othor costs; 

(iv) reserve fund to cover truces; 

(v) provision for price fluctuations, 

Coverage in respect of possible future corm tnents consists of: 

(i) reserve funds for unexpired risks; 

(ii) contingency reserve fund, 

The reserve fund for outstanding clams nay be divided. irlto reserves to ueet clams 

already nade and those in respect of losses already sustained but for which clains havo 

not yet been lodged, 

82, The reserve funds for outstanding clains, for contingencies and for unexpired risks 

a:re particularly inportant in non--life insurance, 

Reserve fund for une:xpired 1·isks 

83, The prer:ri.ur,s written by the insurer during the financial year are intended to Deet 

losses sustained during tho period for which they w0re paid ( usually one year). This peri, 

nay not coincide with the current year nnd part of the prer.tlur1 therefore relates to the 

next calendar year. Hence, depending on the cor:cposi tion of the portfolio and the :1ethod 

of collection, the portion of premiur.1s to be car:ried for-ward must bo deterninod, taking 
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into account the fact that a portion of the preniu:a:;i' written has already boen used during 

the 0urrent financiE:l year to neet adninistrative and r=agor:ent costs. The usual 

practice is to carry forward /.,0 per cent of the preniu:ns written. 

Reserve fund for outstandin~; clains 

81+. For any clo.in reported but not yet settled by the end of the financial year, 2 

reserve fund r,ust be set up anounting to the s1r.1 likely to be paid out in full sactleaent. 

This type of reserve can either consist of a lurip sun or of an a,1ount based on the 

statistical evidence of previous years. L1dividual assessnents are highly subjective 

and nay bear little relation to the actual position. In those branches of insurance where 

there are nunerous clains (e.g. noto1· vehicle) the reserves are usually established on 

a forfeitary basis by cloternining the average ar,1ount of claims in previous years on 

statistical evidence. This average figure, which eay have to be altered in line with 

new trends, will be nul tiplied by the numbm.· of clair.,s still outstanding at the end of 

the financial year, Another nethod consists in taking the avorage clain in previous 

yec:rs and rml tiplying it by tho total nunbcr of clains made during the Cll7'.'rent financial 

y0ar, less the suu of clains already paid. 

Contingency reserve fund 

85, Even if the frecrc1ency of cls.ins in respect of a considerable nunber of risks covered 

is fairly regulc.r in accordance with the law of large nur1bers, the clains curvo will 

differ considerc.bly in sc,nc yercrs. The insurer nust provide against these fluctuc.tions 

and nust therefore set asic,e part of tho pre;:.tlur:1s collected with a view to building v.p a 

reserve fund to guard against expected fluctuations. The anount to be set aside fer 

this purpose is deteruined enpirically j_n tb:, light of previous experience over fairly 

long periods, t!athematiceJ. nethods are not applied, The position varies considerably 

on this point, depending on the haze.rds affecting the different branches of insurance, 

In sone cases the nininun figure for a contingency reserve fund is stipulated in the 

insurer 1 s articles of C1.ssociation. 

86. The reserve funci for outstanding clains and the reserve fund for unexpired risks 

are not of greut inportance to c,n insurer who has a nonopoly, Because his portfolic is 

stable, the resu1·vo fund is nuch the sane, at the beginning mid at the :.mcl of the period. 

In practice the setting up of these reserve funds can therefore be si, 1plified considerably. 
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B. SUl!IDary of discussion 

87. Many spe.akers said that so far as non-life insurance was concerned the situation i.J 

the developing countries was generally characterized by: 

(a) the snall dimension of the narkets in most classes of non-life insurance, with 

relative predoIJinance of motor vehicle insurance; 

(b) heavy dependence on insurance and especially reinsurance services from abroad; 

(c) insufficient development of insurance and reinsurance te_chniques. 

These conditions, added to the inherent problens of non-life insurance, such as a more 

complicated process of statistical analysis and evaluation of risks and a much greater 

susceptibility to accumulation of risks and exposure to catastrophes and conflagrations, 

rendered the situation quite difficult, 

88. In the opinion of the majority of the participants fr,,,, developing countries the 

size of a country r s insurance market was generally deter,Jined by the size and composi tio1 

of its population and by the state of development of the country's economy and its 

industrial base. The size of the insurance market was inportant, because it imposed 

certain constraints on the size of its insurance institutions and their operational 

efficiency, It was pointed out in this connexion that research into such problems as 

the minimum and optimal size of insurance or reinsurance institutions in a developing 

economy should be undertaken to help developing countries to decide on what the most 

efficient structure of their markets should be, because - apart from those countries 

where insurance was undertaken exclusively by State-owned institutions - most developing 

countries were suffering fron a proliferation of small insurance enterprises. Such snall 

enterprises tended to depend excessively on reinsurance support from other insurance or 

reinsurance institutions in the country or abroad, as their own retentions were frequent~ 

purely nominal, The existence of institutions which passed almost their whole business 

on to others did not seen justified, except possibly temporm-ily during the period of 

colillllencing business. 

89. A suggestion was advanced by sone participants concerning the exchange of infomatioil 

and experience between the donestic insurance and reinsurance institutions of developing 

countries, especially those in the public sector, dealing with non-life insurance 

business. Just as insurance enterprises in developed narket economy countries were 

united in various international conferences, federations and other bodies either 

directly or through their national associations, it was sinilarly considered desirable 
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that the domestic institutions in developing countries, and especially those operating 

in the public sector, should cone together and establish various professional bodies, in 

the form of conferences or federations in the respective regions or at the international 

level, Such co-operation night even lead to better contacts on the operational side, 

90. Many participants emphasized the inportance of loss prevention measures for non-life 

branches of insurance, Especially great interest was expressed during the discussion 

in the problems of maintenance and financing of fire brigade services. Most of the 

speakers felt that the insurance institutions could not dissociate theoselves froo 

financing this field of activity as they were also direct beneficiaries of the services 

of fire brigades. In many countries, both developed and developing, the insurance 

institutions contributed to the finances of the fire brigades either on a voluntary or on 

a compulsory basis through a government scheme or through a professional association, 

On the other hand, it was contended that the State was also interested in the efficient 

organization of the fire brigade services and in the financing of their running costs. 

91. Several participants from developing countries referred to the risk of so-called 

ca~astrophic loss2s (hazardous events on an exceptionally large scale, causing a big 

accunulation of heavy clains-) inherent in some classes of non-life insurance, New 

industrial development and diversification of the economy in developing countries would 

lead to the greater frequency and concentration of high valued risks, Consequently, the 

insuran•.!e industry in developing countries must be ready to evaluate correctly the nature 

and extent of such new risks and provide the required insurance protection, In this 

connexion, various methods of setting up special funds for catastrophic losses within the 

insurance industry were considered, Whatever method for financing such funds was chosen, 

a certain part of the insurance premiums should be set aside to form the fund, Sone 

participants from developing countries considered that in certain cases it might be 

possible to set up nixed scheme.s, with either the central Govarnment or local authorities 

contributing to such funds, In countries where the Government is directly engaged in 

insurance activities, the establishment of a mixed scheme might prove to be easier, 

92. Several participants from developing countries considered that the idea of establishing 

a special f1md for catastrophic losses might be an appropriate subject for consideration 

in the context of regional co-operation, Some participants suggested that a regional 

flilld for covering catastrophic losses should preferably be operated on a compulsory basis 

to secure a sufficiently large volune of preniuns and provide an equal degree of protection 
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to all its nenbers. It was, however, adnitted that, although the idea of a regional 

catastrophe fund looked very attrctctive and feasible fror:i the theoretical point d' view, 

its practical ir.1pler1ontation would require a great deal of preparatory work and under

standing between the potentially interested parties. 

}3. Because in most developing countries the non-life Boctor of thE: insurance market 

was doninated, in ter:1S of premium volune, ty motor vehicle insurance and because in 

these countries the third party legal liability section of the notor vehicle insurance 

was compulsory, r.1any participants fron developing countries considered this branch of 

insurance more and r,.ore as a social service in which the State took an increasing interosi 

Several other participants fror:i developing countries e:>..1Jressod their concern about the 

rather unfavourable experience in notor vehicle insurance and SU[i~ested possible renedie:i 

f'or the existing situ2.ticn. In their opinion, one of the crucial problons in motor 

veh.icle insurance was how to increase its efficie_ncy or conversely to reduce the adnini

strative and acquisition costs. 

94, A suggestion for the organization of motor vehicle insurance in c. developing country 

was put forward by one participant who considered that it would be of particular advantage 

to any country where it was conpulsory for owners of no tor vehicL:; s to insure against thir1 

party legal liability. He suggested that a single institution with a sufficiently 

developed network of branches, but without r,iddlemen, should be entrusted with the carryine 

out of motor vehicle insure.nee business in the country. He said that in countries where 

this class of' business was conpulsory, there was no need f,,r acquisition by middlenen 

(agents, brokers etc.), and all intermediary charges could theref'ore be avoided. Other 

advantages of this schene, in the opinion of its sponsor, were the following: 

(a) 1miforrtlty of insurance prokction; (b) low administrative expenses owing to 

oconomies of scale; (c) availability of nation-wido statistics which would allow the 

institution to establish the assess1'1ent of the risks and their rating on a nore 

scientific basis; (d) greater possibilities of loss prevention; (e) greater simplicity 

in the claims settleneut procedure, especially in cases where two or nore insured vehicles 

were involved in tb0 sane accident and(£') nore effective arrangeDents with motor car 

gm:'ages ru1d repair shops. 

95, Several participants fron d,weloping countries enphasiz0d the ir:iportance of insurance 

for agriculture, an econoi:tlc sector requiring a very wide and cc,:,plex systen of insuraDce 

protection, such as: insurr.nce of buildings, constructions Md stocks against fire and 
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other natural disasters; insurance of farming equipment and machinery, including 

insurance c.gainst liability for loss or damage caused by their use; insurance of crops 

and livestock. Agricultur,c1 \laS e:i.'J)osed to various types of risks, such as meteorological 

and biological risks, dare.age due to theft and riots, personal injury or death caused 

by accidents as well o.s various liability risks arising in the course of production 

or with respect to products. 1-iany participants felt that crop insurance anc1_ liver:tock 

insurance seemed to require particular study not only because of their specializc,d 

nature, but also because of their relative ir:1portance. 

96. These two types of agricultural insurance were in great denand in developing 

countries and the demand was still not being adequately satisfied by the insurarice 

industry. Reference was made to a conference on agricultural insurance held in Chile 

some time ago and organized jointly by the Chilean Government, the Chilean Institute 

of Agricultural Science (being thG responsible agency) and the Inter-American Development 

Bank. Many participants from developing countries considered that agricultural 

insurance deserved to be chosen as the subject of a future UNCTAD seminar, either 

inter-regional or regional. 

97. In the discussion of the problems of agricultural insurance it was pointed out 

by some participants frol!l developing countries that a combined approach to the probler1s 

of the organization of agricultural insm•aI1ce and agricultural credit services might 

be desirable, inasmuch as many of these problems were common to both tYPes of services. 

vJi th respect to B,gricul tural insurance, it was suggested by several speakers from 

developing countries that it night be better to organize this forr:J. of insure.nee on 

an obligatory basis in order to achieve the widest coverage at as low a cost as possibl3. 

Several other participants from developing countries considered that the developing 

countries, when working out and inplementing their agrarian reforms should not lose 

sight of the potential ir1port-~ce of agricultural insurance for the success of such 

reforms. The provision of agricultural insurance should be considered as an integral 

and indispensable part of every agrarian reform plan. 

98 • Several pe,rticipants from develo1Jing countries, discussing the difficulties 

experienced in establishing national insurance and reinsurance institutions, stated 

that these difficulties wer8 larfc~ly of two so:r·ts: mru1ag0;cient and staff i:JrO bleris, and 

the absence of sufficient statistical infornation concerning insurance tro11sactions in 

the countr" J • As a cons,?quence it was very c:ifficul t to prepare a s01111dly-based 
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feasibility study and especially to establish financial estimates of future transactions 

1md requirements for reinsurance protection. Several participants referred to the 

shortage of insurance experts and technicians in developing countries and mentioned 

in this connexion the general lack of interest on the part of foreign insurers 

operating there in training nationals of these countries. On the other hand it was 

contended that all these problems should not discourage the developing countries in 

their efforts to establish their own insurance and reinsurance institutions. Many 

developing cou.,_'1 tries which had taken steps to establish their own insti tutjc ns had had 

to face these difficulties; in most cases they had overcome them successfully. 

99. The experience of setting up the National Insurance Corporation of Nigeria was 

cited as one of the rocent examples in this connexion. This Corporation will be 

operating both as a direct writing insurer and as a reinsurer, On the direct writing 

side, it will commence insuring the interests of the Government and of the public 

corporations, developing its business further in competition with the other companies 

operating in the Nigerian market. On the reinsurance side the Corporation will receive 

a 10 per cent quota share, on an obligatory basis, of all the non-life insurance 

policies concluded in the country by all other insurers. The Nigerian Government 

undertook all the preparatory work for the establishment of the Corporation, with the 

assistance of an insurance expert provided within the framework of the United Nations 

technical assistance prograrm:ne. Staff matters were resolved in a rather satisfactory 

manner, and practically all the p:;:rsonnol employed are Nigerian nationals, Further 

training of the staff will be organized by the Corporation in the course of its 

business, 

100, Although in non-life insurance the income from investments is not taken directly 

into consideration in computing the premium tariffs (as is done in life insurance), 

this income is not entirely without effect on the level of premium tariffs as it 

represents a kind of a cushion on which the institution can fall back in the course 

of applying its rating policy, As was emphasized by many participants from developing 

countries, L~ non-life insurance the volume of investible funds is not insignificant, 

and their utilization for economic development should not be overlooked, They stated 

that this was a matter of special concern to those developing countries where life 

insurance was not yet sufficiently developed to generate an adequate flow of insurance 

funds for oc0nomic development. It was, of course, realized that the investible non-· 

life insurance funds were by their nature rather short-term funds, 
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101. According to many participants from developing countries, the best wa:y of securirg 

more investible insurance funds in these countries would be by strengthening and 

developing their national insurance markets. With respect to reinsurance arrangements 

concluded with the reinsurance institutions outside the country, many participants felt 

that such arrangements should provide for the retention by the ceding institutions in 

developing countries of the technical reserves, both the premium reserves for unexpired 

risks and the reserves for outstanding claims, and other guarantee funds to secure for 

the country the maximum quantum of the investible assets, 
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Chapter IV 

MARINE CARGO AND HULL INSURANCE 

A. Background paper by Mr. Ray..;1ond Porter (United Kingdom) 

Significance of marine insurance in international trade 

1. Marine insurance has a traditional and economic history unequalled in other 

branches of commerce for variety, richness and interest. Originating with the 

Phoenicians who navigated the Mediterranean 3,000 years ago, it is believed that the 

type of insurance which existed at this time was that of 1bottomry 1 and 1respondentia 1 

These were advances of money on the security of a vessel or cargo, sums which were not 

recoverable in the case of subsequent total loss of the vessel or cargo. From these 

types of contract 0ne may trace the development of the ground work on which the 

superstructure of the insurance system of modern commerce has been built. The current 

practice of calculating marine insurance rates on insured values originated in the 

thirteenth century and is attributed to the merchants of the cities of Lombardy and th, 

Hanse merchants of Gennany. The financial protection thus provided by insurers has 

ma.de an important contribution to, and has fostered the gro11th of, tho world's 

economy particularly in the last three centuries. 

2. Marine insurance today is just as essential to overseas trade and shipping as in· 

the past: the perils of the sea, fire and war perils are as real, and though most 

ships are protected by the navigational aids and safety devices of modern scientific 

effort, the financial magnitude of a maritime disaster is greater than ever. Ship

owners and merchants are not legally compelled to effect marine insurance or to insure 

their liabilities to third parties, but the modern methods of financing shipping and 

overseas rrade frequently leave them vlithout any option in the matter. For example, 

the capital exposed to hazards in modern ships reaches such proportions that few 

shipping undertakings could or would consider it wise to create the necessary reserves 

to enable them financially to survive the major shipping catastrophes against which 

insurance off"ers protection. Moreover, many ships are mortgaged ,to banks and other 

financial institutions, and even though the shiiJowner may be prepared to operate his 

ships uninsured the mortgagees insist, quite rightly, upon an insurance policy as 

collateral security for the mortgage. 

J. In the case of cargoes sold in overseas trading operations, the offering of a 

marine insurance policy as collateral security enables merchants to obtain advance 

payment for the goods by a bank and thus allows thera to trade more widely unhampered 

r·~tTf rrr :r 
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by the limitations of small capital. Without the protection of an insurance policy 

the shipper who invested all his capital in a shipment of goods overseas would need 

to await its safe arrival before arranging dispatch of his next shipment. 

Insurance protection also provides essential financial security for existing 

industrial installations and other projects which are likely to have an important 

effect on the development of a country's economy. It is therefore important to 

appreciate the role played by insurance in both trade and development. In order to 

gain advantage o{ the facilities provided by the world 1 s insurance markets, coillillerce 

and industry must have free access to all available sources of insurance protection. 

Traders in both developed and developing countries must be allowed to decide for 

themselves with whom and on what conditions they wish to insure. They will wish to 

look for competitive terms coupled with good security, 

5. Marine insurance provides confidence, security and stability. By absorbing risks, 

it stimulates traders to do business and encourages banks and other sources of credit 

to finance the transactions involved, 

6. It is hoped that this paper ,Jill prove that international marine insuranc.e, just 

as much as transportation, banking and coillillunications, is a vital service to world 

commerce end that every encouragement will be given to ensure that its international 

character is fully recognized. 

International transport insurance of goods 

Contracts of sale 

7. International trade is a matter of buying and selling and it is usually a part of 

the function of an export merchant to ship and i,:csure the 1,:erchEmdise tc, its 

destination abroad. ':.'i:rn purchase of an insurance policy is one of the terms of the 

contract of sale negotiated by the seller and buyer of the goods. To determine the 

extent of insurance cover required it is necessary to pay regard to the terms of ths 

Particular sales contract. Coillillon forms of contract are those made on the following 
terms: 

(a) 11 C.I.F. 11 (cost, insurance and freiJht). The obligations of a seller on a 

contract of sale on 11C, I.F." terms include the provision of marine insurance upon 

the goods for the benefit of the buyer. The policy will be effected in terms current 

in trade but there may be stipulations in the contract setting out any special 

risks to be covered. 
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(b) 11F.O.B. 11 (f'ree on board). Under these contracts the seller must deliver th 

goods on board ship at his own expense: thereafter the goods are at the buyer 1s risk, 

and he then becomes responsible f'or the freight and any subsequent charges and he 

must take out such insurance as he requires. 

(c) 11Ex-ship11 • The seller has to cause delivery to be made to the buyer f'rOill a 

ship which has arrived at the port of' delivery; the buyer has no concern 'With the 

marine insurance ef'f'ected by the seller. 

Policies and clauses 

8. In the British and some other marine insurance markets the bulk of business is 

based upon Lloyd's S.G. ms.:rine policy form which has come down through the centuries 

unchanged. This document is used f'or every conceivable transport insurance as well 

as shore and third party liability risks in great variety. During the past three 

hundred years, numerous legal decisions have determined with certainty the meaning 

of its terms -which now serve as a basis for additional clauses, thus sparing the 

marine market the necessity of' drafting special policy forms for each class of 

business. 

9. Most cargo insurances are covered in terms of standard clauses, whether upon 
11With average" (W • .A.), 11Free of particular average11 (F.P.A.) or 11 1\ll risks" conditions, 

according to the extent of' the perils insurance. They would probably include perils of 

the sea, fire, explosion, collision and contact of the ship or craft, heavy weather, 

thieves, as well as general average and salvage expenses. Customary exceptions comprise 

losses caused by misconduct of the assured, delay in transit, ordinary wear and tear, 

ordinary leakage and breakage, inherent vice, and loss caused by rats or vermin. War 

and strikes, riots and civil commotion risks may also be insured upon the payment of 

an additional premium, 

Trade clauses 

10, Str.ndard insurance conditions for various commodi,ties that are regularly ocean

born have been agreed by British insurers with United Kingdom trade associations, The 

great advantage of standard clauses is that merchants trading in a particular commodity 

lmow the conditions universally in use and may more easily define the conditions of 

insurance in their contracts of' sale, and so secure from the underwriter an approved 

form of policy which will be acceptable to all others engaged in the trade, Com.modi ties 

which are subject to such standard clauses include rubber, timber, coal, sugar, flour, 

grain, jute and frozen products. 
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11. As the volume of overseas trade makes it impracticable to insure all cargo ship

ments individually, various kinds of long-term contracts are effected with insurers by 

exporters or importers. The most popular form used is the 11 open cover11 • This is an 

agreement between the assured and insurers under which the assured agrees to declare, 

and the insurers for their part agree to accept, all shipments falling within the 

scope of the open cover during the stipulated period. It is drafted in general terms 

and is usually placed for twelve months, subject to 30 days' notice of cancellation 

by either side, Insurers' aggregate liability during the term of the open cover 

depends solely upon the number and the total value of the shipments: provision is 

made, however, for a maximum value to be shipped in any one vessel, which azr.ount forms 

the basis of individual under-writing lines when the open cover is effected, Some 

covers are permanent but subject to a cancellation clause. 

Certificates of insurance 

12. Under the terms of sale for shipments overseas, a marine insurance document is 

frequently lodged with a bank or despatched to the consignee. Very often the insurance 

document takes the form of a certificate which supplies evidence to interested parties 

of the conditions upon which insurance has been effected, The certificate takes the 

place of the insurance policy and is usually accepted by banking houses provided that 

the policy under which it has been issued is available if required, 

Surveys and claims on damaged goods 

13. To facilitate the settlement of cargo claims abroad it is necessary for under

-writers to set up agents or branches throughout the world. When insured goods in 

transit suffer loss or damage, the shipper or consignee can apply to a local representa

tive of the insurer for a survey to be held to establish the cause and extent of the 

loss or damage. The manner in which the 2urvey report is drawn up is important, f'or 

it frequently represents the only evidence on which the insurer and others far removed 

from the scene of the survey can determine their liability, The completion of' the 

report involves not only the incorporation of' the physical evidence f'ound by the 

surveyor, but also a history of the movement of the goods to which it relates, If', 

by reason of the peculiar nature of the goods or damage, a surveyor does not feel 

qualified to express an authoritative opinion, he would take immediate steps to consult 

an expert with the neeessary knowledge, Average agents, such as Lloyd's agents and 

insurance company agents, are often authorized to settle cargo claims covered by the 
policy terms. 
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14. The dramatic changes now taking place in cargo handling, the technological progre 

in the shipping and air-freight industries and the growth in the accumulation of risks 

are factors which offer a challenge.to cargo insurers everywhere and emphasize the 

importance of insurance itself. The expansion of world-wide trade and social 

advancement suggests that for many years to come cargo insurance sho~ld be a growth 

industry and that marine insurers must continue to develop in order to meet future. 

needs. 

Marine hull insurance 

Types of vessels insured 

15. During the last twenty years there has been a substantial growth in the tonnage of 

the world 1 s merchant fleet, 11 Lloyd 1 s Register of Shipping Statistical Tables 11 show 

that in 1948 the world 1s gross tonnage for steam and motor vessels amounted to 

80,291,593 gross tons whilst the corresponding figure at the end of 1968 was 

194,152,378 gross tons. Merchant shipping may be classified into the following main 

groups:- (i) ocean going tonnage; (ii) short-sea tonnage and (iii) port and river 

craft, but in recent years the designs of merchant vessels have undergone radical 

changes as the quest for reduction in labour costs and time in ports has led to a 

fresh ap-praisal of ships 1 cargo handling abilities. Much larger, faster and more 

specialized vessels are now in use and more are to come. Passenger liners, super

tankers, container ships, liquid petroleum gas carriers, converted tankers and 

various marine structures such as oil drilling platforms have all presented their 

different insurance problems. One of the major influences on the hull underwriting 

account has been the commissioning of giant tankers and bulk cargo carriers, The 

introduction of these mammoth vessels has brought about problems arising from their 

extra draught, as well as difficulties created by insufficient salvage, towage and 

d1=1-docking facilities, 

16. One effect of building specialized ships and of the introduction of electronic 

equipment is that claims upon hull insurers are becoming more expensive, and unless 

the training and efficiency of ships 1 personnel keep pace with these technical advances 

the claims experience is bound to worsen. The question of main~enance and control of 

vessels fitted with automatic control of ships 1 machinery is receiving the attention 

of insurers and owners who understand that problems may arise. 

Shipowners' insurable interests 

17. In order to secure complete ind~mity against a loss it is usually necessary for 

a shipowner to effect insurance not only on the hulls of his vessels but also on freight 
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( and passe_ge money in the case of passenger ships; and on disbursements incurred in 

fitting out the vessel, including its provisions and stores. Hith regard to freight 

insurances, the only partial loss of freight payable is that due to a physical loss of 

carn·o on which freight 
0 

of a timber deck-load, 

is due to the shipowner, an e~:ample being the washing overboard 

Should a loss occur, it is paid for in proportion to the total 

amount of insurance on freight. In addition; insurances against loss of hire or other 

earnings are sometimes effected, s:lnce when a vessel under charter is so damaged that 

she must, be Iii thdrawn from service for repairs her owner will lose the income which 

the vessel uould have earned during this period. The usual form of policy )rovides for 

a payment of a daily a.llowance for a period during which the vessel is unable to trade 

in excess 'of a certain number of days, e.g. £500 a day up to a maximum of 90 days in 

excess of 15 initial days. The terms of these covers are wide and might include delays 

due to strikes. Rates of premium are competitive, but this ty~Je of insurance has a 

limited market among underwriters. Not all shipowners take out such insurance, but 

it is more usual to do so ,-ihen a new ty~e of vessel first comes into service. 

18. There are a number of losses and liabilities which may fall on a shipowner and 

which are not within the sco)_)e of a marine insurance policy in ordinar.r fo:rm, e.g. 

liability for faulty stowage or non-delivery of cargo, shipowners' liability at Common 

Lau as an employer, cost of ,-ireck removal, etc. To obtain cover for these H:_,rotection 

and indemnity11 (2 and I) risks shipowners ca.11. join mutual clubs to iJrotect themselves, 

P, and I. clubs also cover third-party liabilities not borne by hull insurers, e.c~. 

loss of life, personal injury, damage to harbour uha1·ves and other fixed objects, 

infringement of rights, quarantine expenses, shipi,r.ceck indemnity to master and crew. 

In the case of small craft, ships under construction and vessels laid up in ports, 

the marine market sometimes include P. and I. interests in the no1,nal hull policy form. 

Underwriters realize that P. and I risks have a lon6 11 run-offH - as it 1i:ay be ten 

years or more before the final total liability is determined, especially ,✓hen le2:al 

actions are involved. 

E:i...-tent of coy_~ 

19. Vessels may be insured on standard conditions or in te:rms of individual owners 

clauses. The perils covered by the basic form of policy in use by marine insurance 

markets throughout the world include perils of the seas, fire, ba:rratrf, collis:'con, 

stranding and similar risks. It is customary for appended clauses to cover loss of 
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or damage to the hull or machinery caused by accidents in loading or discharging cargo, 

explosions, crews I negligence and salvage and general average expenses. There are 

special conditions where the shipowner desires to insure on more limited terms. For 

example, he may Yli.sh to insure 11 total loss only", or a policy may provide that 

underwriters shall be liable only for the excess of an agreed sum for all claims other 

than total loss. Shipowners may also require a more Testricted type of insurance for 

periods during which their vessel is laid up in port. 

20. In policies effected for a period of time, it is usual to restrict the trading 

limits within vlhich the vessel may operate. Vai·iations of such limits may be covered 

at an additional premium, provided that previous advice is given to insurers. Tramp 

shipowners naturally require wide liberty of trading and in this regard the British 

marine insurance market uses nrnsti tute Warranties 17 , which set standard trading limits 

for shipping not engaged in regular services. 

21. The liability of underwriters for the cost of ship repairs is, so far as the 

British marine insurance market is concerned, explicitly laid down in the United Kingdom 

by the Marine Insurance Act 1906. This provides that when a ship has been repaired 

the assured is entitled to the reasonable cost of repairs (less any customary deduction) 

up to the amount of the sum insured. When the ship has not been repaired, the 

assured is entitled to be indemnified for depreciation arising from the unrepaired 

damage but not exceeding the cost of repairing such damage. The principle largely 

observed by claims adjusters in the British Market is that the insurer will accept 

liability only for such repairs as will put the vessel into the same state of efficiency 

as existed before the casualty, 

22, Under the standard form of hull policy it is provided that insurers will pay 

either three-fourths or the -whole of collision damages which the assured has to pay as 

compensation to another vessel, always subject, however, to insurers I liability being 

limited to the insured value of the vessel, Collision damage to an insured ship is 

recoverable directly from its insurers if collision is a peril insured against. On 

paying a loss the hull underwriters concerned are entitled to take over the ship

owner's rights to undertake recovery proceedings against owners of the other vessel 

responsible for the collision. 

Insured values 

23. It is a peculiarity of hull insurance, com:)ared with other intF.lrests, that the 

extent of liability for partial loss or damage to the ship caused bJ insured perils 
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does not depend on the insured value, but the sum insured is the limit of under-writers 1 

liability in respect of any one casualty. Thus, if the repairs to the ship cost 

£50,000, this will be the liability whether the ship is insured for a value of £1 million 

or £2 million; in other words, hull underwriters give a "first loss" insurance. A 

"Disbursement Harranty11 , which appears in most hull policies, is designed to limit 

the amounts l'lhich may be covered for freight and similar interests to 25 per cent of 

the hull insured value, thus encouraging the shipo-wner to maintain fair and reasonable 

hull values. 

Premium rates 

24. The main factors which determine the rate of premium in hull underwriting are: 

(a) type of vessel and trade and classification symbol; (b) owership and/or manage

ment; (c) past claims experience; (d) conditions of insurance; (e) insured value; 

and (f) repair costs. 

25. Since 1964, hull underwriting has brought most unfavourable results despite some 

increase in p::cemium. During the past five or six years most shipowers have received 

insurance cover belou its actual cost. Insurers durinJ this period have ,)een acce)ting 

ri sl:s with insufficient consideration for factors suc'.1 as increases in repaii· costs, 

salvaze expenses and, in sorie cases, a lower standard in the crewing and ma:i.;ntenance 

of vessels. The worst classes of risk in the hull account are single vessel 01:mer

ships and war-built mass-produced tonnage, Now that larger tonnage is. under 

construction rating problems are bound to arise. One important question is the 

adequacy or inadequacy of rates being charged for new tonnage. The chief reasons for 

bad results are said to be inflation year by year, occasional devaluation of 

currencies and more frequent losses at sea, both partial and total, often caused by 

bad navigation. A leading London Company hull underwriter has pointed out that despite 

the increase in tonnage totally lost and the increase in repair costs, the general 

level of rates ruling today does no more than match those ruling in 1962 - the last year 

in which many insurers recorded a profit on hull insurance. 

26. It will be apparent from the above that the insurance of hulls and subsidiary 

interests calls for the exercise of much ingenuity and that in order to be successful 

an underwriter must display the max:i..mur.1 ability, good judgement, enterprise and common 

sense. He must also have a wide knowledge of the international marine market and its 

problems as well as being able to make wise use of reinsurance facilities, 
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Characteristics of some oth2r specific types of insura,1ce 
connacted with or a:dsing out of inte1·natio;.aal trade and 
_________ o"""t""h"'e_r ___ c:""c_o=n~,~ e,-'x~c ... h .. ~ .. u"'l/Z.,._. e'"""'s _________ _ 

"Sellers I i11terest1
• 

\ 

27. An important type of risk, which is ancillary to mari,ie i11s111·ance, arises in case,s 

in whj_ch a shipper effects a 1'sellers 1 interest 1
' insm·ance in respect ,:,f goods sold on 

"cost and freight'' terns. Unde1' such sale co,1tracts the sell0r is not rc.quired to 

fuTnish to t21e '.Juyer a policy of ma1'in:1 inscerance a.Ed it is 18ft to the buyer to 

ari·ange i:1surance from the time he takes over the title ·c0 the goods. In these 

circunstauces the selle;: may be uithout insura;;ce s0cm·it:' during the period frcm the 

commenc,,ment of the transit until the acceptm1ce vf the documents of title ty the buyer. 

28. Ir, order· to protect himself_, the shipper takes out a n sellers 1 inte1°est" insurance 

against loss .::,f or damag0 to the merchandise. This 1nlicy is effect,ive also i::1 the 

event of the ow:aership of the goods remG.ining with the seller due to th0 buyer failing 

to take up the documents 0f title. 

Rejection risks 

29. This foi·m of insurance provides cover agai:1st financial loss wLich the assu1·ed 

would suffer should his shipmm1ts be reject0d by those goven1ment,1l authorities which 

regulate the import of cai,ned 1:;0ous, frozen ;10at and other foodstuffs. Lloyd 1s and 

fa•itish mariLo insur811ce coi;ipru1ies have jointly produced standard sets of claus0s 

applying to tha rnjedion of ueat and other foodstuffs, a11J it is a basic requirement 

of snch insm•ance that prio:z· to shipment the assured must have fully complied with 

relevant governmental regulations both of the country of origin 1md of the counh,y of 

destination. 

?AJJort credit 

3.:,. Compared with the hone trade, the business of selling 2.;Jroad can '.x, full of 1·islrn. 

The exporter may suff eI' consicl.e1·ablc loss if, for exnnplcJ, l1is foreign buye1· fails to 

p.o.y or tho ir1porti,·,g cou11t17 prevents the transfe1' of' pa;yme;-it in lccal ci..,rrency, or 

poli ti,cal disturbances or out'.Jrea.k 0f war frusti·ate, tho performance of the coffi:.ract. 

Those aro risks over which the exporter has little control ru1d which 110 carn ... ot always 

foresee. Today 1 s wo:clc\--widG den811d for longer credit se:cves only to intensify then, 

:Jut it is possible to ol.>taii: protoction against these :c'isks throu6h export credit 

insu::·.,,nco. It is not u,3ual for r.urine inS" ·.:cei·s to underta.'.;:o such rislcs, anc'. so far as 

the Unit.,c' Kii:cdom is e;,;11-cerned cover is nainly assumed eith01° by the Trade Inden.1ity 

Company Lirait~,d 01· by the :export Credits Guara"toe Departne,,t of tho Bo2.rd of T1·2,de. 
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31. The incr::,ase in road trlli,sit riskf' duriil(: the last decade c,Jnti.t7.ues, with o. markod 

tendency towards very large ii1dividual consignments, sometines cc:.used by large multiple 

stores replacing small enterprises, Tho g:i:acluo.J. removal of customs duties a;,d othe:c 

trade barriers, MC iaproveneDts in the services provided by vehicle-carrying ships, 

are likeJ.;y to oncou:.:age fu:cther growth in this mode of t:m.11Sport, particularly in 

Western Eurcpe. 

32. Th3 insurances of goods in tra:usit by :coo.d fall in-c.o t\10 main categories: 

(i) L1sm·ance for account of tho t1°ader or O\mer of the goods, &ld (ii) insurn.i1cc of the 

liabilities •~f the cari·iei·. In due com:se the scope of insurance cover is lik0ly to 

be ii1fluoncec~ by provisions appearing in 2. HThrough bill of ladi;1g" which :i.s n sii1gle 

document applying to all road, rail and sea sections of an inten1atioi1al transit wher3 

the road vehicle is the principal form of conveyance. The main factors which influe11ce 

the underw-.citing of road tra:asit risks are: (a) the type of goods, (b) the sum ins-c1:r0d, 

(c) th,:, class of vehicle, (d) i;1ethocls of transit and security arra11genents, and 

( e) previous loss experie,1ce. 

NucleBr shiuments 

33. The employment of 1;atomic energy" f,Jr va:cious operations has und01.1\:itedly introcJ.uced 

new and accentuated hazards with which the marine insu:ter must fa·.lilia:rize himself, 

cispecially with regard to nuclenr p1°opelled ships and shipments of irradiated 1,1ate1·ials, 

Some nuclear shipments are already insured on sta;1dm.·d conditions, including loss or 

damage caused by at,_, n. i e fissic,1 or radio-active force, During recent ;fears, much 

pr'.:lgrGss has been achieved i,1 ar:dvii1g at inte1·11ational ui1ifo1•;:li ty ii1 imposing 

liabilities upon owner/ operato:.:s of atomic :i_]iles ai,d/.::c radio-active materials and a 

number of count1•ies a1·0 in process of pror:mlgating ratifying legislatio,1. 

34. Meanwhile, tl1e extent of insurru.1ce cover availa'.Jle foi· nuclea1· hazards varies 

widely fr·om cou;.1try t, country. Sor.1e ma:ckets give full covo:c; others give lir,lit.:icl 

cover whilst sone othei·s are not prepared to grant a;1y fo1•:c:1 o·f nuclEoa:· L1su1·ance 

whatever. \There cover is give:.1, underwrite1·s must see to it that full p~·ovisim1 is 

nade for adequate rese~-ves to meet liabilities which raay not be k:1oim f,;1• somo yGai·s. 

Ship,,wners 1 liabili ty_j;o cargoes 

35. Tho shipmmer 1 s liability to cargo lli'.C,er the terns of various Co,we;1tions, is 

invariably based on the degree of neeligence which c&1 ,_,0 p1·ovec1 ag2..i,1St hiL1 o.s a 

cnrrier. In the n'..1se11-~e of i1egli,:;ence no liability arises, and it is fair t, SCLJ that 
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for the large majority of cargo claims settled by marine insurance companies and 

underwriters there is no possibility of recovery from the carrying vessel, From the 

shipper's angte, the point to emphasize is that marine insurance provides cover against 

all fortuitous loss or damage at economic rates, whereas the shipowner, under the terms 

of his bill of lading, is me1,ely covering his legal liability as a carrie1°. Insurance 

premium and freight rates are adjusted accordingly and there is no question of double 

insurance, 

Averaee disbursements 

36. Average disbursements insurances are usually effected by shipowners to protect 

themselves immecUately after a general average act has occurred, In the event of a 

subsequent total loss of the vessel and cargo before arrival at destination the 

shipowner would be unable to recover any of the expenditure incurred_on behalf of all 

parties involved in the previous casualty. The main pu:cpose of average disbursements 

insurance, therefore, is to protect the shipowne1° against f'ailure to recover general 

average disburse1;1ents should the ship and cargo be subsequently lost. 

Shipbuilding risks 

37. In this class of' business the marine insurance markut normally grants cover against 

risks of loss of or danage to the subject-matter insured. Shipbuilders' insurances 

also provide f'or general average and salvage charges, third party claims arising f'rom 

collision of the insured vessel during sea trials, and 

liabilities which mainly apply to third-party claims. 

protection and indemnity 

Rates of premium are dependent 

upon the contract value or completed value of the ship and its period of' construction; 

the daims record of the shipbuilding yard and the number of passengers to be carried 

by the vessel, It is c·,1stor.1ary to stipulate a sum below which the assured must boar 

each claim uninsured. 

Ship-repairers' liabilitie~ 

JS. Ship-repairers' lia0ility insurru1ces cc.ver the legal liability of' the assured for 

loss of or clru.1age to any vessel or craft in their custody. The policy also insm."os the 

shi'J-renairers t legal liability fol' loss of 01· damage to cargo or othm' property 
.I. • 

appertaining to such vessels or craft, including damages resulting fr01J. loss of life and 

bodily injury to persons arising from the ship-repairine operations of the assured, 

These contracts arG ve1sy comprehensive in their nature and are based upon the gross 

repair charges of the assured during a twelve--mcnthly period. 
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:' 39, Towage risks invo,lve vessels of all kinds, including vessels sold for scrap ac1c1 

complete oil rig installations, as well as large and small floating docks new and old. 

Vital considerations are the e:iq)ei·ience of the tmmge 

the tugs and equipment and their past claims record. 

be physicalJ,y fitted to meet the hazards likely to be 

contractor, the suitability of 

It is of importance that the tow 

encountered, The vessels 

undergoin6 towage are often of very awkward structure, with high superstructures, 

shallow draught, lack of stability and insufficient scantlings to stand up to ocean 

voyage. Underwriters to whom such risks are offe1·ed need sound advice on the technical 

cLSpects, and should require that all necessary precautio;:s are takei1, such aa tho 

· closing of all openings and the removal of high superstructures before towage is 

commenced, 

Aviation hulls 

40. The marine market 1 s pa1·ticipation in all aspects of aviation hull business is very 

considerable. The aviation market p1°oper leads most business but marine unden1riters 

play a most important part. Within the next few yeai·s the advent of ;;jumbo-jets;; aJ1d 

large supersonic aircraft is likely to present a capacity problem. The featu:ces are in 

the main twofold: first, the size of the hull values, and secondly, the inci·eased 

seating capacity of these future giants of the air. The cost of an air disaster is 

likely to be much higher whether measured i11 terms of hw.1an life oi· in te:cms of ar:1ounts 

insured, for in addition to, say, 11;25 million hull values there is the possibility of 

legal liability claims of perhaps i~l00,000 per passenger .for up to nearly 500 seats, or 

ti~re, Apart from the c'.ifficulty of adequate ratii1g for current a;1d lrnow:1 types of 

risk, insurers are faced with the problems created by the continual inti·oduction of new 

types of aircraft. 

Air cushion vehicles (Hovercraft) 

41. Developments in air cushi;:;11 vehicles have prompted marine BJld aviation underwriters 

to provide special terus fo1· this type of craft, including third-pa1·ty lia~Jilities. 

Air cushion vehicles 1,ill be used mostly fo1· operations ove1· the sea or inlai,d wate1·s. 

Current polic.ies cor:.prise a mixture of ma~·ine and aviation clauses 'dhich cover the air 

cushion vehicle whilst on the ground or on the water or in hover, Underw.riters are 

mindful of the fact tlnt these vessels are r.1ore dangeJ:ous than ships because they can 

reach 80 knots on the sea surface, 11ith possi;Jle futurn increase to 100 k<-iots, which 

means smaller margins of sc:fety in navigation, \-Il1ilst noving over L.,nd ill th0 

United Kii1gdom they are subject to thu R:,ad T1·affic Act. 
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Packar:0 nolicics 

42. A packG.Ge policy is a ,1ew type uf insurance c:;_•oated to enable big industrial 

conce:;.'I!s to have one policy covering all their ships, cargo, rigs, shor0side propm.·tics 

and third po.:cty liabilities. Sud1 policiGs insure the pi·operty against nost risks of 

loss o:r· d:u;1agc; plus· sume thil'd-pa:..-ty liabilities. fo recent years, tho London mrc1·ket 

has insisted on secti0nalized policies for packcI;e deals. 'l'his neans that each section 

of the packaGe p,)licy is s11bject to its 01-m proper, old--estaLlishec'., clm.,S(.;s; 

i.e. hulls are nade S°c.J.bject tu hull insur@ce conditions, whilst shoreside proiJe1'ties 

o.ro insured by standard non-n~,:;_•ine clauses, a:.1d so -:";. 

The prJ'cler1s of obtnining the most favom·able conditions 
in mas•ine ( carr;:o anc1 hull) insura.Dce o.t ccrmetitive ra:ce~ 

l:iflueace of competitioa 

43. Competition, properly cond:c1c-i:,ed, is an essential feo:ccn·e of international marine 

insui·ance and has been a l)~0 2domi,1ant influe,1ce upon underwriters in j;lrovidi,1g first-clas 

security c.t the m.ost economic cost. Legitimate ru1d :cesponsi'oL:i competition stiL1ulo.tes 

business efficiency &1d keeps profit Liargins within :ceasonable 11ou;.1ds, but raany of the 

worJ.cl 1 s mo.rine insurance narkots arc now operating at a loss owing to inflction a.nd 

consequsntiel higher costs. Inevitaoly, competition has increased ·0ecause of the 

rapidly growing needs and increasing capacity of various national mm,·kcc.s where, in 

nany insto.nces, lower and often ~c:1econc,mic :i:-ates have been for a time re2.dily availnble 

for l.uth hull and cargc., busi,1ess. Tl1e elernnt of competition can help to promote the 

best interests of insure~·s and their policy holders only if it is reasonably and 

prudently exercised. 

Capacity of ins11£_fil::§_ 

44. One of the i:to;;t imp,,:ctant issues fa.cine inte1--:1atio;1al marine insurui·s tocley is 

wl:·.0ther the cc1.paci ty of the wur ld r s i11surru1co no.rket is adequate at a time whea vo.lues 

nre still risint:; rapic:ly; Capacity is linlced with pl'c-i'itability, ru1cl in tL:es of 

advers0 m1ebrwri ting experience the capacity of the insurers tends to contract, althuugh 

this nay be offset by new e11t1°a;1ts into the market. Laree narine risks suc.,h as "iew 

.i.iners costing, say £30 1ullion a:re '.)tine fully covt.:1·ec1, but certain liability l"iS:c:.:: in 

the futura, such as those a1°ising f1·om oil pollution, windste;ros, 00.1·thquako 2:.:L'. 

radioactive contcninatio:-;, ::my stro.in market co.pacity to tlle ut..".l.ost. Consequently, 

nutlurith,s should not int1·oduce 1·estrictions which limt the capacity of insm·e1·s o.nd 

prevont \PJl'ldwide i"1su1•o..;_1ce .:::,· roinsurru1c;e fron ::oi11g made fi·eely a•:~la1;le, wherever 
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required. Marine insu:cers can be expected tc adapt thenselves in su.::h a: way as to neet 

capacity needs. 

45, Without full and adequate insurance fadlities i11teruational trade could be 

hampered and preventec fron achieving its full development. Easy access to la.cce and 

conpetitive markets ( which 1;iaY: involve the use of independent brokers specializing in 

i 11ternational insurance) is necessary if r:10.rine ii'lsurance is to 1Je .,~Jtainec1 at the 

lowest possible econc,mic cost. 

Adverse factors 

46. Inflation continues tc. be one of the r.1ost seri'.JUS problems confronting underwriters. 

They are faced constantly with increases in costs, high clains frequency and incrc,asing 

traffic dm,sity on land, on water and in the air. At the same time, the insu:r3.11ce 

markets through:ut the world a1°e being hit by an increasinrs nunber of catastrophes and 

major casualties which give rise to either unprecedented single risk l:...sses, :a:: an 

accumulation of loss froa a single cause sp:cead ove:..0 nany individual risks. A further 

factor which exerts a predominant influence on narino underw-.citing is the tendency for 

industry to require more comprehensive prutection. Underwriters have granted thGse 

concessions sometimes without an adequate increase i,1 pred_UJi1 c0sts and have hacl to call 

for higher rates on renewal. 

l[l. Organized crime, unsuitable packaging, failure ~-f ca1-riers and other baileGs t.:i 

pr·wide proper care for the go·Jds in their custody, port congestion a.ml ii1sufficient 

handling and storage facilities have becone alnJst penmnent adverse factors. 

48. It follows from the above that, at a tine when individual large losses are ir:creasi11g, 

it behoves insurers to make a nc,re accurate assassmeat of their lli1clerw1·iting auc1 ensure 

that theil· insuran(;e commitne,1t is adequately priced. There are signs that the hard 

lessons learned Ly underwriters in recent years are leading to iraprcvec1 tei·as in 

maritime insurance. In this regard insurers fron develuped countries haw:, shown tlmir 

willingness to assist the g1°oli:th dlld profitability .:if insurcci1ce r.1a:ckets withi11 the 

developing countries. This process has ~.1een going on for a L,ng time by a natu:..·al 

evolution in which direct ._,peration by branches of f·oreign insurance coi",~Janies has 

inv0lved the training of local staff. In addition, developed cm.mtries have fer mmy 

years provided special trainin6 facilities in hone markets L.,r n_,tionals of developing 

countries, and the c:>i1sequentio.l g1·,,wing ki1._,wledge and aware,1ess of insurance has Leid 

to the establishment. of domestic com1Janies ii1 c0npetition with fo1°eign insu:..0 0i0 s .. 
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Capital movements 

Foreign exchange considerations in marine 
insurance and their effect on balance of oayments 

49, When a major disaster such as windstorm, earthquake or war occurs, the resulting 

inflow from foreign insurance settlements may be a vital elenent in preser--,ing 

stability of the local economy. It cannot 'oe stressed too strongly that the protection 

prcJVided by insurance can work properly only if funds are freely interchangeable, and 

if the security offered is able to pay a major catastrophe claim or series of claims in 

any area cf the woTld. Exchange controls have sometimes prevented adequate funds from 

being made available to pay for foreign insurance protections, but it must be pointed 

out that the amount of foreign exchange involved in the payment of ma.Tine insurance 

premiums to underwriters abroad is relatively small compared with the whole of a 

country's exchange transactions, Such amounts are even smaller when one realizes that 

substantial sums are returned in the payment of claims and cor:rrnission and that a large 

proportion of premiums collected are used to pay for local administrative expenses. 

Thus the net movement of insurance capital abroad is meTely the balru1ce, if ru1y, of 

premiums over claims and expenses ru1d it may often be in favour of the developing 

country concerned, Consequently, the business of writing foreign risks depends very 

much on the freedom to transfer available funds from one country to another as required, 

Premium reserves 

50. There have been suggestions that the developed countries should not expect to 

receive payment of all preniums due but should be content to leave a large proportion 

in the country of origin for investment in local indi:stry. The ability of insurers to 

meet their obligations to pay claims almost as soon as they are presented depends on 

the pr•Jmpt payment of premiums. Since it is n•Jt practical for inte:cnational insurers 

to maintain reserves in ea.eh co1U1try, 11 short-term11 reserves have to be held in liquid 

funds to allow for a 11 run off11 of claims on unexpired contracts as well as for 

unsettled or late claims, These reserves, part of which J11.ay be available for investment, 

cannot be regarded as savings of the policy holder; they represent the pool of funds 

from which the replacement of damaged property or other loss is to 1Je financed. Surplus 

funds in excess of "short-term11 reserves must form the central free reserves c•f the 

insurer which are available to meet exceptional needs irrespective of national 

frontiers. They must, therefoi·e, remain U11der the unrestricted control of the 

insurer 1s head office, 
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51. A change in the status of developing countries has cften been followed by a trend 

towards the fostering of local insurance enterprises and this has prompted the 

enactment of restrictive insurance legislation in the countries concerned. The 

suggestion that developing countries should concentrate on buying 11 F.O.B.n and selling 

nc. I.F. 11 in order to avoid payment of insurance premiums abroad and sometimes to control 

shipnents is, to say the least, debatable. Developing countries are exporters of raw 

materials and importers of manui'actured goods. The buyers of raw materials have a 

right to central tho h011cUin6 of their insurnncc ,requirements and, understandably enough, 

prefer to deal ;thr ,ugh l.:;ng-established c,,:,nnexL;ns with insurers there by 0 btaining the 

c:::ver required and, in the event f claims, payment with::mt delay in their ,:iwn currency. 

52. Fur this reascJn, marine and aviaticn insurers maintain that the assured pers,:,ns 

dealing in these classes ,:,f business should be left the mrudmum freecbm in deciding 

where their insurances should be placed, This freedcJm is stated clearly in the OECD 

Code of Liberalizaticn ,:,f Current Invisible OperatL:.ns in the folbwing terms, th,:mgh 

,_nly s-J far as ccncerns insurance relating t:; g_,,_ds in international trade; 

"The taking uut ,:,f insurance cntracts relating tv g:,ods in 

internaticnal trade and the transfers required Lr the 

executi::.m of such ccntl·acts . r for the exercise of rights 

arising therefrofil shall be free". 

In maintaining this positbn, it should be pointed cut that marine insurers are dec'.ling 

with lmsiness enterprises well qualified to decide where their best c:.-mmercial interests 

lie in respect vf risks tc., be ccvered, jurisdicticn t~ be accepted, and security behind 

the insurance policy, 

53. Within the European Economic Ccmmunity (the C--1mm::.m Market) draft Dil'ectives setting 

cut the restrictive c:)nditi:)ns under which it is prop.sed that insurance business may 

be ce:nducted within the six 8-JJTI!lK.n Market c,:;untries have been draw,1 up in Brussels f-:Jr 

submission t~ the C•JmmissL,n. There would be supervisi:n :;r c. ntrol by the supervis:)17 

authorities in each c,untry. The terr.1s fjr third countries are als.::. in draft. There 

are str.::.,ng gr.~unds for saying that in the best interest _,f international trade, ma1·in0 

and aviation business should be free fr m such ccntr.:,ls. 

capacity ,.f the wc.rldT s insurance market be br:mght inL 

Only in this way can the full 

..perati,_n. 

54, A no.ti.::.nal marine insurance industry which c .·ntributes t,_ a natL)nal c:c,.;n~·my is n.;t 

created behind a pr,,tective barrier of restrictive rJeasures ;Jut can be established and 

gr:::w inly ;)y rendering a service ;::,n a freely c:Jmpetitive basis. 
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Preventable lo~ 

Loss preventio,·~ 

55. All those engaged in world trr,de are intE::,,ested in the delivery of merchandise 

in sound condition and in the avoida.i,ce of economic waste. It is estir.m.ted that 

80 per cent of the losses on goods in tra.:;sit arise fron preventa'ole causes. These 

inch.de the~t, pilferage, non-deli very, breakage., leakage, water damage, C'ontamination 

and similar risks. The shipper has some control over this loss group in decicl.ing the 

method to protect his cargoes, since approximately 50 pei· cent of preventable losses 

arise during hru1dling and storage. Theft, pilferage a..,d non-delivery clairas account for 

approxifilately 20 per cent of cargo losses whilst the incursion of sea water, heavy 

weather damage, fresh water and sweat account for the :.:emainder. Theft and pilferage 

losses could be reduced by using well constructed containers and elimi:1ating any 

descriptive marking of the conte,1ts, particularly in the so-called ;;luxury class". 

Basic remedies 

56. Improved methods of moving goods prorni.se advantages available to any country, 

regardless of its present state of develop11ent. However, the highly sophisticated 

container concept might not be instru1tly adaptable, paiti cular ly where door-to-door 

inland delivery of the container is not possible. Port facilities, handling equipment, 

railway and trucking facilities and the consignee's warehouse must all be able to 

permit tl1e 10, 20, 30 or 40 ft. container to move to its destination. Experience has 

shown that it will be sorae time before most ports in the wc:cld are ready for 

contair;erized transport. The ship_j_Jing of cargo in large u11it loads should lead to a 

substantial reduction in the ,1u.m.ber of ha:,1dlings of individual packages and in the 

exposure of goods to adverse weather conditions, pilfe:rage and b1·eakage. Apart from 

iraprovements in cargo handling and storage facilities there are tw0 other signific;ant 

factors i:; controlling cargo losses: first, free time for cargo to 1·emain on a iiier 

or in a custons warehouse'- must be limited, since a su1.Jstantial facto:..· in loss prevention 

is the expeditious r.1ovement of goods; secondly, the pe1·ioc1 during which goods are 

exposed to severe weather coilditions and to theft and pilfera6e must be reduced. 

57. Cargo loss prevention is a subject whi eh has formed an impo:ctant part of the 

discussions of the International Union of Marine Insu:cnnce over a pe1·iod of many yeu,:s. 

The Union 1 s Com.mittee on Cargo Loss P:;_•evention has collected techluc:,al information on 

p1·eventable losses in worlc1 commerce. This experience 1·eflects the knc,1-;ledge Gf 

unde1·writers in many count1·ies, c"1d the Comc:;i ttee has prepai·ed recomme11dations to 
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prevent or minimize su_ch losses. The International Union of Marine Insurance has 

stressed that the adoption of their loss prevention recommendations _will promote greater 

efficiency in overseas trade. The recommendations are divided into six sections, 

addressed to (a) shippers; (b) consignees; (c) ocean carriers; (d) port and terminal 

oper·ators; (e) air terminal opei·ators; and (f) ma:cine tmderwriters. The Un:;.011 is 

keenly aware of the need for community action i:1 individual ports to accomplish many 

of the recommendations and r.ieasures ca.:lled for and invites world-wide attention to the 

importance of co-operation to bring a-:.:iout much r:.eec'i.0d inprovements. 

~~ 
58. The advent of the containe1· has in many instances transferred car6o ha11c1ling 

responsibilities from th,Jse accustomed to h&1clling cargo to those with no previous 

training or experience, A study of underwriting experience of containerized goocls 

has revee.led that lossas are generally caused by:- (a) theft of contents (due to poor 

locks, seals and security); (b) water dam.age; (c) condensation; (d) improper handling; 

and (e) faulty stowage, It is essential, therefore, that 1·egard is paid to the 

seawo1-thiness of containers and to the necessity of fittii1g ventilation and humidity and/ oi· 

refrigeration controls. Another il'.lportant consideration is that insurers ought to 

satisfy themselves that all the cargo handling facilities to be used are adequat2 to 

lift heavy loads. 

Sendii1g s by ai_r. 

59. The growth of ,the carriage of goods by air is reflected in the large sums beil1g 

invested in this branch of the transport industry, and it is o!Jvious that the volume of 

goods carried by air will increase furthe1' when "jumbo-jets" a1,d supersonic ail·craf't 

are in service, 

60, Losses of diamonds and jewellery have been too nw:,er01rn during 1·ece~1t years on all 

international routes and it is evident that the cargo hanc~ling facilities have not kEJpt 

pace with the substantial increase in the mmber of consignments by air. Security 

measures are often totally inadequate and sometimes noi::--Jxistent. It has becorae 

apparent that there is much roo;·,1 for improvenent and. that Goverrnnents ohould take steps, 

if necessary by legisldion, to compel ail·po,:t authorities and aL0 lin0 operatoi·s to 

provide nuch better pi·otcctio'1 and suporvision of goods e.t airports ai1d during transit. 

J-Iull loss prevention 

61. Marine underwriters have ·:Jc-en able to take an active part in promoting a numbe1° of 

rucommendations to reduce claims for loss of or damage to cargoes, but in hull 

insurances loss prev2ntio,, is more diffict"lt !Jecause of the teclrnicalities ir1volved. 
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Maritime safety regulations are principally the responsibility of individual'Government 

which sometimes act upon recommendations of various international authorities, such as 

the Intergovernmental Maritime Consultative Organization. Current proposals under 

consideration by these authorities include (a) adoption of sea lanes; (b) restriction 

of speeds in high density areas; (c) periodic survey of navigational equipment; 

(d) use of automatic pilots; and (e) reinforcement of n1ook outs". 

B. Summary of discussion 

62. The author of the background paper and some speakers expressed the view that access 

to leading insurance markets should be unrestricted, on the grounds that free 

competition would secure the best possible terms of the cover at the lowest price. 

Many participants from developing countries did not agree with this general concept, 

which in their opinion did not serve the interests of developing countries or, in 

particular, the cause of establishing and developing national insurance markets in this 

branch of insurance. In this connexion, several parti~ipants from developing countries 

emphaiized that hitherto insurance services relating to international trade had been 

concentrated in only a few commercial centres in the developed market economy countries 

from which the largest insurance concerns had been operating either through their 

agencies a.,d branchel:' or through subsidiaries in other countries, whilst the developing 

countries as a group still largely remained buyers of such services and suffered, as a 

result of their position, a serious drain on their foreign exchange resources, with 

adverse effects on their balance of payments. It was also stated that these traditional 

concerns were often opposed to any insurance control exercised by developing countries 

though they accepted such control in the countries where their head offices were 

situated. 

63 • .According to participants from developing countries, so long as the economic 

imbalance between the developing countries and the developed market economy countries 

existed, the application of the principle of freedom of marine insurance in the sense 

of freedom of the client to choose the insurer, would tend to benefit the traditional 

centres of insurance. They stated that because for most of the developing countries 

the principal export items were raw materials or agricultural products commonly so],.d on 

an F.O.B. basis, whereas the main import items were machinery and other manufactures 

bought by developing c01mtries on C,I.F. conditions, the developing cow1tries tended to 

lose marine insurance on both exports and impo1°t:o to the insm'aW.8 institutions in the 

developed market economy countries. The only way for the developing countries to 
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counterbala,.,ce their disadvantages would be to introduce protection measures designed to 

link marine insurance with their trade policies and ensure that at least a f&.ir part of 

marine insurance was placed with their national insurance institutions. 

64, In discussing the problems of market capacity, ma11y participants from developing 

countries referred to the fact that, owing to a rather unfavourable experience during 

the last few years, the marine insurance market was becoming tighter and the terms of 

insurance and the rates of premium were hardening. Apart from the poor underwriting 

results the present market capacity problems ware attri!x1table to (a) the appearance of 

large or giant vessels, which affected both sections of the market : goods and hulls; 

(b) the JD.agnitude and nature of liability risks, for instance oil pollution as a result 

of damage to super tankers; (c) congestion in ports and insufficiency of port a:.1d cargo 

handling facilities. These participants considered that, in order to offset the harder 

terms of marine insurance, developing countries should try to reduce their dependence 

on these services obtained from a~Jroad and strengthen the 1°etention capacity of their 

national insurance institutions and of their national markets as a whole. 

65. As a practical method for acl:l.ieving these objectives, it was suggested by some 

participants from developing countries that insurance i11stitutions ope1°ating in a 

developing country's market should be encouraged to participate in the marine insurai1ce 

business originating from that country, either through a market-wide pool or through an 

institution acting as the underw.citer of such business on behalf of all the market 

insurers. Such a pool or institution would be only reinsuring, on behalf of all those 

participating in the arrangement, all the residual business not absorbed by the market. 

Besides utilizing the market capacity more fully, it would be in a nruch stronger 

position to obtain better terms of reinsurance for its cessions .§12 bloc in view of the 

more ball.ll1Cec1 composition a"ld the size of t.he portfolio ai,d a higher ba:cgaining power 

resulting therefrom. 

66. Several participants r0forroc: t,: tho role of ma:dne insurance as a collateral in 

international trade and its fino.ncir,c. The financing institutions usually required that 

foreign trade goods be adequately insured. So far as lJresent banking practices were 

concerned, such institutions would often insist that insurance be taken out with the 

so-called approved insurers. It was stated in this connexion that this practice did not 

work to the advantage of developing countries for two main reasons : first, the 

concentration of financing institutions in the developed market economy countries, which 

created the natural tendency to request that insurance be taken out with the insurance 

institutions in the same country. Secondly, mai'1y national insuranc? institutions in 

-
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developing countries hud heen e stal)lished recently and had not as yet oeen nble to 

c"'.evelop a world-wic:e netwo:ck uf clains inspection or settling agents; c~,nsequently, 

they had to approach i:irofessione.l firms of international c1aims adjusters, which w01'e as 

a rule estal.Jlished in devcJlopec1 ma1'ket eco,,oay countries. Some pm'ticipants addecl 

that thE status of claims settling agency was not granted easily to the insm'm1ce 

institutions of the d.ovelopinG counti·ies. 
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A. Bac_lcground paper by Hr. Marcel Grossmann (Switzerland) 

1. The purpose of this paper is to consider the economic, financial and perhaps also 

social function of the machinery of reinsurance. l~·om a purely theoretical point of 

view it might be thoucht that under certain conditions direct insurers would not be 

in need of reinsurance at all. These certain conditions might 1:;e described E.S follows, 

though it should be stressed that practice differs considerably from theory; 

(a) With respect to any particular branch of insurance, the e;dstence of 

comprehensive and reliable statistics of volume and frequency of losses 

during recent years, on the basis of which the appropriate premiums to be 

paid by the insured can be calculated precisely; 

(b) Agreement to and payment of the premiums by the insm·ed) 

(c) The capacity of the direct insurance office concerned to underwrite in each 

insurance branch or sub-branch a sufficient number of like risks, so that 

the law of large numbers ma.y be applied, 

2. In practice, houever these preconditions a.re rarely fully realized, with the 

consequence that the theoretical balance outlined above is in fact only rarely achieved. 

Moreover - and this is a further serious qualification of the theoretical situation -

al though it is possible to comiJute, by mea11s of p:cob2.bili ty calcule.tions, the frequency 

of losses likely to oceur in any particular b1·anch of the insurance ,business, the volume 

of losses and especially the voJ.mr.e of big losses will vary un;:iredictably and consi:lera.bly 

from year to year in cases whore a given insurance po:i:tfolio is composed of policies 

that insure sums which themselves vru.-y enormously. In such cases, even the law of 

large numbers and the · pro 1Jabili ty calculations will not n:cotect the direct insurer from 

very unwelcome year-to-year fluctuations in the 2.ggregate of tl1c losses to be compensated. 

It is the function of neinsur~nce to provide the direct insu::er with the possibility of 

covering and protecting himself against fluctuations .and variations Jf this kind. 

3. Lastly, there is ahm~'S the possibility of major or catastrophic events which mi:l.2' 

exert a decisi,;-e influence on the technical an:1- financial stand:ing of the direct 

insurance offices of a whole country or even a ·,;hole region. 

4, !t follows, the1°Gfo1·e, that almost every direct insurer ,la::. a practi'.cal '1eed of 

protection by one or mo1·e reinsurance offices, the volline and nature of the protect•_.:,n 

may vary considera01y f'l•offi company to company. 
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'i 5. The question: what is the economic importance of reinsurance in securing the 

financial equilibriwn and operational balance of individual insurance institutions? 

may therefore be ans,mred in this way: the most important and basic function of the 

reinsurer is to bear a certain portion of the risks underwritten by the direct insurers. 

The raison d 1etre of the reinsurance industry is that it offers this cover and fulfils 

the obligations deriving therefrom punctually and even in difficult circwnstances. This 

is the intrinsic service uhich reinsurers are rendering to the individual insurance 

institutions of a particular country as well as to the economy of that country as a \mole. 

6. In the foregoing remarks I have described the basic functions of reinsurance as 

an economic institution, without discussing the relative merits of international and 

purely national reinsurance operations, In the context of this seminar, it is surely 

appropriate, however, to consider the desirability of expanding the capacity and strencth 

of the national reinsu:rance markets of developing countries beyond their existing confines, 

7. Although the question is of evident importance to the insurance and reinsurance 

policy of developing countries, it is rather difficult to give a clear-cut answer, It 

can be said, however, that the volwne and importance of big and even giant risks in a 

fast growing world economy are increasing in such a wcy that only through the combined 

efforts of all the financially strong and well equipped reinsurance institutions of the 

whole world will they be able to cover these risks quickly and at a reasonable price 

and to bear the losses arising therefrom. The fact that the international reinsurance 

market is completely free of any monopolistic or oligopolistic tendency is not new, and 

it can be taken for granted that such tendencies would, in the world of tomorrow, be 

even more at variance with economic conditions. Basically, therefore, there seems to 

be no argument against the creation or strengthening of reinsurance carriers working 

mainly in developing countries and being domiciled there, if certain conditions can be 

realized, I should like to summarize these conditions as follows: 

(a) There must exist a national insurance market of a certain size and volume. 

Without such a market, a newly created reinsurance company would be operating 

in a vacuum for no or not sufficient business can be ceded to this institution. 

(b) These national reinsurance institutions should not, through the application 

of unsatisfactory conditions or the use of uncommercial methods, hinder the 

development, the underwriting capacity and the financial strength of the 

insurance institutions of the developing country in question. 
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(c) They ought not to hesitate to cede to the international reinsurance market 

those risks which exceed their own retention capacity, whilst not ignoring 

the fact that internatio:t1e.l reinsurers, too, are obliged to constitute a 

more or less balanced reinsurance portfolio, that is a portfolio which is 

not exclusively composed of big and enormous risks. 

(d) The national reinsurance institutions of developing countries ought to be 

ready to accep~ a fair share of those big risks, the cover of ,m.ich is today 

the foremost problem of the international reinsurance economy; this mission 

can, however, only be fulfilled by national reinsurance institntio:1::: if tlwy 

themselves, or the State or the private institutions supporting them, a:re 

ready to furnish, if necessary, adequate financial support, 

8. At this point I should like to summarize the main technical methods of reinsurance. 

Optional reinsurance, which is also called facultative reinsurance, may be taken out 

in the case of and with respect to individual insurance policies underwritten by a 

direct insurer, This type of reinsurance which is the oldest form of reinsurance is 

very frequent in branches lil:e life and marine insurance and is employed increasingly 

in order to cover at. least a part of those big international risks. On the other hand, 

the method of obligatory reinsuranco treaties, that is, treaties ,Jhich settle once and 

for all the conditions applicable to reinsurance.and which bind both parties to effect 

reinsurance cessions in respect of whole portfolios and whole branches, is very often 

applied in nearly all branches, 

9, There are three main forms of obligatory reinsurance treaties: 

(a) Quota share reinsurance treaties, by virtue of which a specified quota or 

share of all the risks of a given branch is ceded to the reinsurer; 

(b) Surplus reinsurance treaties, which represent a calculated distribution 

of risks between the ceding company and the reinsurer according to the volume 

of the risks, taken individually, and according to the retenti2,n capacity 

of the direct insurer; 

(c) Excess of loss reinsurance treaties (or, more broadly, non-proportione.l 

reinsurance contracts), under which the reinsurer is responsible for the 

payment of big losses beyond a certain figure. This most modern - and 

most discussed - ~01~n of reinsurance is frequently applied in branches like 

motor and gencrc,l liability, but in view of the rather unhappy expe:ri0nces 

made during recent years the reinsurance Lmrkets are becoming increasingly 

reluctont to aj,')ply that type of reinsurance without ,adaptations to tho present 
! 

and future risks situation. 
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10. R0insur1:mce rel::i.tions between direct insurruico offices i:-1 a do·rnloping country 

and rGinsurance carriers in a cfov-2lcped countl·y may undoubtedly hc.vo oi ther 

insignificant or-important implications for the balance of p2.yrnonts of toth countries, 

but the rn:.tm·e of t:1ose in:Jlications ccw:mot be defined in general terms, Ono ;Joint 

should, however, be stressed: it is not on1y the insurance pror:tlmns coded to a foreign 

reinsurance company wl1ich influence the balance of payments of a developing country~ 

for these nrcniums are not paid individually and as such. Rc..ttier, the extcmt of thcJ 

mutu2.l obligations of ceding companies 1:'.ncl re:i.nsm·ers is the obj oct of a periodic, 

mostly quarterly, settlement of accounts, and only the credit b.~.lance is paid' to the 

creditor, If the o.ggrego.te of t:1e pr01nums ceded to the roinsu:..·er exceeds the 

commissions and losses to be po.id and the reinsurance deposits to be constitut2d, then 

the balance will be ii1 favour of the fo:;.•eign reinsm·ol' o.nd tho po.yment 11:Lll therefore 

consti tuto a currency outflow. If, houover, big losses have to be borne by the 

reinsurer or big deposits have to be co,1stituted by him, then there \dll be o. payment 

to be made by t~1e reinsu;.•ol· to the ceding office, and this will re~Jl·esont an inflou 

i tom in tho balance of payments of the clovcloping cotc:.1try, It must be added, houover 1 

that wlvmover possible, the question of deposits undo:..· reinsurance o.groements should 

be settlnd by mutual agreomont of the contr8.cting parties and not by law~ The 

movement of po.yr.1cmts in this business is, accordingly, a two-uay and not a ono-way 

traffic. Very often a coding company in a d8veloping countr:' places an ;'excess of loss;, 

cover with a reinsurance COB)_Jany in a devoloped. counti-y. 

roi~1uu.1. ... o:i. .. s m2.y not have to pay n loss, ,.d. th the result. that tho pi .. or:rl.uin pc.id by tho 

insuro:r may soom to bo lost cmd the p1:1.yment looks like a pcx'!llanel1"G outflow of currency. 

Suddenly, after an inporto.nt loss i'or instanco, the ti·eat~, entm·s into op8l0 ation ond 

it may well happen, as oxporL::ce shows, that oo.s;_ly tho tenfold m· even hundred-fold 

of o.n annual premium flous into the country conco1·,1od, Virtuo.L1y aD_ the countric,s 

of the world 11::ve b,wn livin:;; fo:;: yea1·s in a state of slou er quic!:, out at aJ.1 ::ivents 

chronic inflution. It uouJ.d be tempting to outline ii1 some deto.il the influ-:mce 

of infJ.a.tion on 1·oinslu:anco activities. Unfortunately this wiJ.l not bo possi1:J.c becaus:.; 

the p1·otcloms invol.vod O.l'O vury complicated indocd. 

lL Quit0 gonoro.lly spea~:ing it may be so.id, houevo1·, tho.t 12~·ima fo.cie tllo lJo.rties 

to the roinsurcu1co treat:, m·o not di:;:actly infiuencod by inflation, because 

k) in 1K,'1Y cases rainsv.1·a.i1ce o.ccounts ar3 kept in the currency of the insm·Mce 

polic:1.os 1 that is to so.y mainly in the n::ctional currenc;t; of the country in 

uhich t:10 codinc; compo.ny is domiciled a.Ed working$ so thr,t the nornino.l value 

of pror.rl.tm,s, lassos o . .nd 30 on r;:;mc.ins l.U1.ch.2nged 07011 if th.J intl"insic vc.luo 

of tho currency in q_uostion :10.s chcJ1god; 
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(b) there is, generally speaking, o. :~alance of JDlitual obligations existing between 

the codin6 cor.1pnny and the roinsurer o.t loe.st at the or:.d of the yo:J.1° o.nd 

under tho -conditions th:.t ~Jai0 t or whole of tlw technical roservos to the debit 

of the roinsm·er arc constituted in th8 for11 of rei11su~0 once deposits u:Lth tho 

coding col!lj_J&"ly or of assets constituted· in the national currency in question. 

12. He118Ver, this someuho.t optimistic viow is a superficial 0118, f,-.r rising price,s and 

the rising costs of living in the cotmcry of tho dh0 oct insure 1: uill, in many i:ro.nchos, 

increaso tho nominal vo.luo of losses end of costs, so that tho accounts of 

insurer and the reinsuror ".Jill be unfavourc:b\y influenced by the effect of 

the d:Lrcct 

inflaticn.1/ 

In the co.so of non-proportional roinsuronco troc.tios it is mainly t:1e l0 oinsuror uho 

iJill have to make higher loss pa,ymonts and hGnco boar the heaviest. curdcn of this 

phenomenon because in consequence of rising prices many losses ,Jill tend to o:ccood the 

initially specified retention on the loss (unless tl10 b.tt.:ir is progressively adjust0d 

to the intrinsic value of nc1.tional ci::rrencies). 

13, When rates of exchange are motlifiod 1°olativoly frequently, it may be ,;orthtihilo 

to consider also the effects of dov2.lu2.tions and r0valuation on roinsuranco relations. 

Again, suporficietlly, it rao.y soom that roinsurru1co r0l2.tions a'-') not greatly affected, 

at least in so f2.r as reinsu1·cu1co accounts o.ro kept in the nationa;_ currency of tlw 

polici0s concerned and as there is monetary equivalence betueon tochnico.l resorvCJs 

and assets covering those rcs01°ves in the boots of both th~, coding office and the 

roinsuror. Naturally, acco1°ding to the diroction =d the volume of the clwnges in 

currency ro.tes appJ.ioc:, the roal value ,Jf the recip:·ocal obligations of tho parties 

to the roinsuranco treaties ,Jill bo cho.::1god too and, in so f2.r as a fo,;_•oig::1 curJ.:oncy is 

concerned, the countorvaJ.uo of those currency i toms, expressed 1Lh the national currency 

of either the direct insure:;:- o:;.· tl10 roinsuror, v.d.11 be ch;:mgod correspondingly. 

ll~. To verify the tru8 extent of the offoct of such changes .in any po.rticulo.i0 c2,so 

vory s-::io.~0 ching anaJ_yses and :i.:,ivostigations uould be needed, but already now it can bo 

sc,id that the nodorn systel:i of roinsuranco o.ccounts made up in one ct,rroncy but covering 

risks, premiums 211c, locses e:::q:irossod in other currencies, would cease to be applico.bl.:, 

if fluctuations in cui·rency :;__•ates oxchango sl1oulc. bocomo stilJ. more froquont than in 

tho recent past o:c ::i fortiori if a system of moro or loss uidoly f'luc"Guating oxchango 

rates wore int1·oducod. 

1/ This applios ospoci:.lly to tho field of the su-cc.lled HJ.ong-tail business", tho 
g.Jn0rnl lio.bili ty CI.P(~~ tho :nctrino ii1su1--anco. 
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15. It is beyond any doubt that tho roinsu:cance institutions, whether national or 

international, a.;:-o in a position to play a very important part in the extension of the 

absorptive cape.city of the n:::.tional insure.nee marlrnts of developing countries, Irnloed, 

developing countries are hardly likely to be able to establish, in their insurance 

markets, neu national insurance companies without very· subst=tial support from 

roinsurc.nce institutions, in the form of technical assistance, ris:: cover and financi:::.l 

capacity, 

16, On the other ha."d, it seer.is quite natural that, as far as possible, national 

reinsurance institutions of developing countries should be closely and effectively 

associated with the trond to expand national insnr:mco markets. As a matter of fact 

national reinsurance institutions might be able to lighten the bm·den on the balance 

of paymonts of the developing country in' question, 1Jhils~ those are admittedly very 

natural and legitimate considerations, it is necessary to add some rather important 

provisos. As has often been said at Ul'JCTAD meetings, owing to the lack of roaJ.J..y 

depende.ble and internationally. comparable reinsurance statistics, it is at this time 

sir.iply not possible to state in a reliable way to what extent and in what sense the 

balances of payments of the individual developing countries, taken individually or 

as a whole, are influenced by reinsuro.nce transactions crossing national bordors, In 

many cases and in many yours, rri.nor or major sums havo to be paid out to foreign 

roinsurers, in other uords, in the final analysis, in foreign currency. While this 

is undoubtedly true, it must at the samG tir.10 be stat0d that these payments represent 

the price to be paid for a very concrete service rendered by those foreign reinsurors, 

vi:?!. their commitment to bear in the future n specified share of mainly heavy losses 

which may arise. 

17. On the other ho.nd, as has been stated boforo, reinsurance ,is a two-way traffic, 

and ov0ry internationally active roinsur0r could cite many examples of cases in which 

reinsurance transactions 'crossing a n~~ional bord0r led eventu:::lly to sizeable flows 

of foreign exchange into a particular developing counti-y. If, for instance, tho ,~ 
airlin0 Qf a developing cour1try loses, as a rosul t of an accident, a largd modern jet 

aircrc.ft, it is evident that the lost aircraft cannot be replaced ·oo.sily unless the 

necessary foreign currency can be provided, 

18. This having boon said, it seems quite no.t\Jj_'al and possible that nationc.l reinsurance 

institutions, established in developing com,tries should bo able to diminish the outfloH 

of reinsurance payments to some. oxtont. I should like to stl·oss tho words "to sor.1c ext0: 
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for it is inconcoivablo that a nationc,l reinsurance institutio11, doing btwiness only 

in one country, should be able, without i,::;noring the basic laws and roquiromonts of 

the branch, to bear the whole of the risks cGcled to it by n2,tional insuronce companie,s 

by itself. I might mention in passing that practical experioncG shows that national 

reinsur~nce institutions of developing countries have no choice but to rotrocode heavy 

risks to the international 1·oinsurance market, uith the result that tho balancG of 

payments of the country concerned may not ultimately be influenced to any groat extent 

at all. 
1 19. At all events it seems to me very desirable that one day, thanks to the efforts of 

UNCTAD or of some other body, truly reliable internationally valid reinsurance statistics 

should give us a clear picture of the real state of affairs in the balances of payments 

of developed and developing countries, so far as reinsurance transactions are concerned. 
;, 

20, Quite personally, I would like to add the following remarks: In certain developing 

countries and with respect to certain foreign insurance companies there seems to be a 

tendency to settle the technical and financial relations between the agency or branch 

office, established in a developing country, and the head office of the company concerned 

in a developed country, according to the forms and rules of reinsurance treaties and of 

reinsurance accounts. Although in specific cases there may be ample justification for 

a procedure of this kind, its general use can hardly be supported.. I regret to say 

that, on the basis of general principles, it does not seem justified to apply the terms 

of reinsurance to those relations, This does not mean that profits realized by an 

agency or a branch office of a foreign insurance coL1pany operating in a developing 

country ought not to be transferred to the head office at all, for 

(a) 

(b) 

the foreign insurance company in question has to defray its own expenses for 

its activity in the developing country, and these OA'T,)enses have to be set off 

against the profits realized in the developing country - if any; 

the foreign insurance company too is rendering services to the developing 

country, for instcmce in the capacity of co-insurer for big risks, and it seems 

only natural and equitable thQt a price should be paid for that service. 

21. Nevortheloss, it would be deplorable if the application of reinsurance terms end 

techniques :in the relations betwee;_ general agencies and branch offices on the one hand 

~d head ofTicic>s on tl{~ othe:r. 'made-,,it i~possible in "the future to consider separately 

_the. economic-and financial implicatio~s 'of direct insurance and r.cimrnrance. The lack 

· of internationally compa;r~bl~ reinsurance statistics makes it impossible, ··furthermore, 

to consider in detail the many t'eatures of thu most important reinsurance IlJ.c1.rkets N -

existing today all over the world. 
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22. I hope, therefore, that some very genoro.l remarks may be su.f.ficient at this stage: 

(a) The-most important reinsurance market is probably the British. However, it 

is not customcry for the British insurance market to distinguish in a clear 

way between direct insurance and reinsuranco, and hence it is very difficult 

indeed to id,mtify the British reinsurance market as distinct from the direct 

insurance m21·kot. 

(b) In two continento.l European countries - the Federal P..epublic of Germany and 

Switzerland - there are very i:01portant reinsurance narkets which a.re activo al. 

over the world, mainly owing to the existenc0 of some very big and well

established professional reinsurance companies in these countries. 

(c) This does not moan that other European countries would not be in a position to 

render excollent reinsurance services as well; in this respect mainly France, 

Italy, Sweden and Denmark oi.;ght to be mentioned, Li the Uni tod States, direci 

insurance offices and specinlized reinsurance comp:o.nios offer outstcmding 

reinsurance services, al though the national insurance mm·Irnt of the Uni tod 

States is so huge that possibly United States reinsm·crs are less cager and 

loss interested to create roinsurcnce connmdons atroad than are reinsurers 

domiciled inside narrower markets. 

(d) This very superficial picture would be incomplete if I did not nention that 

some soci:o.~ist countries of Eastern Europe - principally the USSR and 

Czechoslovakia - have developed very efficiont and internationally active 

reinsurance bodies as well. 

(e) It is noteworthy that the techniques applied by all the rGinsurors mentioned 

above, or rather by all reinsurers of tho world, arc more or less o.liko, 

There is therofor0 already a hD.rJ.tlonization of roinsm·ence techniques and 

methods all ovdr tho ,..orld, 

23. It seems quite evident that the building up of reinsurance as an operational methoJ 

and as an inst.itution ii:: for developing countries at least as noc0ssa1"Y as it has been 

and still is for developed countries. 1/ith the increasing strength and diversification 

of the ocono:rn.y of developing countries, theil· insurance and roinsu:ro.nce institutions 

1-1ill likewise grow stronger 2.11d it seems entirely natural that more ond more of these 

institutions should, 2.s ffl.r c.;3 capital, menagenont and personnel arc concerned, be partly 

or wholly in ths control of citizens or bodies of the developing countries concerned, 

It would, howe,ror, be an illusion to suppose thc.t in the near or far future the 

developing countries will be in a position to dispense with the services 2i1d the help 
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of foreign roinsurors altogether or that they will be able to apply to these foreign 

roinsurers only occasionally emd solely in cases of big or enormous risks. Tho 

roasons tffe twofold: 

(a) Tho roinsuranco economy i:3 guided by the principle of the spreading of 

risks to the fullest possible extent, Evon very strong professional 

reinsurers can accept the risks they in fact accopt only if ancl so long as 

they aro in a position to sprern:t a good part of these risks internationally, 

the.t is, by rotrococling a good part of these risks to a considerablo number 

of other risks carriers in practically all countries, The consequence of 

this basic factor of reinsurance, which is unfortuno.tely too often ignored, 

is the fact that even today no single reinsurance market would bo able to carry 

on that kind of business without t'.1e continuous assistancG of reinsurers of 

many otl10r countries. This means that the co;:icept of some sort of 
1ireinsurvnc0 autonomy;' or 11rcinsurance self-sufficiency11 is, even for big 

developed countries, simply an illusion and a fallacy, This is true, 

a fo_rtiori for developing countries as well. 

(b) The fo.ct that a young insurance company in C\ developing country has relo.tions 

with one or more well equipped roinsuranco institution does not mean 

Gxclusivoly coding a given part of the risks underwritton. As a matt.,r of 

fact, it means ve;:-y much more: it means technical o.dvice and information 

provided by the specialized services of the reinsuror; the information and 

advice which may be essential for developing insur::mco companies ma;y covor &. 

very wide range of subjects: information about conditions applicc.ble to 

certain branches Md about t:1e practical experience of these brunches in othor 

m,0 .rkots, information abo.ut financial, economic and monetary problems, advice 

concerning organizc.tional nnd personnel problems and so on, It goes IJ:Lthout 

saying thc.t c.dvico of this kind is very important especially for newly 

establishGd co:r.ipanies, the more so jf t:10 advice is provided, c_,s hc.ppens very 

often,. perso11all~' by specialists temporarily placed at the disposal of th,, 

company in question, It would bo a mistake to und0restimat0 tl1e value and 

volu:r.ie of this kind of technical assistance provided by international 

reinsurance, just because no statistics are C\Vailable, 

In this connexion I wish to reiterate what has often b0en said: a soimd and quick 

groi-rth of industry, c.griculturo and commerce is inconceivable without the support of a 

strong direct insurmice o.nd reinsurance industry, whether national or foreign or mixed. 
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24. Some reI::icrks havG already bGen mado about the importance of toclmical assistance 

in the field of insurance and reinsuranco, It seoms vital to train indigenous 

reinsurance personnel for devoloping countries, this personnel being necessary for 

reinsurance departments of diroct insurance vriting offices and for spocializod 

reinsurance institutions. 

25. For all those who really want to fm•ther and facili tat0 thG insurance and reinsuranc< 

systems and connexions of dovoloping countries, training ought to be the foremost task. 

I am convinced that better technical and general knowledge on either side would 

poworfully contribute to better understanding am.on:; thoso concerned, that is direct 

insurers and reinsurers, control offices, ministries of finance and public opinion. 

Remembering some of the many interesting discussions on the subject in UNCTAD, I should 

like to be able to say that fundamental differences of opinion regarding insurance and 

reinsurance no ]_onger exist. Yet, the extent and the shape of existing schooling and 

training opportunities at the disposal of ii,surance and reinsurance staff from developing 

countries are still fin· from satisfactory. In the coming years a very serious effort 

will have to be made in this field, and any contribution by the UNCTAD services in 

this direction wo'.J.ld be very welcome. I fully realize that many problems still have to 

be solved. For instance, ought trainees from developing countries to receive their 

training as far as possible on the spot, that is in their own country? Or would it be 

preforablG to send them to some developed countries? Possibly a compromiso solution, 

that is grquping those trainees regionally, might be, in many respects, the best solution, 

26. furthermore, we have to envisage not just one system of training facilities, but 

different systems, in keeping with the different social and human groups which are in 

need of training. 

(a) A specialized, if only part-time, school system seems necessary for young 

peoplG who have completed their compulsory schooling and who are beginning 

practical work in an office; it is solf-evident that this kind of schooling 

can only be provided on the spot, 

(b) Training facilities are necessary, 011 different levels, for the staff of 

insurance and reinsurance companies, these facilities ma;y consist cf courses 

intended for virtually the whole staff, or alternatively for 'the different 

organizational groups and levels of the insurance and reinsurance companies· 

in question. 
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(c) Specio.lized courses - at least partly on a full-time bo.sis - are without 

nny doubt necessary for the future "cadres 1' of companies, and this kind of 

instruction may even be the centre-piece of the whole system, for the future 

of insuro.nce companies taken individually and of insurance and reinsurance 

markets o.s a whole may depend on the technical, economic, organizational m1d 

hUDan qualities and training of the leading personnel. 

(d) Finally, periodic seminars and discussions open to the participation of the 

active management and of the higher technicnl staff of insurance and reinsurance 

institutions coming from all geographical areas of the world, organized at 

regional and international levels, are extremely important or even decisive 

for the future development of insurance and reinsurance markets, especially 

in developing cow1tries. 

27. Although I have just stated that in the form of practical realizations we are, in 

the field of training facilities, still far away from an ideal state of nffairs, I 

would nevertheless underline that some possibilities do exist already. I would only 

briefly mention t~1at specialized insur.::i.nce schools for yoW1g people from devoloping 

cow1tries exist in Zurich, lfunich, Tunis and Stockholm, and thc'.t famous institutions 

like the 11 Chartered InsurC!.Ilce Institute 11 in L,~·ndon and the "Ecole Nationale d 1Assuranc0s" 

in Paris have accepted for years and still accept very frequently impressive numbers of 

trcdnees- from developing cow1tries, To this we ought to add all those insurance people 

who have been trained and who are still trained by insurance and reinsurance conpanies 

themselves. 

B. Surnmmary of discussion 

28. Many speakers from devo1oping countries, while recognizing that international 

co-operation in reinsurance was necessary and would continue to play a very s:i.6nific:mt 

rolo, emphasized the need for expanding the national reinsurance services in developing 

countries in orde1· to reduce,. their relative dependence on such services from atread =d 

the outflow of funds resulting from international reinsurance transactions, In this 
~ ~ 

connexion various specific measures that might be taken by a developing country to 

cre2.te or dovelop its nationo.l reinsurance market were recommended, such as (a) creation 

of donostic reinsur2.nce institutions uhore they did not as yet exist; (b) encouragement 

of reinsurance exch2ugos araong the insurance institutions operating in the market; 

(c) setting up of national 1·einsuranco funds and pools; and (d) vo.rious neasures to 

protect and encourage the development of the national reinsurance r.10.rket and to control 

the reinsurance transactions in clevcloping count:.:ies. 
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29. Participants fron countries in which nr.tiontl roinsuranco institutions have boon 

ostablishod (Argontina, Chilo, Colombia, Costa ::lica, Ghana, Iraq, Indonesia, Mali, 

Nigeria, Po.ldstan, Poland, RoL1anic,, Syria, tho United .Arab Hcpublic) doscribod l10w tlx,so 

roinsurnnce institutions operated o...7.d the successes thoy had Qchiovod in the consolidc.tio11 

of tho market and espocinlly in incrcmsing its retention capacity and st:congth.:ming 

the position of' ,tho country in tho intorn::ttional reinsuro.nco r.10..rket, as well as tho 

problems they had to overcomG. In their opinion the saving in foreign exchange and 

the improvement of' tho terms and conditions of' their reinsurance 2.rrangemonts, with 

tho r,,sultant reduction in ~·oinsurru1co costs, ho.d boon considerable. Foroi6n 

reinsurance needs h2d 'Jeon notic-.cably lower, c,t lcmst in relative torus, owing to tho 

better bal::mce of tho portf'cilios of t:1e no.tional reinsurance institutions as compared 

uith those of the individu,c1 direct ,Jriting institutions. 

30. Among various measures recommended, the participants placed great emphasis on the 

;_)fforts to increase the r:Jto:rcion co.p2ci ty of the national markets in developing 

countries by Loans of encouraging reinsurru1co exchanges among the direct writing 

companies operating in the market so that they ,rould first see!, reinsurance cover fron 

oach other, before requesting it from the reinsurers abroad. TI1e actual position 

in developing countries was described as being quite the reverse irh(m direct w1.·iting 

institutions first approached the foreign reinsurers, Being rather small m1d fin=cin .. 1ly 

weak, nru1y insurMce institutions in developing countries hctd been reinsuring et nuch 

greater part of their business than would hc.ve been nec01ssary if' they had first 

exchcnged their business uith other no.tional insurance companies. This had hampered 

the gro,-rth of the financial strength of' all the national insurance institutions, as 

they had be-:m uorking on much sm2.ller and limited portfolios, and consequ,:mtly the 

accumulatio;1 of their fino.ncial and technical reserves had been much slower, 

31. Several other particiixmts from developing countries considered that the national 

retention capacity of the mar!:0t might be rJuch better utilized th:;.•ough the establishmont 

of no.tional reinsurance f'tmds Ol' pools. It wo.s generally conceded thc.t t:10 insurcnco 

institutions in developing countr:ies did not o.vaiJ.. thenselves of these facilities 

to any groat 0xtont. At the so..me time, such facilities as national roinsuro.nce funds 

or pools might be cl10apor o.nd simpler to organize than, for instance, a reinsuro.nce 

institution. In this connexion it was six1cifically ompho.sized by sovorc.l participonts 

thcit pooling crrangamonts among insur2.0:1ce ru:td r0insurance institutions in dovoloping 

countri0s might reduce or oven clir.d.nnte tho need for reinsurance ab,•,Jo.d in such branches 

-:- 1 1 
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of insurance as motor car business, and ordinary fire, with the resulting savings of 

foreign exchange, In this connexion, several speakers gave an account of the structure 

and operation of the existing regional reinsur=ce pools and described the arrangements 

for those still in the preparatory stage. 

32. Inasmuch as experience of regional reinsurance-institutions was practically non

existent, it was suggested by some participants from developing countries that more 

detailed investigations of the possibilities of establishing such institutions in 

developing countries should be undert::tken by the organizations concerned at both 

regional and international levels. In preparing such studies, these organizations 

should consider, in addition to the basic problems of t:-,ourance itself, the follouing 

specific problems: the homogeneity of the underlying socio-economic structures of the 

countries concerned; the extent of their co-operation in general econoDic fields; 

their external trade and r.1onctary matters. With rogo..-c-d to the structure and the base 

of operations of such regional reinsurance institutions, it was suggested that the 

technical methods of cessions to them should be very carefully chosen so that such 

cessions, be they obligatory or voluntary, should fully encourage the development of 

the national insurance and reinsuro.nce markets of the countries in the region. 

33. Market aspects of reinsur::tnce arrangements of developing countries occupied much 

of the discussion at the seminar. Several speakers from developing cmmtries stated 

that, i,ihen the actual terms and conditions of reinsurance arrangeraents were worked out 

by devoloping countries, market considerations often had an important influence on the 

outcome of the discussions between the negotiating parties, the results of the 

negotiations being thus different from what could be expected if such negotiations wore 

based entirely on the teclmical requirements and statistical analysis of the business in 

question. This was noticed particularly by the small new insuranco and reinsurance 

institutions in developing countries, which faced large professional reinsurance 

institutions in developed market economy countries. 

34. Some speakers said that the geographical remoteness of the insurance and reinsurance 

institutions of developing countries from the principal international reinsuro.nce markets 

made them dependent all too often on the services of the international reinsurance 

brokers who tended to place their business again in the leading reinsurance centres. 

Consequently, most of the insurance and reinsurance institutions in developing countries 

in search of the reinsurance protection required relied on the o,dsting mechanism, which 

had not been functioning to t.l1eir advantage, Strange as it may seem, even the 

reinsurance ccnnexions between the insurance and reinsurance institutions in developing 
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countrios were sometimes establishod through an intermediary in a developed market 

economy country, because of' the general lack of information in developing countries 

about the insurance markets of other developing countries. 

35. It wns, therefore, felt by most of the participants from. the developing countries 

that their national insurance and reinsurance institutions should co-ordinate their 

activities better and establish direct roinsure.nco relations among themselves. In 

this connexion, the idoa of establishing a reinsurance centre of developing countries 

was advanced for consideration. It was suggested that such a reinsurance centre might 

help developing countries and their insurance and reinsurance institutions to work 

together for the common benefit by co-ordinating their activities in r9insurance, 

exchanging information on reinsurance matters, .and establishing useful business contacts 

and connexions. 
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RELATIONS BETWEEN THE STATE AND THE INSURANCE INDUSTRY AJ\l]} INSUR.il.NCE LE}ISLATION 
AND SUPERVISION 

A, Background paper by Mr, Jacques de Florinier (France) 

1. In most cases the insurance industry was created by pri-.rate enterprise. In fact, 

the first attempts to establish a system for compensating risks within a fairly large 

group of people did not always meet with the approval of the authorities. Since 

insurance methods were not then fully developed, insurance at first was often regarded 

as an activity akin to bEtting or gaDbling, As such, it seemed to offer the contract 

signer an unfair wager, the insurer's financial resources being insufficient in case 

of bad luck. 

2. Today, insurance methods have proved themselves; it is universally recognized 

that sil:Jilar risks must be grouped together, so as to permit the application of 

statistical methods, There is even active research in actuarial circles to discover, 

with the aid of the theory of probability, the scientific requirements for concerns to 

remain solvent, or a way of calculating a nargin of security sufficient to eliminate 

what is generally called "the risk of ruin 11 • There is no longer any question of the 

State's opposing the existence of an "insurance sector". Its attitude is no longer 

suspicious or circumspect: on the contrary, the beneficial economic and social effects 

of insurance are everywhere recognized, Very often the State no longer merely maintains 
. 

a benevolent neutrality but actively encourages and facilitates the development of 

insurance. 

3, It is now quite obvious that insurance providos an element of security which is 

becoming more and more necessary to guard against dangers to means of production, 

potential losses or damage to personal or collective property, and risks which threaten 

a nan's capacity to work. The development of the human person and of any co=ercial, 

industrial or scientific activ~ty rests on the ability to undertake and pursue some 

continuous activity which is not paralysed by the fear of sudden interruption caused 

by the accidental loss of the materials of equipment utilized in that activity, or, 

in the case of a human agent, by the loss of physical or mental ability, 

4, This need for security increases as the amount of resources involved increases. 

In today's economies, with their increasingly intense concentration of the means of 

production, where the unit cost of every technological device rises as improvements are 

introd~cGd, the need for insurance is becoming nore and nore imperative. 
5• The State which has becone aware of this need will act to ensure that it is 

satisfied on the best possible terms, In countries where an insurance industry already 

ensts, it will r.iake certain that insurers really provide the security sought. The 
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insurer must, on the one hand, offer guarantees appropriate to the risks to be covered, 

and, on the other hand, have the technical and financial means to provide these 

guarantees. In co1111tries where no insurance industry has as yet developed, the State 

will endeavour to provide conditions favourable to its creation and proper functioning. 

It will even find it necessary, sometimes, to take the initiative in shaping the 

institutions required to meet the need for insurance. 

6. For there are circumstances in which private enterprise proves deficient. The 

private insurer, like any businessman, must calculate the risks his business will run. 

He can only commit himself if he has a reasonable hope that his enterprise will be a 

success. Sonetimes the risks of failure are such that he will hesitate to accommodate 

certain insurance needs. This may happen with new and little-known risks, for exanple, 

those related to the use of atomic energy or to certain natural disasters, with risks 

which are so highly concentrated that the rule of sharing and distributing them cannot 

operate, or, alternatively, with risks in countries where the legal or financial 

infrastructure or, again, the political hazards, appear incompatible with the exercise 

of insurance activity. 

7. There is thus established between the State and the insurance industry a complex 

set of relations, whi .. eh we shall try to analyse. 

8. First of all, the State acts indirectly when it lays down the institutional 

framework within which the insurance concern t1ust operate. 

9, Like any business, the insurance concern must comply with the laws governing 

cormercial and financial activities. Generally, the concern's articles of association 

and the requirel!lents to be satisfied by its directors and by its internediaries offering 

contracts to the public are to a large extent dictated by the provisions of the 

c::imercial law. 

10, Insurance contracts must conform, in many respects, to the civil law. 

11. Tax laws, regulations concerning the transfer of money abroad and rules about the 

keeping of accounts all apply to insurance concerns. 

12. In tlwse various tiatters, however, the ordinary law is often supplemented by 

special provisions designed to take account of the methods of operation peculiar to this 

industry and of the need to exercise additional control over it in order to protect the 

interests of the insured pors'}ns and of third ::-,artir::s. 

13. The State I s C:.uty to make laws and regulations is accompanied by a supervisory 

function: it must see to it that those laws and regulations are really observed by the 

managers of the industry. This function is exercised not only by the courts but also, 
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in a more immediate fashion, by adDinistrative departments. Usually, in countries 

where there are regulations applying specifically to insurance, the officials who 

enforce then are experts who have received special training, 

14, i,part fron these regulatory activities, the State may act nore directly, by 

intervening in the market. 

15. The State nay, in the first place, supplant the co=ercial concerns by setting up 

a national insurance monopoly, which shuts out private enterprise, Or, taking a more 

flexible approach, it nay present itself as a conpetitor of the private concerns by 

establishing public institutions which engage in insurance activities and which enjoy 

certain privileges or advantages. 

16. It may act to protect the national narket by restricting access to it by foreign 

concerns, or by prohibiting its nationals fron signing insurance contracts direct with 

the head of£ice of a foreign concern. 

17. In order to boost the insurance sector of the econony, the State raay encourage the 

developnent of certain branches of insurance by offering to those who take out such 

insurance certain tax benefits or subsidies, Or it may introduce certain types of 

compulsory insurance., for exa:raiJle, third-party insurance for autonobile accidents. 

Such oeasures, .rhile increasing business in the relevant branch, are ained primarily 

at protecting the interests of victims of accidents. 

18, Since the developnent of insurance depends on a rational organization of the market, 

the State may promote greater productivity by requiring efficiency in the managenent :Jf 

insurance conpanies, by causing concerns to concentrate, or by facilitating amalgamations 

or transfers of portfolios, With the same object in view, it nay sponsor the training of 

skilled personnel. 

19. Lastfy, it nay, as part of a general price-control policy, influence the rate 

schedules of insurance compa:qies by fixing maxinun rates for certain categories of 

insurance. 

20, We shall endeavour later to elucidate the inportance which such actions may have 

for the development of a national insurance narket. But first wo nust consider in 

greater detail the basic form of action takan by the State in the sector which is of 

special concern to us, that of supervision, 

The institutional framework regulation and supervision 

21. Of' the two principal forns of State act.ion just referred to, the first, nanely, 

the deternination of the institut.fono.1 1'ramework and the function of supervision, is 

undoubtedly the Bord important. It is, in the first place, the State 1s responsibility 

to ensure that concerns which are formed to satisfy insurance needs are able to do this, 
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and that the protection of the insured is genuine. The uost general feature of the 

insurance benefit is that it is a future benefit. In exchange for a preniur1 or 

assossment pai.d in advance, the insurer pror:1ises to cover, within certain previously 

agreed li:rai ts, the consequences of an event which, in the insurance branc~1es concerned 

with danage, at least, is of an unpredictable character and will therefore occur at ·an 

uncertain date. Insurance supervision must ain at ensuring the precise fulfilment of 

this undertaking by the insurer. The pretliuns or assessnents he receives nust really 

be used for the performance of the contracts ho has signed, and in the event of a 

clam, the benefit rru.st be what was pronised. 

22. With this object in view, the State must see to the proper conduct of insurance 

operations in two important spheres: the legal, and the technical and financial. 

Supervision in the legal sphere 

23. Here, insurance supervision is concerned with two separate questions: whether the 

contract is in good and duo for.o., and whether the concern is duly constituted. 

(a) As regards the insurance contract, it is inportant to bear in nind the unequal 

position of the parties. Actually, free discussion between the insured and the insurer 

as to the terms of the insurance is scarcely possible. Usually, the insurer presents 

for the insured 1s signature a contract whose provisions have been drawn up in advance 

in the form of general terms applicable to an entire category of risks. The insured is 

not noroally conpetent to discuss then with the insurer, and finds himself in the 

position of having to accept the terns offered. 

24. The law therefore usually lays down a number of nore or less mandatory rules .with 

a view to maintaining a satisfactory balance, fron the point of view of equity, between 

the obligations of the insured and those of the insurer, The law further tries to 

ensure that the contract will contain all tr..e nenessary clarifications concerning the 

respective obligations of the two parties. In sone cases the interests of the 

signatories to the contrac\ are not the only ones involved. This applies especially 

to contracts insuring against liability risks. The insurer pronises to assume the 

responsibility of conpensating for the damage which nay be caused by the insured to 

third parties. It is thus important to make sure that the third parties who might 

suffer such damage will derive the greatest possible benefit fron the guarantee given 

by the insurer, The law will consequently also determine the rights of third parties 

with respect to insurance compensation. In some countries the law gives the third 

party victim the right to institute direct proceedings against the insurer, or it 

provides that no compensation Day b0 paid to 0thor persons until the victin has been 

indonnified. 
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25. So groat is the inportance of insurance to third parties, especially where the 

dru:mges may easily exceed the insured 1s own ability to pay, that the law ordains 

cor:ipulsory insurance in certain branches (autonobile accidents, aircraft accidents, 

hunting accidents, etc.). 

26. The conformity of the terns of the contracts with legal rules is a matter which 

Day be reviewed by the courts normally conpetent to do so, but in a number of countries 

the supervisory authority itself takes action in this regard. It requires the general 

terms of contracts to be co=nicated to it, and reserves the right to denand any 

rectifications it deens necessary. The insurer nay only use nodels of contracts which 

have been approved by the supervisory authority. 

27. It is noticeable that this supervision, which was originally conf'ined to verifying 

the insurer 1 s conpliance with legal obligations, is beconing wider in scope, The 

adninistrative authorities are finding that they :oust attend not only to the legality 

of the contract but also to its clarity and simplicity, and even to its economic 

necessity. The protection of the interests of the insured and of third parties requires 

that the guarantee offered should correspond as closely as possible to what is needed, 

28, In a similar way, where insurance has been nade co:apulsory, the law sometines 

denies the insurer the right to refuse to provide the guarantee to whoever asks for it. 

If the insurer I s refusal is motivated by the particular seriousness of the risk (for 

exanple, if an application for autonobile insurance comes from a driver who has in the 

past caused many accidents), exceptional prenium terns may be authorized, subject to 

verification by a special body such as the 11bureau de tarificationn set up by the French 

law on compulsory autonobile insurance, 

(b) As regards the status of the insurance concern itself, legal supervision will 

relate to its articles of association and perhaps to the qualifications of its directors 

and of the intermediaries acting on its behalf. 
\ 

29. The articles are exanined in order to verify that the conpany has been constituted 

in a legal form authorized for insurance firn.s. Generally spealdng, the business of 

insurance nay be carried on only by a company and not by an individual. 

30. Lloyd's of London is an exception to this rule. In Lloyd's, the insurers are 

individuals who must neet their obligations f:..·on their private resources. Al though they 

form syndicates of underwriters, the nembers of these syndicates are not collectively 

liable, This mode of operating has been able to survive only because of the very 

stringent qualifications that must be met by every new candidate, 
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31. Certain forms of association sonetines have their field of activ_ity restricted by 

law. Under Fronoh law, for e:xanple, JJUtual societies or nutual-type conpanies with 

variable assessnents nay not engage in the life insurance business. M.:>reover, LIUtual 

societies :oust be territorial or occupational in nenbership, It was felt necessary to 

requirG that there be a certain si:oilarity of interests among the nonbers, who aro both 

the insured and tho insurers. Tho same legislation, however, :oakes provision for a 

forn of association which is suited to insurance: the nutual-type conpany. 

32. Less colJlilOn are regulations governing the directors of insurance enterprises. The 

most frequent requirenents concern honesty. Persons who have been convicted of certain 

offences, especially theft or swindling, are prohibited fron exercising the profession. 

33. The internodiaries who participate in offering insurance to the public may also be 

subject to regulations of varying stringency. These so:m.etines include, in addition to 

the conditions regarding honesty, qualifications concerning professional competence 

represented by proof of having conpleted certain studies, or by a specified period of 

practical training under the supervision of duly qualified persons or in the enploynent 

of an insurance concern. 

Supervision in the technical and financial sphere 

34. In order to be able duly to execute the insurance contract, the insurer :oust, of 

course, have.the financial neans needed to discharge his obligations, These nay be 

divided broadly into two categories: known debts, and reserves. There is little to 

be said about the first category, but emphasis JJUst be laid on the indispensability of 

reserves in insurance. In general, reserves constitute the greater part of the 

liabilities on the insurer's balance-sheet. 

35. In casualty insurance, the reserves are needed for the paynent of clains. These 

are, in the first instance, clains which have arisen during the current financial period 

but the exact amount of which is not yet definitely known. The size of the reserve, 

usually known as reserve for outstanding clains, is therefore based on the concern's 

estinate of the total anount it will probably have to pay in indemnities. Secondly, 

inasnuch as the terri of the contract usually extends beyond the current year, that part 

of the preniun paid in advance that will be needed (a) to cover the costs of adninistering 

the contract incurred after the end of the current financial period and (b) to pay any 

claims which nay arise after that date, must be placed in reserve. 

36. Here again, the enterpri~e r1ust nake an estir:iate of its probable expenses, In 

the matter of. life insurance, the reserves - called the policy reserves - are likewise 

intended for the 1xiyment of the coD.L-:iensation provided for in the contract. They, too, 

are doternincd by way of an estinate, but the estinate is based on different elenents: 
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(a) the mrtality risk, where the benefit is :'layable upon death, or the survival 

risk, where the benefit is payable if the insured lives beyond the end of the period 

specified in the contract; 

(b) the rate of interest used in discounting the value of the prerniuns renaining 

due from the insured and the value of the benefits frou the insurer; 

(c) the loading, covering the selling, collection and servicing costs. 

37. The object of supervision in this field will be twofold: to see that the reserves 

are correctly calculated, and to nake sure that they are adequately covered by the 

assets, 
38. As concerns the calculation of technical reserves in the non-life branches, it 

I 

has not yet been iJossible to devise a really scientific method for predicting with 

reasonable accuracy what the cost of clair.1s will be, Usually, all that the supervisory 

authority can do is to find out whether the procedures employed by the concern in 

preceding years have, in the event, proved satisfactory. To this end, the insurance 

concern is required to keep more or loss detailed accounts of the claims paid, giving 

the nunber of clains and the =unts. Such accounts will also pernit conparison of 

the estimated cost of a claim :r:iade at the tine it was recorded, and the actual cost as 

established in the subsequent settlement, This breakdown will reveal in particular 

what is the usual interval'for the settleuent of claims in the different categories, as 

also their frequency and their average nagni tude, Furthernore, through a comparison 

of successive financial periods, and the results registered by different concerns in 

the sane market, for the sane types of risk, the supervisory authority will be in a 

position to discern the broad trends and to detect any irregularities in the estimates 

of a given concern for a given period, 

39. This supervision on the basis of accounts nay be supplonented by the spot-checking 

of files in accordance with sanpling techniques, Examiners study a number of case-files 

to see whether the company in question has duly considered, in its evaluation of the 

clain, all the aspects of the case as recorded in the file, and has not systematically 

underestinated the anounts it will later have to pay, 

40, In order to reduce the risk of underestinated technical reserves, the supervisory 

authority sometines establishes a r.:iandatory ninimur:i estimate for clains. This practice 

is fairly general £or the calculation of reserves for current risks, The minir:run 

is, in this case, generally fix0d as a certain percentage of the Jreniuns collected 

during the financial period. The norr:1al pattern of receipt of preniuns over the year 

is taken into account in deciding what proportion of those pre:r:iiuns should be reserved 

for the purp.Jse of covering adninistrative costs and possible clains subsequent to 
th0 financial year. 

--- - - - - - --- - - - -- -
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41. A simlar nethod is sometines adopted in calculating the reserve for outstanding 

claims: the reserve r:rust equal a certain percentage of the premi=s, which is fixed 

in the light of the ratio of total clair:ls to total preniuns usual in the insurance 

branch in question. Occasionally, concerns are even required to reserve for a specifie 

number of years the total anount of the preniuns received, r.:d.nus only the a11ounts spent 

on administrative costs and the paynent of claims. 

42. It is obvious that such methods are an effective safeguard only if the prel:liums 

received by the concern are adequate. This consideration has inevitably led to 

legislation in sone countries giving the supervisory authority power to fix minir:rum 

premiuns. Lctually, in the casualty branches, this power is little used because it is 

very difficult, for determining the mininu:m, to take into account all the very great 

variety of risks guaranteed in that market. 

43. It is worth noting that the European countries moo.bars of the Organization for 

Economic Co-operation and Developnent (OECD) have recently undertaken studies to try 

to work out a method of forecasting the reserves needed for future claims. 

44. The basic principle of this method is to project into the future the trends 

observed in both the frequency and the cost of claims during the latest financial 

years reported on. lifter specifying the kinds of information to be supplied by 

insurance concerns, ths countries in question are going to try out the proposed method 

for a number of years so as to see if it can help achieve greater certitude in the 

verification of the estiraates made by the concerns. i'unong the countries participating 

in this experiment there are nany which believe that an extrapolation of past results 

can be of value only in those branches where the risks insured can be classified into 

homogeneous.groups of sufficient size to per:oit the application of the law of large 

nunbers. In any event, it is too early yet to pass judgenent on the nethods contenplated 

45. As regards life insurance, the adequacy of the policy reserves depends on the 

values chosen for the th1'£e elements serving as the basis of calculation: :oortality 

table, interest rate, and loading percentage. Here again, various methods of supervision 

are used. Some countries do no more than check whether the reserves set aside by each 

enterprise are in fact sufficient for the payment of the benefits provided for in the 

contracts, This check is carried out, for example, by comparing the actual mortality 

rate among the persons insured by the concern and the forecast in the table on which 

the calculation of the reserves was based, With respect to the interest rate, a check 

is made to find out if the actual income from the concern 1s investments is at least 

equal to the figure for the interest rate used in the calculation, For the lo2ding 

porcentage, a comparison is made between actual expondi tures and the portion of the 

premium which was charged for the purpose. 
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Other countries mako it mandatory to include certain components in calculating 

the policy reserves, or lay down minimum values. Iis in the case of casualty insurance, 

this sometimes leads the supervisory authority to establish minimum premiums. 

· 47, Since the choice of technical elements entering into the calculation is very 

conservative, policy-holders often have to pay higher premiums than are strictly 

necessary for the payment of benefits. For this reason the fixing of minimum premiums 

is often accompanied by the proviso that the concern shall give policy-holders a share 

of any profits resulting from excess premiums. 

48. Also in the sphere of life insurance, the OECD has set up a working group to try 

to reconcile the views of member States concerning the methods used in determining a 

satisfactory level for the policy reserves. 

49. Naturally, both in life and in non-life insurance, the verification of the way in 

which the reserves are calculated must be accompanied by a scrutiny of the assets covering 

those reserves. 

50. It is essential that the insurance concern should have the assets needed to meet 

its obligatio_ns. This brings up two main questions: the choice of assets, and their 

valuation. 

51. Some countries have no special regulations on the subject: the concern has 

complete discretion in the management of its assets, within the general rules of 

commercial law (for example, Netherlands, Norway, Sweden, Switzerland, United Kingdom). 

Many others, however, consider it indispensable, for the protection of the interests 

of the insured and of third parties, to set limits to the concern I s freedom of action. 

52. As regards the choice of investments, these countries endeavour to ensure observance 

of the principles of congruity, safety, liquidity, diversity and income. This means 

that the assets must: 

(a) be realizable in the currency in which the concern 1s •:ibligation must be met, 

so as to avoid the difficulties\that might arise in the event of a modification of the 

exchange rato between currencies; 

(b) be invested in a manner which is not speculative and does not create any 

risk of non-realization (doubtful loans, for instance); 

(c) be realizable in case of need, a condition which excludes, for example non

negotiable investments or those realizable only at the end of a.lengthy period; 

(d) be distributed amongst a sufficiently great variety of investments so as to 

diminish the danger of losses or wide fluctuati:ins; 

(e) and lastly, so far as possible, produce a regular income which will enable 
the concern to meet some of its running costs. 
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53, In order to ensure observance of these criteria, the regulations usually specify 

the various categories of investment acceptable for technical reserves, laying down for 

each category a certain limit expressed as a percentage of the whole. In France, for 

example, not more than 40 per cent of assets representing technical reserves may be 

invested in real estate, and not more than 10 per cent in a single property. 

54, Another method is to require the concern, for certain types of investment, to 

secure the approval of the supervisory authority, normally beforehand. For example, 

in the Federal Republic of Germany, authorization must be obtained for the purchase 

of securities not traded on the stock exchange; in Italy, for loans; and in France, 

for real estate situat9d outside an urban commune. 

55. The rules are also fairly strict as regards the valuation of investments as 

assets. For real estate the accepted value is usually the purchase price or the cost 

of construction, minus annual depreciation. However, a revaluation of assets is 

sometimes carried out either after expert appraisal or on the basis of coefficients 

fixed by the supervisory authority. 

56. Securities quoted on the stock exchange may not be listed in the balance-sheet at 

a figure higher than the market price on the date of inventory, and most often the 

asset value may not be higher than the purchase price. 

'i7. As a further measure of safety required by the rules governing the choice and 

valuation of investments, some countries also require that securities be placed with 

a depositary, This is a fairly frequent requirement for life insurance, in view of 

the usually long-term nature of the contracts. 

58. The existence of technical reserves which are accurately calculated and accurately 

reflected in the concern' s assets is unquestionably the main prerequisite for safe

guarding the interests of the insured, but that alone is insufficient. ,However carefully 

the concern may have valued.its reserves, and however diligently the authority may have 

p~rformed its task of supervision, the fact renains that the precautions taken may be 

frustrated by evonts, Costs may exceed the anount which had been considered probable, 

for it is difficult to measure exactly the effects of tho various factors of fluctuation, 

particularly as regards the total amount of claims, 

59. Some fluctuations are the consequence of decisions by the concern which have the 

effect of altering the composition of its portfolio of contracts: expansion into new 

types of activity, changes ln underwriting policy with respect to the selection of 

risks, changes in the terms of the contracts or in premi=s, etc. Such decisions also 

include those which affect the running costs of the concern, such as changes in 

proc0tlures for settling claims, etc. Other fluctuations nay be caused by alterations 
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in the economic and social environnent of the concern: in the case of automobile 

insurance, an incre_ase in the speed or density of traffic; in that of fire insurance, 

changes in architectural ideas, construction methods, or materials, and so on. 

60. In addition to all these fluctuations there are the normal deviations from the nean 

encountered in any statistical distribution. 

61. What is more, in s~Ji te of all the precautions taken for their valuation, the 

assets of a concern may suffor sizeable depreciation, 

62. For these many reasons, it is essential that the enterprise should have, over and 

above the assets needed to cover its debts and technical reserves, some extra guarantee 

in the forn of unco:mI!litted resources, which may be drawn upon in case of need to nake 

up for any shortage of technical reserves. 

63. Th.is supplementary guarantee nay consist in part of such fixed items as the 

concern 1s capital or what is often called its "establishment fund 11 • This fixed amount, 

which is required upon the setting up of the enterprise to permit, anongst other things, 

the purchase of the equip12ent needed for it to function, can continue to serve as a 

guarantee during the growth of its operations. In addition, there is sometimes the 

requirement of an initial deposit. Studies made of the problem of the solvency of 

insurance concerns, as well as the practical experience of supervisory authorities~ have 

shown that a fixed guarantee was not a sufficient defence against what the actuaries 

call 11the risk of ruin 11 • The potential divergence between the estifilatec1 and the real 

costs of an undertaking becomes greater in terns of absolute value as the volume of the 

risks guaranteed increases. 

64. For this reason there is often a requirenent of guarantees mre or less proportionate 

to turnover or to the s1u::i total of co=itments. They nay take the form of an adjustable 

deposit, a statutory reserve fund or a solvency margin. The latter is the foro enployed 

in the United Kingdofil, where .insurance cofilpanies nust show a solvency margin of 20 per 

cent for annual receipts fron premiums falling between £250,000 and £2,500,000, and 

10 per cent for any amount exceeding £2,500,000. The six countries filembers of the 

European Economic Community, in their efforts to unify their insurance legislation, 

have chosen a similar system but using two criteria for calculation: the margin is 

calculated first on the basis of the prem:i,uns received during the latest reported 

financial year, and again on the basis of the average cost. of clains against the concern 

over tho last three financial years. The higher of the two results is the one a))licable. 
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Special problems concerning the supervision of the activities of foreign insurance 

concerns. 

65, \,fuat has been said up to now relates to action by supervisory authorities with 

respect to concerns which have their head office in the country. We must now examine 

how far these rules are applicable to concerns whose headquarters are in another 

country. This question is particularly important for those countries where there 

are no national insurance enterprises or where national concerns play only a very small 

part. 

66, First, it will be found that there are two principal ways in which foreign concerns 

may operate, If the market in question is large enough and if insurance operations 

have been conducted there for some years, the insurance concern may deem it worthwhile 

to have a permanent, well-organized establishment in the country, in the form of a 

branch office. Such an office is run by qualified professional staff to whom the 

head office delegates authority to manage the business in that country. The adminis

trative personnel at the branch office may then centralize the records, keep the 

accounts, and issue instructions to intermediaries who offer contracts to customers. 

The Government authorities can exercise direct supervision over the branch office and 

they have a responsible person to deal with, the manager of the off'ice, 

67. Such an establishment, entailing fairly high running costs, cannot pay for itself 

unless the total amount of' premiums collected is quite large. Furthern::>re, it must 

find in the country personnel with adequate professional training. These conditions are 

not always satisfied. Thus, it frequently happens that the foreign concern prefers to 

run its business from its head office. In that case it simply recruits in the country, 

or sends there, a number of agents whose main job is to look for customers and whose 

small aaninistrative duties are of a secondary character. 

68. State supervision of' insurance operations cannot be exercised in the same manner 

in the two cases. 

69, Where there are branch offices, methods of supervision are f'aily similar to 

those already described. The branch office of a foreign concern must, of course, 

establish technical reserves represented by such assets as will ensure the proper 

performance of its contracts. The calculation of the technical reserves must take 

account of the characteristics of the local market, which means that separate accounts 

must be kept. It will be necessary, however, to refrain from drawing very firm 

conclusions from the results recorded, if the total volume of business is not sufficient 

to permit classifying the risks into homogeneous groups susceptible to the use of 

statistical methods. For, given a snall portfolio of contracts, a few large clains 

will be enough to make the ratio of claims to premiums vary considerably from year to 
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year. In such circumstances, supervision of valuations made by the enterprise will 

depend primarily on a file by file examination, and the method of percentages will 

generally be found to be of no real value, 

70, For the coverage of co:r:rmitments, the rules already described should, in general, 

be followed. The principle of congruity leads naturally to the requir0J::1ent that the 

technical reserves should be established locally, i. e, that they should be represented 

by assets situated in the country. Governments are, in any case, the nore inclined 

to make such a requir0J::1ent as they are anxious that foreign insurers who profit from 

the pr81:liuns paid by their nationals should contribute to the development of the 

national economy. However, due account mus0t be taken of the question whether there 

are real opportunities for investnent in the local market, In the developing countries 

the narket does not always offer a sufficiently wide range of investments to satisfy 

the principles of diversity and liquidity, nor the criterion of yield. Consequently, 

the narrower the market, the more flexible must be the regulations concerning investments. 

It may be necessary to leave open the possibility of covering a certain proportion of 

the technical reserves by assets situated abroad, including negotiable securities 

in the home country of the concern. In order that operations should not be jeopardized, 

however, it will be necessary in that case to Bake sure that the proceeds from the 

liquidation of such cover investnents situated abroad can be transferred, in case of 

need, to the country where the insurance obligation must be met. 

71. .As in the case of concerns which have their head office in the country, and for the 

sane reasons, it is necessary that foreign concerns should possess guarantees of safety 

over and above their technical reserves. Should these guarantees also be situated 

in the country in which the foreign concern is operating? In a fairly large nunber of 

countries, the answer to this question has been, yes, It is felt that since the 

elements constituting financial guarantees - the nominal capital, the establishment 

fund or the legal reserve fund - are situated abroad, it is necessary to replace th0J::1, 

in the country of operation, by a deposit as security, The reason is that, should the 

technical reserves prove insufficient on some occasion, it would be difficult for 

claimants to exercise their rights against assets situated in the home country of the 

concern, for such an action would encounter the difficulties involved in starting 

exeguatur proceedings. It must, however, be recognized that locally required guarantees 

are additional to those which the concernrs home country has deemed sufficient for 

doing business, Accordingly, some countries have more liberal legislation which 

requires only that the concern should give proof of the existence, in its home country, 
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of guarantees equivalent to th'.Jso which would be required of an enterprise having its 

head office in the country concerned. It would se= that an equitable solution to 

this 1Jroblem would take account both of the volume of business done in the country 

and of the possibilities of co-operation existing betweon the authoritie8 of that 

country and those of the concern I s hone country. If the amount of business done 

locally is fairly lir:dted con:pared with the total volume of the concern 1s business, 

any deficiency of technical reserves will itself also be lir:dted. It is likely that 

if the concern has sufficient free resources in its home country it will be possible 

to malce up the deficiency quickly by a sioplo transfer ::,f funds. There would thus 

appear to be no justification for requiring additional local guarantees if the super

visory authority in the hooo country is not opposed to such transfers, and especially 

if it has agreed to see to it that they are made promptly. 

72. In the other circumstance mentioned, namely, where the concern has not established 

a branch office in the country, it will be virtually impossible for the country's 

supervisory authority to verify directly the adequacy of the technical reserves, 

since the accounts and claim files are kept at the concern' s head office. In the 

absence of a branch office, to require that the relevant assets should be held locally 

also presents great difficulties. It would seem wiser, in such cases, to ask for a 

deposit, unless there is an agreement with the home country's authorities guaranteeing 

that transfers necessary for the performance of obligations will be effected without 

fail and without interference. 

Supervision of reinsurance 

73. All that has been stated up to now concerns direct insurance. We must not neglect 

another aspect of the activity, that of reinsurance. 

74. The importance of reinsurance and its organization and techniques are studied 

separately at this seminar)/ Here we shall only concern ourselves with the problem 

of supervising reinsurance operations. 

75. It must be said that, in general, the authorities have sho1,m a certain reluctance 

to place reinsurance concerns under the same kind of supervision as enterprises engaged 

in direct insurance. A number of reasons can be given for this. 

76. In the first place, assuming that the primary object of supervision is to safeguard 

the interests of the insured and of third parties, the need for regulating reinsurance 

;iJ See chapter V above. 
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operations is not so obvious. The reinsurer is not directly liable to the insured 

person; there is nothing legally binding between the lat~er and the reinsurer. The 

reinsurance agreement is one between the insurer and the reinsurer. 

77. Secondly, whereas an insured person is in a position of inferiority with respect 

to the insurer, the same is not true of the insurer in relation to the reinsurer. The 

insurance concern has the eX'pert knowledge necessary to enable it to discuss technical 

matters with the reinsurer on a footing of equality. It should presumably be able to 

choose its reinsurers with discrimination and conclude agreements only with those which 

are financially sound and of proven competence. Hence there is not thought to be any 

very serious danger that doubtful reinsurance concerns, whose failure might be fatal 

for the solvency of direct insurers, can compete in the reinsurance market. 

78. Actually, however, the principal reason for the non-intervention of the authorities 

appears to lie in the difficulty of exercising effective supervision over reinsurance 

operations, owing to their very nature. 

79. The object of reinsurance is to spread the impact of fluctuations on the incidence 

of claims in time and in space, and to ensure its widest possible dispersal. Spreading 

it in time means that the reinsurer will take over the excess claims suffered by the 

coding company, if necessary for several successive years, until such time as an 

improvement in the earnings of the direct insurer allows him to compensate the reinsurer 

for sharing his losses by giving him a share of his profits. Spreading the impact 

in space requires the reinsurer to sign :einsurance agreements with ceding companies 

in a large number of countries in all parts of the world. 

80. The need to share the risks leads the reinsurer to rectrocede the risks he has 

assumed to other reinsurers, who will successively retrocede them to still others. 

81. The choices made by the reinsurer are based on his knowledge of the changes 

taking place in direct insurance conditions on the various markets in which the coding 

companies operate. A supervis?ry authority cannot acquire sufficient information to 

enable it to exercise really effective supervision over the wisdom of the choices made. 

In addition, it is practically impossible for the supervisory authority to assess the 

solvency of tho successive reinsurers, who, however, contribute greatly t'.) the 

performance of the obligations assumed by the first reinsurer. 1,Jhat is more, since 
the reinsurer is obliged to settle claims quickly in mr.my different currencies, it is 

generally agreed that he must be able to exercise great freedom of judgment in his 

choice of investments, 
82 , In these circumstances, genuine supervision is rarely exercised over reinsurance 

concerns, When the State does take action, it is usually to fix a minimum figure for 
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the financial guarantees, or to ensure that proper accounts are kept. Occasionally, 

however, the State institutes compulsory reinsurance or creates reinsurance monopolies. 

These special cases will be dealt with later, 

Supervision in the case of cessation of business 

83. To complete this broad outline of the principal modes of supervision of insurance 

operations, mention must also be made of the measures taken to protect the interests 

of insured persons and third parties, when a concern fails to conform to the regulations 

and it becomes necessary to end its operations. 

84. We shall not dwell at length on this subject. Suffice it to say that in order to 

avoid the cancellation of unexpired contracts, the supervisory authority endeavours, 

in cases where the insurer is in difficulties, to secure the transfer of his portfolio 

of contracts and, if appropriate, of all the company 1 s assets and liabilities, to 

another concern. In order to facilitate the operation, the regulations of some countrie, 

provide that approval of such a transfer by the supervisory authority may be cited to 

overrule legal objections by the insured. 

85. If a transfer is not possible, it is necessary to proceed to the liquidation 

of the concern. This may be done under the supervision of the judicial authorities 

or by a purely administrative procedure. In the event of liquidation, the protection 

of the insured persons and others having claims under insurance contracts is usually 

effected by the entering of liens or similar safeguards so that the assets of the 

concern are reserved, as a matter of priority, for the settlement of insurance 

obligations. 

Methods and organization of administrative supervision 

86. For all the tasks - legal, technical and financial - falling to the supervisory 

authority, there are two forms of supervision: 

- documentary supe.rvision, consisting of examination of the concern 1s articles 

of asso~iation, the qualifications of its directors and intermediaries, the general 

terms of contracts, premiums, the accounts; 

- on-the-spot inspection, which has two main purposes: 

(a) to check the accuracy Qf information contained in the documentation relating to 

the accounts, for example as regards the existence and the valuation of assets, or 

the total amount of known debt; 

(b) to check, file by file, or at least by a sampling of the files, the methods used 

by the concern to estimate needed technical reserves. 
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8?. These tasks obviously require a high level of competence, both in the legal and 

in the economic sphere, on the part of the officials of the supervising administration, 

As on-the-spot inspection calls for special training, some countries have co,ne to 

entrust this task to specialized staff. In France, for example, there are the regular 

administrative officers who are responsible mainly for the documentary supervision, 

and the examininc c-mniosionors, ros:J,,m:iblo f">r on-the-Si,,,..+, inspectians. Thoso two 

categories of staff must, of course, act in close co-operation. They are often 

associated in such general work as the drafting of regulations. 

88. However, the efficacy of supervision does not depend only on the existonce of a 

supervisory body with the necessary competence. As we have seen, it also requires 

that the offices of insurance concerns, and especially those of foreign companies 

operating in the country, should be so organized as t•J be able to proviJe all the 

requisite documentation regarding the insurance business it transacts in the country, 

and that they should be staffed with persons authorized to take the decisions called 

for by any observations the supervisory authority may have to make regarding ~ne 

management of the business, 

89. In addition to good organization at the level of the single concern it is useful 

if the industry as a whole is organized. When the administration is considering the 

terms of regulatory provisions, it often finds it a great advantage to have the opinion 

of those in the business, Consultation of this kind serves to bring out practical 

difficulties not noticed beforehand, and gives a better idea of the probable effects 

of the proposed rules. Industry associations may also contribute filllch to the effective 

application of the regulations by promoting a sort of self-discipline among its members, 

and by helping to eliminate insurers who do not obey the rules of good management. 

90, To illustrate this account of insurance supervision methods we shall give a brief 

description of some of the types of administrative organization that may be found. 

91, In a very general way it may be said that there are three main types of supervisory 

organization: 

(a) First, there is the liberal ty,~e. An example of this is the British systen, at 

least as it operated up to a few years ago. Although all British and foreign companies 

active in the United Kingdom were subject to supervision, they had to satisfy very few 

requirements. These included the publication of accounts and, in the case of casualty 

insurance, a :r::dnim= paid-up capital (£50,000) and a solvency margin (10 ~or cent) 

Proportionate to the volut:1e of net preBiuns after two years' operation. Concerns were 
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entirely free to select their fields of activity and were.not required to seek prior 

authorization but simply had to go through a certain form of registration. There were 

no rules regarding how and where assets were to be invested or how the technical 

reserves were to be calculated, Wide differences in the style of annual accounts 

were permitted, but they had to be exa:rained by an independent accountant who was 

required to certify that they gave a clear and true picture of the company 1 s financial 

situation. There were no rules, either, regarding insurance contracts or premiums. 

92, The supervisory authority had the power to order an inspection at a company 1s 

head office, but it was rarely used, 

93. In recent years, after the failure of a number of insurance concerns, the laws 

have beeri modified in the direction of a certain tightening of control. Insurance 

concerns must now, with some exceptions, seek prior authorization for each branch of 

insurance activity, A solvency margin must now be maintained from the first year of 

operation, and it has been raised to 20 per cent for receipts up to £2,500,000, the 

lO per cent rate applying only to those above that figure, For life insurance companies 

no solvency margin is required, but the adequacy of the policy reserves must be certifie 

by an actuary every five years. The regulations concerning the form of accounts have 

been made more specific, and concerns are now required, amongst other things, to 

furnish statistical information broken down by branch and category of risk so as to 

allow a more careful verification of the amount of the technical reserves. 

94, On-the-spot inspection, which formerly could only be carried out if the Board 

of Trade had serious grounds for questioning the solvency of an insurer7 and then 

only after prior notice, may henceforth be used at any time. 

95. In spite of these changes, British legislation on supervision still endeavours 

to preserve, as much as possible, the concern 1s freedom of action. 

96. A sir:rl.J.ar system of supervision may be found in various countries which have been 
' under British influence,, 

97. We could include in this category those systens where supervision is applied only 

to certain branches of insurance. This was the case with the Netherlands legislation, 

under which, up to quite recently, supervision applied only to life insurance (and it 

has only just now been extended to include non-life branches), It is also true of the 

Belgian legislation, which still applies only to life insurance, industrial accident 

insurance and insurance against the civil liability :'isks connect0d with the use of 

motor vehicles (although the extension of supervision to the oth0r branches of insurance 

is likewise contemplated). 
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(b) At the other extreme are the forms of insurance supervision which are in the 

natu:;.•e of $tate control. 

98. This is the case with the supervisory organizations in the socialist countries 

of ~astern Europe. In these countries, insurance is the exclusive nonopoly of a public 

institution, In keeping with the federative form of the States in question, this 

institution is represented by autonomous establishments in the different republics or 

regions. This is the case, for example, with the GOSSTR.AXH in the Soviet Union, the 

State Insurance Institute in Czechoslovakia, and the State Insurance Establishment in 

Yugoslavia. 

99, A modified form of this structure is found in a number of Latin Aaerican countries, 

where there is a nonopoly of reinsurance (INTJER in Argentina, IRB in Brazil). 

100. When insurance is the monopoly of a public institution, State supervision, 

obviously, is exercised in a very direct manner over the entire operation. 

(c) Between these two extrene forms of supervision there art3 those which night be 

called semi-liberal, and they are undoubtedly the most common. They leave room for 

private enterprise and allow insurance concerns freedom of action, but business must 

be conducted in accordance with fairly detailed regulations the object of which is 

not merely to penalize wrongful nanagement and practices likely to prejudice the 

interests of the insured but above all to prevent then. 

101. Naturally, cert,ain differences of approach J1J.ay be observed in this type of 

supervision. In sone countries - France, for example - the primary objective of the 

law is to draw up a set of objective rules applicable to all conpanies. The 

activities of the authorities are thus delimited by the letter of the regulations, 

and no arbitrary action on their part is possible. Any measure falling outside the 

limits laid down in the laws and regulations must be in the forr1 of a concerted 

action which associates the &dninistration with the concern or with the industry as a 

whole thl·ough its professional organizations. This approach is also reflected in the 

fact that, apart from the withdrawal of its authorization to operate, the supervisory 

authority may not itself impose penalties; it has no judicial power. 

l02 •. In perhaps the largest group of countries, however, the law gives the supervisory 

authority a degree of discretionary power. This is the case in the Federal Republic of 

Germany and Switzerland, i,ihose laws authorize the supervisory authority to take 

whatever decisions are necessary to ensure respect for the law and public policy, and 
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to prevent any difficulties that mght jeopardize the interests of insured persons. 

Those authorities may themselves order penalties, such as fines. 

1.03. In Europe, such divergencies will probably soon dimnish owing to the closer 

relations which are being established between the supervisory authorities of the 

countries mor.ibers of the European Economic Conmmni ty (EEC) and to the work being done 

by the OECD. 

104. Tho six countries members of the EEC have for a number of years been engaged in 

joint studies aimed at unifying their insurance legislation to the full extent 

necessary for the smooth functioning of the Common Market. Directives are to be 

issued laying down co-ordinated rules relating to the conditions to be met by concerns 

of the six countries wishing to enter the insurance market and engage in business. 

One of the most i1:1portant provisions is that establishing a comr:J.on standard of solvency 

and entrusting the authority oi' the insurance concern 1 s hone country with the 

responsibility for verifying that the standard is adhered to. That authority will, 

however, have to work in close co-operation with the authorities of the other nember 

countries, which will be responsible for checking, in particular, that the technical 

rese1'Ves relating to operations conducted in their territory aro correctly estimated 

and represented by assets, This collaboration between the conpetent authorities of 

the six countries cannot but have appreciable 1·epercussions on their methods of 

supervision, and w~ll help gradually to eliminate differences, which for the most part 

o.re not basic. 

105. In a broader framework, the OEGD has drawn even more upon liberal principles in 

trying to elimnate the obstacles to free competition resulting from the world wars, 

which drove every country into a certain degree of econ:mic autarchy. In the insurance 

soct,-,r, LJwovor, it has becone apparent that r0al progress in the liberation of 

operations depends on redu~ing differences in legislation. It is probable, therefore, 

that the efforts to,,mrds harnonization being made by the six countries members of the 

EEC will inspire a sirJilar ruovenent in the -JECD. 

Actio:1 of tho State on the insurance nnrkot 

106, Having exaDi.ned the different aspects of the supervision of insurance concerns and 

the prerequisites for its effectiveness, we must now consider another form of -State 

action, one which is of a more typically econo:oic nature. This is the action taken to 

pronote the developnent of the insurance market and to inprove its organization and 

operation. 
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107. When there is no national market or when it is still not very active, there night 

be a tenptation to try to strengthen it by making access to it nore difficult, or even 

forbidden, for foreign concerns. The creation of a national nonopoly of insurance or 

the requireaent of extremely high financial guarantees, fron which national concerns are 

exempt, are manifestations of this protectionist tendency. Draconian measures of this 

kind are not without their dangers. In the first place, they can only be applied if it 

is possible to establish local organizations capable of taking over from the foreign 

insurance concerns. Suff'icient capital to ensure the solvency of such organizations 

nust be found, and there nust be locally availabl2 qualified personnel already trained 

to operate an insurance concern. In addition, conpensation for risks is only possible 

in such organizations if the narket is sufficiently broad and varied. These conditions 

rarely exist in a r:iarket in process of development. Even if' the market has already 

reached ::i. certain size, the need for transactions with foreign markets in order to 

obtain a better distribution of risks, will certainly be felt. That is why, in 

countries where they e,dst, institutions enjoying a monopoly in the national territory 

tend to look for reinsurance on the international market. Another danger in such 

solutions i~ the perpetuation of unrealistic conditions of guarantee and of excessive 

pre;-:ri.LUJ.s and operating costs, owing to the absence of active competition, The 

services provided to the insured are liable to be too expensive and somewhat off the 

nark in neeting their insurance needs. 

108. As another exar1ple of restrictive neasures, mention may also be made of the 

prohibition of nationals of a country f'rom signing an insurance contract directly 

with the head office of a foreign concern. A provision of this kind may, however, not 

be protectiJnist if its object is to ensure the effectiveness of' supervision by 

requiring the foreign insure;r to have an establishnent in the country. Requiring a 

foreign insurer to establish 'an office in the country is justified as a neans of 

protecting the interests of the insured persons, providod it is not accompanied by 

restrictions whose real effect is to close the r.iarket. 

109. These negative Deasures nay be coD.pared with those which make a constructive 

contribution to the development of a nati ,.mal insurance industry. Some of these will 

be dh·ected to making the public nore conscious of the benefits of insurance. .An 

example is the prcn:iotion of nutual bonefi t societies, both of the territorial and of' 

the c.ccupational type. The State nay also be active in encouraging the public to seek 
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coverage against certain spoci:::J.risks. In Fr,m1Jo, for oxcL'.ple, subsidfos :mounting to a 

certain percentage of the premiuns are granted to farners who take out insurance 

a,;ainst hail. A tax rebate is accorded persons who sign life insur::1.nce c"ntracts, 

50 per cent of the anount of the preiri.ums paid being d8ductible fror.1 taxable inc-me. 

Sometimes, the State itself brings about the creation of public entities backed by its 

guarantee, which offer to the p,:blic contracts on better terns t'_rm those available 

fron other insurance concerns. In France, for example, there is the Ne. tirmal Providence 

Fund, which was originally established in oTder to put life insurance within the r,::i.ch 

of persons of limit ··d neans. 

110 .. Ar1ong such 1:1easures wo r,iust group together those which nnke certain kinds of 

insurance cor,1pulsory. T;Jhile their pri:nary objective is often to safeguard the interests 

of third-party victims of accidents, as in the case of civil liability insurance for 

automobile or hunting accidents, such oeasures also hc.ve the effect of Ea.king insurance 

□ore stable and consequently loss costly, by creating a uider base, which perrli ts better 

indermities. 

lll. State action can also contribute to the developuont of a national insurance 

industry through an inp1•oved organization of the Barket. National concerns cannot hold 

their Olm against foreign conpanies unless they remain conpetitive. It is therefore 

necessary to see to it that they are sufficiently productive, F'"lr this, it is 

essential that staff and associated agencies should be conpetent. 

112. There is therefore much to be gained fro□ organizing or encouraging tho training 

of skilled personnel. If it is not possible to set up specialized vocational schools 

in the C'.JUntry, the training can be given by neans of practical com·sGs of work in 

insurance concerns, either in the country itself or abroad. More directly, the 

supervisory authorities will concentrate on watchin6 the level of nanagenont costs and 

of preniuns, whieh should be adequate but not excessive. In this sphere, regulatory 

provisions are the exception. Souc exanples can, nevertheless, be cited: in France, as 

regards autono'oile insurance, the authority has set a ceiling on opci·ating charges, 

which, as fro□ 1 January 1970, nust not exceed 28 per cont of the pre:niuns collected; 

it has also set naximm rates for the cormissions paid to internediaries. As regards 

preniun.s, a fairly largo number of cases •.'·ould be quoted of na.'Cimun rates for 

notorists 1 civil liability insurance. 
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113 , It should, however, be stressed that regulations of this kind are a risky natter. 

" The freezing of premiums nust not '.Je allowed to upset the technical equilibriun of 

insurance operations, lest concerns should be tempted to reduce their technical 

reserves, thereby jeopardizing the interests of the insured and of third parties. 

ll4, Where a market is already well developed, the goal of greater productivity may 

lead the authorities to encourage insurance concerns to araalgamate. Mergers or 

portfolio transfers may be facilitated by appropriate tax measures. Some countries 

have gone even further by fixing a minimum figure for receipts, so as to compel 

concerns with too small a portfolio to withdraw from the market. If the market is too 

small, however, such measures are likely to defeat their purpose, for a reduction in 

the number of concerns raay result in a stagnation or even a decline in the overall 

volune of business, 

115. From what has been stated, it may be seen that the help given by the State to the 

insurance industry is rarely of a financial character. The only cases in which it does 

take this form are those where the premiuns of persons taking out certain types of 

insurance are subsidized, and where the State contributes to the capital of an 

insurance concern. This is usually the case when a public or semi-public institution 

is granted a nonopoly, and it l'lay also occur when such institutions are in 

competition with private companies. This is the sitmtion in Frc.nce o.s regards the 

no.tiono.1ized :i.::,surnnce enterprises, in which the States hc.s been the sole shareholder 

since 1946, 

116. On the other hand, insuro.nce firms l!Ulke o. regular contribution to the State's 

budge+., a contribution which takes two main forms, subscriptions to loans o.nd the 

payment of truces, 

117. Insurance o.cts o.s o.n o.ccur1ulo.tor of savings. This is true not only for life 

insurDnce, where the act of saying is obvious when the policy provides for the payment 

at tern of o. lump sum or a regular income, but clso for non-life insurance, since a 

part of the prem.un goes towards the for=tion of the technico.1 reserves, The funds 

thus collected are invested by the insurer in various wo.ys • .Among these, lonns floated 

by the State or by its politico.1 subdivisions are nn inportant sector. Bonds a.re a 

particularly suitable investr.1ent for life insu:tance, which invol vos long-torm 

obligations @d co.11s for an invost3ent producing an assured regular income. They also 

have their plo.ce as assets representing technical reserves in non-life insurance, for 
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under normal circu:msto.nces the level of these reserves renains relo.tively stable. 

Furthermore, where tl1ere is an organized financial market, bonds o.re easily negotiable 

when the concern is obliged to liquidate some of its investnents. Usuo.lly, therefore, 

there is no lioit on the amount of securities issued by the State that may be used for 

the technical reserves. Often enough concerns are even forced, indirectly, to invest 

part of their technical reserves in such securities, because the total volume of other 

investnvnts is lioited to a certain percentage of those reserves. 

118. The tax contribution of insurance concerns is also far from negligible. There are 

two ways of taxing insurance operations: the tax may be charged directly to the policy

holders, in which case the insurer acts as a tax collector, or it may be charged to the 

insurer himself. 

119. In the former case, the levy on the policy-holder is usually calculated as a 

percentage of the amount of the premium, and takes the form either of a regular tax or 

of a proportional stamp duty. This is the case, for example, in almost all the 

countries members of the OECD, Some apply a single rate to all branches of insurance 

(Federal Republic of Germany, Ireland, and Turkey, except for life insurance). Others 

have established different rates depending on the type of insurance. The highest rates 

are usually found in fire insurance ( JO per cont and - fo1· agricultural risks - 1,1 per 

cent in France; 8 to 15 per cent in Italy; 13 per cent in Greece; 11 per cent in 

~ustria; 6.5 per cent in Spain; 5 per cent in Morocco). The lowest rates are usually 

those for life insurance (0.5 per cent in Switzerland; 1.5 per cent in Italy; 2 per cent 

in Greece; 2.1 per cent in :·~:·tucc.J.; 2.2 per cent in Turkey). Ta.'Ces are sometimes 

fixed as a percentage of the face amount of the policy. This occurs, for example, with 

hail insurance (Austria, Federal Republic of Germany, Luxembourg, Netherlands), transpori 

insurance (India, Netherlands), :fire insurance (Switzerland) and certain :forms of life 

insurance (life annui tiel? in Italy). 

120. In other cases, taxes are levied in the form of a stanp duty, either fixed (India, 

for :fire insurance) or in proportion to the coupensation paid (Greece, for li:fe and 

fire insurance), 

12J .• The principle of taxation is not universal, however. Some countries - Denmark, 

Ireland, Norway, Sweden, United Kingdom - do not collect any special tnx from policy

holders. Others allow exemptions for certain categories: J.ife insurance (Federal 

Republic o:f Germany, Austria - when the face value daes not exceed a certain sum, 
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Switzerland - group insurance); insurance in an agricultural nutunl society (F'rance); 

insurance against agricultural risks, such as livestock insurance (Federal Republic of 

Gernany); hail insurance (Switzerland); sickness insuronce (Switzerland); industrial 

accident insurance (France); and export credit insurance (Italy). 

122, It should be noted also that reinsurance operations are usually exe:rapt frol!l 

tc.xation. 
123, When the insurance sector is very active, the tax yield can reach considerable 

proportions. In France, in 1968, insurance taxes brought the State 1,630 r:d.11:ion 

francs. This represented 3 per cent of total turnover taxes and 1.4 per cent of total 

fiscal incon.e. 

124, However, taxation rates Bust not be raised too high, for if it is the taking out 

of insurance will be discouraged. In particular, enterprises having very large risks 

to cover nay be tempted to beco:0.e their own insurers. 

125, Hhat is more, this taxation as generally practised is open to criticism from the 

econor:d.c point of view. In the matter of life insurance, for example, it seems odd to 

tax savings at the tine they are being accumulated, but that is what happens when the 

tax is based on the premium paid or on the face amount. 

126, Insurance concerns provide the State with a further source of revenue - the revenue 

produced by the application to these concerns of the general taxes on incone and wealth 

(truces on profits, capital gains, transfer of assets, etc.), This contribution is much 

smaller, for the actual surpluses of insurance concerns are not very large. In 1965, 

in France, out of the total of .20, 000 million francs profit earned by all enterprises 

subject to the company tax, insurance companies accounted for only 44 ;J.illion, In this 

matter, it is sometimes difficult to reconcile the views of tax officials with those of 

the supervisory authority. The supervisory authority, concerned for the solvency of 

insm·ance enterprises, naturally hopes that the formation of adequate technical reserves 

and of supplenentary financial guarantees needed to deal 11i th the "risk of ruin", will 

not be penalized by the tax collector, Tax authorities, however, are inclined to view 

any increase in technical reserves or in supplenentary fin['.nc~al gum·antees as having 

cone out of profits, on which taxes should be levied for the benefit of the State's 
budget, 
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127. It would obviously be desirable that funds set aside by the insurer, insofar as 

they constitute a necessary guarantee for the proper perfornance of the company 1s 

'.J bligations, whether they go into the technicol n,;:iorves Ll,cn:J'? l.,ms or into the sol venc; 

rmrgin necessary to cope with unforeseen fluctuations, should be exer.1pL frun taxes, whi, 

should be levied only on the surplus. The difficulty arises froll the abscmce of exact 

criteria for estinating. the necessary and suitable uagni tude of the technical rest,J:ves 

and supplencntary financial guarantees. It is hoped that the studies at present under 

way in various organizations such as the European Economic Community and the OECD will 

help supply a satisfactory solution to this problem. 

S-:r,:.1.0 ,.:ays of -~1 f .. _gilitr.tir.;; 'J·-:)-·)Dl'ra.ti-.1r . . ~.::-~(: ~:,--;chr:,i.1cl n._ssist,?..ncc ;:y;tir80l1 c.~ 1.;i:.rcl -..DGd nn:1 
developing countries 

128. 1)e have been CJnsidering the relati:mship between the State and the insurance 

industry in brJad teric1s but nainly :)n the basis Jf cbcunentati·m fr Jn c::iuntries with a 

narket ecJmny. The situatbn in the devel,::iping countries is dealt with by =other 

speaker wh::i undoubtec',ly has fuller d:icumentation :m this aspect of the subject. l/ It 

night be of interest, hJwever, tJ say something here c.bout a newel exporinent in 

co-'.)perati::m in the field of the supervision of insurance, between France and a nunber 

::if French-si1eaking African countries. 

129, In 1962 twelve .African States concluded ui th the French Republic an "Agree::1ent 

Jn CJ-:,p::irati)n in the sphere '.)f supervisi-m )f insurance enterprises and ,perntions 11 • 

Since that date an:Yt110r African State has registered it.s accessi,Jn t.J the Agreencnt. 

130, As stated in its preanble, the gJal ,f the signat.Jry C'.)untries was t-J rrenc .,urage 

the f:1rm.ation in their territ)ries '.)fa br'.)ader narket capable of offering a satisfactorj 

balance.fron the tochnical, ec::,n::imic and financial p::iints '.)f view11 • 

131. The following are the neans by which this Jbjective is to be attained. 

( . ) 1.; . Haru::inization of latrn and regulations cJncerning insurance organizations and 
JPerati::ins 

132. In its Chapter I the Agreement sets forth a nmnber Jf connon rules. 

133, These e.re nainly rules c:mcerning prior autlrJrization, withdrawal of such 

auth-Jrizati::in, transfer '.:lf portfJJ.ios and keeping of accounts relating to operatfons. 

1/ see paras. 154 et ~ belJW. 
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134• These common rules are accoii1po.nied by model texts of laws and regulations, and 

these ho.ve been incorporo.ted, ,rl. th slight vario.tions, in the legislo.tion of each of the 

signatory countries. 

135. Thus, in the cor:nunity that has been forned, the institutional frnmework is 

virtuo.lly uniform. 

(ii) Establishment of a system of uniform overall fina11cial supel"nsion for all 
operations conducted in the territories of signatory States 

136. The Agreement specifies tho.t overall financial supervision shall be exercised by 

the competent authority of that one of the signatory States in which the enterprise has 

its head office, if the enterprise is from one of the mer,ibor countries, or its principal 

branch office, if the enterprise has its head office in sone third country, 

137, This provision is designed, not to restrict the role of individual aouber States, 

each of which remains corapetent to check whether its laws are being obeyed, but to 

entrust to that State which is in the best position to examine the enterprise's total 

activity in all of the member countries, the task of wr.tching its finnncial situation 

in the co11aon interest, 

(iii) Creation of a Conference of Supervisory Authorities with a permanent secretariat, 

to facilitate the collaboration of the various supervisory authorities. 

138. This Conference, which meets once a year, has a very broad mandate. Its first 

task is to ensure obsorvance of the basic principles of the Agreement, and to this end 

it may address advisory opinions or observations to member States. 

139, It must be consulted whenever the authorities of a signatory State contenplfJ.te 

changes in the laws and regulations affecting insurance activities. 

140, It nlso has tasks in the sphere of inforuation fJ.nd investigation. It supplies data 

needed for the exorcise of ::mporvision and mny initiate studies of common interest and 
' offer suggestions for inproving the protection of insured persons, the conditions for 

engaging in insurance activities, and prevention, Its most inportant task, however, 

is to secure real co-operation between the administrative services of the nenber States 

in their work of supervision. 

141, This applies, for exoruple, in the matter of prior authorization, The Agreenent 

provides that if authorization is sought so as to enable an insurance organization tci do 

business in the territory of 

of the file submitted by the 

at least four signatory States, the technical examination 

applicant organization shall be carried out, in fhe col!Ililon 
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interest, by the competent authorities of the signatory State in which the organization 

has its head office. The results of the examination are subDitted to the Conference 

of Supervisor::· Authorities, which expresses a technical opinion, with reasons. If the 

opinion is unfavourable, the application for authorization may not be granted, 

142, Similarly, the permanent secretariat periodically prepares a technical report on 

the status of enterprises authorized to operate in not less than four of the nem.ber 

countries, and sends it to the national authorities, The latter are entitled to make 

observations -:hereon when the Conf8rence m.eots. The Conference may also be convened 

if the position of an enterprise seems to be imperilled, so that all requisite measures 

:r:iay be taken to protect its policy-holders. 

143, It may be noted that the member countries have adopted a special system for 

apportioning the business done in their territories. 

144. It has been decided to apportion it, not on the basis of the place of signature 

of the contract, but on that of 11allocation criteria11 which vary according to the 

nature of the risks insured, 

145, There are three allocation criteria: 

- the place where the risk is situated 

- tl-.e place where the property is situated or registered 

- the concept of residence, 

146, It is on the basis of the apportionments made in this way that the taxes on 

insurance contracts are •~ollected by the various countries and that the amount of 

technical reserves to be invested in each member State is determined. 

147, The purpose of this measure was to prevent the inequalities that might result from 

the unwarrnnted signing 0f contracts outside the member State in which the insured risk 

is situated. 

148. Since it is still or',recent origin, this eff0rt at co-operation has perhaps not 

yet :,rocJ.uced all the results that may be expected of it, but it can already be said that 

this experiment has beep constructive, and might well be extended. 

149, It can be regarded as a form of technical assistance, for it is France which is 

the country mainly responsible for the overall supervision of solvency, inasmuch aG 

most of themterprises operating in the French-speaking African States have their head 

offices in France. Furthermore, it is experts of the French superviso1·y authority who 

assist in carrying out the investigations called fOr by the Conference of Supervisory 

Authorities, 
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150, In addition, the joint discussion of problems connected with the supervision of 

insurance enterprises results in a fruitful exchauge of experiences, which undoubtedly 

couplements the training of the officials of the various countries concerned. 

151. Other forms of technical assistance, both national and international, are 

dealt with in a report by the secretariat of UNCTAD. There is no need, therefore, for 

me to dwell on the subject. I shall merely point out that the French Government has 

on various occasions given practical training courses for personnel of the supervisory 

services of developing countries. One of them, designed for future chiefs of 

supervisory authorities in French-speaking countries, started with a series of general 

lectm·os given by officials of the French Directorate of Insurance and by teachers of 

the National School of Insurance. The lectures dealt with general principles of law, 

insurance regulations, accounting, and administrative, economic and financial problems 

in the field of insurance. In the second part of the course, the trainees were 

assigned to work in the Directorate of Insurance, The course ended with a period of 

training in some of the largest of the French insurance companies, Other courses, for 

staff at a lower level, concentrated more on specific training in the various tasks 

carried out by a supervisory authority. 

152. A special body, .A3ATOM (Association for the training and reception of overseas 

technicians), takes care of the material needs of the trainees, with the help of 

fellowships granted by the French Government, A parallel body, .ASTFF (Association for 

the training of technicians in France), looks after foreign trainees who are not 

nationals of the French-speaking countries of Africa or Madagascar. 

153. Much more time than is available for one talk ,muld be necessary to enable us to go 

into all aspects of the relations between the State and the insurance industry. However, 

we hope that we have been able to bring out clearly enough the main lines along which 
' 

Governments may act in the economic sector under consideration. Certain features are 

comm.on to all countries, especially as regards the establishment of an institutional 

framework and the State 1 s exercise of its function of supervision in the interests of 

the insurod persons and of third parties. Differences become more noticeable with 

respect to the methods by which and the extent to which the State takes econorrl.c 

action, There is no doubt that such action is of a contingent nature and depends 

largely on the social and politicoJ. context. While the State can play an inportant 

part in creating conditions which facilitate the smooth devolopnent of insurance, it 
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i:my also make tho r.ri.sto.ke. of neglecting some of its basic requirements, such as the 

need for the most generous possible compensation of risks, ,r it may take too narrow 

a view, for instance by regarding the insurance enterprise solely as an investment 

concern or as the occasioner of a movement of capital, There should be no 

misunderstanding about what is the principal function of insurance: it is to create 

security through the sharing of risks on the broadest scale possible. It can only 

fulfill this £'unction if' the natural technical laws governing its operations are not 

perturbed through undue intervention by the State. 

B. Background paper by Mr. .Ananthachari Ro. jaaopalan (India) 

154. The relationship in developing countries between the State and the insurance 

industry, or in other words, the role of the State in those countries in regard to 

this sector of industry, has over the years undergone important changes, The first 

was the abandonment of' an attitude of' laissez f'aire in favour of' regulation of' the 

industry in the interests of the policyholders, The second and more recent one is the 

recognition that the State has a part to play in founding and f'ostering a strong 

indigenous insurance DJ.arket • 

. [. 155, I shall endeavour to outline the changes that have occurred in India in this 

regard over the years. Conditions in India are, and have been, sonewhat dif'f'erent 

from those obtaining in other developing countries, Nevertheless the eA'})erience in 

India will, I hope, be of interest to other developing countries. 

156, Though general insurance is older and also came to India earlier than life 

insurance, Indian general insurance companies came to be established much later than 

lif'e assurance companies, In fact, the first Indian general insurance company was 

not established till 1907, long after several Indian life assurance companies had 

come into existence and uere flourishing. It took another decade before other Indian 
\ 

companies transacting general insurance came to be estaolished. The reasons for this 

tarcy dev::ilopment are not far to seek. Lif'e insurance requil·ed only a modest initial 

capital - once the business takes root even this modest capital becones f'unctionless -

and depended for its business on the ordinary citizen, General insurance, on the 

other hand, required a nuch bigger capital and 11hat, was even more dif'ficult, had to 

look for its business to co1JID.erce and industry which were mostly in f'oreign hands. 

157. The first insurance legislation was the enactment of the Indian Life Assurance 

Companies Act, 1912, The purpose was to regulate the uorking of only IDdian 
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companies and since the Indian cor,1panies that had come into existence were mostly "life 

companies, the Act did not apply to general insurance. Companies which were 

operating in Britain and were thus complying with the provisions of that country 1s 

Assurance Conpanies Act, 1909, were exempt from its scope on the ground that they were 

effectively supervised by Britain; they were not required even to furnish statistics 

of business done. 

158. The Assurance Companies Act, 1909, on which the Indian Act was nodelled, was 

based on the principle of "freedom with publicity". liJhile this principle had 

undoubtedly worked well in Britain it was completely unsuitable to Indian conditions. 

Literacy was low, and since there were practically no financial press, even among the 

literate very few could tell a good company fron a bad one. 

159. The Government had practically no powers under the Act, Since the minimum 

deposit was only Rs.25,000 a large number of companies came to be established, a few 

under sound enlightened management but the rest under managements which were either 

inefficient or worse, The inevitable crop of failures followed. 

16o. Sone of the companies transacted business on what is kno,,m as the "dividing 

principle 11 ; the premium rates were uniform and the amounts collected each year, less 

expenses, were divided equally among the claims arising in that year. This, of 

course, was against all sound principles of actuarial science and such companies met 

the inevitable end; but not before causing harm to thousands of policyholders. Lacking 

necessary powers, Government was an idle spectator, , 

161. Inevitably, a demand arose for more effective legislation. The Governnent waited 

to see what shape insuranc legislation in the United Kingdom (based on the Clauson 

Collllili ttee I s Report) took. When it became clear that the United Kingdom had no 

intention of embarking on fresh insurance legislation, the Indian Government went 

ahead, and the Insurance Act, 1938 was enacted. 

162. This Act leaned towards the American practice of detailed State control moving 

awa:y from the principle of "freedom with publici ty11 • Deposit requirements were 

increased to prevent mushroom growth and the Controller of Insurance was clothed with 

somewhat wider powers than he had under the 1912 Act. The Act also contained special 

provision to protect policyholders from one-sided contracts. 
163. Contrary to the expectations of the framers of this legislation the powers 

conferred by this Act proved to be totally inadequate, particularly in coping with 

certain nalpractices that developed during the forties. Attracted by their huge life 

assurance funds, unscrupulous financiers paid exorbitant prices for the controlling 
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interest in the shares of life insurance companies with the intention, after gaining 

control, of recouping their 11 investment 11 by defrauding the companies. A high-

powered committee kno1,m as the asir Cowasjee Jehangir Committee" was appointed to 
11enquire into some trends and undes.'.rable features in the management of insurance 

companies in India and to recommend measures which should be taken to check these 

evils". Further legislation was enacted on the lines of their recol'lTilendations and the 

opportunity was taken to tighten up the Act in other respects as well. But 

unf')rtunately even these new measures proved inadequate and the life insurance industry 

was rocked by a few big scandals. Government acted with vigour, but the funds lost 

could not be wholly retrieved. 

161. In the meantime, the dema..Dd for nationalization of life insurance on tho ground 

that such a step was essential for a more effective mobilization of the people 1 s 

savings, a demand which had been voiced as early as 1938, had gathered momentl.lli1. 

The Goverill!lent cruae to the conclusion that with a second Plan about to be initiated, 

involving an accelerated rate of investment and development, nationalization of life 

insurance had become, more or less, imperative. Life insurance business was 

nationalized in 1956, and the Life Insurance Corporation of India was established to 

transact life insurance business as a monopoly. General insurance was left alone. 

165, With the nationalization of life insurance, the Government of India became, for 

the first time, owner of an insurance institution. What should be the relationsJ:iip 

between Government as the regulating authority and the Government-owned Corporation? 

The Life Insurance Corporation Act, 1956, itself provided the answer. That Act laid 

down that the Corporation would be an autonomous body and should be run on business 

principles, Government would appoint the Board and also provide guidance on matters 

of policy, particularly on the investment polic7 but would not interfere in the day-
' to-day management. The Governrnent could give directions to the Corporation but such 

directions should bG confined to matters involving the public interest and should be in 

writing (these directions are mentioned in the annual reports of the Corporation). To 

underline the approach that it should be run on business principles, the Insurance Act, 

which applied to the erstwhile life insurance companies, was made applicable to the 

Corporation and the Corporation is required to submit returns to the Controller of 

Insurance. 
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l66. In 1964, the Corporation commenced transacting general insurance business in 

conpetition with private insurers. To help the Corporation, Goverlli!lent has directed 

that all general insurance business within its (Government 1s) control should be placed 

with the Corporation. The Corporation enjoys no other privileges and is subject to 

all the regulatc'"L'Y powers of the Cont:..·cller. 

167, A recent, and an important development in the Insurance field is the enactment of 

the Insurance (.Amendment) Act, 1968 which was brought into force in June this year. 

Technically, it is an amendment of the Insurance Act, 1938, but in volume and scope it 

is an Act by itself. The objectives sought to be achieved by this legislation, are, 

rrthat the premiur1 rates should be fair, that there should be complete security to 

policyholders, that insurance companies should not be owned by individuals &."l.d their 

funds utilized to further private interests and lastly that the industry should function 

on sound and health lines and free from malpractices 11 • To achieve these objectives the 

Act has introduced for the first time the principle of a solvency :raargin. This 

requirement and the one requiring increased deposits would ensure that companies build 

up strength and not fritter away resources. On the regulatory side the Controller 

has been given wide powers, including powers of inspection, power to give directions 

and to remove directors and principal officers. Lastly the Controller, as the 

Chairman of the Tariff Advisory Committee (rate making body\has ample powers to 

ensure that the rates are fair to the consumer as a whole and fair inter-se. 

168. The establishment in 1955 of the India Reinsurance Corporation was the first 

promotional activity of the Government in the field of general insurance, The India 

Reinsurance Corporation was floated at the instance of Government with a view to 

reducing the foreign exchange drain which used to occur year after year, on account of 

reinsurance abroad of Indian general insurance business. Its shares were distributed 
\ 

anong the insurance companies, ',both Indian and foreign, transacting general insurance 

business in the country, but the Government itself did not subscribe to any part of its 

share capital. In 1961, the !!Indian Guaranteerr, a wholly owned subsidiary of the Life 

Insurance Corporation, entered the reinsurance field. To give these reinsurance 

companies a good base of operations, the Insurance Act was amended to provide for 

conpulsory cession of 20 per cent (less for some classes) of every risk written in 
the country to be share:'l. equally between thel'!l. Both these roinsurers have been 

instrlll'!lental in reducing the foreign exchange out-go arising on account of reinsurance. 

.. 
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169. Experience in India has amply demonstrated the need for a technically eqmpped 

regulating authority in developing countries, The need for such an authority is not 

affected even if the whole or a part of the industry is nationalized. On the 

contrary, the need may be greater as the Government will require competent independent 

advice as to how the institutions which it owns are faring. It is relevant here to 

uention that a high-level committee which recently examined the working of the Life 

Insurance Corporation has recommended that the Government Department which deals with 

insurance should be placed under an Actuary having the rank of a Joint Secretary to 

GovernDent. 

170, What type of supervision over insurers is best smted to a developing country? 

Experience in India over several decades has demonstrated tnat developing countries 

need to have even a stricter supervision over the activities of insurers than what 

developed countries need, The insurance industry in a country like the United Kingdom 

can thrive under conditions of "freedom with publicity", but for developing countries 

detailed ,State control is better suited, 

171. f•/hile the regulatory officer ( whether designated controller or otherwise) should 

have a.~ple powers, mandatory rules and regulations should be kept to the minimum. 

Detailed laws and regulations may be available for countries which have a highly 

developed insurance industry, but in the case of developing countries any rigidity 

would har1per the growth of indigenous companies and run counter to recommendation A.IV,23 

of the United Nations Conference on Trade and Development, An infant insurance 

industry will need tilue and help to grow, and while the officer should ensure that the 

companies are well managed and do not fritter away their resources, they get time to 

build up strength. The insurers, particularly indigenous insurers, should be 

encouraged to look to him more as a friend, philosopher and gmde than as a mere 

keeper of law and order., To inspire such an attitude the officer must have, in 

addition to technical cor1petence of a high order, vision and judgment and, above all, 

sy.e1pathy with the aspirations of the local industry. 

C, Summary of discussion 

172, The participants discussed at length the various forms of relations between 

the State and the insurance industry and, although diverging opinions were 

expressed about the most adequate form and degree of State intervention, there was 

a certain consensus that in developing countries the State must play an important and 
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constructive role in the establishment and strengthening.of the national insurance 

market. Owing to the diversity of economic and social conditions in developing 

countries, practical solutions to the problems of relations between the State and the 

insurance industry should be sought on the basis of actual conditions, by taking into 

consideration the level of development achieved and the general economic and social 

structure of the developing country concerned, 

173. The role of insurance legislation and supervision in achieving the main 

objectives in the field of insurance was emphasized by many speakers. It was stated 

that in most developed market economy countries insurance legislation and supervision 

were highly sophisticated and, in general, far reaching and strict. In recent years, 

there had been a marked shift towards an even stricter supervision and a more active 

intervention by the State in the insurance and reinsurance business practically 

everywhere. For instance, the enactment of the new Insurance Act 1967 in the 

United Kingdom followed the bankruptcy of a nunber of insurance companies. 

174. As regards the legislative framework of the insurance industry in developing 

countries, many participants from these countries stated that the legislation was often 

obsolete or not adapted to local conditions. In many cases the legislation had been 

introduced in the period before independence, in most cases it had been borrowed 

largely from the legislation of other countries, mainly the former metropolitan 

countries, without any effort to adapt it to the changed conditions. Practically all 

the participants from developing countries agreed that the first step towards the 

creation of a national insurance raarket in developing countries should be the setting 

up of an adequate legislative framework for insurance activity. 

175. The second step of equal importance for developing countries was, as all the 

participants emphasized, to establish effective supervisory and control ser<rices 

which could ir.i.plement the sta~utory provisions governing the insurance industry and 

supervise its activities, mitigating conflicting and undesirable practices and 

encouraging the establishnent or expansion of national markets. In the perfomance of 

their functions the supervisory authorities should possess the initiative to make 

recommendations for the amendment of ineffective laws and regulations so that they 

could ensure a flexible syster.i. of relations between the State and the insurance 

i ndustry. Many participants fron·developing countries referred to difficulties in the 

establishment of effective. supervisory services in their country. They explained that 
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·some of these difficulties arose frora lack of experience and from the insu~ficiency 

of qualified personnel, others from the lack of statistical information and regular 

financial returns which made it impossible for the supervisory services to discharge 

their duties efficiently. 

176. Some participants from developing countries referred to the problems posed by 

the excessive proliferation of insurance institutions in many developing countries. 

They considered that, in view of the very limited size of the insurance markets in many 

developing countries, this proliferation of insurance institutions and the resulting 

very sr::iall scale of their operations presented a considerable threat to the market and 

its stability. This was also one of the reasons for a very slow accumulation of 

insurance funds in the developing countries which, in tm·n, hindered the development 

of a stronger retention capacity of the insm·ance markets in such countries. In order 

to overcome these difficulties, developing countries had resorted to various measures 

ranging from taking into consideration, 'While granting permission to start a new 

company, various econoru.c factors such as the size of the market and its prospects 

of development, the number of institutions already operating and their origin and 

the like, to banning completely all new registrations of insurance institutions. 

177. In this connexion, some participants from developing countries suggested that, 

for this type of decision-making, the insurance supervisory authorities should prepare 

detailed studies of their markets. These participants urged also that the problems 

of the optimal size of an insurance institution deserved further study and analysis. 

Several other participants from developing countries, speaking from their own experience, 

suggested that it might be in the interests of the national markets in developing 

countries if the number of institutions was not allowed to be too large, this 

expression to be interpr,:,ted in the light of the size of the markets. The opinion was 

expressed that in certain ca~es limiting the number of insurance institutions to just 

a few might be considered as beneficial, for a limitation of the number of institutions 

led to economies of scale as larger institutions were generally able to reduce costs 

and to increase efficiency, for example by the use of modern business methods and of 

costly electronic equipnent, 

178._ Referring to the specific problems of supervision of agencies and branches of 

foreign insurance and reinsurance concerns, raised by the author of the first of the 

two discussion papers, several participants from developing countries mentioned a 
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nur.iber of additional problens confronting the supervisory authorities of developing 

countries when dealing with foreign concerns. These additional problems were: (a) 

business and statistical records were not sufficient for supervision purposes; 

(b) complications arose from the relations of agencies and bi·anches with their head 

offices in respect of adIJinistrative, management and reinsurance expenses; (c) the 

verification of settlements of clains was especially difficult in the case of agencies 

which often did not deal with the settlement of claims at all; ( d) funds were not held 

in the country and the working balances might not be sufficient for the payment of 

claims and to cover other liabilities; (e) problems arose from the assessment of 

truces; (f) there were differences between the statutory requirements in the country 

where the head office was situated and those in the country where the institution 

operated; and (g) there was a certain reluctance on the part of foreign companies to 

subL1it to supervision, especially if they had operated previously without any control 

in a developing country, sven though they were subject to control in their home 

country. 

179. Some practical solutions to these specific problems were suggested by the 

participants, varying fi•om the prohibition of the operation of foreign companies 1 

agencies and branches, which could only be registered in the forn of liL1i ted liability 

companies under the national laws, to requesting such agencies and branches to 

operato on a full and autononous accounting basis. With respect to relations between 

the agencies and branches and their head offices, several participants reported that 

in their countries limitations had been introduced concerning the anount of the head 

office expenses that 11ight be ch1;1.rged to the agency or branch account. Reinsurance 

relations between the branch in a developing country and the head office outside 

should bo specially exa.minedt as they were frequently used as a convenient forn of 

withdrawing funds from the c~untry. 
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Chapter VII 

INSURANCE INSTITUTIONS AND ORGANIZATIONAL ASPECTS 

A. Background paper by Mr. Jorge Bande (Chile) 

Insurance and reinsurance in the developing countries 

1. Our . ,lij ;et, on the basis of a kno.rledge of the situation in the developing countries, 

is to specify the most typical forms of institutional organization for insurance and 

reinsurance, and the political and economic measures most appropriate for ensuring that 

a national insurance market can achieve an adequate degree of development and solidity, 

and exert a favourable effect on the national economy as a .rhole. 

2. It is advisable, in the first place, to elucidate the difference bet.reen insurance 

markets in the developing countries and in the developed countries; for only .rhere 

that difference is known can valid conclusions be drawn regarding the optimum 

institutional organization in each case. 

3. The Insurance Gommi ttee of the Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development 

(OECD) set up a group of experts to examine the problems of insurance and reinsurance in 

the developing countries. Its report was submitted in 1965, the line taken being that 

the developing countries should not press so urgently for independence in respect of 

insurance and reinsurance but should rather proceed slowly and hand in hand with 

institutions ,·,f the same nature in the industrialized countries. 

4, The report catalogues the negative characteristics of insurance and reinsurance in 

the developing countries; and against each of these we have placed, by way of comment, 

the balancing factors which a well-conceived policy of insurance and reinsurance could 

engender. 

Negative characteristics 

(a) Relatively small market within the 

country 1 s confines, with greater 

possibilities of unbalanced 

portfolios. 

Balancing factors 

( a) The market can be enlarged and i 
strengthened and the necessary spread 1 

and balance of portfolios achieved 

by means of reinsurance contracts 

duly ceded and accepted on a 

reciprocal basis, 

J 



Negative characteristics 

(b) Higher overheads for the relatively 

smrll number of oporations, and 

hence higher rates than in the 

industrialized countries, 

(c) Less flexibility because of lack of 

adequate information about nmJ 

branches and procedures. 

(d) Shortage of specialists and 

technicians. 

(e) Less expert and comprehensive 

State supervision, 
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Balancing factors 

(b) Not necessarily, for in general they 

are offset by the lower p.·,rcentage of 

accidents, due to the lower degree of 

industri2.l development and the greater 

degree of national rotention of these 

good portfolios. 

( c) This drawback is completely elir:ri.nated 

by the rapid and efficiont quotation 

and information service of the 

professional reinsurers. 

(d) There is no sh.,rtag0, o.nd even if 

there i,.iere, it ,wuld be offset by the 

possibility of training a -1i1:..·. t:.ed 

number of the country's technici2.ns 

abroad, by means of courses orgru1ized 

in the more developed countries for 

the less developed countries of the 

region, and by the employment of 

university-trained stcl'f oven if they 

are not specialists. 

(o) It is not certain that this is 

generally th0 case, and i,.ihere it is, 

it is offset by the greater ease of 

supervising the concGrns as their 

operations are co,if'inod to tho 

national territory and their 

financial position and that of the 

groups directing them are more fully 

known. 
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Negative characteristics 

(f') Less opportunity f'or investments, 

and liability of' the latter to 

undergo f'luctuations in value. 

{ ,-, ) Insu.ff'icient capital f'or the 

f'ormation of strong national 

undertakings. 

(h) Weak economies marked by inf'lation 

hlll'dly favour the development of' lif'e 

insurance. 

Balancing £'actors 

(f') Relatively true in countries at a 

very early stage of' development 

(.Af'rican countries), but even there 

the case arises in a limited f'onn, 

f'or the possibility also exists of' 

investment in real estate, mortgages, 

f'ixed-term deposits, loans on policie 

and bonds issued under State guarante 

and by nationru. and international 

development organizations, 

(g) Insurance concerns do not need a 

large volume of' capital, their 

solvency being saf'eguarded by proper 

supervision and &"l appropriate 

reinsurance policy, 

(h) This disadvantage is completely 

eliminated by readjustable plans 

based on risk premiums. 

5. It can be see~, f'rom the f'oregoing, that all the observations concerning the 

developing countries relate to the eff'ects of' their institutional organization on the 

insurance market, and hence organizational measures must be taken so that those 

institutions can become stronger in the f'oreseeable f'uture, 

6. Supply, in an insurance market, can emanate f'rom a variety of' insurance bodies 

dif'f'ering according to their juridical and economic structure, They can also be 
' dif'f'erentiated according to the method used to fulf'il their tack of' securing the 

highest proportion of' demand. .Again, they dif'f'er according to the aims pursued, 

depending on whether they are concerned with individuals alone or with the community 

as a whole. 

Private insurance 8.J."ld public insurance 

7. Analysing the characteristics of' institutional organization for insurance 

according to juridical and economic structure, we have private insurance and public 
insur,.nco. 
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8. :. rivate insurance is the institutional organization of insurance based on 

individual initiativ0 and with its specific function carried out by an independent 

concern. 
9. Individual initiative, as a basis, implies that the insurance undertaking has to 

be set up and maintained, throughout its institutional existence, by the will and 

impulsion of economic units of a private nature, the latter being considered not only 

from the juridical angle but also from the standpoint of the undertaking's oconomic 

function, The exercise of the insurance function by the independent concern implies 

that the body called to institutional life by the implusion of individuals and 

governed in its functions by their decisions must ha:ve legal guarantees in order to be 

able to perform its individual juridical and economic operational functions without 

direct influence being exerted by the public authorities. 

10. Public insurance is the institutional organization of insurance in which control 

and decision-making are the responsibility of a specific public authority. It should 

be reiterated that in order to know whether a case in point relates to an indiv4 dual 

initiative and an independent undertaking, the circumstances have to be studied from 

two different angles: juridical and economic. A limited liability insurance company 

set up with a State body's approval and financial participation will, although coming 

in the juridical sense within the framework of the private insurance concept as regards 

its constitution and operation, remain economically outside it, for in that respect it 

owes its institutional life to the initiative of the State, whose influence will be 

apparent in its future activities also. 

11. On the other hand, intervention by the State, as inspector of individual insurance 

activities, in its legislative role or as the source of administrative orders within 

the framework of the political constitution, is not an eliminatory factor despite the 

fact that, from the economic standpoint, it represents influonce by the public 

authorities on individual management, for what is involved here is the general 

application of standards rather than the exerting of influence on tm free exercise 

of individual management, 

12. The main difference between private and public insurance having thus been 

elucidated, let us now briefly analyse organizations in the latter category as they 

appear in the insurance market. 
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13. Organizations of a public nature may be divided according to uhich of tho 

following forms they assume, 

( a) Bodies coming undor the central or federal Govornmo;1t: (Banco do Seguros dol 

Esk.do d0l Urugu3,y, Insti tut·, Ifocional de Seguros do Costa Rica, Insti tuto do 

Seguros del Estndo de Chile); 

(b) Boq__ios coming under provincial governments: (Instituto Autarquico do Seguros 

de Entro Rios, de Misiones de Mendoza y de Salta, in Argentina, totalling sixcoen 

provincial insm'ru1ce bodies in that , · ountry·); 

(c) Bodies coming under other public corporations: (In Argentina: Bai1co Hipotecari,) 

Hacional and Ministry of Tra.ilsport as administrator of the Compulsory Fund for 

Railway Passenger Accident Insurance; in Guatemala: Insurance Dopa.rtment of tho 

Credi to Hipc'Gocm'io Nacional, which holds the partie.l monopoly for State firo and 

motor vehicle insurance ( the Depa:;.'tment is also the statutory recipient of all 

insurance in rcsp,:ict of the institution I s property o.nd debtors); in Brazil: 

Insti tuto do Providencia e Assistencia dos Servidores do Estado, for fire and lifo 

respectively; in Colombia: L1Suranco Soc:,ion of the Caja do Credito .'l.gra:cio, 

Industrial y Minero); 

( d) Separate insura11ce departments of social security institutes: 

(Instituto do Seguridad Social of the Pi'ovince of Buenos .'lirns, in Argentina; 

Caja do Prevision Social do Colombia, which handles the personal insurance of 

public employees); 

( o) Insurance compani:.:is under private law whose shares are held by a public body. 

There are certain companies whose majority shareholders aro Stato undertakings: 

the State Railways, State Bank and National Eloctrici ty Board, in Chile; tho 

Agricultural Insurance Company of the National Fedoration of Coffee-Growers, in 

Colombia; the l\.seguradora Mexicana and Aseguradora Hidalgo, in Mexico. 

14, 1Ul thoso institutior'ls may operate on the basis of a complete m,·nopoly (o;g., the 

Costa Rica L sti tute), a partial monopoly for specific branches (e.g., State Insurance 

Bank, in Uruguay) or for a specific group of persons (e.g., civil servants or 

contributors to a provident fund, as in Colombia and Guatemala), or in competition with 

individual co~1cerns, like the State Insurance Institute in Chilo and State-owned limi tod 

liability insurance companies in certain cases. 
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15, In countries whore insurance has been unable to develop through individual 

initiative or where only agencies of foreign companies or simply foreign insurances havo 

existed, it is obviously right for the State to organize one or more bodios to provide 

insurarn..:e services for the public. 

16. This is what happened in 1911 in Urugua~, where at that date there wore no national 

insurance companies covering elementary risks but only foreign companies completely 

dependent on the parent body, The Stato Insurance Bank was accordingly established as a 

monopoly insurance institution. However, the monopoly did not become effoctivo in the 

main branches, and complete State control of all insurance, as originally planned, has 

been transformed into a partial monopoly,Y 

17. In Costa Rica, a national private company was founded in 1910 and eventually 

disappeared after eight years. In 1924, the State decided on a total monopoly for 

itself through the Insti tut, Nacional de Seguros, an autonomous organization which is 

today the sole insurance body.Y 

18. The establishment of these two State bodies has had a favourable effect on their 

respective insurance markets from the very outset: the policy holders wore able to 

have the guarantee that their claims would bo dealt with, the idea 0f making provision 

for the future was aroused among the population, and a marked improvomont was achieved 

in the balance of payments under the heading of insurance. In Uruguay, keen compoti ticm 

developed between the Bank and the foreign insuranco bodies in the non-monopolized 

branches, and this had a definitely beneficial impact on rate-fixing policy and the 

extension of cove·rage. 

19. However, it is interesting to note the case of the Uruguay Bank, which, in face 

of competition by the private companies (all of them foreign - which is not to say that 

the results woulJ. not have been the same had domestic concerns existed) suffered a 

comparative regression in fi~e insu~ance business during the decade 1955-1965, whereas 

the companies made a spectacular advance, as is shown by t:1e folloviing tabla: 

1/ Tho State Insurance Bank created by the Law of 27 December 1911, prima:cily with the 
object of proceeding to monopolize all branches o:f insure.nee, established a monopoly 
of life, industrial accident and fire insurance, its entry into 0ffect being 
conditional on future decrees by the Executive Authorities. In 1914, the issue of 
the corresponding decrees began. Law No. 9585 of August 1936 abrngatod the in~roduc
tion of further monopolies through administrative channals. The situation has been 
the subject of lively controversy, and no monopoly has ever been established in such 
maia branches as life and fire. 

Y Created on 30 October 1924 under the namo of "Banco No.cional de Seguros", with a total 
mon:ipoly, it is administored by an Executive B0ard appointed by the Governing Body, 
tho national lifo insurance companies and mutual societies existing on that date 
being allowed to continue oµoration. 
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Uruguay 

Premiums collected by the companies and by the State Insurance Bank for fire 
. y insurance . 

1955 % 1960 % 1965 % 
Private companies 4,504,427 28.85 16,430,629 39.33 66,844,861 46.04 

Insurance Bank ll,108,162 71.15 25,543,989 60,67 78,333,235 53.96 

15,612,589 100 41,774,618 100 145,178,096 100 

20, The position in the socialist countries, where insurance and reinsurance have been 

nationalized and placed under State management under the general plan of structural 

changes, is altogether different. The State, as owner of the means of production, does 

not always insure them in these countries. The citizens, meanwhile, can insure their 

property and take out personal insurance with a State body, These insurance bodies are 

autonomous and highly specialized. In most of these countries they operate in direct 

insurance through a large number of agents who select their risks, and they also deal 

with reinsurance operations. Compulsory insurance, as a means of getting new business, 

is applied in exceptional cases only. They are genuine insurance concerns under the 

direction of highly competent and responsible executives, and have become an important 

factor for the socialist countries' economic development. 

21. We are dealing here with a much-debated question,. with a very sharp ideological 

cleavage between the supporters of direct State intervention in insurance and the 

opponents of that ideaY, 

22. The main arguments for and against State control of insurance are set out below: 

Arguments against State control 

Inevitable bureaucratization of State 

services. 

Arguments in favour of State control 

Prospect of reducing the premium in 

proportion to the industrial profit of the 

insurance. 

;ij. Thus, by 1965, the private companies had increased their production 14.8 times as 
compared with 1955, as against a sevenfold increase by the Bank. 

g/ Jorge Bande, n1a poli tica del seguro privado". Santiago, Chile, 1953, 
Edi,torial Universitaria, 

I 



Arguments against State control 

Th" r,ombination of political and economic 

criteria hampers the development of the 

market. 
Elimination of free competition, and hence 

of the stimulus to give customers better 

service. 

Insecurity, due to the general absence, 

in State investments, of conditions of 

stability, profitability and liquidity. 

Non-operation of State supervision 

providing guarantee of the proper 
/ 

functioning of private insurance. 

Loss to the State of the large sums paid 

by the private companies in respect of 

taxation and State services. 

Also, -when insurance is simultaneously 

made compulsory: Possible conversion of 

insurance into an instrument of fraud. 

Uniform premiums destroy the insurer 1s 

interest in improving his risks. 

Transformation of a convenient 
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Arguments in favour of State control 

Eliminates foreign insurance and thus 

increases national retention. 

Dir&ction of investments, in the initial 

stage, to State-sponsored development 

-works. 

.And, concurrently -with the introduction 

of compulsory insurance: Eliminaticn of 

improvidence in the branches in -which this 

method can be introduced. Saving of the 

difference between the commission paid to 

the agents and the cost of the machinery 

mercantile operation into a resented controlling the compulsory insurance 

form of taxation. operations and effecting premium cover. 

23. These arguments have to be taken into consider~tion in analysing the effects 

registered in specific marke\s in the developing countries. 

24, The Third World I s share in -world production of insurance is extremely small. 

Unfortunately, -we have no data more recent than 1963, -when Asia, .Africa and Latin 

America accounted for only 4,4 per cent of the -world figure:!/. 

Y Production mondiale d 1assurances en 1963. Bulletin No. 5 of the Compagnie suisse 
de reassurances, 1966. 
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25. This overall figure conceals truly desperato situations if the sc,turation of 

certain markets is considered. In Chile, for example, in 1964 there was one 

insurance concern for every 40,000 inhabitants. Tho corresponding figures were one per 

,100,000 in Argentina and one per 50,000 in PanamaVand the figures obtained would be 

far more grotesque if the basis taken for comparison was the active population. This 

indicates the total inadvisability of increasing the number of insurance bodies in 

saturated markets, for mini-concerns already imply high administration costs and, as is 

generally the case in a poorly organized market, a large volume of cessions abroad. 

26. We must now examine the effect of new insurance bodies (private or public) which 

make thoir appearance in the market. In a saturated market new concerns always have a 

tendency to produce adverse effects in the initial period of operat.i.on, They are also a 

factor for disequilibrium when they embrace a selected clientele whose premiums are 

covered as a matt0r of course (for example, civil servants, with pay-packet deductions), 

thus removing the majority of policy holders from the private concerns' orbit. This 

is reflected in the latter's costs, and leads them to conc.:;1o 0ven better terms, and 

this in turn deprives the existing concerns of finance. Accordingly, in markets with 

controlled rates, like most of the Latin i'unerican ones, we find that the public bodies, 

where they coexist with private ones, usually operate under agreements concluded on 

the basis of the same premiums as the private concerns, or that there are simply cartel 

arrangements impos0d by the official inspection bodies. Where the competition between 

private and State bodies occurs in a free-rate market, a close stucly needs to be made 

of whether the latter have sufficient control of their expenditure, since they are able 

to lower the rates to unreasonable limits and disturb the financial balance of the 

private concerns. For the same reason, State concerns, like private ones, should be 

subjected to strict control by the official inspection organ, which should impose 

penalties impartially on all bodies, whether private or public, for infractions 

committed. 

27. My view is that public bodies can only function rationally under economic 

political systems like those of the socialist countries and in developed countries 

where they are traditional (Switzerland); in addition, they can function under partial 

State control in exceptional cases, 8.i1d so long as the organization established by the 

executives who directed. thorn when they were still private is maintainoG (France/:.: 

1/ Los marches d I assurance dans le monde. Compagnie suisse de reassuran .es, 1964. 

Y They may also be appropriate in countries ·i:,hat were previously colonies, in order 
to achieve economic independence from tho former colonial Powers if they are unable 
t0 d-::i so by othei· means. 
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In other capitalist coUL,tries the coexistence of public and private bodies is a 

difficult problem which should be considered in the light of the actual needs of the 

insurance markets concerned. 

28, The limited liability insurance com_panies, for their part, need certain r€adjust

monts in their present procedures if they wish to maintain their position as&, 

institutional organization having a favourable impact on the developing countries. 

Insurance concerns should do much more by extending insurance horizontally (covering the 

whole of the national territory) and vertically (by working in all branches and modes), 

or by popularizing insurance (conveying the benefits of private insurru1co to the loss 

affluent strata of the population). 

29, Furthermore, they should apply stricter ethics in competing, so that the public can 

feel assured that the institutions concerned rest on sound moral foundations. On the 

other hand, an end should be made to the micro-concerns, whoso costs boar heavily on the 

premiums. The institutions should be raised to the level of high finance so that they 

can have a real influence on the national economy through properly co-ordinated and -well-

ordered investments. 

30. Mixod (semi-public) insurance bodies - i.e. associations of capital betw0en 

individuals and public bodies, may also compote in the market. 

31. These are gew:irally l1.ybrid concerns whose eft'ects on the market are very similar to 

those of the public bodies, for like the Sphinx their dominMt featm"'8 is not tho smile 

of the -woman but the body of the lion. 

32, Such mixed bodies are fully justified whore they provide insurru1co cover for 

industria.l accidents in a single body, with equal representation of workers and 

employers, with the State present as guarantor and organizer, r\lthough this system 

comas within the sphere of social security, it has o.J.l the advantages flowing from the 

status of a p~ivate concern (Federal Republic of Germany), 

33, 0£' the mixed bodies, spedial mention should be made of certain establishments in 

the field of export credit insurance, in which co-operation between public insurance 

(political risk) and private insurance (commercial risk and administration) is a matter 

of sheer logic and is altogether desirable,Y 

34, The insurance org1:mizatio11s known as mutual insuro.nce societies and co-operatives, 

which arc of a private nature and are protected by special legislation, als-'.l deserve 

mention. Whore the mutual society is organized as a major concern, as in somG of the 

European countries and in the United States, its effects are no difi'ei·::mt £'1·om those oi' 

the limited liability companies, except that the profits i'rom the operation go not to 

third parties (shareholders) but to the policy holders themselves, 

1/ Compafiia de Creditos S.A., in Argentina; Consorcio de Seguros de Credito dos 
Expo:rtagaes, in Brazil: Compagnio belge d I assurances de crsdi ts ( COBLC), in Belgium• 
~ompagni; fraw;~se d'assurances Cred~ts pour le commerce exterieu,_• (COFACE), in ' 

ranee, Hermes, in Ghe Federal Republic of Germany. 
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35. The position differs in the case of mutual societies of a local nature which insure 

against particular risks, and co-operatives which in turn organize themselves on a 

national or local basis for all or for specific branches of insurance, These bodies, 

which, judging from Latin .American experience, regard themselves as being of a communal 

or social nature, have not succeeded - as close analysis shows - in providing the policy 

holders with benefits flowing from that status except that they enjoy tax exemptions 

which reduce their costs. It may be asked, as a matter of simple logic and in view of· 

the fact that all forms of insurance are financial operations based on solidarity, 

whether the same advantage should not be granted to the limited liability companies' 

policy holders also. 

36, This is undoub0edly a point favouring local co-operatives, which are able to 

capture a clientele scarcely accessible to commercial insurance by applying the idea 

of mutual aid, so latent in people left to fend for themselves, However, in general 

the lack of financial solidity of these societies may render them technically unstable, 

for a single disaster can swallow up the premiums for a period of years; and they are 

obliged to build up large reserves, thus rendering the dubious benefits of honorary 

administration and tax-exemption illusory. It is therefore essential that these bodies 

should come under close and strict supervision. More important, however, is the fact 

that as they come to embrace not only poorly endowed individuals but also commercial 

bodies, they then lose the original idea of mutual aid and transform themselves into 

insurance concerns pure and simple, forgetting the interests of the rank-and-file 

members. On the other hand, a "comrnerciala co-operative organized within a given bra,1ch 

of the industry which represents a good risk from the tochni·cal standpoint deprives the 

other insurers of compensatory business, and where the risk is a poor one, it usually 

entials heavier expenditure in respect of reinsurance because of l~ck of compensation, 

37. In general, the co,:operatives 1 activities should be carefully watched, as they 

may have adverse effects on the market because of demogogic methods of securing new 

business, he~rf administrative costs and technical shortcomings. Proof of this is the 

fact that v1hen a Government anxious to win public favour is replaced by another with 

sounder principles the provisions governing the co-operatives arc emended so as to give -··-. ·'·--··-··-···-· ·•--··-····----- ---···-•-·· .... . . .. .. . y 
them a sounder financial and orga.n.izational basis •1 

y In .Argentina, co-operatives were exempted from internal taxes and duties under 
Lavi No. 12,209, and this gave tho insurance co-operatives a tremendous impetus. 
A significant part of the market switchod to thcJ co-op2rative camp and began to 
enjoy the taxacion benefits grru1tcd by the law to the co-operatives and to ·chird 
parties - not only individuals but also associations -· co11tracti11g with them. After 
a seri2s of legislativG am2nclrnents, the tax exemptions vc::;:co rescinded, under Law No, 
17,196 of 1961 , ta.:: equality being rostorod as botwc2n the limited liability 
companies, insuranco co-operatives W'!d mutual sociGtL,;,:. 
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38, The mutual societies and co-operatives are based on ideas similar to those of 

o-iiilds or corporations - primary insurance bodies which appeared in Europe duting the 
t.; 

first centuries of the present millennium. These corporations were superseded by the 

modern organization of universal insurance, and they should be considered as justifiable, 

in a world where production is paramount, if they remain faithful to their ethical 

content - i.e. mutual aid. 

Reinsurance monopolies 

39. A few observations may n0v1 be made concerning the reinsurance monopolies which in 

Latin .America take the form of mixed or public bodies. It was in that region that one 

of the first reinsurance monopolies was established - the Caja Reaseguradora de Chile, 

founded in 1927. The Insti tuto de Reaseguros do Brasil was establisl::ed in 1939, and 

in 1947 in Argentina the Institute Mixto de Reaseguros (IMAR) was established, 

transformed in 1952 into the Instituto de Reaseguros de Argentina (INDER).Y 

40. Theoretically, there is no justification for a reinsurance monopoly. Its r.hampions 

usually cite the example of the central banks, which they regard as acting as regulators 

of the bodies operating directly in their branch. The comparison is arbitrary and 

completely faulty. The central bank regulates monetary policy by means of rediscounts, 

whereas the monopoly reinsurance institutes have no major influence, through reinsurance, 

!/ The Caja Reaseguradora de Chile was set up under Law No. 4228 of December 1927, 
as amended by Legislative Decree No, 251 of May 1951. It is a mixed-economy under
taking with equal representation of the State and the private policy holders, with 
a chairman representing the latter and a Director appointed by the Executive. It 
enjoys the monopoly of reinsurance abroad in all branches, after prior interchange 
by the companies. The foreign companies are required to cede it a share quota of 
20 per cent of the premium. 

The Instituto Mixto de Reaseguros (IMAR) established under the law of 1947 was a 
monopolistic institution of a mixed nature for Argentine reinsurance under 
Law No. 14152 of October 1~42; it acquired a State character (INDEB.) ai,d is headed 
by a five-member Board of Directors appointed by the Executive. It has a monopoly, 
without interchange between companies being permitted, in the fire, transport, 
motor vehicle, air tra:vel, passenger accident and earthquake branches. The other 
branches are open to operation by the companL,s. Foreign companies are required to 
cede to it 30 p0ir cent of their production. The Institute retrocedes its surpluses 
to the companies, 

In Brazil, the Insti-t.uto de Reaseguros d~ Brasil was sef 11p under Legislative Decree 
No, 1186 of .April 1939, It is a mixed economy undertaking, but '"ith State 
preponderance in administration and dire~tion, Domestic and foreign companies 
are required to cede their surpluses to it, prior interchange not being permitted. 
In turn, the Institute makes retTocessions to the companies, ·which are required to 
accept them. 

• -~--- u ..... , ___ ·'!l,~ 
. ----------
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on the economy in general, since the resultant saving in foreign currency is due not 

to 17monopoly11 but to the retention they effect as reinsurers. In economic theory, on 

the other hand, the State is the owner of all means of foreign payments and can there

fore distribute them in accordance with the coU11try 1 s economic needs, whereas there is 

no reason why a reinsurance institute should have surpluses at its disposal· for 

distribution purposes. 

4l. The studies I have made of this subject over a period of years are based on the. 

three above-mentioned bodies, which in fact constitute the broadest and fullest source 

of experience (forty years for Chile, thirty for Brazil and twenty for Argentina) • 

.Although a number uf official reinsurance companies have been subsequcnt1y formed in 

individual developing countries, the three institutions in question, set up in major 

insurance markets, may thus be regarded as typical.Y 

42, The reinsurance monopolies L1 Latin America v1ere established in accordance v1i th 

one of two organizational patterns - StateY or mixedl/. There are also two systems 

as regards the scope of the monopoly: absolute mcmopoly of reinsurance operations 

inside and outside the country, Y or freedom of reinsurance inside the country and 

monopoly of insurance abroad,.2/ 

43. The following is an annlysis of the practical advantages and di·a.wba.cks of monopoly 

cited by its supporters and oppo;.:.ents: 

1/ There are various forms of compulsory cessions and monopolies of reinsurance through
out the world. The following are examples: In Iraq and India, there a.re 

. -

compulsory transfei·s to resident reinsurers, In Iran, a State company known as 
nBimeh Iran:1 hc,s the monopoly of cessions of 25 per cent of the direct insur&-ice of 
all comp,J.nies operating. in the country. In Indonesia, 01, 27 JU11.e 1963, the 
Government set up by law the ,State U11dertaki11g known as 11Reasura.nsi Umun Indonesia.". 
In Turkey, the Milli Reasurans Turk Anonim Si:;:-keti, v1ith a specific monopoly, has 
been operating since 1929. In France, the Caisse Centrale de Reassurance, which 
holds a monopoly for a small percentage of compulsory cessions, was established in 
1946. 

Argentina. 

Brazil and Chile 

Argentina ,,rd Brazil 

Chile 

---- ---- ---~-



Drm1backs 

(a) Predominance of the State in both 

their direction and administration 

(including that of the mixed bodies). 

The result is that the public sec.tor's 

,-iill may prevail within these bodies 

despite the fact that private capital 

plays an equal or, as in Chile, a pre

ponderant role (more than 95 per cent). 

The reason is that the· officials who 

administer the institutes regard 

themselves as acting for a body of a 

,,1, ()cial kind, and hence also become 

officials of a special kind, to the 

point of seeing themselves at times 

Advantages 
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(a) They promote a better equilibrium in 

the balance of payments in the rein

surance category by reducing premium 

exports. This reduction operates il1 

a technical sense: the country I s 

retention in the better balanced 

branches is greater, while the reduc

tion in the branches which do noc 

achieve the necessary balance is 

slower. This is illustrated by the 

follm~ing statistics: 

Cessions abroad - Percentage of ·,,rodud,ion 

Year 

Argentina 
Fire Fire 

branches 

Brazil 
All 

brancl10s 
as depositaries of a particle of State 

1946 
sovereignty. This attitude can be a 1953 

36,0 
32,4 
23,8 

81.3 
61.3 
48.0 
33,8 
28.7 
27.2 
28.3 
21,.0 
24,7 
23.2 
26.8 
32,4 
28,4 

61.1 
51.2 
38,2 
33.4 
32.7 
33.8 
35,6 
33,8 
31, .• 6 
32.5 
35.1 
44.2 
42,7 

13.l 
14,3 
13,0 
16.3 
18,4 
14-3 
18.1 
19,4 
29.1 
33.Cl 
31.8 
22.7 
13,0 

f , . . nf . . th di ~1954 ac·cor 111 sowine; co usion in - e rec c
1955 

insurance market end encouraging ion- 1956 

observance of the un:i.versal principles 

of reinsurance, H may also happen 

that by invading the sphere of 

competence of the supervisory ::mthori-

ties or simply by expressing opinions 

i:1 the presence of the public 

1957 
1958 
1959 
196o 
1961 
1962 
1963 
1964 
1965 

0.2 
9.5 
4,7 

-12.2 
- 7.6 

1.3 
0.02 

- 2.0 
5.7 
7.J 

authorities conc0rning :i,nsuronce 

matte!'S which are outside their 

purvie-w and ro.nge of kno1,1ledge they 

contribute towards the sp1°ead of 

mistaken and biased concepts, ------------------=-----· ______ ,, __________ .. 

• - - - - -- - - ~ -- ' - - -- ........ ,~.~ ~- . ----- ~-...... --~--
-- ---
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Dra1,,1backs Advantages 

(b) There is a tendency in monopoly insti

tutes to1,,1ards excessive bureau

cratization. The resultant high costs 

may lead to poorer conditions as 

regards the remuneration made to 

insurance companies, whetl10r in the 

form of reinsurance commissions or the 

redistribution of surpluses under 

reciprocal arrangements. This may 

reach a point 1,,1here an institute can 

no longer maintain itself by its 01,,1n 

business and becomes a burden on 

direct insurance. 

(b) They promote the nationalization of 

insuranceY. The mere existence of 

the institute and its activity reduces 

the foreign companies' share of the 

total volUII1E of premiums, as is 

illustrated by the following 

statistics: 

Brazil 

Year National ~ 
1930 LiJ. 59 .L, 
1935 44 57.1 
1940 55 62.5 
1945 86 77.5 
1950 102 78.5 
1955 114 80.3 
1960 llil 80,l 
1965 161 82.l 

Number of nationaJ and foroign companies 

Argentina 

Foreign 22 Total National 2f Foreign 

2 40.6 69 
33 42.9 77 
33 37.5 88 92 68.7 42 
25 22.5 lll 
28 21.5 130 101 69.7 44 
28 19.7 142 112 71.8 44 
35 19.9 176 120 73.2 44 
35 17.9 196 173 79.7 33 

Distribution of direct production, 
as percentage of the total 

~ Total 

31.3 134 

30.3 145 
28.2 156 
26.8 164 
20.3 217 

.:"Lina Year National companies Foreign companies -
1948/'49 87.4 12.6 
1953/54 91.5 8.5 
1958/59 92.4 7.6 
1959/60 93.0 7.0 
1960/61 94.0 6.0 

·--·-·-·1961/62 .... ·-· - ···--·------···· .9k.J .. 5.3 
1962/63 94.8 5.2 
1963/64 95.2 4.8 

!/ By 11nationalization11 is meant the exclusion of foreign interests from an 
insurance market, insurance activities being exclusively reserved for domestic 
concerns, in contradistinction to 11 State control 11 , in which the insurance 
institution passes wholly or partially into the hands of the State, and to 
11 socialization11 , a method ,ihich a State applies in order to obtain total control 
of insurance activities. 

j 



Year 

Chile 1950/51 
1958/59 
1959/60 
196o/61 
1961/62 
1962/63 
1963/64 
1964/65 

National com2anies 

88,3 
89.8 
89,4 
90.0 
90.7 
90.2 
87,9 
91.7 
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Foreign companies 

11.7 
10.2 
10.6 
10.0 
9,3 
9,8 

12.l 
8,3 

Sources: Documentation of the Caja Reaseguradora de Chile, the 
Instituto Nacional de Reaseguros de Argentina and the 
Instituto de Reaseguros do Brasil. 

Drawbacks Advantages 

However, the nationalization effects 

of the monopoly institute cannot be 

completely gauged from the above statis

tics. Naturally, where a reinsurance 

monopoly exists, clandestine activity 

by unauthorized insurance companies, or 

by insurance brokers on their behalf, 

becomes more difficult. The monopoly 

institute, by merely existing, banishes 

such competition, and by actively pro

secuting all bodies and persons respon

sible for the seepage of insurance 

abroad, exerts a real influence in 

consolidating the market. 

(c) The main difference between the systems (c) The monopoly reinsurance institute is 

in Argentina and Brazil,,_ on the one able to secure a prominent place in the 

hand, and that in Chile, 'on the other, international market thanks to the 

is that whereas in the fonner, after massive retrocession of surpluses. It 

retention by the dh·ect insurance negotiates with the retrocessionaries 

company, everything has to be trans- on an equal footing and not from the --------------------------"""""" "- """""""""""-""""··-•· 

ferred to the institute, in Chile the 

national companies can interchange 

among themselves, and are r·equired to 

cede only such surpluses as arc not 

absorbed cy then:. There is no doubt 

adverse position from which the small 

and medium assignors very often have to 

operate, 

The counterpart obtained for their 

cessions, both in the form of 
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Jrawbacks 
that the Chilean system presents 

additional .advantages and that the other 

t-wo fail to take account of the special 

nature of the insurance so as to 

achieve an increase in the country's 

retention capacity in an adequate form. 

The monopoly institute ought to pr:vide 

opportunities for effecting maximum 

retention in the country at reasonable 

cost, and the laws which disallow prior 

interchange and impose an intricate 

system of retrocession, with con-

sequently higher costs, fail to meet 

the above-mentioned objective, 

Advantages 
reinsurance commissions and of 

reciprocal arrangements, is usually 

advantageous. The placement of 

automatic contracts and open coverages 

is greatly facilitated by them, as 

their cessions produce an adequate 

balance in most branches. The trans-

fers of balances are negotiated under 

more liberal arrangements. 

(d) The existence of monopoly institutes, (d) These institutes also serve to discip-

in whatever form they operate, line the internal market and act as 

encourages the proliferation of guardians of rate agreements, thereby 

insurance companies in the market to co-operating -with the supervisory 

the point of saturation. In the event, authorities in the inspection and 

in the hope of securing the monopoly control of uniform premiums and 

institute 1s support, micro-concerns are conditions. They are "evidential" 

set up which would normally be unable institutions, since proof of mry rate 

to exist if they had to place their con- infringements is readily obtainable 

tracts independently and were not given from a review of its acceptance records. 

retrocessions or otherwise fed by the 

institute. Where sue~ institutes exist, 

there is no need, in what is in fact 

the most complicated phase of insurance 

operations - i.e., a company's re-

--------1c·• n&tll'anee--i,eli:ey;--· -f-e-r-~ither----speeit8:i~-

z a tion or skill. Insurance companies 
may thus be set up under the responsi
bility of executives who are really 
producers. A sort of technical advisory 
service is also provided for these 
micro-concerns by the monopoly insti
tute. The insurance market, which 
should be based on the law of large 
n·.imbers, is thus transformed into a 

..... 



Drawbacks 

battlefield for small companies which 

operate on the basis of small numbers 

and scramble among themselves for 

insurance business. This state of 

affairs also contributes towards an 

increase in direct insurance costs and 

a decline in the companies' 

productivity. 

(e) There is a further disadvantage: in 

cases where it is desired to place a 

country's private insurance under State 

control it is advisable that it should 

be the central nucleus of such control, 

because it has the technicians and 

information at its disposal for 

achieving that end. 

Advantages 
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(e) Since the monopoly institute 1s 

activity embraces the entire market, 

it can give a major imputus to the 

market, By their contacts with f9reign 

countries, such institutes keep up to 

date on questions of modern cc·:erago 

and brief the assignors in turn. They 

thus contribute in some measure towards 

the modernization of insurance. 

(f) Lastly, as far as their economic possi

bilities allow, the institutes make a 

practice of collaborating in the efforts 

of market investigators to obtain a 

better theoretical knowledge of insur

ance and reinsurance problems by main

taining specialized libraries, 

organizing courses, sponsoring visits 

by foreign experts, and in general by 

contributing towards all initiatives 

conducive to raising the technical and 

scientific level of the branch. 

44. It follows, from the above, that formation of monopoly institutes is a most 
---~-·-·-·-······---·-- , ... __ 

difficult subject. It is not at all advisable in countries where incligcmous or locally-

based private reinsurance already exists; and in other c01111tries there may be less 

inconvenient ways of solving the problem of increasing their :.::·0tention capacity, for 

example that employed by Mexican legislation.1/ 

V In Mexico, only after the national market has been satisfied can the foreign 
institutions have recourse to reinsurance abroad. 
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45. For the rest, the advantages and dra1,1backs of such institutes having been closely 

analysed, the conclusion is that most of their advantages reside in the fact that they 

have an indigenous or locally-based reinsurer at their disposal, and that many of their 

drawbacks are specifically due to their monopoly nature. 

46. Hence national markets wishing to avoid the formation of monopoly institutes should 

seriously set about taking measures for market modernization by eliminating the archaic 

conditions prevailing as regards their retention capacity. Should they not do so, they 

will inevitably end up with a monopoly, for even the most liberal principles recognize 

the permissibility of direct action by the State in fields where private enterprise has 

failed to find a solution. 

47. It can definitely be asserted that the State is absolutely essential ap inspector 

in insurance and reinsurance operations, provided that it acts through t0chnical 

ofiicials entirely unconnected with politics, Its action should not be limited to 

imposing prohibitions and restrictions but should be dynamic and should find expression 

in the extensive development of the insurance companies' activities, be they private, 

mixed or State. State inspection should give a powerful impetus to the insurance market 

through the skill it undoubtedly possesses as controller, and by guaranteeing that 

operations are conducted in a sound and disciplined manner. If this guarantee of the 

insurers' solvency is coupled with an active insurance policy calculated to render the 

companies' activities more dynamic, a notable advance would be made, for the institution 

of insurance and reinsurance functions in exactly the same way as mechanisms whose 

stability increases 1,1i th their speed. 

Voluntary insurance - compulsory insurance 

48. The second classification of institutional insurance organization relates to the 

methods employed by the insurer to achieve his objective, and -we thus have the division 

bet1i1een compulsory insurance and voluntary insurance. 

49. The term "voluntary insurance" is used when the relationship between the insurers 

an~ the policy holders is based on the free will of the parties. 

50. The term 11 compulsory insurance" is used when that relationship and its content 

emanante from provisions laid down by a higher authority. 
----·-~---<-••---··· ·---·-

51. Leaving out of account a few cases where insurance has developed historically 

on the basis of an obligation to insure, generally as a vestige of a compulsory system 

of mutual defence such as the previously mentioned guilds (this is tho case, for example, 

in some of the Swiss cantons) and also social insurance, which employ,s the.re methJd to 

ensure a minimum living wage for wage-earners, the prodomin2.nt system for the main 

branches in Latin America is voluntary insurance. 
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52. Compulsory insurance should be employed only where it is manifestly in the public 

interest. In general, the need arises for gu.nr,a_nt,AAi.ng cl,ii.ms by victims of F,'"d rlP11L:c; 

resulting from the modern industrial, transport and communications systems, Objective 

responsibility is usually imposed, with respect to the defenceless inni.vi.rlnlll, on those 

who operate and use machines of a dangerous nature. Such insurance is entirely logical 

fu,d necessary in all these cases. 

53, The problems arising from compulsory insurance are of various kinds. Its 

administrative costs have to be kept as low as possible (with the consequence that it 

cannot be burdened with high commissions or with taxes), since compulsion is already 

felt as being in tho nature of an imposition, It should be highly decentralized and 

flexible, and based on a carefully constructed legal system which prmrents its 

fraudulent exploitation, The impossibility of selecting risks should be offset, in 

turn, by the automatic elimination of policy holders who show grave negligence in the 

case of accidents. 

54, It should be pointed out that the social nature of compulsory insurance is no 

justification whatever for its nationalization. Only a misconception of the real 

meaning of the wor,1 11 social n could suggest the conclusion that it is synonymous with 

"State". There is no doubt, to my mind, that compulsory insurance is fully justified 

in respect of industrial accidents, motor vehicle third party liability o.nd public 

passenger transp,Jrt, provided that all compi:mies in the market are free to handle it 

within the context of healthy competition under proper State supervision)/ 

55. Voluntary insurance, for its part, demands an adequate system for abtaining new 

business, for the spirit of group providence and the idea of insurance arc usually found 

to be in a very rudimentary state in developing countries, It is therefore necessary 

to employ methods which bring out the necessity for insuring the population, This task 

generally devolves on those whose regular occupation consists of acting as inter-
' 

mediarios in respect of insurance supply and demru1d, These intorm~diaries may come under 

an insurance company, like the general run of insurance agents, who are of various ldnds 

according to the legal system obtaining. There are also independent intemodiarios such 

_ as hrokaril, ,1ho 110;;,k-.w-ilh--,;~al.J.. .. ot:.. .• tha..:undertaking.a .. in. .. the .. market.. The 

remuneration received by the intermediaries, whether dependent or independent, ,1ornally 

takes the form of a percentage of the premium, known as commission, which constitutos 

an olomont in the insurru"ce cost. 

1/ Compulsory insurance in respect of motor vehicle third party :dsks exJ.s-cs without 
State monopoly in tho following countries: Austria, Belgium, Denmark, Finlcmd, 
France, Federal Republic of Germany, IrelG.nd, Luxembourg, Nor\lay, Spain, 8woc1on, 
Switzerland, Turkey, Uni tod Kingdom, Brazil and Venezuela. 
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56. Whatever is the system employed, these collaborators present institutionally 

organized insurance with a variety of prbblems. 

57. The first problem is the cost of the commission which is included in the premium. 

Since, in theory, all insurance bodies sell the same service (the premium for which is 

usually uniform at standard rates under State control), the competition between them 

to recruit agents develops around the agent I s commission, which is fixed by the control 

authorities as a "maximum" and in practice is converted into a 11minimum 11 • Competition 

between the agents themselves often develops, in turn, on the basis of hanc7.ing over 

part of the premium to the clients on the side, the effect being to convert the premium 

from the "minimum" 11ormally fixed by the control authorities into o. 11maximum". 

58. The second problem is that in already saturated markets, such as those in tho 

Latin American countries, the agents I activities may intensify the competition, which 

is already severe between the companies and which may easily become disastrous for 

the agents. 

59. A third problem is that the corps of agents may be infiltrated by persons 

unqualified, either as regards their technical knowledge or from the ethical standpoint, 

to carry out so difficult a mission. 

60. As to the insurance brokers, one special problem is the danger of their exercising 

control over a large volume of insurance and exerting a massive influence on the 

companies and demanding better conditions for themselves and prer:iums differing from the 

official ones for their clients; the absence of strict control may accordingly lead to 

great confusion in the market. 

61. Only if there is a disciplined institutional organization backed by insurance 

concerns which prefer to lose business rather than allm-1 the market to be disrupted, 

together with strong insurance associations o:nd strict State supervision, cai1 these 

drawbacks be eliminated, 'Such control should ensure that it is the State wb:..:h 

authorizes this function of intermediary, which should be subject to preliminary sub

mission of proof of competency and a clean record. There should also be a close check 

on insurance concerns to see that they do not give their agents economic advantages on 

-----t~lJ...,e,._,gj,.~~------------------
62. The agents I operations will only achieve all the success hoped for and voluntary 

insural1ce will only win acceptance among the population if there is a systen of civic 

education for developing a spirit of providonce at all educational levels.1/ 

1/ "Contribution to the study of the problems of education and popularization in the 
field of insurance in Latin America". Paper presented by the delegation of Chile 
at the second session of aLALC, Montevideo, August 1967. 
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The purpose of this activity is to inculcate in the members of the public, from thoir 

earliest youth, the virtues of making provision for the future through insurance. 

This system should be supplemented by a joint non-partisan crunpaign run by the insurance 

companies as a sort of artillery barrage preparing the way for the advance of the 

insurance agents representing the infantry in this war against the improvidence so 

strongly rooted in most of the developing countries. 

National insurance - International insurance 

63. To complete the examination of institutional structures for insurance, a study 

also has to be made of the effects of international insurance and reinsurance operations 

on a developing country's market. 

64, These operations may be conducted on the basis of the establishment of branch 

offices or agencies dependent on a centre located abroad, i.e., by an international 

insurance company; of the activities, purely as such, of foreign insurance concerns 

in other countries I markets, i,e., of international competition; or Jf international 

reinsurance as an institution. 

65. The international insurance company is the outcome of the natural desire for 

expansion of operations in a foreign market, especially when there is too much 

competition in the home country and the market is saturated. 

66. Historically speaking, it was one of the forms of economic colonization which did 

n,,t require the export of capital, and in which, moreover, services could bo provided 

on behalf of the parent c,Jncern 1;1i thout the need for depositing guarantees in the 

country in which it operated, Insurance activities independent of a raotropoli tan 

Po1,,1er accordingly developed in nearly all the developing countries. In the colonies, 

insurance services were provided by tho colonial Power's companies. 

67. This approach was not completely negative, for the developed countries taught the 

developing ones insurance techniques. The establishment of indigenous insurance 
\ 

companies had begun in some of ·,the countries as early as the middle of last century, and 

the process is still going on, having been facilitated by pr,:,tectionist measures in 

which the generalized establishment of State supervision played en important role, 

68. It is inappropriate, in the present study, to catalogue all the protectionist 

measures wfo.ch can be appliecITn-order tOs"t'rfil:igtnefi au ·:tnsur·a:nce ma.rket in proccrns of 

development, and we shall confine ourselves to a brief exposition to the different 

trends in the 11nati,)nalization 11 of insurance, 

- - - ·--· ~--..........._ ,._,_ 
~ - --- --- - - ----------
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69, One of the forms of protectionism is to allo-, the foreign companies 1 agencies 

and branch offices to work in the national market on the same terrns as those 

applicable to the domestic companies and on the basis of State authorization. This 

approach is based on the fact that when an undertaldng becomes 11 residcmtn in all 

respects, is subject to the same regulations as a domestic concern and pays the same 

truces and is required to reinsuro until the national market is large enough, its 

repercussions on the national economy of a given country are not harmful. The only 

difference between it and a national body is that the profits, after all technical 

reserves have been constituted, are remitted abroad,.!/ These will always be 

inconsiderable because of the low profitability4of insurance in general. The balance of 

payments appears to be protected with this system, 

?O. Under another formula no new authorizations are granted to foreign agencies or 

branch offices, This system makes it possible to prevent congestion of an already 

saturated market by excluding new foreign companies. It stands to reason that, if the 

issue of authorizations is to be suspended, the measure should be applied in the first 

place to foreign concerns. The latter usually plead that this is inequitable, since in 

their countries freedom of establishment and operation exists, but this argument is 

unsound, for it is hardly likely that a company from a developing country would be able 

to work successfully in the market of a developed one,Y 

71. In our view, it is perfectly legitimate and quite essential to require foreign 

companies to make cessions within the national market up to the limit of the latter's 

capacity. Otherwise, the "residential" nature of the foreign companies would be 

gravely impaired and there would be obvious damage to the balance of payments)/ 

72. In countries where they exist, the monopoly institutions usually require foreign 

companies to cede a compulsory quota of reinsurances - a measure which resembles the 

aforementioned one hut whic~ operates in a more organized and controlled manner. 

However, in some of the countries the percentage is small, and it would be necessary 

to change the quotas so that their balance of payments can be better defended,Y 

.!/ UNCTAD 1s Expert Group on Reinsurance, meeting at Genev,:a in SElptember 1965, 
----- reeonmrended--tl:ra:t-tlm amount to be 1nv0stea-Iii the developing countries should be 

fixed at a minimum of 60 per cent of the gross reinsurance premiums (TD/B/C.3/29, 
recommendation para. 13), 

g/ In Chile, the establishment of new foreign companies has been prohibited ever since 
1957, and only those which were operating at that time arc allowed to continue. 

'j/ See footnote to para. 44 above. 

!:,/ In Argentina and Chile, the laws under which the monopoly reinsurance institutes 
are established provide for compulsory cessions by foreign companies of 30 per cent · 
and 20 per cent respectively. 
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73. The foreign companies usually argue against these measures, citing the reciprocity 

they offer, But this has never been either generous or complete. Furthermore, the 

persistent trend over a period of years has been for the cessions made by the developed 

countries 1 insurance and reinsurance companies to be very unfavourable because of the 

keen competition in respect of premiums and because of the risks emanating from their 

large-scale industries, whereas the results of reinsurance emanating from the developing 

countries are favourable because of controlled rates and incipient industrialization, 

74. The misguidedness of the urge in Latin America for unrestricted freedom in 

establishing and operating insurance can be judged from the fact that even in tho 

developed countries of Europe, with their strong markets, age-old insurance institutions 

are traditions, export supervision services and experience in economic support 

op.,rations, such problems arise as the construction to be put on the international 

character of insurance, the placement of the free assots of non-participating third 

countries in the region and the formulation of common rules for evaluating technical 

reserves. If this is what happens in fully developed countries, the magnitude of these 

problems in tho developing countries can be imagined! 

75. Thero is yet another formula for nationalization, namely, the imposition of a tcital 

ban on the operations of foreign agencies and branch offices in specific markets nnd an 

obligation to convert themselves into national companies. There have always been 

foreign companies camouflaged as natj_onal ones in the developing countries, and this 

has caused confusion in the market because no-one really knows, with a figurehead in 

charge, whether an ostensibly national company is genuinely so or is a foreign one.1/ 

76. This formula is a hypocritical one and can lead nowhere. Under this system, 

undertakings known as "covers II arc established, make a small national retention and 

code the bulk of their production abroad. They thus enjoy all the advi:mtag?s flowing 

from their status as national companies, but thoir loyalty is to foreign companies. 

They arc a serious impediment to much-needed Latin American integration, with their 

representatives, bearing nativo Latin American namos but with foreign-inspired ideas, 

turning up at discussion meetings on the subject. For all these reasons, ,~e bolievo 

that the foreign companies should appear in the market as such, and thr.t severe 

logislation should be enacted agains·c the figuyeheadsholdiI1g shc.ros of national 

companies on behalf of foreign interests. 

1/ In Peru, national insurance companies exist, but many of them are in fact foreign 
companies controlled by British or North American concerns. In Vo;10zuela, the 
Insurance Law of 1965 laid down a time-limit of throe years for foreign compnLies 
to constitute themselves as nationnl ones. In Guatemala, tho law nationalizec: tho 
insurance business unconcli·cionally, "With a timo-lini t of 18 months for conversion 
from foreign to national. 
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: : 77. Another factor contributing to confusion in a developing market is the existence 

of foreign concerns which engage in clandestine market operations without featuring 

as 11 residentn or meeting the logal requirements. -rho term given to this procedure is 

"international competitionn, and is the second form of international insurance 

transaction. 

78. The foreign companies sometimes work directly among the resident public, or else 

work systematically by corresponc1once or by making use of resident agents or of 

representatives who visit the country from time to time. 

79. These unaut.horized companies obtain new business by claiming that the price of 

insurance is more favourable in a developed country, where the rates are free and 

insurances are not subject to fluctuations in monetary values. Th3 main branches 

subject to clandestine activity aro personal accident and life, o.nd certain foreign 

mutual insurance funds with life insurance coverage on savings ho.ve also come fori,Jard 

latterly as serious competitors. This form of operation is sometimes supported by 

international or national brokers, by "national" insurers who own 11 covor11 companies, and 

by persons normally engaged in business activities.J/ · 

80, This situation is countered in several countries by tax legislation (with provision 

for prohibitive taxes on these operations) Md by penal legislation (which treats the 

activity of those engaging in them as an offence). The law, we maintain, should deal 

with these procedures with the utmost rigour, for those responsible for these 

clandestine operations i1u'lict great damage on the national economy. 

81. Another problem involved in international competition concerns transport insurance, 

which may be contracted either by the buyer or by the seller, according to the form of 

the international sale of the goods, In this case, by merely changing the form of sale, 

the insurance can be cliverted abroad without falling foul of protectionist laws. 

82. The banks in the dev,eloped countries usually intervene to divert insurance 

operations .by financing credit operations, and this procedure greatly weakens national 

insurance markets in the developing countries, 

J/ The most expos0d of the Latin .American countries are those of Central .America 
and Mexico, with its common frontier -with the United States of .America. 
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83. Certo.in countries have triGcl to ovGrcome this difficulty by requiring their 

residents to insure in the national market the ships in which the risk is incurred on 

behalf of the national importer or exporter. These laws undoubtedly restrict freedom 

of operation in marine insurance, but it is no less certain that the pressures exerted 

by foreign banks and traders to divert insurance are also a violation of that froodom,Y 

84, mother problem of foreign competition by insurance companies concerns w:irks 

constructed with assistance funds, in respect of the relevant risks (fire, builders 1 

liability, guarantee, and industrial accident insuranco). The countries granting 

assistance (non-gratuitous) usually stipulate that the insurances should be contracted 

in their market, This procedure, whereby certain insurances are withdrawn from the 

developing countries under contractuo.1 provisions, is unjust. This problem was fully 

debated at UNCTAD 1 s first session, and paragraph 5 of the recommendations contained in 

Annex A.IV.23 enunciates a suitable provision.Y 

85, The most important of the international transactions are the international 

reinsurance operations. No attempt will be macle in the present exposition to 811lo.r1:;e 

on their nature, and on the charo.cteristics and fonns that they may technically assumo. 

Our sole task is to examine what institutional organization of reinsurance is best 

suited to a developing country, and what disturbances an unsuitable one ca1 cause in its 

insurance market, 

86. There is no need for recourse to statistics to demonstrate the groat flow of 

wealth, on accovnt of reinsurance premiums, from the developing countries to the sJrvice

exporting developed countries (Switzerland, United Kingdom and Federal R.,public of 

Germany), for it is eyidont from their balance of payments and the financial position of 

their big professional reinsur2nce companies.Ji 

1/ In Argentina, under Law No. 12, 988 :Jf 1947, goods being exported or imported have 
to bo insured when the transport risks aro the liability of the consignee or 
consignor, This provision' allows for an exception in favour of North American 
compan~es in cases of credit operations between government and govornmont. In 
Mexico, the insurance law debars unauthorized companies from covering the risks on 
goods entering or leaving the country where liability devolves on pGrsons domiciled 
in the country. In Colombia, a provision almost identical with the Mexican one was 
drafted for inclusion in the new insurance law. 

y The recommendation is that developed countries which provide-:ricl to developing 
countries should not prescribe conditions limiting the right of the developing 
countries to require insurance to be placed in the nationol market, 

Y In a memorandum submitted by the Chilemi delegation to the C01mni ttoe on Invisibles 
and Financing Related to Trade (TD/B/C,3/sc.471)(New York, 1967), this point was 
enlarged on in the light of the following considerations: the developing countries 
demon~trably suffer an impairment in their invisibles trade in insurance and re
insurance in favour of the developed countries; and tho creation :Jf indigenous 
insurance and reinsurance has been possible only on tho basis of protectionist 
moasures. Only by creating specific and specialized machinery, it was urged, \Wuld 
a regional policy for roinsuranco bo possible. 
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87. This situation is the result of limitations on commissions, reciprocity and the 

application of new arrangements for reinsurance (e.g., excess of loss, stop loss) for 

the developing countrios. 

88. This procedure, of course, has meant an excessive outflow of foreign currency at 

time of great scarcity - an outflow which has porsisted since the Second World War. 

Since tho parent companies of the foreign insurance companies scatterod throughout tho 

Third World also act as reinsurers, the problam has got worse, for thoir executives vory 

often exert considerable influence on the market, and advise against legislative 

measures which ,.ould permit greater national retention. 

89. Only in those noun tries where official reinsurance institutions of 2 monopoly 

nature have been established - a solution which cannot be recommended wi thouL closer 

study, as is indicated earlier in this chapter - has it been possible to bring about a 

radical change in this stato of affairs. 

Regional and sub-regional integration 

90. There has been extensive discussion on these problems at the regional conference 

of the Latin .American Free Trade Association (Asociaci6n Latinoamericana de Libre 

Comercio, ALALC), and th0 conclusion reached is that only by regional or sub-regional 

integration can better retontion be achi0ved. 

91. The author of this paper, together with Mr. Andres Bande, lawyer, submitted a 

proposal at the second conference for the establishment of a reinsurance body of a 

private nature)/ The proposal met with a certain amount of opposition out of foar that 

any institutional solution, even if the proposed body were of a private nature, would 

in fact involve establishment on a State basis. This fear is warranted in so far as a 

political trend directed towards giving the State a far-reaching share in the economy 

finds support in some :if the Latin illllerican countries. On the othor hand, the opposition 

is also due to the vast ~xpansion of foreign insurance in Latin 1-lmerica which, 

camouflaged as indigenous' institutions, has an influence in international negotiations. 

92. The .philosophy expressed in the proposal is that an order of priority for 

reinsurance should be laid down, beginning with complete absorption of national capacity, 

followed by the complete absorption of regional capacity, and only .hen would the 

surpluses remaining be placed in the international market. The justification for this 

is the gravity of tho problems facing the traditional markats as re[=;ztrds the absorption 

of large surpluses produced in the region, resulting in some cases L·, ,Jeficits cl.uo to 

the impossibility •'.lf providing complete covorago. 

Jj "Towards a Lo.tin ,.'\m0rican policy f:ir insuro.nco and roinsurance 11 • Papor presented 
at tho second c:inferenco of ALALC, Montovidoo, 1967. 
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93. At ALALC r s first confercmce at Montevideo in May 1966, the idea of developing the 

regional reinsurance market was considered at length, and the conference conclusions 

contain the following passage: 

l!As regards the strengthening of the regional reinsurance markot, stress was laid 

on the need for greater commercial co-operation by encouraging and intensifying 

the inter~hangc of current bu&i;:1ccsn, 

94. In the deliberations on the subject, the difforent delegations advanced various 

viewpoints which may be summarized as follows: 

95, One group of participants supported the idea of creating a private multinational 

rogional institute for reinsurance as the most suitable instrument for increasing the 

retention capacity of the countries of the region as a whole, in lino with UNCTAD 1 s 

recommendations. It was emphasized, furthermore, that consideration should be given to 

legislation with a view to liberating insurers from compulsory cessions in favour of 

monopoly institutions, provided that they reinsured themselves with the regional 

institute. 

96. Other delegates favoured progressive reciprocity of interchange, for which it would 

be necessary for the Governments concerned to take steps to give priority and exchange 

guarantees for the payment of premiums and accident claims. 

97. A third view was taken by other delegations, who considered that the right road 

had been indicated by the establishment of local private reinsurance bodies under a 

voluntary systom. That possibility, they submitted, was condition8l on tho creation by 

Governments of the juridical and institutional framework designed to facilitate and 

stimulate the development of reinsurance activity in the direction indicated. Reference 

was made, in that connexion, to the success achieved by a multinational company, the 

Compafi.ia de Reaseguros de Centroamerica S.A., in initiating its operations. 

98. At ALALC 1 s second conference, hold at Montevideo in September 1967, the basic 

principle was established that integration should proceed in respect of reinsurance and 

not of diroct insurance, The consensus was that strong encouragement should be given to 

the interchange of voluntary insurance between insurers and roinsurers in the region, 

particularly thl'O:-:.gh sub-regional agreements, and that private roinsuro.ncc should be 

promoted and supported. All ~tnis shotiiaoo~i!fuppTemeiYted by-·stucti:es of the character

istics of each of the markets of the countrios parties to the Montevideo agreomonc, so 

that interchange would be more or loss b8lanced and cJme about by C::.oc;recs in an 

effective manner. It was further agre0d to urge on the Govcrimc:mts concernec' G 

taxation and exchange policy f0r insurance and rninsuranco t,hich would maku possible 

the integration process pursued, and also to ask the ALALC countries where official 

reinsurance bodies operated to lay down liberalization standards conducive to 
integration. 

- . 

--- -----
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99. RGgarding tho exchange of views that took place on the same subject in the 

FGderation of Afro-Asian Insurers and Reinsurors (FAIR), it is significant that at the 

mooting held at Karachi in February 1967 discussion controd on the advantages deriving 

for tho Fodoro.tion I s member Statos from the increased interchange already occurring, 

and recommendations wore made to improve and support these reciprocal operations. 

100, It was also agreed to study the question of establishing a regional roinsuranco 

body in accordance with the needs and conditions existing in the Afro-Asian insurance 

markets, and to givo such studies o. realistic and practical start.J/ 

101. My purpose has been to outline o. basic criterion for tho minimum co-operation 

required of insurar-:::o in the dovolopod countries. Only by .ioint dofonce, with 

offectivo nationalization measures and the application of the rrresic1encen principle, 

and by .the introduction of orders of priority for reinsurance cessions, can a roal 

strengthening of those markets be achieved. To that ...nd, it is essential, in tho first 

place, to discipline the activity of foreign: insurance in tho internal markot anJ, in 

the co.so of reinsurance, to apply new fonns, which, like those described, prevent the 

unnecessary outflow of cessions from individual countries and from the region, 

102. The point to be emphasized is that internc.tionali ty in respect of direct insu1·cu1ce 

is a concept which is obsoloscentY, whereas reinsurance is indisputably international 

in character, However, the characteristic in question has to bo conceived within an 

ordered framework adequately supplemented by a duly organized national, regional and 

international system rather than along anarchical lines. 

y 

First General Assembly of the Federation of ~li'ro-Asian Insurers and Reinsurers, 
Karachi, 16-18 February 1967. Earlier materinl on this subject was oxo.minod in a 
study by the Federation entitled "Regional reinsurance institutions and their role 
in tho promotion and dovolopmont of reinsuranco in the developing countriosn, 

Mr. I.P .M. Milne, in an article on TTJfationalism in insurance a publish.ad in 
Policy Holder, London, in September 1965, after analysing nationalization measures 
in V cLriou.s par Ls of·"ttJ:e-wr:J:tt,c::crrtdl.~-'tnO:t"Ths\irO:fico sliould cease to be 
internQtional business, anc: thnt that in'i:;ornational role belonged to reinsuranco 
based on sciontific systems. 
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103. Many participants were strongly of the opinion that insurance and reinsurance 

activities should not be left entirely to private enterprise acting without any control 

or interference by public authorities. They supported their views by reference to the 

actual situation and policies in many developed and developing countries and in the 

socialist countries of Eastern Europe. Several speakers concluded that without any 

interference by the authorities efforts of developing countries aimed at expanding and 

strengthening their national insurance and reinsurance markets would hardly have any 

chance of success, In this connexion several participants from developing countries 

emphasized the constructive role of the State in the institutional development of the 

insurance markets in developing countries, either through the supervision of the 

insurance and reinsurance operations or through the State's direct participation in thoso 

activities, while othor participants from developing countries expressed the vim, that 

both public and private insurance aJ1d r-:dnsurance institutions could operate 

simultaneously in a market with very good results. 

104, Several speakers from developing countries in which insurance was nationalized or 

where State insurance institutions operated stated that, in view of the scarcity of 

private capital in developing countries that could be attracted to insurance and 

reinsurance, the State could not wait passively, as some speakers at the seminar 

advocated, until such ce.pital appeared, but had to create the national insurance and 

reinsurance services required. It was the general economic and social aims, r~.thor than 

the profit motive which prompted the State to act in this direction. They pointed out 

that the State insurance and reinsurance institutions in developing countries had 

registered some notable successes; for instance, they had been able to expand their 

services and reach broader masses of population, especially in the agricultural :,r,)r'.S. 

105. Participants from the socialist countries of Eastern Europe, referring to the fact 

that their countries 1 insuran.;e and reinsurance services were nationalized expressed tho 

opinion that there was no contraclictio;1 botweon a State-owned insurance industry and an 

adequate supply of insurance services. In their opinion the efficiency of the State 

insurance and reinsurance institutions might bG as great as that of private 

institutions and sometimes even greater. These participants also draw attention to 
. --·---·-·~--------~~---- ·~--------

inaccuracies in the background paper's description of insurance and reinsurance in 

socialist countries. Thus, t':;y explained that the moans of production, both in 

industry and agriculture, were insured in many socialist countries, 
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106, Several participants from developing countries cl.so referred to the problems 

connected with tho operation of foreign L1suranco and reinsurm1ee institutions in 

developing countries, especially in cases where there was complete freedom of 

establishment and of transacting business in those countries. In their view, by 

permitting this, c1eveloping countries opened their insurance markets to powerful foreign 

competi -cien from the developed market economy countries. Owing to tho relative 

weakness of the domestic insurance institutions in many developing countries, the 

latter required public protection and assistance. This situation had led a number of 

developing countric3 to nationalize their insurance and reinsurance institutions. 

-
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INSURANCE STATISTICS L~CLUDING .APPLIED MATHEMATICS AND CYBERNETICS 

A. Background paper by Mr. Dan Landin (Sweden) 

Importance of statistics 

1. Statistics serve the same function in the transaction of business as is 

performed by instruments in keeping those in charge of machines or other apparatus 

informed of their operation and the possible necessity of taking action to modify 

their operation. It is not possible to conduct any economic transactions properly 

without following the course of events through statistics showing what has happened 

and indicating future trends. This applies perhaps to a greater extent in the 

case of insurance than in any other kind of economic operations. 

2, Insurance statistics can be subdivided into three major types: operational 

statistics, statistics of a national insurance market and statistics of international 

insurance and reinsurance transactions. We shall devote some attention to each of 

these types. 

Operational statistics 

3. Operational statistics come closest to serving the function of an instrument 

for recording the existing state of affairs and indicating whether any action needs 

to be taken to alter the future course of events. Let us illustrate: 

4. The purpose of insurance is to indeLlllify individuals or corporations for the 

economic loss that may result from fortuitous events affecting the life, property 

or business requiring protection, In order to understand how operational statistics 

are used in insurance, we need to consider the fundamental principle on which 

insurance operates, 

5. To insure successfully it is necessary to have at least a rough idea of the 

frequency and economic effect of the events against which insurance is to be offered. 
' 

Such data, which should prefe.rably be derived from observations, will provide the 

basis for what is often termed the risk rate, The risk rate is then loaded for 

operating expenses, of which the principal types are acquisition costs and management 

expenses. One normally also loads for errors in calculations and/or fluctuations 

in the calculated frequency and for--Enereturn-(pro-r:i:ror interest) Oh the capital 

invested in the insurance project. 

6. Operational statistics are used in the first place to check whether the basic 

assumptions hold good when the insurance operations have started and are in progress. 
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7. In most classes of insurance, for example, the frequencies originally estimated -

however good the original estimates were - often, as a result of changes in the 

environment of the insurance operations, alter in such a way that the original 

assumptions need correction. However primitive the impulses for such corrections 

may be, if they are numerically based, they are operational statistics in the broad 

sense. Operational statistics in a stricter sense are more advanced ways of obtaining 

impulses for such adjustments. 

8. With regard to changes in the environment in which an insurance company operates, 

personal accident insurance may be mentioned. In most countries there were formerly 

rather large differences in the premium rates for different occupations. Quite 

obviously, the accident risk that an office clerk runs is smaller than that run by a 

chimney-sweep. However, as communications have developed, parti0ularly motor 

transport, the situation in the industrfr.lized countries has developed to the point 

where a very large proportion of accidents occur in connexion with transportation, 

where all occupations are roughly equally exposed. The result is that the differences 

in rates for different occupations have had to be reduced. 

9, Of course, it is not only the factors that affect the outcome of the indemnities 

that should be made the subject of operational statistics. other factors affecting 

the cost of insurance are also the subject of assumptions and are subject to error 

and change. Thus, if insurance sales are slack or show a tendency to slacken they 

may require the stimulus of higher commissions, which in turn increase the necessary 

loading for acquisition costs. Administrative expenses may be found to be higher 

than originally expected, which again, after analysis, may require an increase in the 

price at which the insurance is sold. Some estimates may of course also prove to 

have been too high, which permits a change of price in the opposite direction. 

10, The following is an example of operational statistics for a class of insurance 

or a whole insurance company: 
Table 1 

Item 1967 
Prognosis as at end of: 1968 

Jan Feb Ma"r Apr May Jun Jul Aug Sep Oct Nov Dec 

- j.:53-· -1:6z:- 1:64-rl6Y- ·J:6z· "T60. ·163 · 165 166 167 
I 

169 168 168 168 - -
income 

Claims Paid 
and out- 107 118 118 117 118 118 120 121 121 120 119 120 120 120 
standing 

Expenses 43 44 45 47 47 47 46 45 45 46 46 45 45 45 
Result + 3 + 2 + 1 - 1 - 3 - 5 - 3 - 1 0 + 1 + 4 + 3 + 3 1· + 3 
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11. Of the items influencing the economic outcome of insurance one stands out as 

particularly suitable for following up statistically and for forecasting: the 

expenses. As opposed to premium income and claims, which are of a more elusive 

nature, expense data are sometimes more readily available and therefore easier to 

make the subject of statistics, and the science of budgetary control would seem to 

be more advanced in analysing this item of an insurance company 1s economy. 

12. The. analysis can be broken down both horizontally and vertically, i.e. the 

different kinds of expenses can be analysed as well as the overall expenses in the 

different sectors (classes of insurance, geographical areas, departments etc.), 

13. An important comparison, often made, is that between costs, on the one hand, 

and the effect produced, on the other. An example: 

Table 2 

1 Budgeted cost for Year quantity actually sold 
Actual cost 

1 59,3 60.l 

2 64.1 67 .4 

3 66.7 68.3 

4 70.2 70.6 

5 71.8 73.5 

14. In connexion with the above table it should be noted that it is often the 

budgeted cost that is used in calculating the overall premium rate offered. 

15. On the claims side there is one kind of forecasting that requires a special 

statistical control. Many claims are not settled in the course of the business year 

in which they occur. This necessitates the setting up of reserves for outstanding 
' claims. Each component item of such a reserve is arrived at by estimate. It is 

essential that such estimates be on the whole accurate. 

16. Complete accuracy is obviously not possible. For balance sheet purposes it is 

important to make sure that the sul!!. of the ostimates is on the. safe (p~ss:!,mistic L 
side, For statistical purposes it may not be so, however, since, if a reader of 

the statistics is aware that estimates always tend in one direction, he may be liable 

to allow for this and draw more optimistic conclusions than those directly warranted 

by the figures. 

t t .. .,, 
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17. The approach in making follow-ups of this kind is illustrated in Table 3: 

Table 3 

' 
Business Situation as at: 12 months 24 months End of business year vear later later 

l Claims paid 5,500 13,000 18,500 

Unpaid claims (est.) 15,500 10,500 4,500 

Total claims 21,000 23,500 23,000 

Safety margin ? -2,500 +500 
,':,;, 

2 Claims paid 8,000 12,500 

Unpaid claims (est.) 19,500 13,500 

Total claims 27,500 26,000 

Safety margin ? +l,500 

3 Claims paid 9,500 

Unpaid claims (est.) 20,500 

Total claims 30,000 

Safety margin ? 

etc • etc. 
. 

Reinsurance statistics 

18. Reinsurance transactions can generally be studied statistically by methods 

similar to those used in studying insurance, 

etc. etc. 

19. However, there is a special aspect to reinsurance, when it is effected between 

two insurance companies, namely the comparison of the respective results of the 

business thus exchanged reciprocally. Table 4 shows how such a study may be made: 

Table 4 

Year Result of business Result of business Net result as viewed 
ceded by company A ceded by company B hv comnanv A 

to company B to company A In year GUlllUlative 

l ... ±.-ll,..00("\ ~ e,eeo , _____ ,.,.,,, - 5,000 ' - 5,000 

2 + 4,000 - 6,000 - 10,000 - 15,000 

3 - 7,000 + 2,000 + 9,000 - 6,000 

4 - 5,000 - 4,000 + 1,000 - 5,000 

5 + 3,000 + 19,000 + 16,000 + 11,000 
l 

! 
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20, All these statistical analyses of the operations of an insurance company 

represent a kind of feeling of the pulse of the business. In order that reasonably 

reliable conclusions may be drawn from the comparisons made, it is of extreme 

inlportance that the data observed be correctly periodized. 

21. It is alsc important to bear in mind that the flow of data, whether handled 

manually or mechanically, is inevitably subject to disturbances of different kinds. 

(Certain particulars may be missing etc.). 

22. When analysing statistical material, it is also necessary to make sure that it 

really comprises the precise information being sought. Such information may sometimes 

not be available, and corrections or allowances often have to be made in order that 

the wrong conclusions are not drawn. 

National statistics 

23. National insurance statistics would seem a necessity for several reasons. The 

insurance transacted in a country forms part of the country1s total economic activity. 

The share of insurance in the gross national product is of great interest, and 

comparisons with the situation in other countries are made in international insurance 

statistics. 

24, Within the field of insurance itself one can envisage two other important reasons 

for producing statistics of the insurance business in a country. A country 1s 

responsible authorities have to ascertain and maintain the soundness of its insurance 

companies. 

fulfilled. 

Without financial stability the purpose of insurance could not be 

On the other hand it is also necessary for the authorities to safeguard 

the public interest by ensuring that the public is able to obtain insurance without 

excessive cost. 

25, Statistics at the national level are the sums of the economic data obtained from 

each of the individual companie$ operating in the national market, To permit the 
' 

production of national statistics, the individual companies must produce statistics 

of their transactions in a manner that is uniform. 

26. Data concerning the following items would seem necessary as a basis for national 

statistic 

A. Unearned premiuns at the beginning of the year; 

B. Unpaid clairas at the beginning of the year; 

.C. Premiums received in the course of the year; 
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D. 

E. 

F. 

G. 

H. 

I. 

J. 

InvestrJent income in the course of the year; 

Claims paid in the course of the year; 

Expenses incurred in the course of the year; 

Unearned premiums at the end of the year; 

Unpaid claims at the end of t]·,e year; 

Other e:i-.-penses ; 

Profit (or loss) on the year's operations. 

27. The above is a condensed set of data needed for analysing insurance transactions. 

Reinsurance transactions follow in principle the same pattern. The different items 

can be subdivided in different ways, either "vertically'' (for instance, expenses 

could be subdivided into acquisition cost::i and administrati,.,n costs) ur "hor·izontally" 

(subdivision into classes of insurance such as life, fire, motor, marine, etc.). 

28. When an insurance company reinsures, which is generally the case, and when an 

insurance co:r;ipany itself assumes reinsurance from other companies, it is also necessary 

to classify the operations under the main headings listed above. The following 

table 5 illustrates the interconnexion of these different transactions between the 

companies involved in the overall operations of a given company: 

Table 5 

Item 
Direct Assumed Ceded Net 

business reinsurance reinsurance business 

Premiums written 180,000 25,000 15,000 190,000 

Prem. res. 1/1 + ,85,000 + 11,000 + 5,000 + 91,000 

Prem. res. 31/12 - 90,000 - 12,000 - 6,000 - 96,ooo 

Premiums earned 175,000 24,000 14,000 185,000 

Claims paid 120,000 14,000 11,000 123,000 

Loss Res. 1/1 - 169,000 - 6,000 - 3,000 - 172,000 

Loss Res. 31/12 + 177,000 + 8,000 + 9,000 + 176,ooo 

Losses incurred 128,000 16,000 17,000 127,000 

=s.penses ::,z;~·om.J ·-77;000•····· 5;000 56,000 

Result - 7,000 + 1,000 - 8,000 + 2,000 
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29. When we consider statistics of international insurance and reinsurance 

transactions, we immediately meet the difficulty of differences in concepts and 

terminology. It should at once be emphasized that there is no fundamental necessity 

for these differences, which are all traceable to tradition. Some of them may even 

be attributable to insufficient knowledge of the nature of insurance and reinsurance 

or to the absence of a real desire for clarity in analysing insurance and reinsurance 

transactions. 

30. However, just as uniformity is a necessity for the production of national 

statistics, it is necessary also for statistics at the international level. 

31. A student will find that certain countries do not even require individual 

companies to report on their business in the manner illustrated in table 5. 
Statistics produced in certain other countries enable the student to obtain some t,f 

the data given in the table, but hardly any country produces a full record of the 

data indicated. 

International transactions 

32. We have already mentioned how iraportant it is to have national statistics in 

order that international comparisons may be made. Certain countries produce more 

comprehensive statistics, but these do not permit comparison with other countries 

producing only summary statistics or even none at all. The ideal would, of course, 

be for all countries to agree on some mini= standard, individual countries being 

allowed to produce figures in greater detail, where this is possible and is considered 

desirable. 

33. One of the purposes of national statistics is to c,ticertain the effect of 

international insurance and reinsurance transactions on a countryis balance of 

payments. 

34. The method employed is ve·ry similar to that used in table 5, but one must 

take into account only that part of the transactions that transcends the economic 

border of the country. If the companies of a country are required to segregate 

their transactions with foreign clients and insurance companies from their domestic 

~.rt':fec t; of Lheh operations·on· the balance · of payments. 

This is illustrated in the following table: 
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Premiums 

Change in deposit prem. 

Premiums transferred 

Paid claims 

res. 

Change in deposited loss res. 

Losses transferred 

Expenses (abroad) 

Effect on balance of payments 

Table 6 

Direct 
foreign 
business 

35,000 

+ 1,000 

34,000 

20,000 

0 

20,000 

12,000 

+ 2,000 

Assumed Reinsurance 
foreign ceded Net 

reinsurance abroad 

13,000 21,000 27,000 

+ 2,000 + 4,000 + 1,000 

11,000 17,000 28,000 

10,000 15,000 15,000 

- 1,000 - 2,000 + 1,000 

9,000 13,000 16,000 

5,000 6,000 11,000 

- 3,000 + 2,000 + 1,000 

35. It must be remembered, however, that such tables give the end-of-year situation. 

But there is often a considerable delay in actually effecting the payments resulting 

from the transactions. Since overall foreign payments are usually recorded on a 

cash basis, the contribution of insurance and reinsurance as set out in table 6 

does not fit exactly into the overall pattern, owing to the lack of synchronization 

which is also inherent in other transactions. It would be desirable that the 

foreign trade statistics should be on an accounting rather than on a cash basis. 

In this regard insurance transactions are more sophisticated than other traJe 

transactions as far as their recording at the national level is concerned. 

Basic sources of statistical information 

36. Let us also devote some attention to the sources of statistical information at 

different levels, viz. at company, national and international levels. 

37. For the company there are three main sources: for premium income, its cash 

ledgers or premium accounts; for claims, the payrJent records and claims accounts of 

its book-keeping; for e:iq::,enses, commission payment lists or statements and the 

pay-roll. In the normal case these transactions are recorded daily as they occur 

and are registered in the official_ac:counts of the .compaey. -However, a company may 

desire fuller particulars. These may be obtained automatically by subdividing the 

official accounts into different classes of insurance, for example, which is the 

normal practice. If a further breakdown is needed, there are two main sources of 
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inforDation: on the income (premium) side, the original applications for insurance 

or the records (cards, ::ianual or punched, and, derived therefrom, records on magnetic 

tape or disc or memory cell) and, on the claims side, the claims files and SUillllla.ries, 

whether manual or in the form of punched cards etc. 

38. For reinsurance transactions we have the same parallel main sources of information, 

- i.e. ledgers or accounts in the official book-keeping of a company. When more 

detailed information is needed, the basic sources are the premium and claim bordereaux, 

which are common in reinsurance transactions. As in the case of insurance, such 

records may also be kept in a more mechanized form, such as on punched cards, 

magnetic tape etc. 

Statistical offices 

39. In many national markets organizations - governmental or private - have been set 

up to deal with insurance statistics generally on behalf of the insurance companies 

operating in the country. Some examples are mentioned below. 

40. There are organizations which record the total loss of or severe damage to 

merchant vessels. 

41, There are organizations which record the number of fire outbreaks, subdividing 

the total into causes, and recording the overall cost of the fires. 

sometimes analyse the size of the individual fire losses, 

The recorders 

42, In this connexion it should not be forgotten that the supervisory authorities 

which appear to exist in almost every country collect a considerable amount of 

statistical data on insurance and reinsurance. 

43, Among the purely commercial organizations recording insurance and reinsurance 

data, one of note is the A.M. Best Company Inc., of New Jersey, U.S.A. This company 

produces a variety of statistical reports of very high standing. 

44. In mcst of the industrialized countries records are kept of victims of road 

accidents. In this connexion' it is worth mentioning that, here again, comparisons 

between countries are sometimes difficult. Thus, one country may record the victims 

who died at the scene of the accident, others those who died within one day or three 

days of the accident, others again those dying within a yeaI'L '.::1cl__ so on. 

45. This leads us again to the importance of standardizing the main definitions, 

so that there may be sufficient comparability at the national and international levels. 

46, It should be repeated that the obstacles raised in this connexion are always 

entirely artificial. Thus, in theory, there are great possibilities of standardizing 
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definitions of data at different levels. The criteria to be adopted would seem to 

be the standards of the countries having the most highly developed statistics. 

Countries lagging behind would therefore do well to improve their standards so as 

to match those of the countries having the most highly developed statistics. 

Statistical inquiries 

47, General analyses of operations have already been touched on. These serve as a 

basis for management decisions to take action of some kind or other. 

48. One field for statistical inquiries and studies that is not so directly connected 

with the types of statistic~ already mentioned, is the marketing of insurance. Two 

types of inquiries may be made in this field. 

49, The first is a study of the need for a given type of insuranc':l. Here the 

techniques are very similar to those used for market studies in respect of any type 

of goods or service it is desired to offer, and would almost invariably include 

Gallup inquiries and a study of the operations of competitors. .Af3 mentioned above, 

and especially if a new class of insurance is to be introduced, the claims frequency 

and claims pattern need to be studied before a new form of insurance or a variation 

of an existing form of insurance is marketed. 

50. The following is an example of what may happen if adequate market research is 

not carried out: 

51. The insur&nce cor::tpanies in country A have for many years insured pleasure craft. 

Over the years they have, sometimes after costly experiences, learnt that: 

(a) Big boats require a higher rate than small boats; 

· (b) F:::st boats require a higher rate than slow boats; 

(c) The climatic conditions in country A are such that the normal 

sailing season has to be restricted to the period from 1 April 

to 15 November. If the sailing season is to be prolonged, an 

additional premium is necessary. 

An insurer in cauntry B enters market A, offering a uniform premium in the neighbourhood 

of that required for small and slow boats rather than that required for big and fast 

boats, and, in addition, extends the sailing season free of charge to the whole year~ 

The result in country A for the insurer from country Bis disastrous. This could 

have been avoided with proper statistical inquiries or by making use of the 

experience already gained by other insurers. 
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52. The study of business already in force does not necessarily have to be continuous, 

just as an operator may not need to keep his eye continually on an instrw.,~ent. 

53. A well managed insurance company cannot make it its sole purpose merely to 

indemnify against economic loss, it should also work actively to prevent lo~ses. 

This secondary purpose of an insurance company also calls for statistical inquiries 

into the effect of the loss-prevention measures that have been taken. While most 

of the statistical inquiries mentioned earlier are part of the routine in the conduct 

of insurance, studies of the effect of loss-prevention are not so common. One 

reason may be the difficulties somJtimes enc!ountered in making such studies. 

54, In this field of statistical inquiry it would often be useful to have a control 

group, but it is almost against the grain of an insurer to allow a category of its 

policy-holders not to take preventive measures in order to serve as a control group. 

55. Occasionally categories of policy-holders constitute a control group without 

being aware of the fact. Thus many car drivers do not use seat belts and thereby 

form a control group vis-a-vis those drivers (and passengers) who do use them, thus 

permitting a study of the preventive effect of seat belts, from which it has heen 

possible to conclude that such equipment is of immense importance in preventing loss 

of life and severe personal injuries. 

Apolied mathematics 

56. The different calculations dealt with so far obviously involve, as do all 

statistics, the use of mathematics. Usually, however, except in the rating of life 

insurance, only elementary mathematics are involved. More advanced mathematics 

have so far rarely been applied outside the field of life and sickness insurance. 

57. The main reason for this would seem to be the fact that, contrary to what might 

at first be thought, the 11non-life 11 classes of insurance are far more complex and 

elusive to mathematical analysis than is life insurance. 

58. Since the applications of .. advanced mathematics to life insurance would now seeCT 
' ' 

to have been fairly thoroughly 'explored, while the "non-life" classes are showing a 

growing need for a firmer mathematical framework, the present trend is to extend the 

application of mathematical science to the 11non-life11 classes of insurance also. 

59. Life insurance can be said to be based on a mathematical model. In 11ncn-life 11 

insurance, one way of defining the problem of applying advanced mathematics is to 

say that a raathematical model, or rather a number of matheraatical models, is also 

sought in this field. The fact that all these new mathematical models appear to be 



very complex explains why attempts in this field are of so much later date than in 

the field of life insurance and why very few successes have been recorded. 

60. One sector in which certain advances have been made is the isolation of and 

levelling out of the different factors affecting the frequency and/or extent of 

danage. Such an analysis has been applied to motor insurance and homeownerst 

insurance. In these types of insurance the total number of policies - and c:msequently 

also of claims - is large, while the sub-classes (for instance by type and model year 

in the case of cars or by geographical area in the case of buildings) contain much 

fewer observations, and therefore require more complicated mathematical analysis to 

ascertain the diffe=ence between them. 

61. It is also very necessary to apply advanced mathematics in the field of 

reinsurance, especially in the so-called non-proportional types of reinsurance, 

Here too, the difficulties encountered are immense, owing to the complexity of the 

insurance business on which reinsurance is based, but considerable progress has 

lately been made in applying advanced mathematics in order to establish a firmer 

basis for reinsurance agreements and their terms. 

Mechanization 

62, Manrs development has been characterized by the use of tools, In the early 

stages, tools extended his physical capability, Recent centuries, and particularly 

the present one have been characterized by man t s extension of his intellectual 

powers by the use of more and more advanced computers. In addition, the continuous 

observation of instruments is being handed over to machines (automation), 

63. Since insurance deals to such an extent with figures, computers are being used 

increasing~ in this field. In fact, computing equipment has more or less 

revolutionized the flow of data in modern insurance co:rapanies and has now developed 

into electronic data"'i)roc~ssing (EDP). 

64. While a computer is i~capable of doing what man cannot co, any statistical or 

mathematical operation that is possible to man can also in principle be done by a 

computer, Thus, all the statistical operations previously mentioneJ can be performed 

more efficiently,_.and immensely _faste~_l!,y_ CGrdJ.uters,_.. .... . .. 

65. Even if a cor.iputer operates with very much greater speed and precision than a 

human being, it cannot do anything which it has not been instructed to do. While a 

hu:raan being can adapt himself to new unexperienced situations, the conputer cannot. 

Every situation which the computer may meet must the ref ,,re be foreseen. Furthernore, 

the data fed to the computer rJust be absolutely correct and con.sis tent data if it is to 

function properly, 
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66. In order to benefit from the use of a computer, an insurance company =st 

therefore have its data in a consistent form and must operate generally in a very 

consistent manner. 

67. The operational data must sometines be used in a manner different frcm that 

followed in day-to-day business operations. The computer data in respect of the 

latter are sonetines called an administrative file. Fron this file the operational 

or statistical file is derived. The statistical file, at least when magnetic tape 

is used, will give a monetary picture of the situation and thus soon become out of 

date. The administrative file on the other hand is continually revised and brought 

up to date, often daily. While it would be preferable to draw operational statistics 

from the administrative file, since the latter is the most up-to-date record in 

consistent form which an insurance company possesses, the daily use of the 

administrative .file for other purposes makes it difficult to use it also for analysis 

of operations. 

68. Some computer producers have developed so-called management information systems 

(MIS) designed automatically to inform management how the business is running and, 

in particular, to give signals when some action may have to be taken. Such systems 

have only begun to be tackled by some companies that are far advanced in computer 

applications. 

69. One great difficulty that an insurance company faces in introducing such 

automatic systems is the defining of the situations in which the system should give 

the management an alarm signal. There are constant variations in the data observed 

and the difficulty lies in deciding the tolerances to be allowed before the alarm 

is given. 

Statistical training 

70. The increasing complexity of business - including insurance, which serves as 

a lubricant in economic life - r~quires ever greater competence on the part of insurers 

and of those producing the material on which management bases its anaiysis and 

decisions. In well developed insurance companies there is therefore a growing need 

for statisticians and actuaries, Law or tradition have required the employment of 

_actuaries in Ji fe insnrrnce, but tha.-U.Sa. . .o±:.-COD1pe:ten:L.s.ta.tis.tici.ans in.general 

(non-life) insurance also is growing. 

71. In the United Kingdom, France, Japan and the United States, the training and 

examination of actuaries are carried out by professional bodies (associations of 

-
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actuaries), while in most other countries the training of actuaries is organized, 

wholly or partly, in conjunction with universities, at which students can obtain a 

degree or diploma. 

?2. However, practical experience is of the utmost importance in insurance, and in 

most countries the theoretical actuarial training is followed by practical training 

leading to the final stage of the actuary 1s examination. These exar,1inations are 

usually conducted by the professional bodies themselves, but in sorne countries are 

held under governraent auspices. In Belgium and France t.he submission and defence 

of a thesis on an actuarial subject form part of the exa,111.nation. 

?3. There is one aspect of statistical training wliich may not be so appare!1-L. 

It is not only those who produce statistics who need such training. The consU1I1ers 

of statistics (management etc.) - often 11 laymen11 in statistics - also need education 

and training in the art of reading and interpreting statistics. 

74. To sum up, there is probably no business in which-statistics play such an 

important role as they do in insurance. Many other types of business, such as 

engineering, quality control, and mathematical, biological and zoological research, 

make use of advanced forLJS of statistics. However, since the laws of probability 

and their application form the core of insurance, it is quite obvious that statistics 

play a particularly important role in this field. 

Future prospects 

75. In closing it should also be mentioned that insurance can be studied in the 

laboratory by simulating claims experience. This experimental method is still in 

its initial stages but can be expected to become more widespread. Such simulations , 

can perform the dual role of developing new systems of insurance before they are 

marketed so that a more perfect product can be presented, and, at the same time, 

providing a continual reference in the day-to-day analysis and management of 

insurance business already,.in operation. 

B. Summary of discussion 

76. Many of the participants who spoke on this subject emphasized the importance 

of insurance statistics at all levels, as they constituted the backbone of the 

illSUiance and·~reinstrrant!,r··tul'l'.t"fil'!ss~---·--nr'"tnisc6fil:iexioh tlie;i said that :::pecia1 

attention should be paid to the gathering of reliable statistical infornation at the 

level of each insurance enterprise by the use of appropriate methods-of recording 

insurance and reinsurance transactions. Sound insurance statistics at the cornpany 

level were indispensable for the correct conduct and management of the business and 

they also constituted the primary source of statistical information tc be compiled 

at the national level. 
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77. It was generally agreed that the annual returns submitted by the individual 

institutions should satisfy the requirements of an effective supervision of the 

insurance and reinsurance industry. Some participants from developing countries 

referred to a very special situation concerning returns (annual reports and balance 

sheets) of the State insurance instj tu tions in developing countries, which were often 

subrilitted not only to the Government executive organs concerned but also to the 

legislature. 

78. Several participants from developing countries specified the criteria which 

returns of insurance institutions should satisfy. The returns should convey a 

concise and clear picture of the operations of the institution and, in particular, 

of the financial and technical matters which were specifically subject to supervision; 

they should also be collected systematically for a considerable period of time on a 

comparable basis. Some participants felt that the authorities of developing 

countries should refrain from making too extensive and frequent use of specialized 

enquiries in the field of insurance, the usefulness of such special statistical 

enquiries being rather limited and their conduct costly, particularly as their 

reliability tended to be very low. 

79. With regard to the statistics of international insurance and reinsurance 

transactions, the participants from developing countries felt that the compilation 

of such data, especially those concerning the effect of insurance and reinsurance 

transactions on their balance of payments, was extremely important for those 

countries. Several participants welcomed the information that UNCTAD was dealing 

with the problems of insurance statistics and, in particular, that a study was being 

prepared on this subject which would aim at the unification of major statistical 

definitions in insurance and reinsurance and at working out :r:iinimum statistical 

requirements. Some participants suggested that an international statistical centre 

for insurance should be established within the United Nations to collect and compile 

insurance statistics at the international level. 

80. It was nentioned generally that in non-life insurance business the scope for 

the application of the statistical and mathematical methods was comparatively limited. 

Mox e 1 esearch 'Q'o'.1'1r,;;roma De requ~ct··ti-e-.fore -the-rnmdu-ct-of-the-·rroncclife business 

could be based to a rrru0h greater extent on statistical foundations, in particular 

as regards premium rating, the evaluation of the technical reserves, including the 

reserves for outstanding claims, Many participants referred to the factor of 
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uncertainty at the time of the preparation of the statistical data concerning the 

evaluation of the technical reserves, whiJh often led to the inclusion of significant 

margins of safety in the estimates. In the view of the author of the background 

paper, many Western European insurance institutions exaggerated the amounts of the 

safety margins in their reserves, thus including considerable "hidden" reserves in 

their annual returns and accounts. This problem of safety margins or other types 

of safety loadings of the reserves acquired considerable practical significance in 

countries where premium rates were controlled. It was obvious that the introduction 

of higher ~argins or loadings led generally to an increase in premium rates. 
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Programme of the Inter-regional 
Seminar on Insurance and Reinsurance 

Monday 20 October 

Tuesday 21 October 

Wednesday 22 October 

Thursda;y: 23 October 

Friday 24 October 

(.l\i'ternoon 
session) 

Saturday 25 October (Morning 
session) 

I 
Monday 27 October \ 

- Opening of the Seminar 

Statement by a Czechoslovak 
Government Official 

Statement by a United Nations 
representative 

- The economic rolo of insurance 

Discussion leader: ¥,r, A, Rajagopalan 
(India) 

- Life and accident insurance 

Discussion leader: Mr. K. Urban 
(Czechoslovakia) 

- Non-life insurance 

Discussion leader: ¥,r, D, Landin 
(Sweden) 

- Insurance or risks connected with 
foreign trade: marine cargo and hull 
insurance 

Discussion leader: Mr. P. Danda 
( Czechoslovalda) 

- Reinsurance 

Discussion leader: Mr~ R,A.J, Porter 
(United Kingdom) 

- Relations between the State and the 
insurance industry nnd insurance 
legislation and supervision 

Discussion leaders: Dr, J. Bande (Chile) 
(25 October) 
Mr. A, Rajagopalan 
(India)(27 October) 
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Wednesday 29 October 

Friday 31 October (Morning 
session) 

- Insurance institutions and organizational 
aspects 

Discussion leader: Mr. A. Rajagopalan 
(India) 

- Insurance statistics including applied 
mathematics and cybernetics 

Discussion leader: Prof. M. Grossmann 
(Sw1 tzerland) 

- Closing of the Seminar 
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Asociacion Colombiana de Companias de Seguros 

Costa Rica 

Mr. Julio GOLCHER CASTRO Delegado Directo de la Junta Directiva 
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Mr • .Andreas N. HARTSIOTIS Control Qfficer and Assistant Superintendent 
of Insurance, Ministry of Finance 
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Ethiopia 
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Mr. Kwesi ACQUAH-ROBERTSON 
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Mr. R. SIDH.ARTA 
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Mr. Homayoun M, MACHAYEKHI• 
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Mr. Ja cob PICKER 
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Director del Instituto Nacional de 
Seguridad Social 

Director General of Insurance Supervisory Office 
of the Imperial Ethiopian Government 

Commissioner of Insurance, 
Ministry of Finance 

Directeur General, Societe Nationale d 1Assurances 

Superintendente de Bancos y de Seguros 

Manager of Marine Department, Allami Biztosito 

Director of Insurance, Ministry of Finance 

Director, P,.N. Reasuransi UMUM 

Director of Technical Affairs and Reinsurance, 
Bimeh Iran, Iran National Insurance Company 

Superintendent, State In_~1:11::l:l!!<:!,e_Orgaaj~?,:t,igri 

Commissioner of Savings and Insurance, 
Ministry of Finance 
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Mr, Yousuf Shehab AL BAH.AR 
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Mr. Akram SOUFI 
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Ministere des Affaires EconoDiques et Financieres 

Under-Secretary, Mini8try of Finance 

Chief of Insurance Section, 
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Ministere de l 1Economie Nationale 

Chief of Insurance Section, 
Ministry of EconOI!JY and Trade 

Chef de la Division des .Assurances, 
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Chef du Service des .Assurances a la 
Direction Nationale du Tresor, des 
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Director Tecnico, Cooision Nacional de Seguros 
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Federal Ministry of Trade 
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Pakistan 

Mr. Abdurahman Mohamed KHALFE 

People's Republic of the Congo 

Mr. Honore-Gerard LOUBAYI 

Mr. Carlos BECERRA CHJINGANAQUI 

Philippines 

Mrs. Conchita L, de BENITEZ 

Poland 

Mr. Kazimierz DllRUL 

Romania 

Mr. Petre CONSTANTIN 

Sierra Leone 

Mr. John Chrysostom HJiMILTON 

Singapore 

Mr. Francis D1 COSTA 

Somalia 

Mr, Ona.r Hagi OSMAN IBRAHIM 

' Southern Yemen 

Mr. J amil Abdo SHARER 

Spain 

Controller of the Insurance Department of 
Insurance, Governnent of Pakistan 

Chef du Service de Controle des Assurances 

Secretario General de la Superintendencia de 
Banca y Segura s 

President, Insurance and Surety Associa·Lion 
of the Philippines 

Deputy Director, Reinsurance Department, 
11Warta II Insurance and Reinsurance Company 

Chef du Departement de Reassurance, 11.ADAS 11 

Adninistrative Officer, Ministry of Finance 

Insurance Co:rnr.iissioner, Ministry of Finance 

Official, C.A.S.S. (Social Insurance Agency) 

Under-Secretary, Ministry of Finance 

-----~-----------------------·----~·········· 
Mr. Ubaldo NIETO DE ALBA Inspector del Consejo Tecnico de Inspecci6n de 

Seguros y JJiorros del Ministerio de Hacienda-Jefe 
de las secciones de Estadistica y Aranceles del 
Fondo de Garantia Nacional 



Mr, .Ahmed Mohamed El J\roin OSMAN 

Syria 

Mr. Mamdouh RAHMOUN 

Thailand 

Mr. Chukiat PR.AMOOLPOL 

Togo 

Mr. Eugene .Antoine 1.BAGLO 

Tunisia 

Mr. Taouf'ik DRISS 

Uganda 

Mr. John Ssebaana KIZITO 

United Arab Republic 

Mr. Fouad A, .Af3DEL-R.ll.Hl1JJJ 

United Republic of Tanzania 

Mr. Da.mien Sinda MAS.l\.lIDEKO 

Uruguay 

Mr. Jose Ramon SANCHEZ 

Mr. Atilio 1.RRILAGA SIMPSON 

Mr. Zoran RJ.J)QVIC 

Zambia 

Va-. Luke John MWANJJJSHIKU 

Controller of Insurance, 
Ministry of Finance and Economics 

President and General Manager, 
Syrian Insurance Company 

Insurance Co=issioners, Ministry of 
Economic .Affairs 
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Directeur de Service de Contr8le des Assurances, 
Ministere des Finance 

Chef de service a la Division de Contr8le des 
Assurances, Secr8tariat dtEtat au plan et a 
l 1economie nationale 

Deputy General Manager and Secretary, 
National Insurance Corporation 

Superintendent of Insurance, 
Ministry of Econoey and Foreign Trade 

Fire and Assistant Manager, 
National Insurance Corporation of Tanzania 

Contador General, Banco de Seguros del Estado 

Director, Banco de Seguros del Estado 

Lawyer-Adviser, 11Yugoslavia11 Insurance and 
Reinsurance Company 

Registrar of Insurance, 
Ministry of Developnent and Finance 



i, 
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B. OBSERVERS 1lND GUESTS 

Conference Internationale des 
Contr61es d 1Assurances des Etats Africains, 
Francais et Malgache (GICA) 

Mr. Bernard KELLER Secretary-General 

Mr. Assoumane GUIRY Deputy Secretary-General 

Comite Europeen des Assurances 

Mr. Henri FAVRE 

Mr. l'.nthony ARMSTRONG 

General Arab Insurance Federation 

Mr. Nabil FARES 

C.V. Starr and Co, Inc. New York, USA 

Mr, James McLANE TOMPKINS , 

Secretary-General 

Deputy Secretary-General 

Official of the Secretartat 

Vice-President 



Mr. Jorge B.IINDE 

Mr. Frantisek DOSTilL · 

Mr. Jacques de FLORINIER 

Mr. Marcel GROSSMANN 

Mr. Dan L.IUIDIN 

Mr. .llnanthachari RAJ f,GOP ALAN 

Mr. Ra;ynond A.J. PORTER 

Mr. Karel URBAN 

C. LECTURERS 

Professor of Insurance, 
University of Santiago, 
Chile 
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Research Officer, Ceska Statni Pojistovna, 
Prague, 
Czechoslovakia 

Administrateur Civil Hors Classe, 
. Ministry of Economic Affairs and Finance, 
France 

Professeur Extraordinaire, 
Institute of Economic and Social Sciences, 
Saint-Gall, 
Switzerland 

Manager of the Folksa.I!l. International 
I~surance Company Limited, 

Stockholm, 
Sweden 

Officer of Special Duty and ex officio 
Joint Secretary 

Departraent of Revenue and Insurance, 
Ministry of Finance; 
India 

Underwriter of Lloyd's of London, 
England 

Engineer, Research Officer, 
Ceska Statni Pojistovna, 
Prague, 
Czechoslovakia 
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D. SECRETARIAT 

Designated gy UNCTAD 

Mr. Wladyslav R, MALINOWSKI 
Director, Division for Invisibles 

Mr. Anatoly KURKIN 
Economic .Affairs Of'ficer, 
Division for Invisibles 

Mr. Jose RIPOLL 
Economic .Affairs Officer, 
Division f'or Invisibles 

Miss Janet BIRRELL 
Division for Invisibles 

Co-Director of the seminar 

Alternate Co-Director 

Technical Secretary 

Secretary 

Designated by the Government of Czechoslovakia 

Dr, Jaroslav PROCHAZKA 
General Manager of the 

Ceska Statn:l'. Pojistovna 

Mr. Jar0slav HAJEK 
Manager and Chief of' the 

Reinsurance nepartment 
Ceska Statni Pojistovna 

Mr. Vladimir CELOUD 
Chief' of the Research Department 
Ceska Statni Pojistovna 

Mr. Frantisek KALENSKY 
Deputy Chief of the Research Department 
Ceska Statn:l'. Pojistovna 

Co-Director and Chairman of the seminar 

Liaison Officer 

Administration Off'icer 

Documentation Of'f'icer 


